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Preface

With the publication of HEALTHFUL SCHOOL ENviRoNmENT.
a revision of the 1957 book, Healthful School Lieing. the trilogy
of books sponsored and prepared by the Joint Committee on Health
Problems in Education of the National Education Association and
the American Medical Association is brought up to date. Health
Education and School Health Sereices, the other two parts of the
trilogy, were revised in 1961 and 1964 respectively.

The word enrironnient is used in the title of this book to empha-
size the importance of the ecology of pupils' school experiences and
to fit more closely the familiar triumvirate of education, services
and environment. In this context, environment includes the activi-
ties carried on in the classroom and other instructional areas and
the c;xperiences and relationships that give the school its emotional
climate.

Charles C. Wilson, M.D., and Elizabeth Avery Wilson, Ph.D.,
both of whom have been closely associated with the Joint Com-
mittee for many years, were editors for HEALTHFUL SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENT. The former edited several previou3 publications of
the Committee; the latter served as liaison between the Joint Com-
mittee and the National Education Association for a period of time
and was a member of the Editorial Committee for previous publica-
tions. The experience of the editors greatly facilitated the prep-
aration of this publication.

The Editorial Committee planned the scope and content of the
book, selected contributors and consultants, reviewed several drafts
of each chapter, suggested desirable changes and additions, and
guided the editors in their work. All chapters were reviewed by
members of the Joint Committee and by consultants selected for
their particular competence in specialized fields. The Editorial
Committee approved the final draft of the manuscript, and its publi-
cation was authorized by the Joint Committee.

Much constructive help was provided by staff members of both
the National Education Association and the American Medical
Association. The Publications Division of the National Education

iii



PREFACE
Association supervisel publication arrangements. Kirsten Carterof the rublitmtions Division handled copy editing and editorial
production. The inglex Ira!: compiled by 3Iztry G. Hannan ofCrystal Lake, We gratefully acknowledge the assistanceof all who had a hand in the book's preparation.

This book is written for students in education, public health,
medicine, and nursing. Like other publications of the Joint Commit-tee, it will serve as a valuable reference fur teachers, school
administrators, members of boards of education. and all otherswith responsibility for planning or conducting a school program.

As chairmen of the Joint Committee during the period of itspreparation, we take pleasure in presenting HEALTHFUL SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENT.

RUTH FRARY. 3I.D., Chairman, 1967
JAMES MOON, Ph.D., Chairman, 1968
FRANKLIN FOOTE, 3I.D., Dr.P.H., Chairman, 1969
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Chapter

The School Environment
and Health

Birch trees won't grow in a warm climate, but palm trees will;
most orchids grow best in a tropical region, while daffodils thrive
only in cool surroundings. Ai plants respond to their environment.
Favorable environmental conditions stimulate growth and develop-
ment; unfavorable ones retard these processes. This generalize Lion
is as applicable to the human organism as it is to plants and ex-
plains why a person is a product, in large measure, of his environ-
ment.

Heredity sets the upper limit to development, but whether we
reach those upper lints depends upon the thousands of forces
bearing upon us throughout our lifetimesome favorable and oth-
ers unfavorable. A an important force affecting the children and
youth of our country, what kind of environmental conditions do
schools provide?

When compulsory edt.cation laws were passed, requiring every
child and youth, between certain ages to attend school for a set
number of hours a day for a specified number of days each year,
they imposed upon pupils a situation and an environment which all
were not equipped to handle with ease. Today millions of young
people are going to school, and many are confronted with conditions
detrimental to their well-being. "Going to school," exciting and
developmental though the experience may be, is not always an
unmixed blessing. In fact, the experience may sometimes actually
retard learning or endanger health.

Most of the problems associated with going to school stem from
the peculiar but widely held view that the sole objective of educa-
tion is acquisition of knowledge.. The subject matter is there; les-
sons are to be learned; twelve or sixteen years are supposed to be
sufficient to accomplish the task. If a child or youth fails, it is be-
cause he did not applay himself. The pupil may find that no one is
interested in him as an individual or in the environment into which
he, by law, has been pressed.

1



2 HEALTHFUL SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

Going to school is a total experience, nut just an intellectual one.
Once a child enters kindergarten or first grade, he will never be the
same. From his first day in school, and fur as long as he continues
in school, he will be affected intellectually, socially, physically, and
emotionally. This is an inescapable fact of lite, but there are some
adults concerned with the expanding scope of education who prefer
to ignore it. They say that the only function of the school is to de-
velop the pupil intellectually.

People with this philosophy imply that the school has no respon-
sibility for the physical, social, and emotional development of pu-
pils. They feel that a safe environment needs to be provided and
that the school should concentrate solely on intellectual matters.
The artificial separation of mind from body may be convenient, but
its attainment is impossible since the pupil is an indivisible being.
While intellectual pursuits are undertaken, the physical, emotional,
and social aspects of the individual are being affected, whether or
not the teacher knows or cares. A child, youth, or adult is divisible
only in the minds of those who wish to divide him so as to concen-
trate attention on a particular part of the total person.

In a similar manner, it is a mistake to believe that a school
health program should be concerned only with the physic& aspects
of children and youth. To be sure, many people still think of health
mainly in physical terms and understand the goals of physical
well-being more clearly than the goal of total health. But the holis-
tic nature of man makes it unrealistic to fragmentize him, to be
concerned with his physical health to the exclusion of the other di-
mensions.

The sensitive educator knows that mental, social, emotional, and
physical health are merely different aspects of the same thing. The
proven interrelationship of vital functionsfor example, of the
heart to anxiety, of emotions to digestion, of digestion to happiness,
of fatigue to success, and of motor coordination to learningcauses
the educator to understand that both learning and health involve all
aspects of the individual.

Twentieth-century educational thought recognizes that an under-
standing of the nature of the learner is basic to good teaching. The
preparation of a teacher must be based on the study of children and
youth, the way they grow and develop, the way they adapt to their
environment, and the way they react to the stresses of modern
education.
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SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

There is a vast difference between the relative quiet of a family
gathering and the organized pressures and hurly-burly of a class-
room. Schou) opens up a world of new faces, new companions, and
new friendships. Pupils of all grades live in a world of assigned or
selected tasks, of regulated speech, of homework, and of discipline.
Pupils experience freedom in some areas of activity and restriction
in other areas. Through long periods of trial and error, they learn
the desirability of respecting the rights of other persons.

School organization plays an important role in shaping the envi-
ronment to which children and youth will be exposed. It may pro-
vide opportunity for association with those who have similar or dis-
similar social and educational backgrounds. It may group pupils
who have similar mental abilities, or it may organize into a group
pupils whose mental abilities run the gamut from very low to very
high. The marking and grading system, promotional procedures,
policies relating to discipline, and the type of school reports to par-
ents are among many organizational factors that affect pupils'
health and well-being. To illustrate, if the rules and regulations of
pupil conduct have no rationale in terms of today's mores, rebellion
may develop and both anger and tears spill over.

The school environment requires interaction and orientation, the
skills of which must be learned or social and personal disaster may
follow. A pupil may learn prejudice and bias or open-mindedness
and acceptance. An inferior teacher may turn a pupil away from
learning forever, and a superior teacher may light fires of scholar-
ship that will burn for a lifetime. Here the competitive world is met
head on with success or failure, self-fulfillment or frustration.

The tremendous importance of the school environment in helping
pupils learn how to live with one another has never been completely
described. It is clear, however, that the greatest possible success
will be achieved only when boards of education and administrative
and teaching staffs are sensitive to the potentializias ihvoived.
Boards of education must adopt policies that recognize the need for
pupils to learn how to react in social situations. The administrative
staff needs to organize the school in such a maymez- as to contribute
to pupil growth and development, and the teaching staff should con-
duct its program with proper weight to helping pupils understand
the ways individuals and groups react to one another.

The implications of going to school as a total experience cannot
be dodged. Whether architects know it or teachers are aware of it,
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being in a building and in a class, listening to authority figures, and
being chided or praised by his peers have an influence on the total
health and well-being of a pupil. An attractive, appropriately lo-
cated, and well-maintained school building with adequately lighted,
tastefully decorated classrooms and modern equipment throughout
can make a major contribution to the education of children and
youth. Comfortable seating influences pupils' attitudes toward their
work and their school. If, for example, the seat is uncomfortable,
the back becomes fatigued and, even more nnportant, the pupil's at-
titude toward his entire school program may be so affected that a
problem learner is produced.

Teachers, physicians, and guidance personnel recognize the vari-
ety of personal problems which pupils face. These relate to under-
or over-achievement, accommodation to school routine or discipline,
adjustment to sexual maturity, sibling rivalry, parental supervi-
sion, and dozens of other influences bearing on children and youth.
The skilled teacher helps to prevent these problems from develop-
ing, gives help to pupils experiencing minor difficulties, and refers
pupils with serious problems to those who have the skill to deal
with them.

As they go about their daily tasks, pupils learn about personal
acceptance and rejection, prejudice and selfishness, alibiing and
projection, jealousy and anger. They learn about worry and secu-
rity, frustration and success. Their experiences include the whole
spectrum of human behavior. The way the teacher helps pupils
learn about these matters is an indication of his contribution to the
pupils' mental and social health. The social and psychological devel-
opment of pupils should be of as much concern as their success in
various other aspects of the curriculum.

School efforts to promote the emotional and social development of
pupils center around the classroom teacher. The teacher tends to es-
tablish the emotional climate that pervades the classroom. He deter-
mines the emotional satisfactions that pupils gain by his methods
of teaching and his adaptation of curriculum content to their abili-
ties. The competent teacher who is healthy and has a pleasing per-
sonality helps to provide an environment in which pupils thrive.

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Nothing is more certainly predictable than that a living orga-
nism will react to its physical environment. An infant will open or
close its eyes in response to light, turn its head to follow sound, and
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cry in tactile discomfort. Just as surely, but in different ways, chil-
dren and youth react to the physical environment of schools. The
environment may produce comfort or discomfort, arouse feelings of
pride or feelirgs of disgust and depression, encourage or retard
learning, allow the easy spread of communicable diseases or safe-
guard health, and increase or decrease the possibility of accidents.
The provision of a safe, sanitary, and attractive physical environ-
ment pays big dividends.

Attention to the physical environment begins when a school
building is being planned and continues as long as the building is
used. Space is provided in regular classrooms and special rooms to
prevent overcrowding and to permit these activities included in the
locally accepted educational program. Lighting is both adequate
and proper; noise is at a minimum due to careful acoustical meas-
ures; heating and ventilation are effective, and, in some regions,
air conditioning is provided; furniture is suitable and attractive;
and color is used to serve numerous purposes. An ample supply of
safe water is assured, together with adequate plumbing and a suffi-
cient number of such fixtures as wash basins, drinking fountains,
and toilets. Proper disposal of wastes safeguards the health of pu-
pils and school personnel.

Custodial and maintenance services should keep rooms clean and
buildings in proper repair. Corridors, cafeterias, laboratories, gym-
nasiums, and playing fields should show the results of good house-
keeping and proper maintenance.

School physical facilities should include suitable space and equip-
ment for preparing and serving lunches. A kitchen, food storage
space, and a dining room are now considered integral parts of a
school building.

School life does not contribute to health if pupils are unnecessar-
ily exposed to communicable diseases. If a pupil contracts tubercu-
losis or some other communicable disease from a school employee or
a fellow pupil, parents have every reason to become aroused and to
challenge the board of education to explain the precautions taken to
prevent the spread of disease. Good sanitation is a preventive meas-
ure but needs to be supplemented with established policies and
procedures dealing with such matters as immunizations, case-find-
ing, isolation and exclusion, and readmission following sickness.
Programs in these areas will naturally be developed in cooperation
with the local health department, parents, physicians, voluntary
health agencies, and other interested groups.
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The school environment has direct implications for accident pre-
vention, since pupils cannot be completely safe unless measures are
taken to identify and eliminate accident hazards and to prevent or
deal with disaster situations.

Accidents happen. Only the naive or ignorant believes that a
school can be operated without them. However, when a parent
sends a pupil to school he does not expect him to get hurt on the
way or to be injured in a classroom, corridor, laboratory, gymna-
sium, or playing field. He expects that the school will be a safe
place for living and learning.

School personnel have three basic responsibilities in regard to ac-
cidents and emergency situations: The first is to prevent accidents
from happening, when and if this is possible; the second is to in-
clude safety instruction as part of the curriculum; and the third is
to execute a program of action when an emergency occurs.

All too frequently these responsibilities are neglected due to the
assumption that an emergency will not occur or that if one does it
will be handled by common sense. Neither of these points of view is
tenable. Accidents, fires, explosions, and emergencies of many other
kinds frequently occur at unexpected times and places. The result-
ing situation may be aggravated by panic and excitement and by
forgetfulness or a lack of knowledge concerning what should be
done by one or more key persons. The unexpected must be prepared
for. Policies to meet every contingency must be made ahead of time,
and all school personnel should become familiar with them.

A school health committee or health and safety committee may
desirably consider a variety of safety problems. The group can de-
velop programs for the emergency care of injured pupils; for action
to be taken in case of fire, flood, tornado, or explosion; for traffic
safety; for elimination of accident hazards; and for the prevention
of accidents in all parts of the school building and on the school
grounds. Only when this is done can it be said that the school is
meeting its obligation in this area.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND LEARNING

The human organism is intended to be active. We possess and re-
tain for life all the mechanisms to move about, be vigorous, run and
jump, dance and play. It is an erroneous notion to believe that only
little children should be active. Play, exercise, and activity are psy-
chobiological necessities, a heritage for all. The school that does not
provide a time and place for play is organized counter to the very
nature and purpose of human life.
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Our puritanical forefathers gave little credence to the belief that
play and fun were desirable. Since they did not know as much
about the human organism and its needs as we do now, they felt
that schooling had to be a grim and serious business. This tradition
lingers. It is the reason that some people consider "hard" subjects,
like Latin, mathematics, and physics, better than "easy" subjects.
It also partially explains why many people have a rather astigmatic
view of the kind and quality of learning and the degree of personal
development that can result from well-organized physical education
and recreation.

Play has long been underrated as an influence in promoting
mental health. According to Menninger, "Good mental health is di-
rectly related to the capacity and willingness of an individual to
play. Regardless of his objections, resistance, or past practice, any
individual will make a wise investment for himself if he does plan
time for play and take it seriously."

A well-conceived program of physical education and recreation
can provide participants with opportunities to enjoy the satisfac-
tions of achievement. It can serve in the cultivation of an objective
and realistic outlook as contrasted with a subjective and fancied
one. It further provides opportunities for a pupil to establish status
among his peers, to understand himself, and to find satisfactions
which come from identification with a group. Above all, such pro-
grams provide opportunities to enjoy life and to experience
pleasure. Thus, one thing to look for in judging the potential influ-
ence of any school on the health and development of pupils is the
time, space, and facilities devoted to physical education.

THE CHALLENGE

A healthful environment is essential if children and youth are to
live healthfully while at school. Healthful school living is not a mys-
terious phrase with ambiguous implications. It simply means living
within a school where all environmental conditions, every social re-
lationship, and every curriculum experience is carried on with due
attention to health. None of these conditions or experiences should
be allowed to endanger health or safety; they all should contribute
to well-being.

In many schools, both elementary and secondary, careful atten-
tion is given to all aspects of school sanitation; teachers and admin-

Menninger, William C. "Recreation and Mental Health." Recreation, 42:
341-45; November 1958.
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istrators strive to create desirable emotional and social conditionsand to help each pupil develop his potentialities to the fullest degree
possible. Pupils attending such schools are indeed fortunate.

The challenge to teachers, administrators, and boards of educa-
tion is to create and maintain in every school an environment that
makes healthful living possible. In the chapters that follow, aspectsof various school conditions and programs that significantly affect
health are described and discussed, thus providing information that
can be used to establish desirable environmental conditions.

Healthful school living is one side of a school health triangle, the
other two sides being health education and school health services
subjects which are dealt with fully in previous publications of the
Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education of the National
Education Association and the American Medical Association.2 Al-
though possessed of its own characteristics, healthful school living
is closely related to the two other parts of the program. Healthfulliving is a goal of health education, since it increases a pupil's un-
derstanding and appreciation of health and the factors that
influence it. School health services, particularly those directed toward maintaining sanitary and safe school conditions, help to pro-vide an essential foundation for healthful school living. Conse-
quently, school health services are as indispensible as health educa-tion in promoting healthful school living.

A program to provide a healthful school environment is a cooper-
ative venture that involves many people. The teacher is the key per-
son in controlling conditions and conducting activities in the class-
room, but his efforts need to be bulwarked by assistance from manyother staff members. Superintendents, principals, and others
concerned with school administration share in developing condi-tions conducive to good health. Physicians and nurses serving the
school often provide leadership in developing school health proce-dures, including the inauguration of periodic sanitary inspections.
Curriculum directors, psychologists, social workers, lunch roommanagers, and custodians are other persons who help to create ahealthful school environment. To the extent that these individualswork together toward common ends, healthful school living be-comes an attainable goal.

2 National Education Association and American Medical Association, JointCommittee on Health Problems in Education. Health Education. Fifth edition.Washington, D.C., and Chicago: the Associations, 1961.
National Education Association and American Medical Association, JointCommittee on Health Problems in Education. School Health Services. Secondedition. Washington, D.C., and Chicago: the Associations, 1964.
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Chapter 2

School Organization
and Pupil Health

The school is a place of promise, of hope, and of inspiration. It
is a place where pupils grow and learn as they travel the road from
childhood to maturity. School organization should help pupils learn
effectively, grow into healthy and mature adulthood, and become
self-respecting and self-directing individuals with concern for their
fellow human beings. A good school is constructed on the expe-
rience of the past, the needs of today, and the probabilities of the
future.

The rapidity of change in all facets of American life in recent
years has been breathtaking. Inevitably, major social and techno-
logical changes are reflected in schools. The population boom, the
knowledge explosion, automation, and technological developments
have affected the organization of schools and the people within
them. They have resulted in the development of new organizational
patterns with emphasis on innovation in education ; changes little
dreamed about a few years ago are now a reality in many schools.

This chapter will point up some aspects of school organization
with implications for pupil health that have stood the test of time
and some trends that seem to be developing. Particular attention
will be given to forces affecting organization, time allotment, pupil
grouping, size of classes, tone of the school, and transportation.

FORCES AFFECTING SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

The organization of a school system is becoming increasingly
complex. Education is being extended both downward and upward;
preschool and kindergarten education are receiving increased atten-
tion, and junior colleges are being added at a rapid rate. A number
of different organizational patterns are in operation throughout the
country, and new ones are being tried. The test of any of these pat-
terns is its ability to help pupils learn and the extent to which it fa-
cilitates the achievement of educational goals. The nature of the

11
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growth of children and youth and their individual growth patterns
emphasize the need for continuity in the educational program.

Challenges and Responses

Until a few years ago, the prevailing pattern of school organiza-
tion in this country was characterized by neighborhood schools,
with a single class to a room. Classes were definitely graded, and
there was limited departmentalization.

Forces challenging traditional patterns of school organization are
numerous and varied. They include the following:

1. Demand for higher standards of intellectual achievement
2. Recognition of the need for effective programs for the gifted

and retarded, as well as for the so-called average child
3. Realization of variations in educational needs due to differ-

ences in cultural backgrounds
4. Acceptance of new teaching technics, such as television, kine-

scopes, programed learning, and language laboratories
5. Awareness of variations in the range and competencies of

teachers and in the learning potential of pupils
6. Recognition of the importance of environmental influences on

learning during both the preschool and school years
7. Acceptance of the desirability of a heterogeneous grouping of

pupils from the social, economic, and racial points of view.
The response to these influences has brought about numerous

changes in school organization. There have been demands for non-
graded schools, team teaching, and prekindergarten instruction.
The need for special programs for varying cultures and for the
gifted and retarded has been emphasized. Some educators have sug-
gested the construction of education parks.' All of these are at-
tempts to meet individual needs more effectively in the face of
growing school enrollments.

Organization Patterns and Health
Since school organization influences the environment to which

pupils are subjected, it has an effect on pupil health. Organization
determines the number of hours a day a pupil will be in school, the
number of days a year he will attend school, the numb 3r and char-

Morphet, Edgar L.; Johns, Roe L.; and Reller, Theodore L. Educational
Organization and Administration. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1967.
p. 315.
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acteristics of the classmates he tAll have, and how he win get to
and from school. 'I he way a school is organized may tend to make
a pupil work under continuous tension or, on the other hand, may
encourage him to work and progress at the rate that is best for him.
Organization factors may help him develop feelings of confidence
and security or opposite feelings.

Although it is generally accepted that the various aspects of
school organization influence pupc1 health (and this point of view is
substantiated by the opinions of experienced teachers and adminis-
trators) , exact data concerning the health effects of school organi-
zation are not available. This is due in part to the difficulty of sepa-
rating the effect of organizational factors from those that reflect
the emotional climate of the classroom, the classroom program, and
school administration procedures.

In due time, research will provide answers to question:, relating
to the effect of these different influences on pupil health. Until then,
teachers and administrators should give attention to these matters
and be guided by the viewpoints of educators and physicians who
are experienced in the area of school health. These viewpoints will
be stated and examined in later sections of this chapter and other
chapters of this book.

TIME ALLOTMENT

The influence of the school environment on the health of pupils is
directly proportional to the amount of time they spend in school.
Consequently, such factors as the length of the school day and the
school year and the time apportionment during the day should be
analyzed carefully from the point of view of the way they affect
health.

Length of the School Day
The National Education Association recently secured data from

326 school systems with enrollments of 12,000 or more.= A total of
23.6 percent had lengthened the school day; 74.2 percent had made
no changes; and only 2.2 percent had reduced the length of the
school day. All changes reported had occurred in the five preceding
years. The median length of the school day was found to be 6 hours
and 16 minutes in grade one and to increase grade by grade to 6
hours and 59 minutes in senior high school. The in-school day for
teachers was about one hour longer than that of pupils.

National Education Association, Research Division. "Length of School Year
and School Day." Ecscarch Bulletin 43: 103-105; December 396 5.
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Among the factors that have caused some school systems to
lengthen the school day are the knowledge explosion, the trend to
begin certain academic subjects such as foreign languages early in
a child's school experience, and the pressure to add new subjects
and activities to the curriculum. While recognizing the importance
of these developments, care must be taken to see that the school day
does not become so long that pupil health is jeopardized and learn-ing diminished.

In today's schools, time is more fluid and schedules more flexiblethan formerly. Whether planning a flexible or rigid schedule, it isdesirable to provide a balanced program with periods of concen-trated mental activity interspersed with less strenuous mental tasksand broken by periods of physical activity. This procedure pro-motes both mental and physical health.
Whether a school program produces fatigue depends on morethan the number of hours in the school day. The nature and pace ofinstruction and the emotional tone of teacher-pupil relationships

greatly influence the extent to which pupils tire. Strenuous work in
a relaxed al.3 serene atmosphere may not be as tiring as less ar-duous work performed under pressure in a tense atmosphere.

Pupil time in school is often increased by voluntary participationin interest-centered activities during after-school hours. These ac-tivities may be of a recreational nature, intramural or interscholas-tic athletics, music or dancing lessons, or various kinds of club
activities. Some pupils fail to participate in any of these valuable
programs; others tend to become involved in too many school-spon-
sored activities. Counseling on an individual basis by teachers, par-ents, and guidance personnel can help pupils work out a balancedprogram.

Consideration must be given to differing individual and groupneeds in determining the length of the school day. The healthful
and stimulating effect of variety in the daily program and the dif-
ferences in fatigue levels among various age groups should receive
attention. A decision concerning the length of the school day should
take into account the importance of avoiding fatigue and boredom,
as well as the fact that these conditions are influenced by pupil in-terest, the alternation of sedentary and active forms of learning,
and the emotional climate of the classroom.

Double Sessions

Approximately 2 percent of all elementary school children are on
double-session schedules. Double sessions are usually born from the
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=mit* of caring for burgeoning school enrollments when ade-
quate faci/ities are not available. Many pupils attendingr, double
sessions leave home early in the morning or arrive home quite late
in the afternoon, depending on whether they attend a morning or
an afternoon session.

The types and amounts of educational experiences needed by chil-
dren and youth simply cannot be compressed into a half day. An
additional problem aris%-_,s when a mother is working and children
are left to their own devices without adequate supervision when
they are not in school. Many communities are exerting every effort
possible to eliminate double sessions.

The Extended School Year

There has been a gradual lengthening of the school year with an
earlier opening in September and later closing in June. Strong
pressure has appeared in some places to establish a 12-month school
year. This pressure stems from a desire to effect economy through
better utilization of school buildings and t,o provide a more varied
program.

Classroom teachers generally agree that children show signs of
fatigue after a two-month period of school and need periodic vaca-
tions. So do teachers. Both children and teachers profit from a
change in pace and activities. However, a two- or three-month vaca-
tion during the summer may be unnecessary. Studies are needed to
determine, if possible, what the optimal length of school terms and
of the school year should be.

Summer School

Each year more school systems move in the direction of extend-
ing the school year into the summer months, offering remedial and
enrichment programs and credit courses for high school students.
Thousands of teen-agers are putting their long summer vacation to
good use either by working, going to summer school, or gaining ex-
perience in community service programs. Many study such subjects
as advanced mathematics, field biology, physics, typing, or driver
education.

In January 1963 the National Education Association Research
Division sent questionnaires to 391 school districts with 12,0(0 or
more pupils enrolled, inquiring about their summer school program
in 1962.3 The results of the survey showed that su 'Timer school pro-

3 National Education Association, Research Division. "Summer School,
1962." Rctcarch Dullctin 42: 18-23; February 1964.
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grams are on the increa.-;e and that they often recognize special
problems like those of the culturally deprived, the gifted, and the
physically handicapped.

Summer school has traditionally offered opportunities for pupils
to make up work failed during the regular school term and to
strengthen areas in which they are weak. The mrvey reveals that
more than nine-tenths of both elementary and senior high schools
reporting offered remedial work in their summer school programs.
Only about one-fourth of the elementary schools, while almost
three-fourths of the senior high schools, provided for acceleration in
summer school programs. Among the remedial programs offered
were speech therapy, work with the deaf, and typing for the
visually handicapped. Twenty percent of the school systems had
instituted their summer programs within the five years preceding
the survey.

Enrichment study characterizes many secondary school summer
programs, with students having opportunities to select from a wide
variety of offerings. Among available areas of study are mathemat-
ics, science, English, history, introduction to nursing, music, arts,
crafts, and driver education. Such activities are often physically
and mentally invigorating. However, students need some absolutely
free time of their own. Studies are needed to determine the effects
of the fast-paced, crowded school days and extended school year on
the health of children and youth.

PUPIL GROUPING

The proper conduct of an educational program requires that pu-
pils in a school, whether they are numbered in the hundreds or
thousands, be organized into comparatively small groups or classes.
This can be done in one of several ways, producing self-contained,
nongraded, or multigraded classrooms. Teaching may be done by a
single teacher, a series of teachers in a departmentalized organiza-
tion, or a group of teachers working together as a team.

Organization of pupils into classes is designed primarily to facili-
tate learning. However, those concerned with providing a healthful
school environment need to consider different patterns of organiza-
tion and their effects on pupils, particularly in relation to feelings
of achievement, feelings of security, and teacher-pupil relationships.
Organization patterns suitable for one level of education may be in-
arpropriate at another.
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The Self- Contained Classroom
r!, 1, 'bill: of ;alto Ali group pupils:wet irtling to

grade t1,, \:L=t, ,,f elementary school teztehers
work in stlf-c,,ntzol, 'iittlyen 11141 staliility in having
one teacher and in gr,,wing at-cuA, .1 to 14:: n:uti!ws and ways &if
working., The teacher sees the child in many tin :roil situations
and relationships and is with him long enough to know him well.
He has the opportunity to manage situations in such a way as to
bring out the shy child, redirect the energies of one who is overly
aggressive, and help the rejected child become an accepted member
of the group.

A well-prepared teacher uses flexible groupings within his class-
room; provides large group, small group, and individualized
instruction; utilizes a variety of materials of instruction suited to
the varying abilities of his students; and encourages more able pu-
pils to help the slower ones.

There are differences in ability which children recognize early,
and no grouping arrangement can hide these differences from them.
The fundamental question is what type of grouping can best facili-
tate learning and individual development within a democratic
framework.

On the other hand, children do fail and are not promoted to the
next grade, with the consequent emotional trauma which failure
brino,-s. Repeated failure is disheartening and causes some pupils to
leave school earlier than desirable. The bright child, if not chal-
lenged, may become an underachiever.

The broad range of requirements of the elementary school teacher
makes it practically impossible for one person to be skilled in all
the areas in which competence is expected. The unusual spread in
ability in many classrooms, coupled with increased enrollments and
the great desire for quality education, makes other forms of organi-
zation and of addition or redistribution of staff almost a necessity.

Nongraded Classes
While a graded plan of organization is the prevailing type of or-

ganization in the elementary school today,a large number of schools
have moved into a nongraded program, particularly in the primary
grades. Others have extended nongraded classes through the sixth
grade. Nongrading-, in junior and senior high schools is largely ex-
perimental. The trend toward nongracling, especially in the elemen-
tary school, appears to be growing rapidly. One large system in
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three is now using a nongraded sequence in at least some elemen-
tary schools.

There is increased awareness of differences in and among indi-
viduals and of concern in meeting the special problems of the gifted
and slow learning pupils. "Organizationally," according to Good-
lad

nongraded school is one in which the grade levels and grade labels represent-
ing years of vertical progress are replaced by a plan of continuous upward
progress. Conceptually. it is intended to eiminate the promotionnon-promo-
tion adjustment of graded schools, to raise the ceilings and lower the floors of
attainment expectancies for :earners, thus encompassing their individual
differences to encourage the utilization of content and materials in accordance
with pupil individuality; and to force pedagogical attention to individual
differences and the individual .4

Nongrading makes possible flexible groupings of many kinds.
There is wide variation in the developmen of children at the

time they enter school. Some are able to meet grade expectations
easily; others progress more slowly, but may actually blossom with
a little more maturity. Nongrading takes the pressure off children.
Teachers report there is a reduction in tension in slow learners and
that there are fewer emotional problems and improved classroom
behavior.

In the early school years children begin to develop a self-concept
and may feel inferior, rejected, alienated, or a failure--especially if
they are not promoted from one grade to the next. In the nongraded
school, a child is allowed to progress at his own rate without the
stigma of having failed. He continues at the beginning of each
school year where he left off the year before.

Nongraded programs allow a child to have materials at his own
level of development. He can be involved in significant, enjoyable
learning experiences in which he can meet success. This fosters im-
proved relationships and attitudes of mutual respect among chil-
dren and between teachers and children. When a child remains with
his peers and is liked by them and experiences success, he tends to
like school and is, therefore, more likely to remain in school. Early
school leaving often has its beginnings in the preschool years and
the primary grades. Proponents of the nongraded plan of class or-
ganization believe that it adjusts to individual mental, emotional,
physical, and social needs better than the graded system and re-
duces failures and frustrations.

4 Good lad, John L "Cooperative Teaching in Educational Reform." National
Elementary Principal 14: 10; January 1965.
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Multigraded Classes

Multigraded classes are a modification of the traditional elemen-
tary graded school in which classes are composed of students of
several ages, abilities, interests, and grades. Unlike a nongraded
plan, it operates within the framework of a graded system and re-
tains grade levels. it is a vertical dimension of school organization
based on the assumption that pupils are better off when they are
grouped heterogeneously rather than homogeneously.

Li a primary multigraded unit there are approximately an equal
number of first-, second-, and third-grade children. An intermediate
unit has an equal number of fourth, fifth, and sixth graders. Each
year approximately one-third of the children move on to the next
unit. This arrangement permits the child to be grouped across
grade lines in subject matter and to advance at different speeds in
various aspects of learning. It recognizes and provides for a wider
range of abilities than the graded system.

There are comparatively few multigraded units in elementary
schools, and research as to their effectiveness is limited. There is
some indication that where this type of organization is tried, teach-
ers, parents, and pupils are enthusiastic about it. Older children
help the younger children and younger children learn from the
older ones. Achievement in reading, arithmetic, and language is
reported to be high. There may also be greater gains in personal
adjustment, social adjustment, social maturity, and certain behavior
characteristics. Pupil-pupil relationships withinmultigraded classes
are similar to those in single grades.

Departmentalized Programs

Departmentalization of instruction has been characteristic of sec-
ondary schools for many years. In recent times, demand for excel-
lence in education and emphasis on rational thinking has resulted
in departmentalized programs in elementary schools. This has been
especially true in the upper elementary grades, but in some in-
stances departmentalization extends throughout the entire elemen-
tary school.

A teacher in a departmentalized program has contact with far
more pupPs than he does in a self-contained classroom; therefore,
he is with the individual pupil a much shorter time and does not see
him in all his relationships during the day. It is more difficult for
the teacher to know and understand each pupil's needs in this
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situation. Departmentalization is unmistakably a plan fitted to a
subject-centered school and requires a rigid schedule. The demands
that the teacher lie up-to-date anti informed in depth on changing
curriculums, such as the new mathematics and the new sciences,
have encouraged specialization. The demands on the child have
grown too and point up the need for increased attention to his
physical and emotional health.

Cooperative Teaching

Cooperative teaching is a way of irganizing the school horizon-
tally; that is, of assigning pupils to teachers and classes. It may be
as simple as two or more teachers, normally separated in self-con-
tained classrooms, coming together for planning and teaching.
Or it may be as complex as a hierarchy of personnelcoordinator,
master teacher, regular teacher, intern, student teacher, aides, clerk
cooperatively planning for the needs of the pupils from many
previously separated classes.

With cooperative, or team, teaching students may assemble in
large groups (fifty to a hundred or more) to hear a lecture or view
educational television; divide into small discussion groups; or indi-
vidually explore in depth some topic of interest. Time is divided
between large group and small group activities and individual
study.

Classes To Meet Special Needs

At times special classes are organized to meet the special needs
of particular pupils, such as the partially sighted, the gifted, the
mentally retarded, and the emotionally disturbed. Pupils in such
classes are encouraged to participate as fully as possible in general
school programs, such as assemblies and field days, and to associate
to as great an extent as possible with pupils who do not have these
special needs.

Head Start programs are conducted during the summer for chil-
dren from disadvantaged homes who will enter school in Septem-
ber. They have three purposes: (a) to give children the kind of ex-
periences and opportunities that are lacking in some homes and
that will help prepare them for school; (b) to provide medical and
dental examinations and to arrange for such remedial help as is
found necessary; and (c) to make needed social services available to
children and their parents. Those involved in these programs claim
that results have surpassed expectations.
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Although Head Start is a community program, -MP centers are
usually located in schools. Thousands of professional euacators, ire
addition to volunteers, staff the centers.

Project FollowiArough, an outgrowth of Head Start, was begun
in 30 selected schools in the fall of 1967 under the direct adminis-
tration of local school boards. Follow Through projects are de-
signed to bring the benefits of Head Start into the regular school
system by offering children in the latter program continued in-
structional help and also other assistancemedical, dental, psycho-
logical, and social. Children in a Head Start program may quickly
lose the gains they have made, if given no further help.

Research Is Needed
What will be the effects of new types of school organization on

pupil health? More evidence is needed than is now available. We are
entering an era where more attention will be given to school
organization patterns. ihoughtful consideration of contemplated
changes will lead to an organization which will facilitate learning
and at the same time protect aid promote pupil health. However,
no pattern of grouping or method of teaching can ever replace the
warm, personal interest of a dedicated teacher.

SIZE OF CLASSES

Public school enrollment has been growing at the rate of more
than a million pupils per year for the last decade, placing school
administrators and school boards under pressure to build more
classrooms and employ more teachers. Inability to keep pace in both
of these efforts has led to renewed research to discover the best
ways of utilizing the available staff in relation to the number of
pupils to be taught. In some instances, class size has been increased
beyond that which is desirable.

The Situation

Some school administrators are forced to assign teachers to
classes of 30, 35, and sometimes 40 pupils; 170,58F elementary
school pupils (kindergarten excluded) were denied more than a
half-day session in 1965. The West has the higheA percentage of
school systems with half-day sessions. More than half of the ele-
mentary school children in 2,731 public school systems enrolling
3,000 or more pupils are in classes of more than 30 pupils each.
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Classes are largest in the large cities and in the Southeast. In the
Southeast almost 90,000 children are in classes of 46 or more pupils.
If all pupils in these elementary school classes of more than 25
could be regrouped into classes of 25 each, the nation would need
118,629 additional classrooms and a like number of teachers.5

The larger the school system, the larger the classes in both junior
high schools and high schools, according to a study completed in
1964.6 For all the 351,020 junior high school classes combined, in
307 of the 433 largest public school systems reporting_, the overall
median class size is 30.6; 7.6 percent contain 41 or more pupils
each. For all the 463,127 reporting high school classes combined,
the median is 29.0; 6.9 percent having 41 or more students each.

The Results

Empirical evidence indicates that when classes are larger, indi-
vidual attention to pupils decreases and regimentation increases.
Loss of self-identity and depersonalization are sometimes experi-
enced by pupils in large groups. Cooperative teaching, individual-
ized instruction, and the use of teacher aides are among the
measures taken to cope with excessively large classes.

THE TONE OF THE SCHOOL

Pupils in a classroom are often a heterogeneous group, completely
unlike in socioeconomic background, culture, educational ability
and achievement, and sometimes in language. Many middle-class
pupils coming from homes with comparatively stable backgrounds
are unaccustomed to slum children whose language, value system,
and cognitive style are alien to them. Suburban children may be un-
familiar with the attitudes and practices of pupils from the highly
mobile families of the inner city. All children and youth bring to
school the attitudes, values, and language of their families and as-
sociates, and these may vary. The teacher, as well, may be unlike
his pupils in color, background, and native language.

A Challenge

Profound and far-reaching changes in schools due to integration
require compassionate understanding, great patience, keen insight,

5 National Education Association, Research Division. "Class Size in Elemen-
tary School." Research Bulletin 43: 106-109; December 1965.

G National Education Association, Research Division. "Class Size in Second-
ary Schools." Rcse "rch Bulletin 43: 13-23; February 1965.
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and love of all children on the part of the administrator and teacher.
It is in individual classrooms that the divisive forces threaten-
ing this country can be most easily and surely checked. What a
challenge to today's schools education and democracy are! It is here
that democracy can be practiced. It begins by democratic attitudes
and actions on the part of administrators and teachers. Their atti-
tudes, practices, and values are reflected in the pupils and in the
general atmosphere of the school.

Schools that are democratically organized and conducted foster
improved relationships and attitudes of mutual respect among all
school personnel, between teachers and pupils, and among pupils
themselves. Persistent effort is made to improve each individual's
self-concept and enhance his sense of personal worth. Competent
leadership helps draw together the diverse elements in the school
into a unified whole, working together to accomplish common pur-
poses. Only in this way can a favorable environment for living and
learning be created.

Acceptance Is Important
The able administrator and his staff know that they must express

to pupils the fact that they are respected and accepted. A pupil is
quick to sense feelings of acceptance or of rejection. The way the
school day begins helps to set the tone of the day; and the friendly
smile, the individual greeting by name, the attractive, orderly,
colorful classroom filled with interesting things for pupils to see,
do, and read go a long way toward providing the right tone.

Every pupil, regardless of his socioeconomic condition, his cul-
tural status, or the presence of a handicapping condition, needs to
feel wanted. Acceptance is communicated to a pupil by what one
says and how one says it, by the tone of voice and inflection, by fa-
cial expression, by gestures, and by the quality of one's smile. Is the
school organized in such a way that new and different children are
easily and quickly absorbed into the life of the school? Are situa-
tions and tasks provided in which pupils can succeed and expe-
rience some sense of achievement?

Regardless of background, circumstances, special health prob-
lems, nr color, all children and youth possess common desires and
feelings. All should be treated with respect and human dignity and
made accepted members of the group. They are not responsible for
the actions of adults. The hope of democratic institutions lies in
children living daily in an environment where democracy is taught
by living it.
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Other considerations, too, affect significantly the atmosphere or
tone of the school. Does the school operate according to the objective
of helping each pupil make continual progress, or does it unduly
stress marks and honors? Is an effort made to provide experience
in relation to the ability of an individual or group, or are rigid
standards and prescribed experiences the rule? Do mistakes in
academic work or in behavior invariably call for punishment of
some sort, or do they become opportunities for further analysis of
problems and for growth in power to solve them? These are critical
questions which require answers.

TRANSPORTATION FOR PUNLS

More then 10 million pupils, approximately one-third of those en-
rolled, are transported to school daily by bus at an annual cost of
over $300,000,000. Most are children and youth who live too far
from school to walk. Others may be handicapped so that walking is
not possible. Attempts to correct conditions of racial imbalance
have resulted in busing pupils between cities and surburban areas.

Health and Safety

Whenever pupils are transported to and from school, regardless
of the reason, attention should be given to matters of health and
safety. Naturally, the school administrator will make sure that the
bus is maintained in proper condition, ii.hat the driver is competent
and responsible, and that standards for conduct while riding in
buses are formulated, discussed, ana implemented with pupils.

The close association of pupils in a bus requires that precautions
be taken to prevent the spread of communicable diseases. Pupils
should be immunized against all diseases for which preventive
measures are available. In addition, school policies should request
parents to keep sick children at home.

Questions Needing Anwers

As a school bus program is organized questions will arise which
can be answered only by representatives of the local community.
These relate to the time of day that pupils get on the bus, the dura-
tion of the trip, and the time they return home. What are the ef-
fects of spending two hours a day riding on a bus? Could time
consumed in bus riding be better employed? In case of emergency,
sickness, or injury while on a bus, what action is recommended? If
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a pupil misses a school bus in an unfamiliar neighborhood, what
procedure should he follow?

Attention to these questions and to other problems that may arise
will enable schools to provide transportation that is safe and free
of avoidable health hazards.

ADAPTING TO CHANGES IN SCHOOL ORGANIZATION

Changes in school organizational patterns have made teaching
morn complex and inure demanding than in former years. They
have resulted in increased use of allied personnel and created a
need for new understandings and attitudes on the part of teachers
and administrators.

Use of Allied Personnel
One procedure aid'ng adjustment to new conditions is the em-

ployment of allied wori-ers, commonly called teacher aides. These
persons relieve the teacher of numerous clerical tasks, help to as-
semble teaching materials, and, in many other ways, provide valua-
ble assistance to the teacher. They have proved their worth in many
communities.

Volunteers are used in school programs. Sometimes volunteers
help in school health service activities. They may assist in vision
screening, in looking after a sick or injured pupil, or in tabulating
information regarding the immunization status of the school popu-
lation.

The use of aides and volunteers requires careful consideration of
many matters, some administrative in nature and others relating
to health. The roles of such professional persons as teachers and
nurses must be differentiated from those of nonprofessional per-
sons, and the responsibilities of each group clearly stated. From the
health point of view, aides, whether paid workers or volunteerr,
should meet the same health standards as other school employees.
They should have pre-employment medical examinations and pe-
riodic examinations during the period of employment.

Transition from Old to New
Changes in school organization and procedures place tremendous

demands on the time and energy of teachers. Even when given as-
sistants, the teacher is faced with tasks of great magnitude and inn-

; portar -e.
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The school administrator helps teachers adopt neworganizational
features. He discusses with them contemplated innovations and
the reasons for them. He serves as a catalyst by providing condi-
tions which mak?, it possible for teachers to try out new ideas with-
out feeling threatened or frustrated. Moreover, he encourages and
supports creativity and originality.

The most significant force acting toward the improvement of
school organization is the attitude of teachers themselves, LiKe
other sophisticated adults, teachers re.9.it favorably to constructive
changes. Often tt teacher is in the best position to see the need for
change and to initiate it. Teachers who participate in a dynamic
pattern of school organization are among the leaders in their pro-
fession.
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Chapter

The Emotional Setting
of the Classroom

The emotional atmosphere or climate of classrooms in
elementary and secondary schools is created primarily by the com-
posite behavior and attitudes of the pupils and teachers who work

together in those classrooms. Secondarily, the emotional climate is
influenced by the behavior and attitudes of parents and by those
who govern and administer the affairs of the town, county, state,
and nation of which the students, their parents, and teachers are
constituents. ThP attitudes and behavior of the community are re-
flected in the bricks and mortar provided for education, as well as
by the economic and professional opportunities provided for the ed-
ucators.

In this chapter emphasis will be directed toward that part of the
psychological environment in the classroom that is established by
teachers and their pupils, with comments on secondary factors as
their sig,nifica.Ice becomes visible in the classroom.

VIEWPOINTS ON EMOTIONAL CLIMATE

In considering the emotional climate of the classroom there are
guiding assumptions about the characteristics of a desirable learn-
ing and socializing atmosphere and the factors that contribute to it.
These characteristics are influenced by psychological pressures that
exist in classroom situations and produce responses in pupils that
vary with their developmental level.

Success in resolving psychological pressures, achieved through
application of established principles, can significantly improve the
emotional tone of a classroom. Such results require action by both
teachers and pupils.

Guiding Assumptions
The first assumption is that children and youth of all ages, from

nursery school on, learn a significant amount from each other. Con-

29
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ditions that facilitate this collaboration in learning contribute to a
healthy or desirable emotional climate in the classroom.

The second assumption is that children and youth of all ages
learn most effectively, from the point of view of their own satisfac-
tion and that of their teachers, if they are mentally active, rather
than passive, in the learning situation. This requires that the pupil
learn and exercise what he learns to a significant extent by actively
relating his tools of learning and the content of his knowledge to
our current environment and history, Thus, as he perceives, recites,
learns, and pfactices, the pupil in a dynamic classroom environment
will be able to relate the past to the present, actively discerning
how what he learns is relevant to his life now. In this way the pu-
pil's motivation to learn is sustained at a high level because his in-
struments of learning and his increased knowledge prepare him for
the future and give him a rational sense of continuity with the past.

The third assumption is that the teacher's morale is a critical con-
tributory factor in determining the emotional climate of the class-
room. Morale is influenced by many factors, including evidence that
the teacher can be effective, opportunities for professional growth,
prestige in the community, and financial remuneration commensu-
rate with the teacher's qualifications and responsibilities. As with
pupils, teachers must have opportunities to relate their skills and
aims to the children and youth whom they meet in the classroom.
Their own professional satisfactions should be sufficient to enable
them to put the pupils' needs and long-term goals ahead of their
own immediate preferences. Thus, a teacher who feels emotionally,
socially, and economically pleased with his career and conditions of
work will better use his teaching skills in the service of pupils'
learning needs.

In a sense all three assumptions can be condensed into the follow-
ing formulation: Pupils and teachers will be able to form mutually
satisfying and productive alliances in the classroom when each
group has opportunities to influence significantly what is being
learned and how it is being learned. For the teacher this implies,
that self-determination is a crucial condition of planning and imple-
menting the curriculum. For the pupil it implies that he is sharply
aware of the teacher as a unique adult who assists him in learning.
Under these circumstances teaching is relatively silent, and learn-
ing is more evident. There should not be so much teaching that
there is too little learning.

We assume that a suitable classroom for pupils and teachers has
adequate space and light and that other physical conditions are con-
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ducive to health, comfort, mental concentration, communication,
and group and individual activity. We also assume that the school
building, grounds, and physical conditions reflect parental and com-
munity interest in educational experiences as continuing and
universal influences on children and youth.

A major aim of education is to provide the student with tools of
symbolic communication that enable him to acquire factual and con-
ceptual knowledge that can substitute, where appropriate, for phys-
ical experience. In the larger sense, formal education also conveys
the attitudes, understanding, and tools of learning from one gener-
ation to the next--the transmission of culture. This aim of
education is designed to prepare each student to be able to live his
own life in. a constructive and socially productive manner, rather
than to become a victim of his environment and its pressures. In
short, classroom experiences should help the pupil learn how to live
his life. In a healthful classroom climate the pupil will feel encour-
aged to explore and understand his environment, to clarify and re-
solve conflict, and to adapt to the classroom environment while re-
shaping it. Expressing oneself should always be balanced by
self-discipline. The limitations of time and energy and the needs of
others also aid in providing a reasonable framework for the society
of the classroom.

Psychological Pressures

A particularly useful way of viewing the emotional climate of the
classroom is to examine the psychological pressures it brings to
bear upon the individual pupil and how these external pressures in-
teract with his inner pressures. The pupil's stage of development,
his cultural background and past experiences, and his parents' atti-
tudes towards his school experiences will all influence and deter-
mine his own attitudes and inner pressures. However, the
psychological pressures brought to bear upon the child in school
and his responses to these influences should be considered in terms
of educational aims.

The teacher's functions stem from society's expectation that the
school will provide each child with learning opt. vtunities and su-
pervision appropriate to his developmental capacities and his social
and cultural background. There are any number of ways in which
the teacher's concern and knowledge about the child's family and
cultural heritage can become an enriching and productive aspect of
the classroom atmosphere. The miniature world of the classroom can
stimulate and promote socialization, curiosity, and prideful respect
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for differences among the individual members of the classroom
group.

The pupil deals with outside pressures to produce or conform and
his own inner pressures to express himself, to seek, to probe, and to
master. Among the child's most dynamic sources of power are his
impulses, his drives, and his unfolding capacity to become a unique
person who has borrowed from many models and yet retains his
own individuality. As he demonstrates his resources and responds
to the pressures of the classroom, the pupil helps to form the emo-
tional climate of the classroom.

Sylvia Ashton-Warner in the introduction to her book, Teach Cr,
quotes from her previous book, Spinster, to indicate her sense of the
child's inner world and implies what may underlie the classroom at-
mosphere:

What a dangerous activity reading is; teaching is. All this plastering on
of foreign stuff. Why plaster on at all when there is so much inside already?
So much locked in? If only I could get it out and use it as working material
And not dried out either. If I had a light enough touch it would just come
out under its own volcanic power. And psychic power, I read in bed this
morning, is greater than any other power in the world. What an exciting
and frightening business it would be: even that which squeezes through now
is amazing enough. In the safety of the world behind my eyes, where the
inspector shade cannot see, I picture the infant room as one widening
crater, loud with the sound of erupting creativity. Every subject somehow in
a creative vent. Whet wonderful design of movement and mood! What lovely
behaviour of silksack clouds!

An organic design. A growing living changing design. The normal and
healthful design. Unsentimental and merciless and shockingly beautiful.'

The inherent potentialities of each child, which good teaching
should uncover, are poetically expressed in this quotation.

Responses of the Young Child

The young child is eruptible and direct in showing his colorful,
pathetic, and humorous sides. He also caves in more suddenly than
an older child when caught between the pressure of his own drives
and intense feelings and the demand that he become a member of a
civilized group of peers and take up the tools of communication,
symbolic expression, and mental reflection. In the midst of this cru-
cial transformation of volcanic energies, the young child may expe-
rience romantic love or fearful hatred for his teachers and others
who :-nnstitute his new community. Many of us will remember the

Ashton-Warner, Sylvia. Teacher. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1963. p.
14.
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passionate daydreams of the early days of kindergarten and the
first and second grades. "If only she will wait until I grow up, we
can get married," said one little boy about his teacher. Such roman-

tic love, displaced from the home, is the stuff of which passionate

education is formed. It helps to provide an environment in which

the child can socialize and become increasingly self-understanding.
However, though the love is unique, the learning performance

may be average. This may lead to the conclusion on the part of par-
ents and teacher that the child is underachieving. But is he under-
achieving? Should not, perhaps, the fault be assigned to the
parents? The teachers? The child's society 9 His community? His
culture? There are no ready answersonly those that are worked
out after taking account of the uniqueness of each child working to-

gether with his teacher and his parents. The classroom atmosphere
reflects the child's self-esteem, as well as the self-esteem of the

group, the teacher, and the parents.
In a "Peanuts" cartoon strip Lucy says to Charlie Brown, "You

got a C in History; that's only average." Charlie Brown retorts,
"So what, I'm an average student in an average school in an aver-

age community." And then he adds, "What's wrong with being
average?" Lucy, hoping to have the last word, replies, "You're ca-
pable of doing much better." For a change, Charlie gets the last
word: "That's the average answer." 2 In the classroom the values

basic skills and knowledge and a growing allegiance to his peer
group, is not nearly so vulnerable to his own impulsive reactions

2 Schulz, Charles. Peanuts. United Features Syndicate, 1965.

and energies. Though he may yield to and depend upon the pres-

given to grades, to belonging to the group, and to competition and

cooperation are essential features of the emotional setting of the

classroom.
The teacher's attitudes toward rivalry among pupils and his use

of assessment and grading to indicate his approval or disapproval

of a pupil's work and of a group's work are further components of

the classroom atmosphere. Parents, indirectly, often exert an enor-
mous influence on the emotional climate of the classroom through
their overvaluation or undervaluation of their children's perform-

ance and utilization of the educational experience. Parents also may
find it difficult to use in a positive and realistic way their children's
relationship to the teacher and to peers.

How the Older Child Reacts
The older child, with increasingly independent ways of acquiring
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sures of his peer group, his own conscience is relatively well-devel-
oped, even if unstable and often too strict. The basic skills of read-
ing, writing, and reciting are by now well-established. In junior
high school he begins to hear about the work market or college,
about the fearful consequences of not being in the right group or
of being caught in a track from which lie can't escape.

The world about him exhorts him to follow the laudable ideal of
"Peace on Earth. Goodwill to Men," while this same world demon-
strates a glaring discrepancy between what it professes and what it
permits or encourages. The environmental and internal pressures
increase. The widening functions of school include special clubs,
civic or community projects, and the acquisition of musical, artistic,
and many technical skills. The peer group increasingly guides the
individual during the busy school week and weekend. Thus, the
emotional setting becomes more complex and more closely related to
the psychological climate of the community.

Adults fear that if they don't demand or coax students will not
participate in these less formal aspects of the school program, let
alone initiate or organize such activities. Parents and teachers hope
that students will develop pride and a sense of responsibility for
their school, but the aduits feel threatened if children become too
assertive, too critical, or too independent.

In the classroom and in the school as a whole the emotional set-
ting should be responsive to the uniqueness of the particular com-
munity. The right distance must be maintained between too much
pressure and too little pressure, between an easy conformity and an
inflexible nonconformity. A school environment should provide op-
portunities for choices from among a large number of viable alter-
natives to enable the child to be his own person and yet to retain
the richness and pride of his own cultural heritage.

The adolescent has a particular need to be active in showing us
the way to a brave new world. And yet the adolescent's approach
has to represent his way of gaining some distance froi:i his parents
and other adults without closing off the return road to a new rela-
tionship with his parentsa form of comradeship in which mutual
respect is an essential feature. The adolescent's line of development
should enable him to explore, experiment, rebel, and march forward
in order to have time to seek and find himself and his world anew.
It-is true that a local election today would not permit our junior or
senior high school students to vote, but they should "own" part of
their school and their community. If they are to help us find the
right distance between the choices mentioned above, they should
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have a setting which offers opportunities to form collaborative alli-
ances with their instructors, as well as with their peers.

Some Generalizations

Educatorsand the schoolcan help contribute to the establish-
ment of a setting in which teachers and students can jointly exploit
and resolve the inevitable pressures of a school community in the
service of sound learning and balanced personality development. As
we formulate principles to summarize our understanding of this
process, we should keep in mind the following generalizations about
the emotional setting of a classroom:

1. The inner or developmental pressures and drives of the pupil
and the pressures that stem from the environment are dy-
namic and subject to a variety of influences.

2. The family, the basis of our culture, is a changing, developing
social unit.

3. The world is changing with increasing rapidity. Our commu-
nities reflect the impact of the realities and uncertainties of
nuclear energy, space exploration, rapid transportation and
communication. There is an urgent need to find the construc-
tive or safe distance between self-expression and self-control.

4. A school without conflict is neither possible nor desirable,
since the student is able to achieve understanding and mastery
only by facing and working through his conflicts. (If there's
no heat, there'll be no light !)

5. As the family and school personnel have their limitations, so
has the student. An essential function of education is to help
the student define and cope with his limitations as well as his
assets.

6. There are inevitable discrepancies between what a pupil
achieves and what he, his family, his instructors, and his
peers expect of him. What is crucial is not these discrepancies,
but rather their degree and characteristics and the resources
that the pupil develops in coming to grips with them.

7. Finally, pupils learn from each other as well as from the
teacher. This truth give rise to the aphorism, "When there's
too much teaching being done, there may not be enough learn-
ing."

The above generalizations can guide school personnel in prevent-
ing or resolving psychological pressures within the classroom, thus
helping to preserve a healthful emotional environment.
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DEVELOPING A DESIRABLE EMOTIONAL SETTING

Many factors and many persons influence the emotional setting
of the classroom. Among these are the interpersonal relationships
between the teacher and his pupils, the degree to which children
and youth participate in classroom planning, the effectiveness of
parent and teacher efforts to help pupils develop self-esteem, and
the ability of school personnel to adapt programs to the needs of in-
dividual pupils.

In assisting pupils to shape and use their educational environ-
ment, school personnel must constantly and critically consider each
of the above factors and their effect the attitudes, behavior, and
learning abilities of pupils. Such attention should be a continuous
process reflecting teachers' and pupils' evaluations and aspirations.

Empathy Is Essential

Each teacher faces the dilemma of how to empathize with his
pupils, while at the same time offering himself as a guiding adult
model. The classroom can become disorganized and interfere with
the student's efforts to organize his thinking when the teacher, in
an effort to empathize, regresses to the level of his pupils. At the
other extreme is the teacher who remains too stiff, aloof, and for-
malistic. The most productive educational environment is one in
which the teacher and pupils are able to identify in part with each
other in order to communicate more effectively and with greater
satisfaction.

This issue has been discussed in a wide variety of publications
which have focused on our national concern about the educational
retardation of children reared and attending school in slum
neighborhoods.3 Here empathy and identification is further compli-
cated by differences in the backgrounds of teachers and pupils and
their parents. It is essential that the teacher learn to understand
his pupils and their backgrounds in order to set up conditions
which promote productive teacher-pupil alliances, enabling the
teacher to exert an organizi- and regulating influence on the pupil
and his behavior.

3 Fantini, M. D., and Weinstein, G. The Disadvantaged: Challenge to Educa-
tion. New York: Harper & Row, 1968.

Kozol, JorAthan. Death at an Early Age. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1967.

Holt, John. How Children Learn. New York: Pitman Publishing Corp. 1967.
Passow, A. Harry, editor. Education in Depressed Areas. New York: Bureau

of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1963.
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If the teacher does not understand the 'hild, cannot empathize
with him, and cannot put himself in the pupil's shoes, then the alli-

a ice necessary to promote teaching and learning will not evolve. On

the other hand, there is a risk that the teacher will regress to the
level of the child or youth. This dilemma is one feature cf the edu-

cator's work that makes each day so exhausting and so challenging.

The teacher has to allow himself to regress a little in order to
understand how the student prefers to learn. Of course, the age of
the child, as well as his characteristic ways of learning, determine

the degree and kind of pressure and stimulation that the teaching

process demands. Tile relationships that result help to create the
classroom atmosphere.

Although the teacher may have 25 or 30 children in his class-

room, he gradually makes a silent and unique arrangement with
each one. As the school year progresses, these unique arrangements
should allow him i:o establish alliances that enable pupils to learn
individually and also as members of a class group. The alliance re-
sults in a grolAng awareness on the part of the pupil of a sense of

pride and responsibility for his teacher and his class. Likewise, the

teacher becomes increasingly aware of and develops a sense of

pride and responsiblity for the uniqueness of each pupil and of his

class as a group. The parents, through their active interest and par-

ticipation in the lives of their children and their school, also achieve

involvement and pride. The classroom atmosphere reflects these

dynamic, interpersonal relationships and the degree to which they

are developing.

Pupils Share Responsibilities

In the interests of a productive psychological environment, teach-

ers should invite and encourage pupils to share in classroom proce-
dures. In this way pupils can channel pressures originating within

themselves and those stemming from their family and school expe-
riences into increasing their capacities to learn, to cope, to become

more independent, and to find the right balance between conformity

and nonconformity.
How do pupils influence the school atmosphere? The answer

comes from considering their developmental characteristics and
tasks. Obviously the elementary school child is going to relate to the

school somewhat differently from the high school student. The ma-

jor commitment of the young child is at home, rather than at school.

Perhaps his primary task is to achieve separation from home and
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tr.' begin a relationship in school which will enable him to become
acti-e and influential in the school community.

As ale child grows older, he gradually realizes that to find satis-
faction at school he has to acquire the tools that the school provides
for him to eKpress himself and exert his influenced Therefore, as he
moves throu.zh the elementary grades his ability to use the symbolic
expressions inherent in reading, writing, and recitation and to ap-
ply mathemeical language and concepts will become the means
through which he asserts many of his interests in and expectations
from the school situation.

Pupils form many different groups. Groups begin to form in kin-
dergarten and take increasingly firm shape in each succeeding
grade. The assertive involvement of the group reaches a new height
at the beginning of junior high school, when student groups often
tell the teacher what they want and what they think they should
have. Although not quite old enough to have that authority, they
may have developed a variety of ways of attempting to assert their
aims and wishes, of shaping and Clanging the classroom and school
settings.

Assuming that formal learning is proceeding at the expected
pace, the peer group now begins to be a primary interest, psycho-
logically and socially. Evidence of the teen-ager's interest in school
may become manifest through many peer group activities, both
within the school curriculum and in extracurricular settings. This
is seen in pride in class performance, self-government, athletics,
and cultural or special skill clubs. Ideally, the school climate pro-
motes learning and socialization in a relatively balanced manner.

The degree to which students express pride in their school and
the degree to which they feel they can fruitfully influence their
school is a reflection of how well the social, educational, and physi-
cal aspects of the school environment and the school community are
being exploited.

As this intellectual, social, and emotional involvement in school
takes place, students pay greater attention to the rules of the com-
plex school community life. They seem to ask, How can one get
along? From whom can one expect what? And what can one share
with his peers which can no longer be shared with adults? The
manner in which thc-se questions can be raised and confronted
forms a critical aspect of the school's emotional setting.

Of course. the adolescent makes his own contribution to this set-
ting. How do teachers' attitudes and practices help him? How is he
enabled to use his own biological and psychological pressures and
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the pressures created by the demands and opportunities of the
school to further his learning and his search fur the adult he will
become? This question can be paraphrased: How does the school en-
ablc the adolescent to acquire an active and appropriate voice in the
affairs of his school community?

In high school the stuaent begins to think of achievement in the
context of a permanent pattern for himself. He becomes aware of
the expectation from himself and others that the capacities to form
human relationships and to work may forecast his own future pat-
terns of work and human relationships. As the expectation of
industriousness and of long-term personal relationships with peers
of the same sex and opposite sex develops, there also emerges the
expectation of dependability. One can gradually know what each
person or group represents, and others can know what one stands
for along certain lines.

This is a prolonged, dynamic process often changing in spectacu-
lar and dramatic fashion as the adolescent explores, experiments.
and tries new ways to get along. An underlying assumption of the
process is that there will emerge an adult whose work and personal
relations can be considered characteristic for that person.

Parent and Teacher Influences

Meanwhile, what is going on at home that influences the school
setting? What are the needs of the parents, the family? They have
to reconcile their aspirations for their children with their percep-
tion of how their offspring are developing in the school and the
community. Parents also have to cope with the fact that they are
losing a little child and acquiring an individual who is unique but,
at the same time, reminds them of themselvessometimes re-
proachfully. In what ways does the school setting respond to these
parental contributions?

Self-esteem is a human feeling that powerfully contributes to a
social setting. The nature of the student'_, development and school
achievement alters and influences the family self-esteem. This is re-
flected in the relationships between the rarents and faculty, be-
tween the parents and their children, and between the teachers and
students, and these relationships are a dynamic and powerful as-
pect of the school setting.

For the school faculty and administration, self-esteem and mo-
rale are inextricably interwoven, operating as a negative force when
educators feel overworked and underpaid. If their social status is
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one which they feel downgrades their self-esteem, their pride and
motivation will be jeopardized. I-low can the students reach a level
of accurate, therefore healthy, self-esteem if the teacher's self-es-
teem is distorted? Distortions of self-esteem in the teacher or in the
student create an unhealthy climate in the school community. This
brings up certain basic considerations. The ratio of teachers to stu-
dents, salaries, opportunities fur advancement, and a sense of being
valued are among the most obviously imnortant factors affecting an
educator's self-esteem.

Tailoring to Individual Needs

Beliefs about conformity and nonconformity are dramatized and
demonstrated by the degree to which the teacher tailors the curric-
ulum and learning experiences to the needs of individual pupils. Ob-
viously, such adaptation is limited and is utilized when the pupil
indicates he is overwhelmed by those pressures in the environment
that other children use to advance their :0arning and mastery. Most
learning is accomplished somewhat siler 4,2y, without tailoring, with
the pupil as a member of a group. The group learns and communi-
cates together and uses the teacher as an instrument for learning in
a classroom setting that directly and indirectly reflects these alli-
ances and a mutuality of interest and involvement.

At school the atmosphere should enable children and youth to be-
come involved in socialization, whether it be learning together,
planning together, or utilizing opportunities for self-direction that
lead to the practice of personal responsibility. Certainly those atti-
tudes and conditions which promote understanding and tolerance
for exploration and experimentation are the same that promote the
many productive :?llianczs that teachers and pupils can form.

The Critical Facturs

The convergence of teachers' and students' needs as reflected in
the classroom atmosphere becomes visible in such characteristics as
the number of children in a classroom, the similarity and dissimi-
larity of the socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds of the children,
and the resources available to the teacher to facilitate his effective-
ness in promoting the cognitive and social learning of all the
children in his classroom.

The following are the most critical needs involved in establishing
a productive and sound emotional climate in the classroom and in
the school community:
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1. An environment which can be manipulzited to enable the pupil
and teacher to k ow each other, increasingly, as unique indi-

viduals
2. Relationships that satisfy the pupil's need to ftel understood,

respected, arc: encisuraged in his quest for knowledge and in-
dependence

3. Balance in the educational program between preplanded,
structured, sequential activities and informal and self-expres-
sive activities

4. Cognitive, aesthetic, and physical stimulation and exercise

adapted to particular subcultures in the classroom (This im-
plies the need for an atmosphere of pleasurable learning that
gradually enables the pupil to tolerate the frustration inevita-
ble in later, more complex study activity.)

5. An atmosphere in which the pupil knows that he can learn
and can achieve and progress academically; that he can ade-
quately and appropriately influence his environment; and that
he can express himself openly, clearly, forcefully, and with
satisfactionparticularly through language

6. An atmosphere which provides the student a sense of the
group to which he belongs in school, as well as a sense of com-

munity with all adults, children, and youth (This implies the
advantage of heterogeneity in establishing classroom

groups.)
7. A sense of continuity between the home and the school and be-

tween the previous year and the next, through teachers, class-

mates, and common experiences and living space

8. The participation of one's own and one's classmates' parents
ire the school life, st, that all may become increasingly familiar
with each other's cultural backgrounds and traditions

9. An atmosphere in which individual rights are understood and

respected.
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Chapter 4

School Housekeeping and
the Physical Environment

All who have read The Lcilend of Sleepy Hollow will recall the
delightful home of Id Baltus Van Tassel. Order, good management,
cleanliness, and plenty were carefully blended into an overall homey
atmosphere that was as pleasing to the lanky itinerant schoolmas-
ter as to the buxom Katrina. This atmosphere pervaded everything
that was done in and around the home.

The freshly scrubbed, sweet-smelling floors of wide oak pun-
cheons in the spacious farmhouse, the brightly burnished pewter
and brass on the shelf, the gleaming silver and old china peeping
through the half-open door of a corner cupboard, and the polished
andirons with matching tongs and shovel standing nearby reflected
the pride and the skillful touch of the good housekeeper.

The essence of good housekeeping, whether it be in a home, a
school, or anywhere else, is the maintenance of a climate favorable
to clean, wholesome, pleasant living with effective and efficient use
of the resources needed and at hand. While there are many specific
duties that must be performed, good housekeeping in the school, as
in the home, cannot be regarded merely as a special service tacked
on at appropriate times. Just as in the memorable Dutch household
in the sleepy vale near Tarrytown, good housekeeping is an integral
part of the pattern of daily living. It involves everybody in and
around the school: superintendent, teachers, pupils, cafeteria work-
ers, bus drivers, engineers, and, of course, custodians. It involves
the arrangement of classroom furniture, the care of walls and
floors, the use of books and equipment, and the utilization of toilet
facilities and general purpose areas.

Good housekeeping extends outside the schoolhouse to the drive-
ways, parking places, lawns, shrubbery, and play areas. It is
affected by the attitudes and habits of pupils, teachers, and other
school employees. And whether intentional or otherwise, housekeep-
ing is intricately tied into instructional methods and into the very
purpose of the school itself.

45
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The task of keep_ ing school buildings, classrooms, and supporting
areas in a usable condition from the standpoints of both mainte-
nance and day-to-day operation is a challenging responsibility af-
fecting the health, safety, comfort, and well-being of all people who
occupy or use school facilities, for whatever purpose. it involves
the employment, training, supervision, and management of thou-
sands of skilled and semiskilled workers, the selection and purchase
of equipment, supplies, materials, and services that account for
about 10 percent of the total annual school expenditures for current
operations. The annual cost of maintaining and operating public
elementary and secondary school buildings in recent years has
totalled more than $2.6 billion, of which more than $1.6 billion was
allocated to plant operation.

Elements of plant operation that are involved with school
housekeeping and physical environment are discussed in this chap-ter. As used here, the term housekeeping means the care and
management of school property and the provision of equipment and
services at this property; environment is the aggregate of all exter-
nal conditions and influences at a school facility that affect the life
and development of those who occupy or use the facility. Under
these definitions the main elements of plant operation relating to
housekeeping and environment can be categorized as (a) cleaning
and sanitation, (b) safety, (c) comfort and well-being, and (d) pest
control.

CLEANING AND SANITATION

The terms cleaning and sanitation are often used interchange-
ably, but in truth the latter can prevail only if and when the former
has been done. Cleaning is concerned with removing dirt or pollu-
tion, freeing from contamination or disease, removing impurities
or extraneous matter. Sanitation is concerned with the promotionof hygiene and the prevention of disease. Cleaning is a physical
function; sanitation is achieved partly as a result of this function.

Five types of physical activities usually associated with cleaning
are dusting, sweeping, mopping, washing, and disinfecting.

Dusting

Air pollution is a much discussed subject these days, a problem
about which health authorities have been concerned for many
years. With the concentration of the nation's population in rela-
tively small urban areas where there is also a concentration of fac-
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tories, gasoline or oil-powered automotive equipment, and heavy
traffic on the streets and highways, the problem has become more
acute.

A certain amount of dust is in the atmosphere at all times and is
moved from place to place, sometimes over great distances. With
the intensification of activities that pollute the atmosphere with
massive quantities of dust, there is an added health hazard for chil-
dren in schools everywhere, especially in large cities. This danger is
illustrated by the results of an analysis of dust taken from the win-
dow ledges of buildings in large cities. The analysis revealed that
the dust contained ashes, sand, excreta of animals, plaster, soot,
brick dust, clothing fibers, hair, steel, and microorganisms.)

From the standpoints of health and aesthetics, dusting is as es-
sential to sanitation as either of the remaining four types of
physical activities involved in cleaning. Classroom items requiring
daily dusting, which should be done before school opens in the
morning to remove dust deposits resulting from sweeping the pre-
vious afternoon and from normal atmospheric deposits during the
night, are furniture of all kinds, baseboards, chalkboard trim and
rails, window ledges, shelving, lockers or wardrobes, and other
items having horizontal surfaces. Classroom walls and ceilings, as
well as other wall and ceiling surfaces, should be dusted regularly
as needed, but generally less often than furniture and similar items.
Heating and ventilating outlets and appliances should be cleaned of
dust as needed, perhaps once a week.

Offices, conference rooms, health suites, libraries, dining rooms,
teachers' lounges, and other building areas that are used daily
should be dusted daily in the same meticulous manner as class-
rooms.

Corridor baseboards, door trim, lockers, balustrades, transoms,
breeze windows, mouldings, pictures, trophy cases, and bulletin
boards may require daily or weekly dusting, depending on local con-
ditions.

The only satisfactory dusting technique is to pick up and remove
the dust. This can be accomplished when appropriate tools, sup-
plies, and equipment are provided and used. These include power
vacuum cleaners with appropriate attachments for the jobs to be
done; chemically-treated dusters, dust mops, and soft, clean dust
cloths; long-handled wall brushes with soft hair, nylon, or lamb's
wool; a corn broom covered with a soft, clean cloth; a supply of an

Leffler, W. S. "Practical Approach to Sweeping and Dusting." School Man -
agcmcnt 18: 51; September 1958.
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approved cleaning-dusting wax, chemical, or other preparation,
preferably under pressure to facilitate spraying of cloths, mops,
and brushes to enable them to pick up and retain dust. These items
should be kept clean and the equipment in good working order, and
all should be stored with care when not in use.

Sweeping
Perhaps no duty of the school custodian is more important to

maintaining clean, sanitary buildings than sweeping and dusting.
Floors, carpeting, stair treads, ramps, landings, thresholds, and
other building elements that are subjected to foot traffic are af-
fected by dirt carried into a building on children's feet, as well as
by a surprising amount of dust that infiltrates the premises via the
atmosphere.

Areas of the school plant subjected to heavy traffic, such as en-
trances, stairs, corridors, ramps, and lobbies, may need to be swept
at least twice dailyafter the arrival of children in the morning
and alter their dismissal in the afternoon. If playgrounds are uti-
lized appreciably by children during the day, entrances and corri-
dors used by them on reentering the building may need to be swept
after each group of children reenters the building. Building areas
in which much physical activity is carried on, such as gymnasiums
and shops, may require more frequent sweeping, depending on the
type of activity and the accumulation of dust, dirt, and litter as a
result of the activity. Classrooms and other areas having normal
use should be swept once daily, more often if children move in and
out of the building, carrying in additional dirt on each occasion.

Opinions differ as to the most satisfactory time to sweep building
areas that require sweeping once each day. Some authorities hold
that the best time to sweep these areas is two or three hours before
they are to be used each morning; others prefer to have them swept
soon after dismissal each day, thus allowing time for effective dust-
ing the following morning.

For efficient, effective sweeping, it is essential that custodians
have appropriate tools, supplies, equipment, and adequate storage
space for them at appropriate locations. A central vacuum system
is considered the most efficient sweeping tool. Next to the central
system in effectiveness is the portable wet-dry vacuum which can
be used for both sweeping (dirt and dust pick-up) and drying floors
(water pick-up) after mopping.

The vacuum method is the only satisfactory way of providing
day-to-day care of most carpeting in schools. Experiments have
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demonstrated that an efficient vacuum cleaner removes 57 percent
more dirt than can be removed with the best floor brush. if floor
brushes are used, however, they should be of the right size and type
for each sweeping job. Their bristles should be of good grade, kept
clean, and never stored in such a way that the bristles themselves
will be damaged by the weight of the brush resting on them.

When cotton mops are used for dry sweeping, they are usually
treated with a chemical that will cause dirt and dust particles to
cling to them, to be disposed of by vigorously shaking the mops out-
side the buildings. These mops soon become clogged with dirt, de-
spite frequent shaking, and must then be cleaned by washing them
in a solution that will dissolve both the chemical with which they
have been treated and the dirt held by them.

Mopping

Damp mopping or the more intensive treatment of scrubbing
floors, generally interim operations between floor refinishing jobs,
is necessary when floors become too soiled to be cleaned in the regu-
lar manner. There is no established frequency pattern for cleaning
by mopping or scrubbing, but for the sake of pupils' health it must
be done as needed, whether daily, weekly, monthly, or at other in-
tervals.

Damp mopping is usually perforid by applying small quantities
of a mixture of warm (not hot) water and a mild detergent to the
floor, using a long-fibered cotton mop. When the dirt or other de-
posit is dissolved, the same type mop, or a wet vacuum pick-up,

may be used to remove the water and dissolved soil particles from
the floor.

Scrubbing, a more intensive cleaning procedure than mopping,
may be done by hand, using a deck scrub brush equipped with a
long handle or a hand brush which makes if necessary for a worker
to be on his hands and knees; or the work may be done with an
electric scrubbing-buffing machine. Each method has a place when
all floor surfaces of the total school plant have to be scrubbed. For
example, stair treads and corners of rooms can be scrubbed more
satisfactorily by hand than by machine. The machine not only does
a better job of scrubbing large areas than scrubbing by hand, but
saves enough man hours to pay for itself in a year or so. A wet vac-
uum pick-up, like the scrubbing machine, will do a better job of re-
moving moisture and residue from scrubbed floors than the cotton
strand, pick-up mop, or squeegee, and will do it more economically.
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Certain types of flooring, such as asphalt tile, rubber tile, vinyl
tile, and linoleum, are commonly waxed after cleaning. Nonskid wax
should be used and applied carefully so that excessive amounts will
not remain on the floor and cause it to become dangerously slip-
pery.

This discussion does not deal with techniques and procedures for
caring for each of the great 1 ariety of flooring materials, but a
word of caution is that the manufacturer's recommendations should
be followed without fail. These recommendations will prevent costly
mistakes, ensure better cleaning, and produce more beautiful floors.

Washing

Among the more important elements of the school plant that re-
quire washing for cleanliness are glass, light fixtures, shades and
blinds, chalk boards, walls and ceilings, and drinking fountains.
Toilet rooms and fixtures, cafeterias, and shower and locker rooms
need special attention.

Glass is used in many places and for many purposes in school
buildings. A reasonably high standard of cleanliness in window
glass requires at least monthly washing inside and out; door glass,
particularly in main entrance doors and in entrance and partition
panels, may require daily cleaning with a damp cloth. Glass por-
tions of cabinets and display cases may also require daily cleaning
with a damp cloth to remove fingerprints, dust, and atmospheric de-
posits. Mirrors, clock faces, and glass desk tops may be cleaned at
less frequent intervals.

Light fixtures with glass or plastic panels and diffusers, as well
as all-metal fixtures, must be washed periodically, perhaps once
each month in localities where atmospheric conditions are bad, if
satisfactory standards of illumination are to be maintained. Studies
have shown that half the investment in lighting design, equipment,
and electric energy consumed may be wasted if these fixtures are
not properly maintained.= This means that, without such mainte-
nance, 50 percent of the illumination produced and 50 percent of
the electricity consumed are of no value in meeting the visual re-
quirements of schoolchildren and teachers.

Custodians responsible for washing light fixtures should be in-
structed to render each luminaire shock-free before washing.
Plastic parts should be allowed to air dry to obviate the possibility

Tonigan, Richard F. "Lighting Maintenance." Nat inns Schools 66: 97-98;September 1960.
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of an electrostatic charge -when dried with a cloth or chamoisa
charge that attracts and holds dirt.

Shades and blinds are used to regulate natural light entering
classrooms through windows, domes, or skylights. Uncontrolled
sunlight may all on pupils' desks, shine in their eyes, or be reflected
from walls and furniture, thus interfering with vision. In most
sections of the country both shades and venetian blinds will need to
lie vacuum cleaned every six to eight weeks. Blinds may need to be
thoroughly washed once each year; shades dry cleaned or washed
once every two or three years. Draw curtains, stage curtains, and
drapes usually require similar treatment.

Chalkboard.? are valuable teaching aids only if material written
on them can be seen without glare or distortion from all parts of
the room. Clean surfaces ensure greater visibility of such written
material. Washing is one way to clean these surfaces, but only if
boards are made of materials that withstand water. Manufacturers'
recommendations should be followed to prevent damage to board
surfaces. The frequency with which chalkboards are cleaned, what-
ever the method, will depend on the type of chalk used, extent of
use, and day-to-day care accorded them, but under average condi-
tions, weekly washing should be sufficient.

Walls and ceilings play an important part in promoting visual
comfort of pupils. This is due to their reflectance of light, both nat-
ural and artificial. When their surfaces are coated with dust, their
reflectance factor is measurably decreased. Dust and dirt can be re-
moved by washing, usually once each year unless atmospheric con-
ditions make more frequent washing necessary. Painting ceiling
and wall surfaces to improve their reflectance is usually done once
each four or five years.

Machines for washing walls and ceilings are available, but most
school systems still rely on the ha ad method of washing and rins-
ing. Whatever the thod, however, it is important to use cleaning
powders oi detergents that are known to perform satisfactorily on
the type of surface to be cleaned, since some wall and ceiling mate-
rials can be damaged by harsh cleaning materials. For these, an-
other method such o.s sponging or wiping with a chemically treated
sponge or chamois cloth is recommended.

Drin7iing fountains that are not properly adjusted and thor-
oughly cleaned at frequent intervals can transmit disease germs,
through contact with the mouthpiece, from one person to another.
It is impor tant that water pressure be controlled so that the stream
from the jet is high. enough to permit children to drink without
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touching the mauthpiece. Moreover, it should be recognized that
young children need to be taught how to use the fountains and how
they can help to keep them clean.

Drinking fountains usually catch and hold more than their share
of atmospheric dust due to their moist surfaces. Some children are
not as careful about maintaining clean, sanitary fountains as public
health standards require. Because of natural dust deposits and of
student carelessness, drinking fountains should be inspected several
times each day, and if any inspection reveals the need for cleaning,
they should be washed with a brush, using a small amount of soapand water, or a small amount of nonabrasive cleaning powder.
They should then be rinsed with clear water from the tap and pol-
ished with a soft dry cloth.

Toilet rooms and fixtures often are tire source of foul odors. Com-
ponents of toilet rooms that require washing are walls, floors,
partitions, stalls or compartments, doors, and windows. Toilet room
fixtures that require special care to keep them sanitary are water
closets, urinals, lavoratories, and paper towel, soap, and sanitary
napkin dispensers.

Toilet room walls should be cleaned two or three times a year.
Generally toilet wall surfaces up to a neight of about 5 or 6 feet are
ceramic tile which can be satisfacteriii cleaned by washing with
soap and water. Concrete walls that hay e been painted can also be
washed with soap and water. In some instances marble has been
used as wainscoting for toilet room walls, partitions, and stalls.
This material can also be washed with water and a mild detergent
or soap and then rinsed.

Toilet room partitions, whether free-standing between urinals
and water closets or joined together as compartments or stalls for
privacy, are often fabricated from metal, which may be porcelain-
ized, bonderized, enameled, or painted. Stone partitions and com-
partments are usually constructed of marble, slate, or some other
type of impervious stone, all of which can be washed with mild
soap or detergent and water.

Doors, and especially door knobs, handles, or pulls, can be instru-
mental in transmitting germs from one person to another. The
doors themselves and their casings and trim should be cleaned with
the same frequency as toilet room walls. Door hardware that comes
in contact with hands should be cleaned daily.

Toilet room windows should be cleaned inside about once a
month; on the outside, they should be cleaned about once each twoor three months.
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Toilet room floors can be kept clean and sanitary only if they are
of an impervious material. Those that are not impervious will ab-
sorb human waste dropped or spilled on them and no amount of
scrubbing or cleaning will eliminate odors emitted by them. Daily
washing, using a stiff brush with soap and water, generally will re-
move most types of soil deposited on impervious floors.

Cracked or pitted toilet seats cannot be kept clean and therefore
should v.,e replaced. All toilet seats should be washed with hot water
and neutral cleaner at least daily. They should then be rinsed thor-
oughly, wiped dry, with both seats and covers (if covers are used)
left in an upright position to facilitate complete drying. Parts of the
water closet that need special attention because they may harbor
dirt and bacteria are seat hinges, floor bolts, flush handles, and the
area under the flush rims of bowls.

All of the outside of the toilet bow front, side, rearas well as
the inside should be thoroughly washed daily. "Hit or miss" clean-
ing techniques always "miss" the outside back of the bowl. Such
techniques should not be permitted. The underside of the flush rim
of the bowl is often neglected, or superficially cleaned, when the
bowl is washed. Most generally this area is the point of deposit for
urinal salts, and when it is not thoroughly cleaned at frequent in-
tervals with a special brush, it is usually the source of foul odor.

Urinals that are not thoroughly washed and rinsed each day can
also be the source of annoying odors. Deodorant blocks, sometimes
used in urinals, simply substitute one odor for another; they do not
remove the cause. Only a thorough daily washing with brush and
soap can remove the cause, and thus improve toilet room sanitation.

Lavatories are almost always located in toilet rooms, even though
some may be located elsewhere in the building. They should be
washed with soap, rinsed, antI dried at least once daily, more often
if they are used extens; rely.

Dispensers of all kindsfor toilet paper, soap, paper towels, and
sanitary napkinsshould be checked once or twice each day and re-
filled as needed. Elements of these fixtures that come in contact
with user's hands should be kept sanitary by washing them at least
daily with soap and water. When these dispensers are refilled or
serviced, they should be inspected to determine their working con-
dition and to discover whether or not they have been abused, tam-
pered with, or damaged.

Washroom miners for grooming and glass shelving for tempo-
rary storage of books, purses, or other personal belongings should
be damp cleaned and dried at least daily.
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Schou/ cafeterias, for the purposes of this discussion, include all
building areas that are used in storing, preparing, and serving food
and for dining. Special areas and features of the school plant that
support the primary functions of school cafeterias, such as en-
trapces and exits, window openings, toilet rooms for lunchroom em-
ploy ees, dressing rooms, office areas, and storage space for garbage
cans, are also within limits for this discussion. All such areas and
special features relating to school cafeterias are generally assigned
to regular school custodians, maids, or personnel other than lunch-
room employees for cleaning. Lunchroom employees are usually
held responsible for the sanitary condition of dishes, glasGes, silver,
cooking and baking utensils, storage space for these items, stoves,
ovens, appliances, and refrigerators. (Sallitation relating to school
kitchens and dining rooms is discussed in Chapter 7.)

Floors of kitchens, serving areas, and dining room entrances
should be wet mopped with soap (or a s.tisfactory detergent)
mixed with water and then rinsed after each day's use. Unless pu-
pils have been very careless about the handling a food in the dining
room, a daily sweeping or dry mopping of dining room floors, with
wet mopping twice a week and a thorough scrubbing once a month,
should ensure sanitary conditions for the dining room floor. This is
based on the assumption that dining room floors are covered with
asphalt or vinyl tile or linoleum or are constructed of terrazzo, con-
crete, or other washable material. Carpeted dining room floors can
be kept clean by vacuuming, but an occasional shampooing of the
carpet will be required. Special attention may be needed to remove
spots that seem unusually deep-seated.

Doors and windows of the food service area will require more
frequent washings than are required for these components in other
parts of the building. This is due to the fact that, even with exhaust
hoods over cooking surfaces, kitchens discharge much moisture into
the air. This moisture picks up airborne dust, and the dust-laden
moisture is eventually deposited on exposed surfaces, including
windows and doors.

Windows and doors in the food service area should be screened.
The door screens should be checked regularly to determine if they
have been torn or damaged and to ascertain whether or not their
closers are operating satisfactorily. If screen door closers are not
functioning properly or if the wire mesh is torn, flies and other
germ-carrying insects can enter to contaminate any exposed food,
dishes, silverware, utensils, and other equipment used in preparing
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and serving food. Screens and closers should be kept in repair and
should perform their intended functions.

Toilet facilities adjacent to, but not opening into, kitchens or din-
ing areas should be provided for food service employees. Floors,
doors, walls, stalls, and fixtures should be kept immaculately clean.
The lavatory (or lavatories) for food service employees should be
located in toilet rooms so that they are near the exit door and at lo-
cations convenient to workers in the kitchen. Signs stating that em-
ployees using the toilet room must wash their hands before return-
ing to duty should be posted on or near the exit door. Foot controls
for wash basins are desirable. All fixtures (water closets and their
components, lavatories and valve handles, and dispensers) in toilet
rooms used by lunchroom employees should be thoroughly cleaned
each day, preferably at the close of the school day.

Floors of dressing rooms for food service employees and offices of
lunchroom managers should be dry or wet mopped as required,
waxed and polished when needed, and the furniture and equipment
in these areas should be dusted, preferably by vacuuming, every
day. There is a tendency in some school districts to overlook the im-
portance of cleanliness and sanitation in dressing rooms for lunch-
room employees. Since this is the point at which these employees
prepare themselves for their daily responsibilities, it seems obvious
that the condition of their dressing rooms will directly affect their
standards in personal hygiene and attitudes toward sanitary prac-
tices.

Storage and supply rooms are especially important to food
service sanitation, because it is here that many products are stored
in bags made of paper, cotton cloth, or burlap. These bags afford
little protection against infestation by insects and rodents or
against contamination by poisonous and toxic substances. Such in-
festation or contamination may not be detected until after affected
products have been served, causing consumers to become ill. Sanita-
tion standards of state public health agencies for these as well as
other lunchroom areas and services should be followed at all times.

The storage room for food supplies should not be so air tight as
to prevent proper ventilation. Poor ventilation permits condensa-
tion which may drop on stored food and promote mold and bacterial
growth. Good ventilation also minimizes heat build-up, objectiona-
ble odors, and the concentration of toxic gases. Custodians respon-
sible for cleaning lunchroom areas, including storage facilities,
should always see that these areas are properly ventilated.
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Proper storage and disposal of all garbage and waste incident to
lunchroom operation are essential to protect against possible con-
tamination of food, utensils, or equipment; to minimize odor con-
centration; and to prevent such waste from 1.:f.coming an attractant
or harborage and breeding place for vermin. (See section on "Dis-
posal of Refuse" in Chapter 11.)

Showt;- and locker rooms, often regarded as complementary
units, are usually separated by drying areas with connecting pas-
sageways. These areas require the same high standards of sanita-
tion as are recommended for toilet rooms. Shower and locker room
floors should be mopped daily and should be thoroughly washed
twice a week with a solution of hot water and a cleaning-disinfect-
ing preparation. Walls of shower stalls and of gang showers may
become coated with oily deposits from the bodies of bathers and
with an insoluble soap'curd, particularly if the water is hard or
it has not been treated to remove minerals. These walls must be
scrubbed at frequent intervals to remove such deposits, the fre-
quency of scrubbing being determined by experience at a given lo-
cation. A cleaning compound that contains both a mild abrasive and
a solvent such as ammonia or trisodium phosphate probably will
prove most effective in cleaning walls around showers.

Other custodial duties essential to shower and locker room sani-
tation are dusting and cleaning lockers, washing seat boards of
wenches, cleaning the polished parts of shower heads and other ex-
posed metal parts, checking ventilation, and adjusting hot-cold wa-
tor valves to prevent burns. Water closets, urinals, lavatories, and
di ;pensers located in shower and locker rooms should be given the
same attention that has been recommended for these items in toilet
rooms.

School swimming pools are becoming increasingly popular across
the country, both as facilities for instruction in physical education
and as facilities for recreation by school and nonschool groups.

Public health and school authorities are concerned with sanita-
tion and safety problems relating to pools, especially the com-
municable disease aspects of them. If the health and safety of
those who use school swimming pools are to be safeguarded, all
rules pertaining to public pools, as established by public health au-
thorities having jurisdiction, should be observed. (See Chapter 12.)
This means, among other things, that the school pool must be sup-
plied with pure water that is continuously disinfected by chemicals
so controlled that their residual disinfecting strength is maintained
at a safe level at all times; it must be kept sanitary by appropriate
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washing and rinsing of all internal surfaces; and all auxiliary facil-
ities, such as dressing rooms, toilets, showers, and walkways, must
also be kept sanitary.

Chemicals used in controlling the quality of pool water should be
such that they impart no toxic qualities to the water; water alkalin-
ity must be kept within safe limits; and any visible dirt on the bot-
tom of the pool should be removed within 24 hours by flushing,
skimming, or other effective means.3 As an added safety measure,
the deck or walkway around the pool must be clean, free of litter,
and to the extent possible maintained in a nonslippery condition.
Springboards should be inspected frequently to see that they are
properly anchored, in sound condition, and not slippery.

Disinfecting

The process of cleaning any surface or object is in fact one aspect
of disinfecting that surface or object, but through common usage of
the term, disinfecting has come to mean the process of applying a
chemical agent to destroy harmful microorganisms. If school build-
ings are kept clean through proper housekeeping procedures there
is no need for using disinfectants. A historical statement on this
subject reads as follows :

In combating contagion, modern sanitary practices have eliminated disin-
fectants for spraying walls, ceilings, and floors of classrooms. The source of
infection is the individual; so long as the infected h. ividual is present in the
room, any disinfectant that might be used on the walls or floor would be of
little value in preventing infection. Removal of the infected individual usually
suffices to end the danger of spreading the infection.

Soap and water is the best agent for cleaning floors, together with plenty of
fresh air and sunshine. It is unnecessary to worry about contagious disease
organisms that may be lodged on the walls or ceilings. The same applies to
toilets and urinals. Cleanliness will take care of the whole problem without
resort to strong disinfectants. In fact, terminal disinfection, such as fumigation
with formaldehyde, has generally been discarded as valueless. In the case of
lavoratories, urinals, and toilet bowls, so-called germicides in reality accomplish
nothing except covering up primary odor by the stronger odor of the chemical
used.4

A recent statement supports the above viewpoints but adds that
"a detergent might currently be substituted for soap" and that

3 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service.
Enrironmcnt4 Health Practice in Recreational Areas. Public Health Service
Publication No. 1195. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1966. pp.
86-87.

4 American Medical Association. "Disinfectants." Queries and Minor Notes.
Journal of the American Medical Association 96: 1098; March 28, 1931.
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" 'elbow grease' is essential in the effective application of either
product." 3

Neither disinfectants nor deodorants should be used to mask
odors that should be eliminated by removing their causes. Odors
mean that cleaning has been inadequate. The good custodian will
develop and sensitize his olfactory sense so that he can detect bad
odors immediately. He will then remove their cause and not ely on
chemicals for sanitation.

Attempts have been made to disinfect air by the use of ultravi-
olet irradiation or the use of triethylene glycol vapor with the hope
that such procedure would reduce the incidence of colds and other
communicable diseases. However, to date the value of these meas-
ures has 'not been demonstrated. Neither suggested method of air
sterilization is recommended for school use.

ELIMINATING ACCIDENT HAZARDS

School accident hazards may be grouped into four categories: (a)
fire, (b) mechanical, (c) electrical, and (d) maintenance. School
housekeeping plays an important role in eliminating hazards in
each of these categories.

Hazards from Fire

Of all potential hazards to life in schools, fire is perhaps the
most feared and least expectedmost feared because of the tragic
toll it has taken; least expected because of the feeling that "It
can't he ppen here." Protecting pupils from fire is a continuing
responsibility of school officials, especially principals. The prin-
cipal of each school is directly or indirectly responsible for the
enforcement of state and local fire regulations relating to his build-
ing. He and his custodians should be fully aware of all hazards
within the building, and they should see that these hazards are cor-
rected or are reduced in potential. This can usually be accomplished
by a monthly self-inspection made by the principal and head cus-
todian, followed by necessary action by the custodian or the mainte-
nance department.

Self-inspection forms are available from several sources, one of
which is the National Beard'of Fire Underwriters. These forms are
designed for use on both a monthly and a quarterly basis. A mem-

5 Larirnore, Granville W. "School 'Housekeeping' Practices." Questions and
Answers. Journal of the American Meqical Association 202: 922; November 27,
1967.
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ber of the local fire department or the fire marshal himself should
accompany the principal and head custodian on the quarterly
inspection. A report on each inspection (both monthly and quar-
terly) should be filed with the board of education having jurisdic-
tion. Hazards listed in the report that require official cognizance
and action by the board of education should be called specifically
to its attention.

In addition to his other duties relating to fire safety, the princi-
pal should develop evacuation plans for his building, hold evacua-
tion drills frequently, promote instruction in fire safety, and enlist
the active support and participation in the school's safety program
of building occupants (teachers, pupils, custodians and other non-
certificated employees, and any other persons assigned to the
building).

Good housekeeping, undoubtedly one of the most prudent precau-
tions against school fires, is usually performed by school plant oper-
ating personnel under the direction of the building principal or
other designated official. The importance of this precaution against
fires can be illustrated by enumerating some housekeeping duties
that affect fire potential. These include, but are not necessarily lim-
ited to, cleaning, waste and rubbish removal, incineration, storage,
care of decorations, handling of ashes and clinkers, thawing frozen
pipes, and handling flammable liquids.

Fire is less likely to originate in a clean building than in a dirty
building. All waste accm. ''ons such as paper, discarded fabric,
cardboard, excelsior, wood ..,havings and sawdust, and other litter
and rubbish of a combustible nature should be removed from the
premises daily. If these waste materials are disposed of by inciner-
ation, precautions should be taken to prevent the incinerator from
discharging sparks or flame into the atmosphere.

Storage areas should be periodically emptied of items that are no
longer of use, such as furniture or egyipment awaiting repairs or
beyond salvage and any accumulation of operating supplies that
may have deteriorated or become obsolete. Housekeeping in "prop"
rooms is particularly important as a fire preventive measure. Many
decorations such as scenery, drapes, curtains, valances, special
lamps, objects made of paper-mache, and decorative materials used
in connection with holidays and seasons of the year are usually
stored in these rooms. All of these items should be flameproofed be-
fore they are installed, used, or stored.

Flammable liquids and gases should be limited in quantity to
minimum reouirements for maintenance, demonstration, treatment,
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and laboratory work. These products should be piaced in IM-ap-
proved safety cans that hold no more than one quart each, and the
cans should be stored in metal cabinets:4

Mechanical Hazards

Mechanical hazards, usually inherent in building design and con-
struction, are not amenable to correction without making physical
changes, but dangers from them can be minimized by good house-
keeping. A few examples of mechanical hazards and what can be
done to minimize dangers from them will serve the purposes of this
publication.

Outside platforms and steps at entrances feature two dangers:
one caused by weather conditions and one caused by wear and tear.
In localities having freezing temperatures, there is a recurring dan-
ger from the accumulation of snow and ice on these platforms and
steps. If not removed, this accumulation can cause Palls and serious
injuries.

Handrails for steps and balt'. ;trades around platforms may be-
come from wear and tear or may be damaged by weather con-
ditions. Good housekeeping and maintenance dictates that repairs
be made or replacements installed the moment these components
are found to be defective. Handrails and balustrades at inside steps
and landings should also be kept in a safe condition. The tops of
balustrades and any center-mounted handrails (if permitted by exit
and safety codes) should be provided with some type of obstruc-
tions mounted on the top rail to prevent boys and girls from using
them as slides.

Stair treads and risers may be found hazardous in some schools.
Treads without nosing, too narrow, or with a forward slope should
be replaced, as should risers that are either too high, too low, or
uneven in height. Sometimes corrections cast be made on tre-ds by
applying safety strips and nosings to them. If uneven and ieregular
riser height is the hazard, a replacement job by the maintenance
department is the only sound remedy. The top tread of stairs may
be painted a conspicuous color or provftkd with a metal :trip.

Glass in doors can be dangerous. It should be either tempered or
wired glass, or one of the new transparent, flameproof plastics.
Special attention should be given to see that glass in entrance doors
is shatterproof and relatively noncutting if broken. It should have..

6 National Piro rrotection Association. Flammable Liquids Cock. NFPA No.
30. Boston: the Association, lUni. p. 38.
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identifying marks or symbols on it, at varying eye levels, to prevent
accidental injury.

Door hardirarr that is nut the right type and is not properly
maintained is another potential mech-nical hazard. Exit codes re-
quire all exit doors to open outward and all classroom doors to open
in the direction of the outward now of traffic. All exit doors must
also be equipped with antipanic hardware to prevent pupils from
being trapped in a building. These devices shuuki be maintained in
an operative condition at all times and should never be chained
when a building is occupied. Doors that do not operate in accord-
ance with applicable exit codes should be rehung to conform. Class-
room doorlocks should be of the type that can be operated without a
key from inside the classroom.

Instruction room hazards are more pronounced in industrial arts
laboratories, science laboratories, gymnasiums, and homemaking
suites than in regular classrooms. Laboratories of various kinds
have multiple hazards because of the nature of their equipment and
of the activities carried on in them. Slippery floors near power
woodworking or metal working tools or an accumulation of sawdust
and wood or metal shavings near them can be extremely hazardous
not only to operators of The equipment but also to those who may
walk by it. Floors in these areas should have nonskid surfaces
around dangerous machinery. An exhaust system should be provided
to pick up dust, shavings, sawdust, and other waste created by
woodworking activities. Spray and finish rooms in shops should
have exhaust systems to discharge odors and mists from these
rooms to the outside. Auto shops, welding and forge laboratories,
and agricultural laboratories where farm tractors and other equip-
ment are repaired are particular sources of poisonous fumes and
should have ample exhaust systems.

Places where electricity is used have nazards in terms both of
equipment and high voltage. Electrical switches should be located
within easy reach of operators, and a master switch to control the
flow of electricity to any part of the area should be easily accessible
to the instructor.

Where a kiln is in use, a red signal light in the corridor should
indicate this.

Science labomtorics in which chemicals are used and stored can
be extremely hazardous to health and to life. Chemical fumes often
generated in these laboratories are not only objectionable from the
standpoint of odor, but also represent a menace to health. Here
again an efficient exhaust system, including hoods over areas where
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fumes are generated, is necessary. All hoods and ducts to this sys-
tem should be kept clean.

Gymnasiuno. may have multiple hazards to safety and life that
good care and management cannot eliminate, but attention is di-
rected to two areas in this facility where housekeeping can be
effective in reducing accidents: slippery floors and obstructions.
Floors can be made virtually nonskid by applying a surface finish
that is nonslippery and by keeping them clean. Impact points and
obstructions in gymnasiums that present hazards for physical edu-
cation students and to participants in athletic contests should be
padded to prevent serious injury. Walls or projections that are too
close to goals, bleachers that arp near the playing courts, and doors
that project into the gymnasium are examples of points at which
safety padding can be placed.

Home economics suites may have hazards similar to those of pri-
vate homes. These areas require special measures, in addition to
those required for other areas of the building, including inspection
of electrical and gas anpliances; provision of pilot lights for such
electric appliances as irons, stoves, heating units, kilns, and ovens;
the checking of electrical outlets for unauthorized extension cords;
the checking of gas outlets, valves, and jets for leaks; the ground-
ing of equipment that is powered by electric motors (washers,
dryers, mixers, window exhaust fans, room air conditioners, and
sweepers); and maintenance of floors in a nonslippery condition.

Boiler rooms are also areas in which mechanical hazards exist.
High pressure boilers in schools are rare, but low pressure units
can be equally dangerous if they are riot given proper attention.
Some periodic housekeeping chores for greater safety of boilers and
boiler rooms are testing safety exhaust valves; checking water
gauges; cleaning flues and furnace pipes; inspecting pressure
gauges; checking for leaks in oil lines and connections and in gas
lines and connections wherever these are used as fuel; inspecting
return pumps to see that they are working properly; and inspecting
fireboxes, grates, air controls, dampers, breeching, and automatic
fuel feeds, as appropriate, for the type of boiler and kind of fuel
used. All boiler refuse, such as clinkers in the firebox and fly ash in
tubes, should be removed in metal containers daily. Furnace rooms
should be used for no other purposes than to accommodate the heat-
ing plant and water heaters and should be '?ept free of litter.
Storage space for coal, usually adjacent to the furnace room, should
be well-ventilated to prevent spontaneous combustion.
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Wati-r htate r$ and hot zrafrr stamp- tanbt, whether located in
boiler rooms or in other parts of the building, must be checked sev-
eral times a year to see that thermostats are responding according
to temperature settings on the automatic control. A further safety
measure for water heaters is to drain and flush them as often as
the matcafacturer',7, instructions recommend. This procedure pre-
vents the accumulation of sediment that can interfere with the safe
operation of the unit. Building codes require that safety valves be
installed o:1 water heaters to prevent explosions when water is
converted to steam by overheating. Water heaters without safety
valves are probably very rare, but if one is discovered, a release
vale e should be installed without delay.

Electrical Hazards

Perhaps the greatest hazard in schools accountable to electricity
is fire, especially in older buildings which may have open wiring,
knob and cleat work, metal switch covers, or an inadequate number
of service outlets to accommodate an increasing amount of electri-
cal equipment. Sometimes switch boxes and panel boards are found
in unprotected wooden cabinets. Demand for better illumination in
older buildings imposes current loads too great for their wiring to
handle. Wire inadequate for the load will get hot under its insula-
tion, and if the overload continues for several hours, the heated
wire can cause a fire.

Another danger from substandard electrical wiring is electric
shock or, under certain conditions, electrocution. For example, a
metal covered surface switch with a metal toggle handle can be es-
pecially dangerous if the operator serves ts a ground or if the
switch itself has a wet ground. Good housekeeping cannot remove
dangers inherent in outmoded wiring, which should be replaced ac-
cording to standards of the National Electric Code, but metal cov-
ers for boxes, outlets, and switch boxes and switches with metal
handles can and should be replaced with nonconductive materials.
All electric motors used to operate machinery and equipment should
be grounded, and any exposed wiring should be shielded.

Several types of electrical hazards that are not attributed to out-
mo led wiring are frequently found in both old and new buildings.
For example, extension cords may be draped over nails or steam
and water pipes. If the wires of these cords become exposed due to
defective or worn insulation, there is danger of a short circuit and
possibly a fire. The stage of an auditorium is another area in which
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infringements on electrical safety rules are often found. Here, ama-
teur stage electricians use their limited skills to wire for stage pro-
ductions, improvise spot and floodlights, and do miscellaneous elec-
trical work neither too wisely nor too well. The results can be
disastrous. Principals and custodians, as a part of their housekeep-
ing responsibilities, should exercise rigid control over such matters,
directing that all electrical wiring be done by licensed electricians
according to the National Code.

Maintenance

Maintenance as a facet of school safety is inextricably linked
with each of the three preceding hazard categories. Inadequate or
improper maintenance of school facilities allows them to deterio-
rate rapidly, thus reducing the safety factor. In addition to
maintenance responsibilities relating to the preceding hazard cate-
gories, there are other elements of the school plant the maintenance
of which, or lack of it, affects health and safety.

Playgrounds that are neglected can become ei-oded, exposing
sharp rocks; can be infested with poison ivy, briars, and other
growth that is hazardous; and paved surfaces can break up or be-
come rough and dangerous by alternate freezing ana thawing, or by
heavy vehicles moving across them. Playground equipment may be
partially displaced from its footing, leaving it precariously bal-
anced, or moving parts of the equipment may become unsafe by the
loss of screws, bolts, nuts, and other fasteners. A variety of injuries
and associated infections can be caused by these hazards if they are
not quickly detected and corrected.

Ventilating systems, regardless of type, can become inoperative.
Clogged vents, dirty filters or no filters at all, and defective blowers
or blowers that have been shut down cause systems to fail. The ab-
sence of proper ventilation beeausi of these or other defectsand
neglectis a definite menace to health and effective learning. Main-
tenance conducted according to a planned schedule can prevent this
failure and menace.

Adequate maintenance of fire protection equipmentdetective,
alarm, and extinguishingcan add measurably to the safety of
school buildings. This is especially true of detective and alarm sys-
tems. While extinguishing devices can and do save lives, their de-
signed function is to save property. To be effective, however, all fire
protective equipment must be adequately maintained and skillfully
operated when needed. The best source of information on its main-
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tenance is the manufacturer of the particular equipincrat:
Installation, maintenance, and operating instructions are -asually
furnished Ly the manufacturer when the equipment in. bought. Th:s
information should be placed in the hands of and kept by the indi-
vidual responsible for maintaining it.

PROMOTING COMFORT AND WELL -BEING

Physical conditions around schools affect the comfort and well-
being of pupils and teachers. These conditions include such factors
as light, acoustics, and heat and ventilation, each of which is the
subject of a separate chapter. Here, the relationship of school
housekeeping to these conditions will be pointed out.

Light

A well-lighted environment permits an individual to see well, dis-
courages unsanitary conditions, and improves morale. Two
housekeeping functions that affect visual comfort are brightness
balance (reduction of glare) and adequacy of light output. One ba-
sic rule for avoiding glare and providing brightness balance is to
diffuse the light. Housekeeping and maintenance functions that
help maintain desirable brightness balance are cleaning and paint-
ing. The importance of cleaning (washing and dusting) was dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter. Painting, a maintenance functirm,
involves selecting good quality flat paints of the right color and
then applying them evenly.

An adequate level of illumination (light output) for efficient per-
formance of visual tasks is determined by the nature of the visual
tasks. Within the total visual environment, therefore, different Phi-
mination levels may be adequate, each in relation to the particular
visual task. Under optimal conditions for comfort and efficiency,
the brightness of the task should be equal to or slightly greater
than the brightness of the entire visual environment.`

In addition to cleaning fixtures, housekeeping responsibilities
consist principally in relamping all fixtures on schedule. The aver-
age life-span of incandescent lamps is from 750 to 1,000 hours,

Other sources of information are the National Fire Protection Association,
Ratterymarch Street, Roston, Mass.; National Board of Fire Underwriters,

55 John Street, New York, N.Y.; and Fire Equipment Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, Inc., Suite 7,59, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa.

American Institute of Architects, Illuminating Engineering Society, and
National Council on Schoolhouse Construction. American Guide for School
Lighting. New York: Illuminating Engineering Society, 1962. p.10.
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while that ;or fluorescent lamps is from 4,000 to 7,5C-3 hours About
z0 vrceut of lamp failures occur when 80 percent of their rated
life has been used, after which the rate of failure is very rapid. Re-
lamping should be done before this very rapid rate of deterioration
begins. When fixtures are relamped, replacements should have the
proper rating for the voltage of current supplied. The local electric
power company can supply information on the voltage of current
supplied. If the lamp rating is substantially below the voltage sup-
plied, lamp life will be materially shortened; if substantially higher,
lamps will not provide the light output of which they are capable.

Acoustics

Excessive noise causes irritation, nervous strain, distraction,
and inefficiency in children, teachers, and others subjected to it.
Some noise can be eliminated and some reduced in quantity by con-
trolling the source, which is a housekeeping function.

Noisy motors and fans may be subdued by changing the coupling
between them or by installing better insulation between the fans
and the points at which they are mounted to the building. Street
noises can be absorbed or subdued by planting trees and shrubs
with heavy foliage between the building and the street. Grass turf
areas, hedgerows, and dense vine growths can also absorb and at-
tenuate street sounds, but care should be exercised in locating these
plantings to prevent their interfering with natural light and venti-
lation of the building.

Heat and Ventilation

Proper heating and distribution of air are conducive to pupil and
staff comfort and efficiency and are deterrents to upper respiratory
infections. Some major factors relating to health are dehumidifica-
tion due to constant recirculation of air, drafts, room temperatures
that are either too high or too low, inadequate supply of fresh air,
and circulation of atmospheric dust.

Health authorities suggest that a relative humidity of 45 to 50
percent provides maximum comfort. This level of humidity can be
maintained during the heating season only if the heating system it-
self is properly designed and is in satisfactory operating condition,
the latter function a housekeeping responsibility.

Housekeeping procedures may improve faulty heating and venti-
lating systems by checking radiator air vents; by inspecting valves
to see that they are operable; by locating water and air traps in hot
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water or steam supply piping; by checking the boiler water for oil
or other greasy substance which may prevent proper sthaming; by
examining exhaust ducts to see that they are functioning; and by
inspecting plenums for obstructions.

If overheating occur, only during the first hour of school, it may
be due to cold walls that cause thermostats to send false signals for
more heat. The remedy is to start the heating system earlier in the
morning so that the overheating will be over before rooms are occu-
pied. If overheating persists throughout the day, the thermostat
setting may need to be adjusted downward. Under heating may be
due to an improperly set thermostat, to dirty, lint-clogged filters
(where unit ventilators, hot air systems, or other installations re-
quiring filters are used), or to mechanical failure. This problem
may be overcome by resetting thermostats, by changing or cleaning
filters, or by checking mechanical features of the system and cor-
recting any defects found there.

Housekeeping in relation to gravity ventilation involves opening
duct dampers at the beginning of the day and closing them at night
during the cold season to prevent an inflow of cold air; keeping
dampers, grills, and openings clean; oiling bearings of vent heads if
they are used; and maintaining intake openings, whether windows
or ducts, to control fresh air intake.

Mechanical ventilation systems require cleaning (or change) of
filters; oiling motors, pulleys, and shafts as required; cleaning
plenum chambers, ducts, fans, and louvers; and an infrequent
replacement of V-belts for fans and motors.

The unit heater-ventilator, which may also be combined with air
cooling, has an individual motor and squirrel-cage fan in each unit.
Housekeeping for efficient operation of this unit requires frequent
filter changes (or filter cleaning) ; lubricating motors, fans, shafts,
and pulleys as required; and maintaining dampers in an operable
condition.

PEST CONTROL

Pests are plants, animals, and insects that are detrimental to
man. This section deals primarily with animal and insect pests that
endanger the health and comfort of schoolchildren, among which
rodents, flies, and cockroaches are the chief offenders. They are of-
ten indicators of filth and definitely are carriers of disease.

Rodents are destructive, filthy, and disease-bearing and have
been known to attack and s,:verely injure children. They may carry
disease germs and bacteria on their feet, in their hair, in their
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digestive tracts, and in their bloodstreams. They require both food

and shelter and cannot exist where either is lacking. Infestation of
premises by them can usually be traced to conditions that favor
their growth and life. Removal of these conditions is a permanent
solution h, the problem, but quick eradication will depend upon kill-
ing them.

The elimination of sources of food by keeping garbage and refuse
cans tightly closvd and by daily removing all refuse from the prem-
ises is the first step in removing the food supply of rodents. A

second step of equal importance is the storage of all food in rat-
and mouse-proof rooms or containers. A third step is to keep the
premises clean.

Shelter for rodents can be eliminated by keeping all storage
spaces orderly so that there will be no place for them to hide and
multiply. Boxes, lumber, grain, and other objects should be stacked
on racks at least one folt above the floor so there will be no living
space between objects. Building design should avoid double walls,

spaces between floors and ceilings, and any other dark space in
which rats and mice can nest. Exterior walls should have no uncov-
ered openings; doors should have self-closers; and spaces around
doors and windows should be no larger than one-fourth inch.

In instances of severe rodent infestation, it is suggested that the
services of an experienced exterminator be obtained.

Insects such as flies and cockroaches can be controlled by a com-
bination of cleanliness, exclusion, and insecticides. Cleanliness alone
will do much to prevent insect infestation, especially cockroaches,
but flies may be attracted to clean premises by odors from food.
Screening as a means of excluding flies from lunchrooms, kitchens,
and garbage storage areas was discussed earlier. Structural design
that will prevent cockroaches from entering premises will help con-
trol infestation, but some may be brought in in boxes, bags,
packages, and other items.

There is an insecticide for every insect and for use under all con-
ditions, but it is necessary to know what insecticide to use and
where to use it. Up-to-date information concerning insecticides and
their use can be obtained from local or state health departments or
from experienced exterminators.

THE GOALS

The numerous aspects of school maintenance discussed in this
chapter have goals that are important to pupils and to the commun-
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ity served by the s.:hool. Good housekeeping practices contribute to

the health, safety, comfort, and well-being of all persons involved

with the school program and even visitors to the school.

The quality tif school housekeeping depends to a great extent on
the careful selection of the custodial staff and the in-service train-
ing provided for them.. Many school systems conduct custodial
training programs. Similar programs may be sponsored y state
departments of education or by colleges or universities. Summer
workshops of several weeks' duration provide valuable in. service

preparation.
Even a cursory analysis of the job of housekeeping in a nodern

school plant reveals that the custodian should have a good under-

standing of the principles of sanitation, a good sense of order and

arrangement, and some knowledge of engineering and combustion.

He should know the principles of safety and fife prevention, be fa-

miliar with the content and use of many kinds of cleaning materials

and cleaning equipment, understand how to care for shrubbery
and lawns, and, perhaps most important of all, know how to cooper-
ate with teachers and pupils in the whole scheme of school
housekeeping. In smaller school systems where a full-time staff of
maintenance workers is not employed, it is essential that custodians
be able to make minor repairs to plumbing and to electric and heat-
ing equipment, resurface floors, recondition furniture, and keep

pumps and motors in running order.
Evidence abounds that wherever there are well-kept schools,

there is appreciation of their beauty and recognition of their im-
portance to society. The end products of housekeeping and manage-
ment are to provide a comfortable environment, to develop better
citizenship, to improve community standards, to promote learning,
and to develop a greater appreciation of beauty.
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Chapter 5

The Classroom Teacher
and Pupil Health

The classroom environment, a factor that significantly influ-
ences both learning and health, fluctuates from day to day and
from hour to hour. It varies with changes in temperature and light-
ing, the mood of the teacher, the matters to which attention is
directed, the attitudes of pupils, and a multitude of other factors.
In a very direct way the classroom environment reflects the teach-
er's understanding of his pupils and their needs, his ability to moti-
vate their learning, and his success in adapting programs to indi-
vidual needs.

Children and youth need skills that go far beyond the
fundamentals of writing, spelling, reading, speaking, and the basic
mathematic processes. They need to learn how to get along with
people. Human living is group living, and unless an individual
knows how to work and play with others, he cannot live a success-
ful life. School personnel cannot expect that all pupils will have sat-
isfactory human relations skills; school experiences should help
pupils grow in their ability to know and understand other people.

In a similar manner, pupils of all ages are faced with health
problems, some of a physical nature, others mental or emotional in
nature.. They have need to understand themselves as living organ-
isms, to learn how to maintain their health, to become familiar
with ways of preventing disease and avoiding accidents, and to be-
come aware of their roles in promoting community, health. School
personnel must continue to design, in cooperation with community
groups, health programs that focus attention on the skills and atti-
tudes which enable pupils to deal effectively with health problems.

Many pupils live in environments that are not conducive to men-
tal nr physical health; their Facial attitudes and motivations toward
learning may be adversely affected by the situations in which they
live. They need help to increase their capacity to face problems that
have impact on their mental health, such as poor housing, broken
homes, adults who do not understand children, social discrimina-
tion, and insufficient family income.

73
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The task of helping pupils become productive members of the
changing contemporary society is of crucial importance to all teach-
ers. To create and maintain a classroom environment conducive to
health, the teacher may desirably focus his attentic'i on the follow-
ing questions:

Has the learning process a relationship to health?
How do growth and development affect learning?
What effect does the organization for instruction have on pupil
health?
How do evaluative procedures affect pupil health?
What classroom procedures and experiences help meet the health
needs of pupils?

This chapter considers each of these questions, with particular
attention to the effect of various procedures on pupil health. It
takes the position that the health of a pupil is affected by the class-
room environment and that this environment results in part from
the teacher himself, the teacher's application of his knowledge of
the learning process, pupil growth and development, the organiza-
tion of instruction, and the choice of evaluative procedures.

LEARNING PROCESSES AND BEHAVIORAL CHANGES

Effective application of what is now known about: how pupils
learn is of fundamental importance to pupils. Whe=t pupils are
learning satisfactorily, the teacher is pleased and pupils gain satis-
faction from their achievements. When learning does not progress
satisfactorily the teacher is disappointed, and pupils may become
depressed, disgruntled, uncooperative, or despondent.

Acceptance and Interpretation
Learning is a personal matter in which the learner does his own

learning. Children and youth learn continuously from their experi-
ences with people, events, and things in the environment with which
they interact. What they do is the result of the interactions of their
experiences within and outside of the school. Their behavior in the
classroom reveals their unique qualities and their acceptance and
interpretation cf the school world, both of which are influenced by
previous experiences.

A first grade class, it preparing for a visit to the dairy was talk-
ing about the need for drinking milk. Tommy raised his hand and
said, "But only babies drink milk!" Later the teacher found that in
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Tommy's home the family budget could not be stretched to provide
milk for all the fanzily. Only the baby had milk to drink!

Effective teaching cannot be limited to telling, directing, and
judging pupils. When difficulty in learning arises, it may not be be-
cause the pupil does not want to learn but because the topics that
the teacher is presenting seem unimportant. It is necessary for a
teacher to know how children and youth perceive what is being said
or read cr dune. Telling and teaching are not synonymous. When a
teacher tells a pupil something, he cannot be sure that the pupil will
interpret the words in the way they were meant.

Physical, Mental, and Social Interrelationships

Teaching is a process of relating to children and youth in such a
way as to facilitate learning. It consists of creating the kind of
emotional climate in which pupils will feel secure enough to venture
and explore; an intellectual climate that provides a range of stimuli
sufficiently wide to seem significant to pupils with different back-
grounds, needs, abilities, and purposes; and a physical environment
that is healthful, attractive, and pleasant. The interrelationship of
the emotional, social, mental, and physical factors must be recog-
nized as having an important influence on learning.

If a pupil is tired, or has been disturbed by something that oc-
curred before he came to school, his behavior may be vastly differ-
ent from what it was the previous day. If pupils are asked to sit
still for an extended period of time, they may lose interest and be-
gin to move about in order to satisfy their urge for physical activ-
ity. If pupils are placed in situations which call for a higher order
of social skills than they possess, they may become frustrated and
tend to withdraw. Tasks that are far beyond the intellectual ability
of pupils also may create harmful tensions and frustrations.
Thoughts, feelings, relations to others, and physical well-being are
bound together inseparably. If a teacher wants to teach effectively,
he studies each pupil, helps him to plan his work, and judges his
achievement in terms of the pupil's purposes.

Personal Meaning and Behavioral Changes

Teachers are aware of the influence of outside forces upon pupils'
growth and learning and consequently are concerned with many
factors relating to behavioral changes.

In structuring experiences which will have significance in moti-
vating healthful living, teachers must include consideration of im-
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portant aspects of culture. Wide variations in family customs exist
in most school areas. Recognition of these cultural differences pro-
vides a base for meeting the needs of individuals in the classroom.
Food patterns and methods of food preparation at home may differ
significantly from the menu of the school lunchroom and from the
content suggested in homemaking education.

Value systems have important relationships to effective behav-
ioral changes. Children and youth come to school with different
philosophies and variant value systems. Attitudes of children and
youth may be a reflection of values. They will be highly motivated to
learn when classroom viewpoints concur with their individual
philosophies and values. Under these conditions they will also retain
more of what they learn. It becomes a challenge for the teacher to
discover values that are important to children and youth and to
guide them toward the development of values that bring about
desirable behavioral changes.

Fred, an eleventh-grade student, came from a middle-class family.
One day he asked to be exclused from class to go to the nurse's
office. In questioning Fred, the teacher found that he had a tooth-
ache and was hoping the nurse would take care of it "because
dentists cost too much." Through this brief conversation, the teacher
discovered the need to help Fred compare the high cost of dental
neglect to the low cost of routine dental care.

Customs and traditions are also factors in influencing behavioral
changes. For example, in a classroom where the use of alcoholic
beverages was being discussed, a pupil had difficulty understanding
the effects of excessive use of alcohol. In his home wine was regu-
larly used at dinner time.

Socioeconomic status also influences behavioral changes. For
some groups it is often difficult to achieve the health standards es-
tablished; therefore, what is being taught may have little personal
meaning.

The extent to which pupils will change their behavior under the
influence of the school depends in considerable measure on the abil-
ity of the teacher to understand that the motivation for learning be-
longs to the learner. The learner can be helped, but he must do his
own learning.

GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

As a teacher becomes aware of pupil growth and developmental
changes, he realizes the need for adapting the classroom program
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to individual requirements. It is possible to summarize the growth
characteristics of pupils at various age levels and to establish ex-

pectancies for different grades. Such information, however, should

not blind the teacher to the fact that each pupil must be considered

an individual with his own capacities, rate of growth, developmen-

tal needs and tasks, and ability to grasp and utilize concepts and

meanings. The rates at which different pupils develop and grow
physically, socially, emotionally, and intellectually vary consider-

ably. Growth and development are irregular; pupils differ in their

rate and level of development.

Providing for Individual Differences

Classroom experiences cannot have purposeful and personal

meaning for pupils unless provision is made to accommodate indi-

vidual differences. A teacher needs to utilize procedures which

enable him to know each pupil. He counsels, plans, guides learning
activities, and helps each pupil to evaluate his own progress.

A teacher should be sensitive to individual differences in reading
levels, in ability to express ideas in oral and written form, in motor

skills, in expression through art and music, and in emotional and

social adjustment. He seeks constantly to increase each pupil's

achievement in all areas of learning. He tries to adapt the program
content to the needs of each separate child.

A significant change in teaching methods takes place when teach-

ers become aware of differences in pupils and accept a
responsibility for meeting individual needs_ Adaptation may be ac-

complished by special groupings; varying activities and materials,

giving individual help, using a variety of teaching techniques to

maintain interest, changing the amount of time needed for the com-

pletion of work, simplifying content, using audiovisual materials,

utilizing community resources, developing individual and small

group projects, enlisting parental cooperation, and providi-ag work

materials on various levels of difficulty.

Individual differences often occur because of handicaps resulting

from physical defects. The teacher can provide for such needs by

seating pupils in relation to the size of seats or in accordance with

pupil preference. He can provide a lefthanded pupil with a work

place where he may write comfortably. He can arrange classroom

furniture to facilitate small group or individual work. Children and

youth with vision or hearing defects should be permitted to select

seats best suited to them.
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Effecti :e teaching calls for developing a satisfactory method of
caring for individual differences. It promotes healthful living with-
in the classroom environment.

Exceptional Pupils
The teacher is in a unique position to observe and identify pupils

who may need special attention. Some pupils may have emotional
problems which prevent them from learning effectively or from in-
teracting with others constructively. Others may be mentally
retarded or intellectually superior. Some may have unusual ability
in art, music, science, or mathematics. Educators agree that the
regular classroom is the best environment for most pupils with spe-
cial needs. These needs can usually be met if the teacher is able to
make special provisions for them. Occasionally special classes with
specially prepared teachers may be required. Regardless of class
placement, parents and school personnel should help a pupil to
accept himself and to realize his full potentialities.

The child or youth with special needs is first of all an individual
with human fears, hopes, and aspirations. His need for affection,
recognition, and self-development must be met within the frame-
work of his differences. He, like all other pupils, should be helped to
gain a sense of being a worthy member of his group.

Modern classroom procedures encourage growth and development
in many different ways. They permit pupils to explore, to investi-
gate, and to actively engage in a variety of learning activities; they
foster realistic attitudes of self-acceptance and self-understanding.
Pupils are helped to acquire skill in analyzing, synthesizing, evalu-
ating, applying, and achieving insight into problem solving. Chil-
dren who are emotionally disturbed, culturally deprived, and
generally disadvantaged or handicapped are provided with special
materials, equipment, and services.

Meeting the Need for Rest
The teacher's knowledge of pupil's level of physical and emo-

tional development and of any special health problem that may ex-
ist aids in selecting those who need rest at school. Parents should be
responsible for seeing that children and youth get adequate sleep
at night. When this occurs, .the number of pupils needing complete
rcst periods during the school day will be comparatively small. The
physician and nurse serving the school can advise parents and
teachers of the need for additional rest periods for particular chil-
dren during the school day.
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The need for rest and relaxation periods depends partly on the

type of educational program offered and the emotional tone of the

classroom. Tension, fear, boredom, and frustration produce fatigue;

interest, enthusiasm, and achievement minimize fatigue. A change

in type of activity is sometimes as refreshing as a rest period.

Classroom activities should permit periods of concentration and

sedentary work to be followed by opportunities for big muscle ac-

tion such as music, games, physical education, and dramatics. The

younger the child, the greater his requirement for frequent change

of activity. Brief periods of quiet work interspersed with freedom

to move about the room or engage in vigorous physical activity are

best. Rest and relaxation may be provided through storytelling, lis-

tening to music, playing quiet games, or browsing among library

books.
At the secondary level, with its departmentalized program, stu-

dents may need guidance in selecting a balanced program.
Alternation of concentrated study with classes providing more free-

dom of movement helps tc prevent or overcome fatigue.

Some students may become excessively involved in clubs, athlet-

ics, dramatics, publications, music organizations, or community ac-

tivities. Such activity is desirable and offers the participant
considerable pleasure and satisfaction. However, parents and school

personnel should help students plan a sensible program of daily ac-

tivity which will provide for a variety of activities and avoid undue

fatigue and tension.

The Need for Activity

Outcomes of vigorous play and activity go beyond the physical

aspects of human development or the acquiring of safety experi-

ences. All children and youth need to participate in physical educa-

tion and recreational activities. These help girls and boys acquire

skills that build feelings of adequacy, promote confidence, encour-

age group or team spirit, and facilitate experiment and exploration

of movement as a mode of expression and communication. Sufficient

equipment, supplies, and play areas are necessary for school physi-

cal education programs if pupils are to have opportunities to devel-

op the skills and body coordination that will serve them throughout

life.
Physical activities should be i,ppropriate for the age and level of

development of each pupil. Children and youth differ in physical

ability. The classroom teacher, in cooperation with school health
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personnel and physical educators, can plan a program suitable for
each pupil. The program should result from a study of the abilities
and limitations of each pupil and should incorporate suitable protec-
tive measures.

Physical education and recreation contribute to many aspects of
health, growth, and development. From the point of view of health-
ful school living, they offer relief from sedentary programs, provide
an outlet for pent-up energy and emotion, and constitute a means of
promoting physical fitness for daily living. The total development
of each child and youth is an important prerequisite for learning in
any area of the curriculum.

ORGANIZING INSTRUCTION AND PUPIL HEALTH

The school environment contains many human and material re-
sources for improving the health of children and youth. Classroom
teachers and other adults within the school provide a healthful envi-
ronment and interrelate health education concepts with many as-
pects of the curriculum. The countless interactions of pupils with
adults and other children and youth as they work, play, or relax in
the classroom, in the school lunchroom, or on the athletic field can
be utilized to strengthen pupils' feelings of security, of achieve-
ment, and of group cohesiveness. The material resources, such as
buildings, grounds, equipment and apparatus, and the human re-
sources, such as teachers, principals, nurses, physicians, custodians,
and bus drivers, are influential in enhancing the health learnings of
children and youth. The community environment also has human
and material resources for enriching health learning experiences.
The effective use of the many opportunities provided by resources
in the school and community environment is a continuing challenge
to teachers.

Every teacher is a part of the total school environment. Each one
has responsibility for helping pupils develop constructive attitudes
and behaviors for healthful living.

Grouping Procedures Affect Health

As children and youth progress from kindergarten through sec-
ondary school, they become part of many different groups,
remaining longer in some than in others, but learning new attitudes
and practicing different skills with each group. The groups to
which a pupil belongs exert strong influences on his development
and provide a variety of dynamic learnings. A group is more than a
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collection of individuals; it has its own personality and uniqueness.
The personality of a group is dynamic and changing because it de-
pends upon the network of personal relationships within itself.
These change as pupils get to know one another better, work and
play together. Fundamental needs for recognition, affection, and a
sense of belonging are met in group life.

In the classroom a teacher makes many decisions about a pupil's
membership on committees and in other learning groups. These de-
cisions may either enhance a pupil's feelings of self-respect and
confidence or create feelings of rejection and unworthiness. Teach-
ers realize that the group powerfully affects each pupil's learning
and that the attitudes of his classmates affect the way a pupil feels
about himself as a learner. The drive to be noticed and approved by
others is a strong incentive in all learning.

Throughout the day and for different kinds of learnings, teachers
continuously group and regroup pupils. In some activities, teaching
all pupils in the same way may result in a pace too slow for the
rapid learners and too fast for the slow learners. Grouping is used
to encourage the greatest achievement possible according to each
pupil's ability. Sometimes pupils are able to win prestige and recog-
nition from their peers when groups are formed to utilize unique
abilities or talents. Many times a group may be formed to make
positive use of the differences among its members. This increases
the sources of learning as pupils with different abilities and back-
grounds work and learn together. Some pupils are able to identify
with the class as a whole and experience a sense of contributing to
others as they join groups that divide and share responsibilities in
the classroom.

At times pupils may be grouped because they have a common
need for learning specific skills, attitudes, or understandings. In
physical education, for example, pupils may need help with specific
skills in throwing and catching before they can enjoy the games in
which others are skilled. Permanent grouping is apt to retain some
children in groups that are not appropriate for them after changes
have occurred in their development. As a teacher recognizes the in-
fluences of group membership upon a pupil's attitudes toward
learning, toward other pupils, and toward himself, he contributes to
the pupil's personal development and academic achievement.

Long-range plans for grouping pupils and for determining their
educational goals should not be based on measures used too early or
on a single measure at any stage of development. Observations and
measures of physical, intellectual, social, and emotional growth
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should be periodically compiled and reviewed for each pupil
throughout his school years.

Classroom Responsibilities

Democracy is a fundamental and lasting ideal of American life.
If democratic values are really to be learned by children and youth,
they must be "lived" in all phases of the school program. Such key
ingredients in democratic relationships as concern for others, ac-
ceptance of responsibility, self-direction, cooperative group action,
meeting individual needs, and improving human welfare have sig-
nificance for healthful living within the classroom and for
promoting personal and social-emotional growth.

In classrooms where democratic processes are valued, the teacher
serves as a guide, a counselor, and a moderator. Adhering to
group-formulated standards is important, and each pupil should be
helped to understand, accept, and carry responsibilities appropriate
to his leVel of development. Pupils should learn that each individual
in the group has rights which must be respected. When a teacher
provides a wide range of experiences so that each child is guided to-
ward maximum development of his capacities, it is easier to iden-
tify the unique contributions of each pupil. All children and youth,
including those of minority racial and nationality backgrounds, de-
velop feelings of belonging and prestige through their contributions
to group activities.

Each child and youth needs numerous opportunities to be a
leader as well as a follower in rendering service to the group. For
every privilege, for every plan of action, and for every set of stand-
ards developed to improve group living, there are related responsi-
bilities that must be carried out. Individual development and group
welfare require concern for others in all facets of democratic liv-
ing.

Housekeeping practices in the total school environment offer
many opportunities for teachers to involve individual pupils or
groups. Procedures, standards, rules, and health learnings may re-
late to classroom heating, ventilation, and lighting; helping with
midmorning or midafternoon snacks; the care and use of school lav-
atories; the various duties which contribute to an orderly and at-
tractive classroom; use of equipment and materials; storage and
care of footwear and wraps; behavior in the halls; school safety
practices; disposal of handkerchief tissues and towels; sanitation of
lockers; proper use and care of drinking fountains; and helping to
create an orderly environment.
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Pupils should assume responsibility for the proper use of equip-
ment and supplies in the classroom. This includes the safe use of
tools and machinery in home economics rooms, chemistry laborato-
ries, shops, and gymnasiums. In schools where pupils must eat in
classrooms, teachers may guide them in using facilities for prepar-
ing, serving, storing, and eating food.

A teacher who is alert to the needs and opportunities for health
teaching will incorporate democratic processes into the total learn-
ing situation. A healthful classroom is conductive to learning and
provides an environment that is educationally stimulating and
aesthetically pleasing.

Importance of Problem Solving

In our rapidly changing society no one can become fully informed
about all the issues and problems about which he is required to
make decisions. Nor, except in a few specific areas, can he hope to
learn all of the information now available.

Essential needs of every child are skill in problem solving and in
critical thinking. One of education's greatest contributions is in
stimulating pupils to find multiple solutions to problems and in
helping them to deal with problems that have no absolute answers.
Each teacher must assume leadership in guiding pupils in problem-
solving methods.

Problems and issues relating to the physical, mental, social, and
emotional well-being of pupils continually occur. Pupils frequently
show concern for the controversial issues of the day. What about
fluoridation? How true are various advertising statements about
health? How harmful is smoking? What are the issues involved in
the prevention of air and water pollution? Knowing what resources
to rely upon and skill in choosing sources and authorities is needed.
Knowing how to evaluate a source of information is essential.

Problem solving requires skill in analyzing data. In a society
where only a small percentage of popular information comes from
the written word, it becomes a challenge for pupils and teachers to
critically examine what they see and hear. Television, radio, and
movies present health-related data in a variety of ways. In adver-
tisements, information relating to health is given with professional
persuasiveness. Pupils must lean' that the degree of emphasis has
no positive relationship to the importance or significance of the
statement. Modern means of communication offer great opportuni-
ties for encouraging critical thinking and increasing health
understandings.
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Memorization of isolated health facts does nut take the place of
critical analysis. Health facts should be used as a basis fur forming
generalizations. Learning portunities should be provided fur
pupils to develor skill in interpreting data. It is an erroneous as-
sumption that telling always results in learning or that learning
about something inevitably leads to the formation of a proper atti-
tude toward it. Children and youth need guidance in interpreting
health facts. Information must be put to use and interpreted in sit-
uations vital to pupils if any change in attitudes is to result,

If learning is an active process occurring through the learner's
own effort, opportunities must be provided for pupils to solve prob-
lems that have personal meaning for them.

A twelfth-grade class, as a part of its study of international
regional associationsNATO, SEATOraised the questions: "Why
doesn't somebody do something to keep heroin out of the United
States? Doesn't opium get across to us from Mexico?" The teacher,
aware of student interest and concern, then asked, "How could we
find out whether your opinions are based on fact?"

The pi oblem-solving process had begun. There was problem iden-
tification, and the search for data from a variety of reliable sources
was started. Further steps in the process were verifying,
organizing, and interpreting the information. Appraising the effec-
tiveness of the solution to the problem was the final step. In time
the study led the students to an analysis of the activities of the
World Health Organization in the broader areas of communicable
disease, drug control, and nutrition. This experience offered prac-
tie ?. in solving a problem, and the students were encouraged to
think critically.

Thoughtful consideration of various aspects cf classroom organi-
zation and teaching methods is essential if the health of children
and youth is to be adequately safeguarded.

EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES AFFECT HEALTH

School personnel have responsibility for evaluating the educa-
tional progress of each pupil. Although he is guided by general poli-
cies adopted for the entire school or school system, the classroom
teacher is the key person in ineasuring a pupil's success in attain-
ing educational objectives. The teacher reveals the results of his
evaluatiGn by the marks he gives, basing these marks on a number
of different factors and procedures. Parents are informed of a pu-
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pH's marks by report cards or through parent-teacher conftroat-Ps,
the exact procedure varying from school to school and between
grade levels. At the end of a term or year, a pupil is either pro-
moted to a higher glade or retained in the same grade, depenciing
upon the progress he has made and on local school policies.

Evaluative procedures have an important bearing on a pupil's
emotional health, including his self-esteem, his attitudes toward
school, and his feelings about his teachers. In a particular instance
the results of evaluation may produce feelings of satisfaction and
achievement, coupled with a desire to make further progress. In
other instances the results may lessen or destroy interest in learn-
ing, cause feelings of antagonism toward the school and the -,:honj
staff, and create a sense of inadequacy and depression. Because of
these factors, evaluative measures should be developed with due
consideration to their psychological effects. Methods used must give
a fair, realistic estimate of a pupil's aJlievement and at the same
time stimulate and encourage him to progress to the fullest degree
that his endo' _vents permit.

Difficult problems sometimes occur because of the persistence of
traditional viewpoints and practices relating to marks, testing pro-
cedures, report cards, and reports to parents. Fortunately, when
parents, pupils, and teachers work together on evaluative proce-
dures, the likelilwol of developing practices that contribute to pupil
growth, development, and emotional health is great. Parents and
teachers need to use new knowledge about learning to modify the
traditional methods of marking and grading that were used when
they went to school.

The value placed upon learning by the family unit is a factor that
influences success in schoolwork. Studies of children and youth
from differing socioeconomic environments and ethnic groups re-
veal wide variations in the way, parents regard education. When
children and youth come from homes where high priority is placed
on education as a necessity for a happy, productive life, they are
well-motivated to take advantage of the opportunities the school of-
fers. Sometimes, pressures from home may be directed toward
achieving school grades for future social and monetary gains, rather
than for the sheer satisfaction of learning. Then, the motivational
pattern becomes complicated.

Marking Procedures

When marks or grades are given, the teacher should avoid stress-
ing the comparisons that are implied. If one pupil is compared with
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another, the discrepancies in abilities and achievement become so
apparent that pupils with the least intelligence fall into the back-
ground and may become discouraged. Pupils do not have the same
abilities and cannot be expected to reach the same level of achieve-
ment at the same time. To the greatest extent possible, the teacher
-should discuss individual progress with each child or youth.

It is advizaLk. to use more than one index in determining a mark.
Some pupils speak well, while oilier:: are more competent in ex-
pressing themselves in writing. Some express themselver; lykst
through pictures or other art media. A mark based solely on a final
written examination places a handicap on the emotional pupil and
the one who speaks better than he writes.

The school has a responsibility to interpret to pupils and parents
the meaning of marks given. Schools submitting college application
forms should interpret their markingsystem to the college in an ex-
planatory paragraph.

Standardized Tests

Many schools use standardized tests in a systematic program.
The results of such tests provide basic information about each pu-
pil's ability to learn, what he has learned, and his most immediate
educational needs and interests.

Although standardized tests are helpful in measuring some kinds
of learning, they are not suitable for all purposes. They must be
used with proper regard to their limitations and supplemented with
other techniques. A standardized test may show, for example, the
general reading attainment of a fifth-grade pupil. But whether the
pupil enjoys reading has to be assessed in other ways, such as de-
termining the books he has read, observing his interest in reading,
and considering his contributions to classroom discussions.

In standardized tests, certain tasks and questions are selected
and given to large numbers of pupils throughout the country. A
pupil's responses may be compared with those of other pupils of the
same age or in the same grade_ Such comparisons assume that the
tasks are presented in approximately the same way and in a similar
environment. In fairness to pupils, a teacher giving a standardized
test should follow instructions and directions exactly. Knowledge of
pupil attitudes and health and the occurrence of unusual happen-
ings during the testing must be considered when interpreting the
scores.

Many tasks in intelligence tests relate to experiences common to
most children of a particular age, rather than to what they have
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specifically been taught. Intelligence tests are used to predict proba-
ble success in school. Achieverrent tests, on the other hand, attempt
to determine what actually has been learned.

Personality inventories and ..ests seek to uncover a pupil's intan-
gible characteristics, such a,. social relationships and personal
adjustment. These tests differ ii scoring and interpretation and tell
the teacher something about a pupil's emotional and social needs.
Some person with special preparation, such as a school psycholo-
gist, should be available to assist teachers in the interpretation of
personality tests and inventories.

A pupil may have missed many experiences most children of his
age have had because of his pakticular home or school background.
The teacher's knowledge of such circumstances is necessary in de-
termining how accurately a test measures his ability and learning.

Achievement is not solely the result of ability. Sometimes a pupil
does not achieve well because of lack of interest or energy or be-
cause of preoccupation with personal or social problems. At other
times a pupil may achieve well in a particular endeavor at the ex-
pense of participation in other school and community activities.

With the help of guidance personnel, a teacher may use personal-
ity inventories and tests, classroom observations, and pupil or par-
ent conferences to uncover nonintellectual influences interfering
with a pupil's learning or development. A personality test may
show that a pupil gets along well with other pupils, but the teach-
er's observation may indicate that he is unable to interact with cer-
tain pupils in particular situations. Observations may provide the
teacher with answers to such questions as Does the pupil assist in
making plans with a group? Does he show respect for the feelings
of others? Is he willing to share?

The emotional climate in which testing is done influences the
value of the results. A friendly, relaxed, and reassuring manner
helps a pupil to put forth his best effort. Careful consideration
should also be given to proper seating, acoustics, lighting, and
ventilation.

Homework Assignments
Pupils' progress in learning can be encouraged through the judi-

cious use of homework assignments. This type of work is valuable
if it enhances what goes on in the classroom and if it promotes
learning. The assignments should be related to pupil interests.
Whenever possible, the teacher should create within his class a situ-
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atiun i n which pupils may select different tasks in terms of their
special abilities. As pupils plan together what is to be done and how
it will be done, different programs of homework emerge.

An agreement among teachers concerning homework policy is de-
sirable. Particularly in the secondary school, the type and amount
of homework assigned by one teacher will influence the student's
entire school efforts. Pupils accustomed to having specific daily as-
signments with daily or weekly tests may find it difficult to adjust
to projects that require several weeks for completion.

Teachers and parents can enrich the lives of children and youth
in ways other than written homework. The varied resources of the
community can be used through visits to local libraries, museums,
zoos, and recreation and cultural centers. The viewing of educa-
tional television programs can often serve as an excellent substitute
for other kinds of homework assignments.

When pupils are interested in a problem they will eagerly spend
out-of-school time trying to find a solution. Such endeavors should
be purposeful, meaningful, and challenging.

Report Cards

The report that presents the teacher's evaluation of a pupil's edu-
cational progress should include information concerning all aspects
of the pupil's growth. To mention only intellectual progress implies
that other kinds of development are not important or are not taken
into account.

Report cards may provide information descriptive of pupil be-
havior, providing answers to such questions as Does he enjoy read-
ing? Does hu have difficulty with speech? Does he get along well
with others .+ Does he show unusual clumsiness 4-4- poor coordina-
tion? Reporting such behavior is most successful when pur;:l
in evaluative practices.

Since the report card is a permanent record and essentially a
one-way communication, it is not a satisfactory means of calling at-
tention to a child's long-standing, irremediable problems or charac-
teristics. To point nut repeatedly, for example, that a pupil is a
slow learner or has a severe reading problem can only discourage
his efforts and leave parents with feelings of helplessness. In in-
stances of this type, the report card needs to be replaced by a
conference with parents, during which the particular needs of a
child or youth can be discussed and plans made to provide needed
help.
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Reporting to Parents

'Aiany teachers arrange a series of appointments so that one or
both parents of a pupil may take part in an individual conference
dealing with the progress the pupil is making in his schoolwork.
These conferences supplement information provided by report
cards. Before the conference the teacher reviews the record of each
pupil and assembles samples of his work.

Records which are most helpful at these conferences are those
which provide information about different kinds of development.
The records should provide data relating to a child's health and
vigor, accidents or illnesses he may have had, indications of special
aptitudes or abilities, areas of study in which he excels or in which
he is having difficulty, and his relationships to other pupils and to
his teachers.

The teacher's study of a pupil's needs often begins with a review
of his cumulative record of school progress and cumulative health
record. In many instances, study of these records reveals that a
pupil having difficulty in schoolwork or in relationships with others
has health problems as well.

Teachers have found it helpful to discuss with boys and girls the
conferences that are to be held with their parents and to enlist
their interest and support. Pupils may help to prepare for the con-
ference by collecting samples of their work, by writing evaluations
of their own progress, and by listing their achievements and their
problems. The goals of mental health are served by helping pupils
to know and accept themselves and to share responsibility for de-
veloping their educational goals. Teachers should hold individual
pupil conferences to share test results, to discuss relative strengths
and weaknesses, to listen to a pupil's aspirations, to help a pupil
plan, and to express faith and confidence in the pupil's ability to
make further progress.

The emphasis on closer pupil-parent-teacher cooperation de-
mands new skills. Where necessary, school systems should provide
special programs to help teachers develop skills in conference tech-
niques.

Promotion and Retention

The self-concept that a pupil builds from the reflections he gets
about himself from the people around him is one of the most power-
ful environmental effects on learning. Many children and youth
learn early in their experiences with people at home, in school, and
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in other situations that they are incapable of performing in expecte.'
ways. Their feelings failure overshadow their feelings of success.
They tend to reduce their mental capabilities because of a sense of
inadequacy to the point of becoming passive or disinterested.

On the other hand, there are children and youth who experience
a more positive relationship to the world and perceive themselves
as successful and capable achievers. Their motivational pattern is
marked by an eagerness to learn. They can withstand failure and
judge it as a possible risk in learning, providing only a temporary
setback.

Retaining pupils in a grade to repeat the year's work does not al-
ways result in uniform achievement. Frustration and a sense of
failure may be created in many children who are retained. Achieve-
ment does not improve when disinterest, discouragement, and other
negative attitudes result. Doubt about living up to expectations or
making friends with other pupils may detrimentally affect the emo-
tional health of pupils. Any change that removes a pupil from a
class group should be made only after careful consideration of his
needs. If negative attitudes toward teachers, authority, education,
and self are developed, they tend to last.

Before a child is placed in a new grade, a thorough individual
study to determine the effect of retention or acceleration should be
made. The study should focus on assessment of his total develop-
menthis physical size, social and emotional development, intelli-
gence, achievement, and age. The feelings and attitudes of the
parents and the pupil also should be considered. When a change is
made, teachers and parents should assist the pupil in making a
smooth transition to the new group. The school must strive to pro-
vide a setting that minimizes the tensions that destroy the joys of
learning and living.

CLASSROOM PROCEDURES AND PUPIL HEALTH

Included in the total school environment are numerous proce-
dures, usually referred to as school health services, designed to pro-
tect and improve the health of pupils. These procedures,
cooperative ventures of teachers and such allied personnel as physi-
cians, dentists, nurses, guidance personnel, psychologists, social
workers, and others have the following specific objectives: (a) to
appraise the health status of pupils and school personnel; (b) to
counsel pupils, teachers, parents, and others for the purpose of
helping pupils obtain needed treatment or for arranging school pro-
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grams in keeping with their abilities; (c) to help prevent the spread
of communicable diseases; (d) to provide emergency care for in jury
or sudden sickness; ( e) to promote optimum sanitary conditions
and to provide proper sanitary facilities; and (1) to protect and
promote the health of school personnel. Specific suggestions relating
to each aspect of school health services are contained in another
publication of the Joint Committee on Health Problems in Educa-
tion of the National Education Association and the American Medi-
cal Association.' Rather than duplicate material in that book,
reference will be made here only to the role of the teacher and his
relationships to other health personnel.

The Teacher's Role

The teacher plays an important role in each aspect of school
health services. He contributes to health appraisal through helping
with screening tests and through his observation of the appearance
and behavior of pupils. Without such observations made at specified
times, as well as informally at all times, an accurate appraisal of
health is impossible. By identifying pupils whose appearance and
behavior reveal deviations from the normal, the teacher helps to
prevent the spread of communicable diseases and to uncover other
health problems. Counseling pupils with health problems, encourag-
ing parents to obtain medical advice and treatment for their
children, if necessary, and helping pupils to obtain special educa-
tional programs adapted to their needs are important contributions
of teachers to the school health program.

The teacher is often the only person immediately available to
help care for a boy or girl who becomes sick or injured at school.
Following the administration of appropriate first aidan area in
which every teacher should be competentthe teacher informs the
parent of the pupil's condition and, if necessary, helps the parent
secure the services of a physician. The details of these procedures
should be included in written school policies.

In addition to assisting in school health services, the teacher
has responsibility for organizing a program of health education
adapted to the needs, interests, and abilities of his pupils. Such pro-
grams will capitalize on meaningful situations in the school environ-
ment to increase pupil understanding of factors that influence

1 National Education Association and American Medical Association, Joint
Committee on Health Problems in Education. School Hcalth ,Sri ices. Second
edition. Washington, D.C., and Chicago: the Associations, 1964.
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health, as described in a later chapter of this book. (See Chapter
14, "Utilizing the Environment for Health Education.")

Although education based on environmental factors is important,
it is only one part of the total health education program. Chi ldrm
and youth need a regular program of classroom instruction that
will help them develop concepts and attitudes in relation to such
broad health areas as nutrition, safety, disease prevention and care
of the sick, emotional and social health, community health, first aid,
home and family living, functioning of the body, human growth, al-
cohol and tobacco, harmful drugs, and consumer education. Specific
suggestions relating to health education at different grade levels
are presented in the book, Health Education, another publication of
the Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education of the Na-
tional Education Association and the American Medical
Association.=

Contributions o; Other Personnel

The diversity of health problems that afflict children and youth
necessitates the availability of special health personnel to advise the
teacher and to describe the needs of pupils with such special prob-
lems as epilepsy, diabet2s, asthma, rheumatic heart disease, and
emotional disturbances, in addition 4.A. the more common conditions
of refractive errors, speech defects, and hearing impairment.

A physician serving the school can interpret to the nurse, the
teacher, and to a parent the significance of the results of a medical
examination or other appraisal procedure. The findings may indi-
cate a need for medical treatment, an adaptation of the school pro-
gram, or both. The physician, often with assistance from a nurse,
helps the parent and teacher understand what action is needed and
encourages them to take such action.

The physician helps in other ways, too. He participates in formu-
lating school health policies, particularly regarding the prevention
and control of communicable disease, the care of emergency sick-
ness, and the counseling of pupils with health problems. The physi-
cian serving the school acts as a liaison between the school, the
medical profession, and the health department.

The nurse serving the school is a consultant to pupils, parents,
teachers, and administrators. Her important functions include

National Education Association and American Medical Association, Joint
Committee en Health Problems in Education. Health Education. Fifth edition.
Washington, D.C., and Chicago: the Associatjons, Oa.
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health counseling and health education and assisting school person-
nel in carrying out agreed-upon school health policies.

Psychologists, social workers, and guidance personnel contribute
valuable information about pupils' abilities, the nature of the homes
they come from, and the problems with which they are faced. Such
personnel are particularly valuable in helping with emotional prob-
lems.

Thus, a wide array of special personnel is available in modern
schools to help teachers understand their pupils, to indicate how
pupils can be aided, and to assist in developing school programs
that will effectively promote the full growth and development of
each girl and boy.

The relationships between various school health procedures and
the school environment are real and significant. Children and youth
attending school today are in an environment where health is con-
sidered important. The teacher and many other persons are con-
cerned with the health and development of each individual. When
health problems occur or develop, special personnel are available to
help solve them. No pupil attending a well-organized school can fail
to learn that school personnel consider health an essential attribute
of effective living.
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Chapter

Promoting Safe Living
in School

It has been conservatively estimated that each year there are
more than 800,000 accidental injuries to elementary and secondary
school pupils while they are under school jurisdiction.' Estimates
are not available for nonschool accidents, but it is probable that
there are no fewer than two nonschool accidents for every school-
jurisdiction accident.

Reliable national statistics on school employee accidents are not
available. However, Los Angeles reported that the frequency of
teacher accidents exceeded that of the all-industry average of re-
porters to the National Safety Council.= Chicago reported that in
1965, 3.99 percent of school employees were injured and that medi-
cal and compensatory expenses amounted to $201,683.21.3

The frequency and seriousness of injuries resulting from acci-
dents to pupils and employees makes it essential that safety
precautions be taken in every school. Safety policies need to be
carefully formulated, and responsibility for safety procedures defi-
nitely assigned. The safety program, organized under competent
leadership and developed in cooperation with many community
groups, should assure purchase of equipment that meets safety
standards, include a program of safety inspectior.s, provide for
careful accident reporting, and promote instruction in all aspects of
safety.

ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES

As the Educational leader of a community, the school administra-
tor has an important role in the school safety program, a role

1 Yatinnal Safety Council. Estimated Thq il Accidental Injuries in U.S. Ele-
mentary and Seronda:y Schools. Chicago: the Council, 19AG.

= Los Angeles City Schools. Report of Accidents to Pupils and Employees,
1959-60. Los Angeles: the Schmlls, 1961. p.

3Chicago Board of Education. Work Accidents Surrey, 1$65. Chicago: the
Board, 1965. pp. 4-5.
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which most accept without question. The administrator's interest in
safety and his enthusiastic desire to develop the best possible school
safety program will easily and quickly be communicated to other
members of the school staff and inspire them to put forth their best
efforts.

Formulation of Policies

The first task or the administrator is to set forth in cooperation
with the boaru education clear-cut policies concerning safety ed-
ucation and accident prevention. A number of school systems have
produced handbooks for this purpose. The first such handbook was
produced by the public schools of Detroit in 1941; a third revision
was published in 1961. The public schools of Los Angeles, New
York, Boston, Cincinnati, Oklahoma City, and Boulder are amoug
other systems that have prepared special bulletins for safety or have
incorporated sections on safety in their administrative handbooks.4

Policies must be kept up-to-date by frequent review. This will be
one responsibility of the staff member specifically assigned to head
the safety program, but all members of the school staff should be
alert to report circumstances and occasions for which a pclicy is
needed and none exists.

Policies should be in written form, either mimeographed or
printed, and brought to the attention of all who may be affected by
them. Some schools find it helpful to maintain policies in a loose-
leaf form, a procedure that facilitates their tIpdating.

Delegation of Responsibility

The second task of the administrator is to assign responsibility
for directing and coordinating the safety program. This must be
done even though, as in the case of a very small system, the super-
intendent himself accepts direct responsibility for administration
of safety policies. In most cases, he will appoint a supervisor, coor-
dinator, or director of safety, and this staff member will be directly
responsible to the superintendent.

4 National Safety Council. School Safety Handbook. Chicago: the Council,
1965.

National Education Association, National Commission on Safety Education.
.4 School Safety Education Program_ Washington, D.C.: the Comoission, 1966.

American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. Sug-
ge.qtcd School Safety Prariir. Washington, D.C. : the Association, a
department of the National Education Association, 1964.
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There is no preferred department from which this staff person
should be selected. Excellent safety education supervisors have
come from vocational education, physical education, science, health
education, and other departments of the school system; some super-
visors have served as school principals. The person with the best
preparation, experience, personality, and knowledge of all aspects
of school safety is the person for the job. Interest in safety and
willingness to become properly qualified are prerequisites.

Opportunities for professional preparation fir safety education
supervision are increasing. Safety departments in the public
schools of Baltimore, Detroit, Oklahoma City, and Philadelphia are
headed by men who received their doctorates in safety education.
Masters programs, special ceurses, and in-service opportunities in
safety education are available for those who wish to further their
preparation.5 Seminars specifically for safety education supervisors
are held on the campuses of many centers of higher learning
throughout the United States.

The staff member responsible for safety education should be di-
rectly accountable to the superintendent. Some administrators
mistakenly have placed responsibility for safety in a certain disci-
pline area of the school system. To do so is to narrow the staff
member's responsibility for the safety program and thus greatly to
reduce his effectiveness.

The responsibilities of the school safety director, supervisor, or
coordinator are clearly set forth in Recommended Standards for
Administration.4

THE SCHOOL SAFETY PROGRAM

Many teachers and ;ihool administrators are unaware of the
ramifications of the school safety program. When asked about it
they may say, "Oh, yes, we have a safety program," and then pro-
ceed to tell about the school safety patrol, and that is all. Or they
will tell about a driver education course. Others will say that they
don't need a safety program because they have Workmen's Corn-

5 National Safety Council. Safety Courses in Colleges and Universities. Chi-
cago: the Council, 1967.

National Safety Council. Sofay Educatk,n Majors and 3Iinors. Chitago: the
Cr omit. 1962.

4 National Safety Council. Recommended Standards for Administration- Chi-
cago: the Council, 1951.

National Safety Council. A Job Analysis for Safety Education_ Chicago:
the Council, 1959.
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pensation. Still others think in terms only of fire drills; only of first
aid; cr only of audiovisual aids to safety teaching. Some think ex-
clusively of what is being done to prevent accidents, with little or
no thought to what is being done to prepare the pupil to live safely.

The scope of a complete safety program may be uncovered by a
definition of the program, by an examination of the people involved,
and by an analysis of the school activities and measures to which
safety is relevant.:

In defining safety as it relates to the school program, a distinction
may be made between safety education and accident prevention,
with the following definitions. Safety education is that area of ex-
perience in which children and youth learn to make wise choices
when physical injury to themselves or others may occur. Accident
prevention is the control of the environment and/or behavior to
eliminate occurrences which result in personal injury or property
damage.

A consideration of the types of incidents known as accidents or a
classification of accidents may also be helpful in this regard. The
principal classes of accidents can be given as motor vehicle, work,
home, and public. These headings are often further broken down.
For example, home accidents may be examined under such headings
as falls, burns and deaths associated with fires, suffocation by
ingestion of objects, mechanical suffocation, poisoning by solids
and liquids, firearms, poisoning by gases and vapors, drowning,
electrical shock and electrocution, and blows by falling objects.

A list of persons involved in a school safety program would in-
clude the following: pupils, teachers, principal, office staff, engi-
neering and custodial staff, school health personnel, administrator
and supervisory stuff, members of the board of education, parents,
and members of the official and voluntary community agencies. Ac-
tually, everyone associated with the school program has opportuni-
ties and responsibilities for furthering the safety and safety educa-
tion of pupils.

These people may be engaged in such activities as safety
curriculum planning with regard to attitudes, information, and be-
havior; with the evaluation of the curriculum; with the safety of the
environment in regard to such matters as selection of school sites
and supplies; and maintenance of buildings, grounds, and equip-
ment

National Safety Council, Elementary School Section. The Total Safety Pro-
gram in Sao() LI and CollegesA TecLnique. Chicago: the Council, 1966.
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The complete safety program may include many measures. A set
of guidelines or a philosophy to give direction to the activities is
needed. All concerned with the school should have some means of
participation in safety planning and execution which may be pro-
vided through student and stall safety organizations. In-service
preparation for the safety aspects of their work is needed by mem-
bers of the staff. Teaching aids, inspections, reAearch, and fact find-
ing are among measures which contribute. Consideration of all the
above angles will help to ensure that a complete safety program is
in operation in the school.

Standards for Purchases and Contracts

Failure to utilize safety standards in purchasing school supplies
and in letting school contracts can be responsible for hazardous sit-
uations in and around schools. Some school officials have indicated
that they depend upon suppliers to see that safety standards are
met. This is ordinarily an unreliable practice as witnessed by the
sale of substandard foreign-made safety goggles to a school in Ohio
and perhaps in other states, too."

Examples of the result of failure to insist on safety standards
are numerous and diverse. A safety supervisor in Florida requisi-
tioned a raper cutter meeting a certain safety standard. The pur-
chasing agent turned down the request due to the higher price. He
reversed his decision, however, when he was shown the bill for
medical aid compensation costs for the two most recent accidents
in which paper cutt'rs not meeting the safety standards were used.

Closely related to purchasing is the letting of contracts for school
buildings. A school building in Ohio was carefully planned to pro-
vide circulation of air. Windows were made in pairs so that the top
sash of one pair opened while the bottom sash of the other pair
opened. However, since the sash swung into the school hall it was
impossible to have the bottom sash open without creating a serious
hazard to hall traffic.

A call for bids for bleachers in a new school gymnasium was sent
out and bids were received. When the director of school build-
ings asked the prospective suppliers about the safety of these

`Johnson, W. G. "Product SafetyWhat It Can and Cannot Do for School
Business Officials." PreercdingA. Addresscs, and Resrarch Papers of Associa-
tion of School Business Of 52: 151-59; 1967.

Hughes, Wayne P., and liopkins, Stuart. "Don't Gamble on Eye Protec-
tion." School Misincss Affairs 32:267; November 1966.
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bleachers, they were extremely vague. He found what he needed
with respect to standards in a publication of the National Fire
Protection Association."'

A New England university was celebrating the opening of a new
library-union complex. A visitor at the ceremonies noted that al-
though one could drive off the highway and up to about a block
from the entrance of the buildings, the only way to return to the
highway was to back down the driveway. There was no outlet or
possibility of a U-turn. A circular driveway should, of course, have
been planned. The error in construction was called to the attention
of officials, and one can only hope the situation was corrected be-
fore a tragedy occurred.

"Product safety" is a concept which came into use as a result of
Congressional hearings on automotive safety. As related to schools
this phrase may be applied to the purchase of educational equip-
ment, maintenance supplies, and materials used in the construction
of the school building or the improvement of the school grounds.
Any product used in the school or in the school program may affect
the safety of teachers and pupils.

Safety standards of various kinds are available from different
sources. Standards for some products are promulgated by the U.S.
Standards Institute and for others by the National Fire Protection
Association and National Board of Fire Underwriters. The Under-
writers Laboratories places its UL label on equipment it approves.
Schools can secure much help in setting standards by drawing on
those set by the federal government for its own purchase. The Gen-
eral Services Administration, the Bureau of Standards of the De-
partment of Commerce, and the Bureau of Mines, also of the
Department of Commerce, are sources of such standards. Codes and
regulations of state labor and state health departments offer help
with some products. Standards for school buses are available from
the National Commission on Safety Education."

A safety engineer can be of inestimable value in checking the
safety of various items. As stated in an address to the Association

1" National Fire Protection Association. National Fire Codes. Vol. 4, Build-
tion." School Business Affairs 32: 267; November 1966.

11 National Fire Protection Association. National Fire Codes. Boston: the
Association, 1966-67.

Associated General Contractors of America. Manual of Accident Prevention
in Construction. Washington, D.C.: Associated General Contractors, 1958.

National Education Association, National Commissior on Safety Education.
Minimum Standards for School Buses. Washington, L.C.: the Commission,
1965.
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of School Business Officials by William G. Johnson, general man-
ager of the National Safety Council,

You should have close at hand the consulting services of a professional
safety engineer. This may in some degree be available from your insurance
company, but such companies are limited in the amount of assistance they
can give, dependent on the degree to which they have built in assistance
as one basis for their rate system. In some areas you have available to you
the services of safety engineers with the State Department of Labor. Or you
might retain a private safety engineering consultant firm. However, I think
that the most frequent source of safety engineering consultation is the
volunteer service of a member of the American Society of Safety Engineers.
Many chapters of this professional association have taken public service to
schools as a specific chapter goal. Or, you can almost undoubtedly count on
very good assistance from a near-by large plant which has a safety engineer 12

Safety is an important factor in all construction activities,
whether carried on during the summer months or when school is in
session. Contracts for construction work should include a clause re-
quiring that the contractor take measures to protect his own em-
ployees, school personnel, and school pupils.

State and local building codes govern the design and construction
of new buildings. However, where state and local codes are weak,
it is a wise practice to stipulate the stricter requirements of na-
tional fire and safety codes.

In choosing a safe location for a school. the services of a city
planner who is sensitive to matters of traffic safety or a traffic
engineer should be utilized. Such a person can help to determine the
most appropriate site, the best location for buildings on sites, the
most efficient and least hazardous arrangement of sidewalks and
trafficways, and the relationship of entrance and exit points to the
flow of traffic in the surrounding area.

A Helpful Checklist

A checklist can be used to help evaluate the safety aspects of
products and equipment considered for purchase by schools. The
following list, adapted from material presented at a meeting of the
Association of School Business Officials,73 calls attention to some of
the characteristics of safe products. A safe product-

1. Conforms to safety standards and codes.
2. Is designed for safe use, handling, and storage.
3. Eliminates extraneous hazards (e.g., sharp edges) .

12 Johnson, op. cit.
13 Ibid.
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4. Anticipates possible misuseespecially by children and
youth.

5. Is designed for use in the school environment. (Space for use
and storage must be considered.)

6. Will not produce toxic vapors, gases, fumes, etc.
7. Is designed for reliability and easy maintenance.
8. Incorporates controls and signals to minimize human error.
9. Is accompanied by adequate information and instructions for

safe use and maintenance.
10. Includes optional equipment to maximize safety.

Consideration of safety factors in the construction, operation,
and maintenance of school buildings and grounds is one means of
creating a healthful environment for pupils.

INSPECTIONS ARE ESSENTIAL

Effective measures to promote safety require that measures be
taken to discover existing accident hazards and to determine if all
known safety precautions have been taken. Information of this na-
ture, basic to the development of a school safety program, can be
obtained in various ways.

Information from Observations

A school safety supervisor described some of his experience with
broken glass in these words :
We had two examples during January and February of why clean playgrounds
have more than aesthetic value. Two pupils fell on broken glass and sustained
cuts of such severity that medical attention was required. This is an unusual
time of year for accidents of this nature, as much of this sort of debris is
covered by snow and ice during the winter months. These mishaps do, however,
point up the need for inspecting play areas.14
Inspections for glass on the playground should be made each day,
if not before each play period.

An industrial safety engineer once attended a parent-teacher
meeting at his son's school. Arriving early, he met the school engi-
neer in the hall. They stood talking near one of the school's fire
hoses. "The hoses are in fine condition," said the school engineer.
He turned the water on. The hose burst, thoroughly soaking both

14 Green Bay Public Schools. Green Bay Public Schools Safety Bulletin.
Green Bay, Wis.: the Schools, March 1967. pp. 1-2.
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the parent and the school engineer. A minor inconvenience; but
what a potential for catastrophe!

A principal visited the laboratories and shops in his school to
learn whether pupils were using safety goggles when their work
might result in flying particles or in the spraying or splattering of
dangerous chemicals. This could happen in shops, chemistry and
physics laboratories, and in art rooms. He was pleased to find that,
with one exception, teachers had instructed pupils regarding the
value of safety goggles and insisted on their use.

A pupil was electrocuted while swimming in a school pool. It was
an accident which "could not have happened," but did. An investiga-
tion revealed that underwater lights had been changed for a water
carnival and had not been replaced properly.

The National Fire Protection Association indicates that there
were 7,100 fires in elementary and secondary schools in 1965 at a
cost of $31,500,000.'5 Surprisingly, the loss of life in school fires
tends to be low, probably because many of them take place at night.
However, the potential for tragedy in a school fire, or explosion, is
so great that no protection should be left to chance.

A letter from a deputy superintendent of a Midwestern school
system disposed of inspections with the statement, "We have regu-
lar inspections by safety engineers." In a talk before a group of
school officials, a safety expert said, "I was once asked by a school
superintendent whether it was possible to arrange for an inspection
on an annual basis. Of course, I said 'No.' If an annual service had
been available, the superintendent would not have initiated the
daily, weekly, and monthly inspections which are essential."

These illustrations are sufficient to show that safety inspections
differ in type, in scheduling, and in the degree of efficiency of the
inspector. Each inspection should be carefully planned and sched-
uled. Checks should be made to be sure they are carried out.
Follow-up and correction of all defects should be instigated immedi-
ately.

Help Is Available

The best known safety checklist for schools is the National Edu-
cation Association's School Safety Education Checklist." This is

Is National Fire Protection Association. "Fires and Fire Losses Classified,
1965." Fire Journal 60: 36; September 1966.

Natiuual Education Association, National Commission on Safety Educa-
tion. School Safety Education Checklist: Administration, Instruction, Protec-
tion. Revised. Washington, D.C.: the Commission, 1967.
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"an evaluative tool designed for use in planning for program im-
provement." Superintendents, principals, supervisors, classroom
teachers, custodians, schoolboard members, parent-teacher groups,
civic groups, students, and others should find this checklist helpful
in reviewing school conditions and practices that relate to safety
and safety education. The purpose of the checklist "is to stimulate
thought and action on problems of safety education in schools. Its
use should encourage the adoption of regular and thorough inspec-
tions of every building for:
(a) safe condition of structures, grounds, and equipment, including

the presence of necessary safety devices;
(b) safe practices throughout the school environment;
(c) the optimum use of all these in a school's safety education pro-

gram."
From these items, the personnel of each school system should see

possibilities for developing special lists for purposes unique to their
particular school or system. The National Fire Protection Associa-
tion gives directions for school fire inspections and publishes an
abbreviated fire checklist for schools.'

A series of checklists for shops and laboratories covering physi-
cal condition as well as curriculum have been prepared by the
American Vocational Association in cooperation with the National
Safety Council. Other checklists are also available from the Nation-
al Safety Council.'5

An excellent manual prepared specifically for elementary school
teachers places responsibility for the three E's of safetyeduca-
tion, engineering, and enforcementin the hands of teachers and

17 National Fire Protection Association. Life Safety Code, No. 101. Boston:the Association, 1966. pp. 83-92.
The following checklists are available from the National S..fety Council,Chicago, Ill. Single copies will be sent on request without charge.School Inspection Short Check List of the National Fire Protection Associa-tion.

National Standard Student Resident Fire Safety Check List, 1959. (withNational Fire Protection Association)
Inventory of Safety Check Points in Business Machine Classrooms and Offices,1960. (with American Vocational Association)
National Standard School Shop Inspection Check List, 1964. (with AmericanVocational Association)
National Standard Vocational Agriculture Safety Inspection Check List, 1966.(with American Vocational Association)
National Standard Check List for Teaching Home Safety, 1962. (with Ameri-can Vocational Association)
Food Service Safety Check List To Locate Hazards, 1363.
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pupils. "Engineering" responsibility in this manual includes a type
of inspection. The manual states,

You may think you have little to do with engineering for safety, but you
can do much to improve the safety of the classroom.

Example: Mr. French found that the inevitable game of baseball during his
sixth graders' recess period resultr.d in conflict, sometimes painful, with the
first grade class which shared the small playground at that time. A faculty
study led to grouping of more similar age levels on the playground. Another
solution might have been to stagger the recess periods.
Example: Susan Merriweather, with too many children in too small a room,
found that by rearranging the movable desks so that there were three rows,
two desks wide, instead of six rows, one desk wide, enough aisle space was
gained to allow for rapid and reasonably accident-free traffic.
Example: Jim reported that the new custodian was blocking the lunch-room
exit with wooden milk bottle cases in violation of the fire code.
Example: Hilary suggested that if the children used the north door in going
to the playground and the south door in returning, there would be less con-
fusion and less chance of collisions.19

So inspections range from regular inspections by safety engi-
neers to moment-by-moment awareness of environmental hazards
by teachers, pupils, and patronsas a matter of fact, by everyone
associated with the school. Each inspection has its importance. It
needs to be scheduled. Those serving as inspectors need special prep-
aration and should have clearly established procedures for
follow-up and correction of undesirable conditions found.

ACCIDENT REPORTS AND SPECIAL STUDIES

The goal of school safety programs is to reduce accidents and in-
juries through constructive and effective curriculum planning and
through realistic improvement of the school environment. The use
of an accident reporting system can definitely contribute to this
goal, for accident reporting is the keystone of safety programing.

Information from Accident Reports
The following quotation points up and summarizes the assistance

to be gained from an accident reporting program:
The systematic accumulation of school and non-school jurisdictional accident

and injury data will provide the school superintendent with information upon
which to base:

19 Yost, C. P. Teaching Safety in the Elementary School. Washington, D.C.:
American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, a de-
partment of the National Education Association, 1962. p. 7.
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1. Curriculum guidance to educate the child for safe living.
2. A realistic evaluation of safety program efforts on a regular basis.
3. Changes in building structures and facilities, or procedures, to improve

the environment of the school system.
4. Organizational and administrative improvements to strengthen the man-

agement aspect of the safety program.
5. A strong public relations program, thus lessening public demands for

crash programs of little value if an unusual incident occurs.
6. A strong leadership role in community safety efforts.
1. An assessment of the costs of accidents and injuries and their relation-

ship to operating expenses of the school system.2u

The emphasis in the Guidebook is on the use of accident records.
Too frequently school systems have kept records merely for the
purpose of submitting summaries or to meet evaluative criteria.

Standard reporting makes possible meaningful research through
which school people with mutual concerns may share their findings.
Trends are much more readily recognized in state and national fig-
ures; the relative infrequency of accidents in any one school -iyeem
sharply restricts the likelihood of spotting trends there.

In Springfield, Missouri, where accident reporting for both sClnol
and nonschool jurisdictions is reasonably complete, the annual acci-
dent toll is equal to about 5 percent of the total enrollment. This
repudiates argument of the teacher who claims accident reports
cause too much paper work. If there are 25 pupils in a classroom,
five reports would be filled out in four years; if class size is 35, five
in three years; for a class of 100, an average of five reports per
year.

The minimum content of an accident report, as given in the
Guidebook, consists of the following:

1. Name
2. Address
3. School
4. Sex

'5. Age
6. Grade/special program
7. Date and time of accident,

day of week

8. Nature of injury
9. Part of body injured

10. Degree of injury
11. Number of days lost
12. Cause of injury
13. Jurisdictional classification

of accident
14. Location of accident
15. Activity of person

20 National Safety Council, Division on Standard Reporting of Student and
Employee Accidents of the Safety Education Supervisors Section. Student Ac-
cident Reporting Guidebook. Chicago: the Council, 1966. p. 1. (Available from
the chief state school officer of your state)
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M. Status of zttivity
17. Supervision
18. Agency involved (appa-

ratus, equipment, etc.)
19. Unsafe act
20. Unsafe mechanical-

physical condition
21. Unsafe personal factor

Corrective action taken
recommended
Property damage

24. Description
2. Date of report
26. Report prepared by

(signature)
27. Principal's signature

Optional Data (as required by local school system): As applicable,
information on first aid, doctor, hospital, notifications, insurance,
witnesses, etc.

Reports on Employee Accidents

There is no publication comparable to the Guidebook for the re-
cording of employee accidents, but for the most part the informa-
tion needed is the same." The items called for on an employee acci-
dent report form will be dependent, in part, on state laws for
Workmen's Compensation, but the information so demanded is not
necessarily the type needed for accident prevention purposes. All
the information called for on the student form should be on the em-
ployee form.

In the past decade there has been a great increase in reports on
school employee accidents. In 1957, the Division of Labor Statistics
and Research of California issued a publication relating to injuries
to public school employees::: To date, this appears to be the only
such statewide study.

Many school systems now incorporate a summary of their em-
ployee accidents with their student summaries, or they prepare a
special publication for work injuries. The Chicago Public Schools
publish annually a comprehensive analysis of work injuries. (The
mimeographed report for 1965 is 60 pages in length.) Among other
school systems which either publish special reports of employee ac-
cidents or combine them with their student reports are Baltimore;

21 American Standards Association. American Standard Method of Recording
Basic Farts Relating to the .:,'"ature and Occurrence of Work injurirg. New
York: the Association, 1962.

Cohen, Louis. The Administratior of Non-Instructional Personnel in Public
Schook Chicago: Research Corporation, Association of School Business
officials, 1963. pp. S0-81.

State Division of Labor Statistics and Research. Work Injuries in Public
Scur.ols in California. San Francisco: the Division, 1957.
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Broward County, F orida; Cincinnati; Detroit; Hillsborough
County, Florida, John; own, Pennsylvania; Lansing; Los Angeles;
and Philidelphia.

Some Special Studies

In addition to day-by-day accident records, there are special stud-
ies based either on information in reports or on specially collected
data. A study c f the hazards of playground equipment in Chicago
and one on football accidents in Broward County, Florida, are ex-
amples of such unlizatfon of accident reports.13

Reports based en spet-ially collected information include a study
of the safety of school cafeterias at Tempe, Arizona, and one of
school jurisdictional accidents to pupils in the state of New York.
Still another example is the study of teacher accidents in the New
York City Schools.24

We have been considering accident reports as a means of promot-
ing safe living in the schools. Accident records are also used for
other purposes. We have already mentioned insurance in regard to
Workmen's Compensation. Special information needed for insur-
ance purposes can be included under optional data" (see page 109)
For liability purposes, there may be some special information
needed. The best source of help in this regard is the publication
entitled Who Is Liable for Pupil Injuries? 2"

Education for Pupils and School Employees

Although this chapter is concerned primarily with the environ-
mental aspects of safety, brief mention will be made of the
importance of safety education.

23 National Safety Council. "Study of Accidents on Playgrounds and Play-
ground Equipment, Chicago Public Schools." Sharings, Spring 1967. (Newslet-
ter of the Elementary School Section, National Safety Council)

Broward County Schools. Statistical Report of the 1966 Junior High School
Football Injuries. Fort Lauderdale, Fla.: the School System, January 1967.

Kegin, DeLis J. A Safety Surrey of the Tempe District =3 in Schoq Cafe-
terias. Tempe, Arizona: Bureau of Educational Research and Services, Ari-
zona State University, 1964.

Hase, Gerald J. Nature and Frequency of Accidents Among Elementary
School Children in New York State. Albany: University of the State of New
York, 1957.

Shaw, Frederick. The Study of Teacher Accidents. Part I, Analysis of
Teacher Accidents. Part II, Suggested Form for Reporting Teacher Accidents.
New York: Beard of Education of the City of New York, 1961.

Natioml Education Association, Research Division. Who Is Lial,le for
Pupil Injuries? Washington, D.C.: the Assec;ation, 1966.
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There are several tasks for education in the area of safety. First
and foremost is the education of pupils to the end that they will be

able to solve accident problems which arise now and in the future.
Such education will be an integral part of the curriculum at all
grade levels and will be adapted to the interests, needs, and ca-
pacities of pupils. The content will relate to the various categories
of accidents mentioned earlier, with particular attention at the high
school level to driver education. Driver education should include
both classroom and behind-the-wheel instruction.

The behavioral outcomes of education are of particular impor-
tance in safety education. The need for concern with these outcomes
has been expressed in the following words:

Modern curriculum must not only keep pace with the advances of the
physical sciences, but also stay abreast of the concommitant developments of
the behavioral sciences: and thus produce students who are not only knowl-
edgeable but who are also able to use their knowledge as healthy citizens
acting with full understanding of the newer human dynamics brought about
by the radically changing world. -'

A second area of education is that designed to increase the un-
derstanding and competencies of school employees, including
teachers, administrators, members of the custodial staff, health and
guidance personnel, bus drivers, and others, in the area of accident
prevention and safety education.

In-service education in safety is essential for the entire school
staff and often can be developed with the use of local resources. At-
tention can be given to local experiences and policies and to specific
problems that employees have faced. Community agencies with con-
cern for various aspects of safety may desirably be invited to par-
ticipate in in-service education programs.

A Center for Safety Education was established in New York
University in 1938. Since then, more than twenty other universities
have developed safety centers. Summer seminars for safety educa-
tion supervisors have already been held in two states. School bus
supervisors and school bus drivers may take advantage of excellent
educational opportunities offered by many colleges and universities
throughout the nation.

The importance of conferences as an educative resource should
not be overlooked. At the local level a community or state safety
council may organize and conduct a conference that includes sec-

tG New England Education Assessment Project. A Program for Increased
Communication and Education. Woburn, Mass.: Research and Development
Center of the Massachusetts State Department of Education, 1966.
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tions in school and college safety. Local educational organizations
may have speakers on safety at their meetings or may organize a
special safety section.

Among national conferences concerned with safety education are
the annual meeting of the American Driver and Traffic Safety Edu-
cation Association and the annual congress of the National Safety
Council. The scope of the former is indicated by the name of the
Association. The congress deals with the entire range of accident
problems.

THE COMMUNITY APPROACH

In all areas of the child's development, the school and community
may work together to strengthen the work of each other or may
work at cross-purposes to tear down what each is trying to do. Co-
nant has painted out the difficulty of teaching a child to read when
little or no reading is going on in the home. There is also difficulty
in attempting to teach a child to li--e safely when home and com-
munity teach unsafe practices by exqmple.

The Need Is Clear
An administrative manual of a Midwestern city expresses the

need for a community approach in these words:
Safety is a way of life. Since many of the accident problems facing children

have their roots in the home or community, effective safety instruction cannot
be confined within the walls of the school building. School, home and com-
munity agencies working cooperatively share the responsibility for attacking
the problems of safety and safe living.=

Guidelines for school-community cooperation in safety have been
set forth by a committee of the National Safety Council.:"

Home safety, traffic safety, and disaster prevention require ac-
tion on the part of school personnel and community agencies.
Recreational safety, from the neighborhood play yard to highly or-
ganized sports, is another area needing community-school coopera-
tion. Community commercial, industrial, and public ar'avities have
a direct bearing on school pupils. A community planner, when one

27 Conant, Tames B. Slums and Suburbs. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961. p.
25.

-21 Cincinnati Board of Education. Sa rely in Ow Cincinnati Public Schools.
Administrative Manual No. 11. Cincinnati, Ohio: the Board, 1964. p. 79.

29 Hein, Fred V. How Schools and Othcr Agrncirs of Soricty Can Work To-
gether in Accident Prevention and Safety Education. Chicago: National Safety
Council, 19GO.
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is available, should certainly be consulted in the selection of school
sites and in the establishment 41f school districts. Consideration
should be given to such factors as the location of police and fire sta-
tions, of automobile sere ice stations, and other facilities bringing
with them unusual or interblock traffic, as well as hazardous rail
and air transportation centers.

In light of the known accident hazard that disadvantaged per-
sons face, particular attention should be given to safety measures
in low-economic areas. For almost every type of accident, the rate
for nonwhites is greater than the rate for whites. The economically
disadvantaged in our large cities are primarily nonwhites and it
seems that economic influences may be one factor causing the dif-
ferences in accident death rates.

There are many hidden factors in school-community cooperation
which may have a bearing on the safety education programs of
schools. A London psychologist who studied the vi .aims of bicycle
accidents reported, "Many children are precipitated into accident
involvement by preoccupation with personal problems ad a con-
genital vulnerability to over-react to stressful conditions. We need,"
she says, "improved methods of detecting stressed children in school
and offering emotional assistance to such children." :" Adequate
mental and physical counseling and recreation in the community
undoubtedly have an effect on the safety of the children.

Interested Agencies

Fire and police departments share with the school legal responsi-
bility for certain safety procedures, and other agencies may furnish
valuable resources for developing or improving the overall school
safety program. The interests of some of these agencies are listed
below.

Fire department. The fire department usually is legally charged
with responsibility, for inspecting schools for fire hazards, and
boards of education are charged with responsibility for correcting
hazards that are identified. The schools are responsible for educa-
tion regarding fire prevention and protection, but the fire depart-
ment may helpfully suggest problems to which it feels attention
should be given.

Police department. The police department, or a traffic engineer,
has responsibility for erecting traffic signs and signals, for painting

70 Burton, Lindy. "The Child in a Road Accident." World Organization for
Early Childhood Education NorskItcr, January 1066. p. 6.
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crosswalks, and for taking; care of other matters related to the con-
trol of motor vehicle traffic in the vicinity of the school. The school
has responsibility for the school safety patrol, although the police
department may give helpful guidance. The police department, on
the other hand, is responsible for the 'control of vehicular traffic
and for crossing protection. it assigns policemen, school crossing
guards, or other qualified adults to supervise and assist pupils at
dangerous crossings adjacent to schools.

Practically every organization or group has a contribution to
make to traffic safety in the community, ane 4.:ie smooth cooperation
of all persons and agencies can pay big dividends 31

The community safety council or chapter of the National Safety
Council. In a few places the safety agency is an integral part of the
town government, but in most communities it is a voluntary group
of citizens interested in the improvement of safety in the commu-
nity. In any case, the school should be represented on the council
and work closely with it.

Many councils conduct. a Driver Improvement Program, includ-
ing a Defensive Driving course. This is aimed at improving the
driving performance of licensed drivers; in effect 'A is a refresher
course. Many persons connected with the schools can profit from it.
The taking of such a course is recommended to parents who partici-
pate in "pool" driving or who are in other ways involved in driving
schoolchildren.

Local chapters of the American Society for Safety Engineers.
The members of this association often furnish valuable help in
school safety inspections and in planning new buildings or renovat-
ing old ones. In communities where there is no community safety
council or chapter of the American Society for Safety Engineers,
local industry is often very willing to assist the school through its
professional safety personnel.

Local chapters of the American National Red Cross. Although
the Red Cross is concerned primarily with such matters as first aid,
disaster relief, water safety, and home nursing, it often makes

31 National Education Association, National Commission on Safety Educa-
tion; the American Automobile Association; and the National Safety Council.
Policies and Practices for School Safety Patrols. Revised edition. Washington,
D.C.: the Association, 1966.

Automotive Safety Foundation. Guide to a School Pedestrian Safety Pro-
gram. Washington, D.C.: the Foundation, 1965.

Institute of Trek Engineers. A Program for School Crossing Protection.
Washington, D.C.: the Institute, 1962.
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available excellent materials in other areas of safety. Many of its
various publications contain safety information. School personnel
may find that the local Red Cross staff includes resource people
with exceptional abilities in the field of safety.

Local motor and civic clubs. Many motor clubs and civic clubs
support school safety patrols and furnish valuable aid to school pro-
grams. In some cases, the patrols are thoroughly outfitted; in oth-
ers, recognition of their work is provided in the form of hot choco-
late on cold days, picnics, or trips to baseball and football games.
The Parent-Teacher Association often is extremely helpful in such
activities.

Loc(4.1 medical societies. Many medical societies are active in acci-
dent prevention programs. Usually their work is channeled through
the local safety council, but in places where there is no safety coun-
cil, or in cases of special interest on the part of the medical society,
direct participation in safety activities may occur. Frequently there
is special interest in child safety.

Local health departments. In many communities the local health
department is actively concerned with accident prevention. This
concern is evidenced by measlyrrs to prevent accidental poisoning
and efforts to teach mothers how to prevent home accidents, partic-
ularly accidents to infants and young children. The health
department staff may include persons with special competence in
numerous aspects of safety.

Professional education associations. Many departments of the
National Education Association provide leadership in regard to
safety in their particular field of interest as, for example, in sci-
ence, in industrial ar. s, in home economics, in relation to field trips
by music groups, and in laboratory activities. Each department has
an interest in safety and helps to provide its members with up-to-
date safety information.

Two groups of the National Education Association are speci-
fically concerned with school safety programs. The National Com-
mission on Safety Education provides general safety materials,
conducts conferences, and offers consultation service. It publishes a
professional education magazine devoted exclusively to safety,
Safety: trauma/ of Administration, Instruction, Production. The
Commission serves as secretariat to the American Driver and
Traffic Safety Education Association and conducts the National
Student Traffic Safety Program.
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The American Association fur lle:oth, Physical Education, and
Recreation, a department of the ;National Education Association, is
interested in many aspects of safety. Its Division of Safety Educa-
tion works closely with other departments of the parent organiza-
tion. It conducts meetings on various phases of safety at conven-
tions on district, state, and national levels; publishes materials; and
cooperates with other safety organizations and agencies. It is now
preparing a textbook on safety in sports,:= an area in which the As-
sociation has particular interest and in which it has provided lead-
ership.

State gorernmental agencies. Services from state departments of
education may be invaluable in planning a safe school building and
in integrating safety education into the total school curriculum. In
some states, consultants in safety education are available to assist
local school personnel. State departments of education frequently
work cooperatively with state motor vehicle, labor, and agriculture
departments and other state agencies concerned with particular as-
pects of safety. The activity of state health departments in the area
of safety has increased in recent years, particularly in regard to
home accident prevention. This department may provide educa-
tional materials and consultant services to state departments of
education and to local health departments.

For control of the results of disasters, which cannot themselves
be prevented at present, some state and federal agencies are partic-
ularly helpful.33 These disasters include tornadoes, hurricanes,
blizzards, flash floods, and other bad weather occurrences, and ther-
monuclear attack. The U.S. Weather Bureau, with its local stations,
and similMy the Office of Civil Defense are most helpful in these
situations.

FOR FURTHER READING

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, AND
RECREATION. School Safety Policies, With Emphasis on Physical

32 American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.Safety in Sp,rts: Accident Prevention and Injury Control in Physical Educa-tion, AthktIcs. and Recreation. Washington, D.C.: the Association, adepartment of the National Education Association. (In press)
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Chapter 7

School Food Services

Food service is now generally accepted as an essential part of a

school program. Although lunches were served in many schools

prior to the passage of the national school lunch act in 1964, this
legislation resulted in an extension and expansion of school food

serviee.
Present-day school food service evolved from previous service

functions. One of these functions was to accommodate pupils who

could not return home for lunch, frequently a result of the consoli-
dation of school districts. Another function was to help an
increasing number of children from homes of working mothers.
Moreover, the high volume of traffic in many places made it wise to

keep children at school at noon. From its initiation as a program to

meet these specific needs, school food service has developed into a

highly specialized field of educational activity. It has far-reaching
benefits in helping to build strong bodies and alert minds in today's

youngsters and in teaching good food habits to tomorrow's adults.

The national school lunch program establishes standards for
school lunches. The school district agrees to serve foods that meet
certain nutritional requirements; to serve food at as low a cost as
possible; to serve needy children free of charge; and to operate the

program on a nonprofit basis. In return, the school district is reim-

bursed with federal funds for part of the cost of food purchased
and receives allotments of surplus foods.

The aims of the school fowl service are to offer meals that meet
the nutritional needs of pupils and to develop the potential educa-

tional values for better health and nutrition. Properly organized
and directed, the school food service plays a:'i important part in

healthful school hying. Good nutrition promotes health, and health
has a direct bearing on ability to learn. After a hungry pupil has
enjoyed a suitable meal, he is more alert, can concentrate better,
and tires less easily.

A discussion of the aims and characteristics of various types of
school food services will serve as a guide to the development of con-
structive experiences for pupils. Other matters to be considered in
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this chapter are practices .% *th regard to management, personnel,
and rinancing; standards for nutrition and for facilities; sanitary
procedures in food handling; and educational benefits of school food
service.

PATTERNS FOR SCHOOL FOOD SERVICE

Food served at school may consist of a complete meal, a variety
of foods offered on an a la carte basis, milk or fruit juice, or a full
breakfast. The pattern to be used in a particular community should
be selected with consideration of the nutritional needs of pupils and
the socioeconomic characteristics of the community.

The Compiete Lunch

By far, the predominant school food service is the complete
lunch, sold as a unit, designated as the Type A school lunch in the
national school lunch prog-ram.1

The nutritional goal of the Type A school lunch is to furnish at
least one-third of the recommended daily dietary allowances for
children of various age groups according to recommendations of the
National Research Council. The Type A lunch requirements provide
the framework for nutritionally adequate school lunches. The kinds
and amounts of foods listed in the Type A pattern are based on di-
etary allowances for 9- to 12-year-old boys and girls. As specified in
the national school lunch regulations, a Type A lunch shall con-
tain As a minimum

fluid Whole Milk:

One-half pint of fluid whole milk as a beverage.

Protein-Rich 2oods:

Two ounces (edible portion as served) of lean meat, poultry, or
fish; or two ounces of cheese; or one egg; or one-half cup of
cooked dry beans or dry peas; or four tablespoons of peanut
butter; or an equivalent of any combination of the above-listed
foods. To be counted in meeting this requirement, these foods
must be served in a min dish or in a main dish and one other
menu item.

%U.S. Department of Agriculture, Consumer and Marketing Service. .4Menu Planning Guide for Type A School Luncha. Bulletin PA No. '219. Wash-ington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1)66.
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Vegetables and Fruits:
Three-fourths cup serving consisting of two or more vegetable 3
or fruits or both. A serving tone-fourth cup or more) of full-
strength vegetable or fruit juice may be counted to meet not
Imre than one-fourth cup of this requirement.

Bread:
One slice of whole-grain or enriched bread; or a serving of
other bread such as cornbread, biscuits, rolls, muffins, made of
whole-grain or enriched meal or flour.

Butter or Fortified Margarine:
Two teaspoons of butter or fortified margarine.

Lesser quantities of the protein-rich foods, the veFetables and
fruits, and butter or margarine may be served to children in the el-
ementary grade*provided that such adjustments are based on the
lesser food needs of young children.

To help assure that all Type A lunches meet the nutritional goal,
it is recommended that lunches include:

A vitamin C food each day, particularly raw vegetables, toma-
toes, or citrus fruits.
A vitamin A food twice a week, particularly green leafy or dark
yellow vegetables.
Several foods containing iron each day and larger portions of
some of these when possible.
The Type A lunch pattern is the basis of Eligibility for federal

aid under the national school lunch program and helps to bring nu-
tritionally adequate lunches within the reach of the majority of
ehildrm. To cater to the individual tastes of older pupils and at the
same time assure a nutritionally balanced meal, the complete lunch
program frequently offers two or more different Type A lunches: a
hot-plate meal, a salad cold-plate meal, or a soup-sandwich meal.

A La Carte Progrmi
Many schools, particularly at the secondary level, offer a variety

of foods with each one priced and sold separately. The a la carte
plan may result it the selection of a balanced, nutritious meal, but
it may also result Li an unbalanced meal with a preponderance of
carbohydrates and sweets. Where a la carte service is available in
conjunction with the complete meal, it is important that the prices
of items include the same proportionate ratio for labor costs as the
complete meal. Otherwise, a la carte offers undue competition.
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Effectix e education regarding food selection should result in
pupils' selecting a balanced diet from the fonds oifered in the it la
carte program. The selections made ire. in a sense, an evaluation of
the health education that has taken place, particularly at higher
grade levels.

Supplementary Dishes

In areas where many pupils bring lunch from home, the school
may serve food to supplement sandwiches and other food the pupils
bring. Hot foods are no more nutritious than cold ones, but many
foods are more palatable if served hot. Where this plan is used, it is
important that pupils not consider the supplementary food to be
their entire lunch. They need as much guidance in planning the
lunch they bring from home as when no supplementary food is of-
fered.,

The Home-Packed Lunch

A home-packed lunch can be well-balanced and nutritious.
Whether it has these characteristics depends to a great extent on
parents' understanding of pupils' nutritional needs and their ability
to provide and prepare a good lunch. Teachers can often influence
the choice of foods v:hich are brought. Through discussion of food
requirements with pupils and parents, they can help pupils bring
lunches that meet, or closely approach, nutritional needs.

Serving Milk or Fruit Juice

Schools which serve milk, fruit juice, or tomato juice may well
consider scheduling this procedure soon after school opens or in
connection with the noonday lunch. Some physicians believe that it
is best for children to be served milk only at regular mealtimes.
Milk served at recess periods may interfere with pupils' appetites
for lunch, whereas service near the opening of school may help
compensate for inadequate breakfasts.

The type of milk to be served should be determined locally by
health authorities, nutritioniqs, and physicians. Although in the
past it has been common practice to serve only whole milk, qualified
persons now recommend low-fat milk for many children. Since the
sweetness of chocolate milk or chocolate drink may lessen the appe-tite for ether fonds, the serving of these drinks Aould be
discouraged.
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Dietary studies show that vitamin C foods are low in the average
diet. Sering orange juice or tomato juice is an excellent way to
supplement the diet with respect to this nutrient.=

Serving Breakfast

Some pupils may arrive at school s.vithout having eaten break-
fast, or after having eaten an inadequate breakfast. When this oc-
curs in extremely low-income areas or is associated with very long
bus rides, schools may seek assistance to operate a school breakfast
program with funds provided under the Child Nutrition Act,
enacted by Congress in 1966. The three basic components of the
breakfast are one-half pint of milk, one-half cup fruit or vegetable
juice, and one serving of a cereal product. A protein-rich food such
as one egg or one ounce of meat, fish, poultry, or peanut butter is to
be included whenever practicable.

Where many pupils fail to eat desirable breakfasts at home,
schools may direct educational efforts toward familiarizing both
parents and pupils vegarding the importance of a good breakfast.
In some cases inadequate breakfasts are due to pupils' not arising
early enough to eat breakfast before leaving for school. In other in-
stances, parents fail to provide breakfast. If the lack of breakfast is
due to financial probler.is, the aid of a social agency should be re-
quested.

When parents can aff3rd to do so, they should provide breakfast
for children, and school personnel should help them to realize their
obligations and privileges in this respect. The school should not
take over the rightful responsibilities of the parents unless such ac-
tion is necessary to prevent harm to a particular child.

Vending Machine Service

The widespread use of vending machines in public places, in
industry, and in commercial es.tablishment;. has caused some per-
sons to suggest that these machines be used to dispense food in
schools. Such a procedure merits careful consideration. Vending
machines provide an impersonal service, assure equal servings for
all, and can be located so as to be easily acceszible. On the other
hand, vending machines are usually limited in the kind of foods dis-
pensed. For example, no machine has yet been devised that will
rapidly dispense a variety of Type A lunches. Furthermore, vend-

U.S. Department of Agriculture. PoodThe Yearbook of Agriculture.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1959.
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ing mat:Miles are often operated as a concession, with the
concessionaire making a profit from the operation. This is contrary
to the generally accepted philosophy that an individual or firm
should nat be allowed to profit from the sale of food to pupils.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAMS

School lunch programs operate under policies adopted by the
board of education and under the administrative leadership of the
superintendent of simols and school principals. These persons need
to establish policiez, and procedures relating to the type of ford
service, type of management, employment practices, fina.ncin
scheduling of eating periods, and provision for school lunch SUPE1:-
vision.

Opinions vary as to whom the lunch program is intended to
serve. In rural areas, ;l ere large numbers of pupils may come to
school by bus, the program is generally accepted as available to the
total enrollment. Urban communities with neighborhood schools
sometimes adopt a policy of limiting lunch service to those who live
beyond a prescribed distance or come from homes where no adult is
available at noontime. However, many schools extend lunch service
to. the total enrollment regardless of the school's proximity to
homes. The rat!nale for this is that a lunch program is an accepted
part of the total educational program and that the benefits should
be available to all.

Full and proper use, of the school lunch will not be realized unless
pupils are taught to appreciate the quality arid low cost of the
school lunch and its superiority to foods offered by many street
vendor. Sweets ..rid -_-,rbonated beverages are not satisfactory sub-
stitutes for a good lunch.

It is noteworthy that the American Dental Association has issued
a statement that r..1 educational campaign should be conducted to
reduce the frequency of consumption of sweets in the diets of all
children, with special attention given to the elimination of the sale
of sweets in schools.3 Along a similar line, the Council on Foods and
Nutrition of the American Medical Association "i's particularly op-
posed to the sale and distribution of confections and carbonated
beverages in school lunchrooms" and states that "the availability e

' American Dental Association. "Dental Health Program for Children."Journal of the American Dental Association 74: 330; Feb :uary 1967.
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confections and carbonated beverages on school premises may
tempt children to spend lunch money for them and lead to poor
food habits." 4

Type of Management

The preferred plan of operation is for the board of education to
employ all personnel, exercise financial control, and assume the
same responsibility for the lunch program that it does for all other
schoc3 functions. Because the school food service program repre-
sents a complex educational and business operation, it is imperative
that professionally qualified persons administer this program.I

A school lunch manager cr director should meet the requirements
recommended by professional associations concerned with this as-
pect of education. A joint association committee has recommended
desirable qualifications for school lunch di, 2ctors and managers.5
These include a bachelor's degree in home eccnomics from an ac-
credited college with major emphasis in institution management
and foods and nutrition, complete with courses in education; three
years' experience in food service administration; and desirable per-
sonal characteristics. Where school lunch. managers do not meet the
educational requirements, an approach to them should be made
within a reasonable time.

In some communities a parent-teacher organization or other com-
munity group is granted permission by the board of education to
initiate and operate the lunch program on a nonprofit basis until
such time as the board can assume management. Many programs
were started in this fashion, with nonschool groups providing food,
equipment, and countless hours of volunteer service. However, the
National Congress of Parents and Teachers has, for some years,
de-emphasized the operational responsibilities of member units in
lunch programs in favor of a role of interpretation to the com-
inunity and cooperative assistance.

Service Association, 1965.

goriatiort 180: 92; June 1962.
tions and Carbonated Beverages in Schools." Journal of the American Medical
.0
Association. The School Food Service Pirector. Denver, Colo.: American Food

serv-
ice or an individual to conduct the program for personal gain. A

s Association of School Business Officials and American School Food Service

American Medical Association, Council on Foods and Nutrition. "Confec-
tions

Forms of management not under the active contra' of the board
of education are not consistent with good administrative practice.
This refers particularly to granting a concession to a catering serv-
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concessionaire is privileged to set the salaries of employees and the
prices to be charged pupils. Tinder this arrangement the financial
status of the program may be completely unknown to anyone except
the operator, making the school lunch nothing more than a private
restaurant on public premises. Furthermore, outside food service
operators are ineligible for federal cash assistance and surplus
foods, resulting in higher prices to pupils. This type of program is
in no way conducive to providing a desirable learning situation; it
is entirely too removed from the concern of the school faculty.

Health Supervision of Workers

All personnel, regardle: s of function, should possess good health
and be familiar with food sanitation practices, The following rec-
ommendations, applicable to all who prepare or serve food, should
be followed in all schools:

1. Daily supervision by competent personnel is essential to make
certain each employee is free of symptons of a communicable
disease, open or infected cuts, burns, sores, or other skin con-
ditions which may contaminate food. The prevention of food-
borne infection and poisoning requires daily attention to the
health of workers. Workers should be trained to recognize
danger signals in themselves and to take responsibility for
protecting others Some one person within the school, or
school system, should have authority to excuse from service
any food handier wile is a menace to the health of others.
Provision should be made for substitute food service workers
and sick leave for the full-time food handler.

2. Pre-employment medical examinations should include a chest
X-ray to show freedom from active tuberculosis. Thereafter,
throughout the entire period of employment, a periodic medi-
cal examination including a chest X -rayo is a desirable health
measure for food handlers as for all school personnel. From
the point of view of food handling, however, these measures
are secondary in importance to daily supervision and in them-
selves may give a false sense of security.

3. Clean personal habits are required for both hygienic and aes-
thetic reasons. Clean uniforms and hairnets and trimmed nails
are indicative of attention to careful grooming. Fingers should
be kept away from the hair, face, and out of the mouth.6 A

6 National Education Association and American Medical Association, Joint
Committee on Health Problems in Education. Health Agpectg of the School
Lunch Program. Washington, D.C., and Chicago: the Associations, 1962.
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wall-mounted dispenser at the hand wash sink containing a 5
percent hexachlorophene solution is highly recommended. One
or two drops rubbed into the hands after washing gives hours
of residual protection against contamination.

Since food sanitation habits are easier to form than to reform, it
is wise to train new employees in sanitary principles related to
their jobs as they are being shown how to do their work, whether it
be washing pots and pans, preparing vegc" Ab les, or making ham
sandwiches.

Written rules to govern food handling practices should be posted
and strictly enforced. Such rules should include the following in-
structions:

1. Do not report for duty when suffering from a cold or other ill-
ness.

2. Follow instructions for storing hat, coat. and purse.
3. Wear a clean nniform, or washable dress and apron, while on

duty. Omit jewelry.
4. Wear a hair net or clean washable cap (for men employees) at

all times while on duty. Keep extra nets on hand.
5. Keep fingernails short and clean.
6. Wash hands thoroughly and often, always after using the toi-

let or touching the face, nose, or hair.
7. Observe clean work habits by

a. Keeping work surfaces and equipment clean.
b. Using a separate spoon for taste testing.
c. Handling silverware by the handles.
d. Handling dishes by the rims.
e. Carrying glasses and cups with the fingers on the outside.

8. Workers with infected cuts or sores must not handle food,
utensils, or dishes from which food is eaten.

On-the-job training is one of the best ways to train workers in
the skills and techniques of sanitary and safe food handling prac-
tices, Because of the large number of persons to be reached and be-
cause of limited resources and time available, a group method is
generally used. This may take the form of staff meetings where
problems are discussed and ideas are pooled. Such meetings develop
morale and stimulate employees to improve their work perform-
ance.

Workshops and conferences are other valuable means of training.
Most state departments of education and many state universities
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conduct institutes or conferences on school lunch procedures and
problems. School lunch workers, especially those not under trained
direction, should be encouraged to attend such programs. Food
service specialists at these meetings bring professional help to all
engaged in school lunch pi ograms. Many municipal health depart-
ments run food handling schools for employees of public and pri-
vate eating places.

Successful completion of food service training courses, o: red
continuously in all major areas of food preparation service and
management, will in time give participants accreditation and can
become a requirement for employment. Development of such a rec-
ognized training program is an excellent way of guaranteeing good
food service performance in the years to come.

School Lunch Finances

The school lunch should be operated in a sound financial manner,
but without profit. The income from the operation should not ex-
ceed the cost of food, wages, and other expenses directly incurred
in providing such services. Sound financial practice turns any cash
balance back into the program to provide for improved quality of
meals, better facilities, or a lowering of the meal price.

Financially sound school lunch programs are the result of busi-
nesslike operations. To reflect the financial status of operations, a
profit and loss statement should be drawn up monthly or quarterly
and submitted to the superintendent and the board of education. As
public money is involved, school lunch programs are generally sub-
ject to audit as part of a total school audit. This proceduro
encourages good bookkeeping and approved banking practices.

Prices that must be charged for school lunches depend partly
upon whether board of education funds or lunch program funds pay
for part or all of the salaries of lunchroom workers and employee
benefit costs. By far the most prevalent scheme is for the school
lunch operation to be primarily self-supporting with federal help in
the form of cash reimbursement and donated foods. With this plan,
all food costs, labor, and miscellaneous expenses are met. A growing
practice, particularly with the larger programs or centralized sys-
tems, is for the salary of the manager or director to be paid out of
school funds. As this person is employed to assure the quality of the
program, his salary is considered an appropriate expenditure of
school money. In a small number of school lunch programs, the en-
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tire labor cost is underwritten by the board of education, permit-
ting the sale of lunches for just the cost of the food.

Providing needy pupils with meals, or arranging meals at
reduced rates, is a sound procedure for school food services and is a
requirement for participation in the national school lunch program.
The classroom teacher, school nurse, and school social worker assist
the principal, perhaps through home visits, in determining which
pupils need help. Obviously, needy cases should be considered indi-
vidually and confidentially. Offering free lunches to certain children
may cause embarrassment to both the pupils involved and the
school staff. In view of this, parents of needy pupils may be asked
to pay what they can afford, such as the cost of the food in the
lunch. This frequently works out to the benefit of all. Since lunches
from which a full income is not derived represent a financial loss,
the board of education or some local organization must contribute
funds to cover their cost.

School Lunch Supervision

Regardless of how excellent the food or how well-managed the
program, the school lunch will remain a feeding service and not at-
tain its education potential unless it has faculty cooperation backed
by the administration. Beneficial lunchroom experience begins in the
classroom with a discussion of what is expected in table manners
and social conduct. With this preliminary guidance there are sev-
eral ways in which the lunchroom can be effectively supervised:

1. Each teacher may lunch with his class. This is particularly
desirable in the lower grades, but necessitates arrangements
by which each teacher will have some time during the day for
relaxation and relief from contact with pupils.

2. One or two teachers may supervise the entire lunchroom serv-
ice on a rotation basis. Tea-hers who supervise the lunch-
rooms should have a free period for eating their own lunches
and for relaxation.

3. Student supervision may be planned through the student
council. With proper guidance, self-government in the lunch-
room can be organized so as to be highly effective and satisfy-
ing to students and teachers alike.

Arrangements for lunchroom supervision in a particular school
can best be developed through cooperative study by the principal,
teachers, and school lunch manager. It is importaat, however, that
every teacher be given some duty-free lunch time,
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A recent study of 111._* National Education Association = gatherA
considerzilile information regarding teacher supervision lunch-
rooms. Nita from Table reveal that SlG school systems enroll-
ing 300 or mire pupils a rotating plan was the most common form
of lunch perith: supervision. According to the findings, "Teachers

TABLE 1 I DUTY-FREE LUNCH PERIODS FOR TEACHERS, 1966

Item

Total, all
systems

300 or
more
pupils

School systems, by enrollment
group

25,000
or more

3,000-
24,999

300 -

2,999

OUT( -FREE LUNCH PERIOD EVERY DAY

Elementary 20.3% 30.0% 24.4% 19.0%

Pemns responsible for pupils during lunch
Teacher aide 53.4 68.9 51.4 50.0

Clerical or other school personnel 32.5 20.0 10.5 40.9

Student monitor 1.6 23
'upils go home 13.0 17-.5 11.4

Other 4.5 4.i 10.5 2.3

Secondary 28.0 29.3 30.8 27.2

Persons res;vmsible for pupils during lunch 3
Teacher atc.! 23.1 27.3 30.6 20.6

Clerical or other school personnel 45.9 54.5 50.0 44.4

Student monitor 6.5 20.5 11.1 4.8

Foils go home 8.8 4.5 6.9 9.5

Other 0.7 4.5 2.8

LUNCH DUTY ON POTATING BASIS

Elementary 52.3 393 47.4 53.9

Secondary 41.0 35.3 35.5 42.7

All TEACHERS RESPONSIBLE FOR SUPERVISING PUPILS

DURING LUNCH EVERY DAY

Elementary 19.1 22.7 16.2 19.8

Secondary 5.1 2.7 5.1 52

OTHER

Elementary 1.5 6.7 8.1 3.4

Secondary 12.1 30.0 18.8 9.9

NOT APPLICABLE OR NOT INDICATED

Elementary 3.8 1.3 3.9

Secondary 13.8 2.7 9.8 15.0

Source:
National Education Association, Research Division. "Teacher Supervision of

Lunch Periods." limas-eh Bu th% 45: r;3; October 19(7.
a Percent of systems reporting a duty-free lunch for teachers.

National Education Association, Research Division. "Teacher Supervision
of Lunch Periods." Re$eureh Bulletin 72 -74; October 1967.
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in American public schools are still far from the goal of a free and
unhurried lunch period. In general, conditions are better in the
large systems than in the small systems." The study found that the
use of teacher aides was the most common plan for freeing teachers
from supervision duties during lunch.

Scheduling Lunch Periods

Scheduling should include time for handwashing, for securing
food, and for eating leisurely. An allowance of 20 minutes at the
table is advised in elementary schools, and 15 minutes in secondary
schools. An additional 10 minutes is desirable for hand washing and
passing to and from the lunchrooms. Insofar as possible, 11:30
should be the earliest hour to serve and 12:30 the latest, with
younger pupils being served first.

To eliminate long lines at the service counter, class dismissals
staggered at about five-m'nute intervals, depending on service time,
are recommended. This practice permits a continuous flow of stu-
dents to and from the lunchroom. In the departmentalized programs
of secondary schools, periodic dismissals in waves cause a break
during a class period for approximately one-third of the students.
Reduction of time wasted by pupils waiting in line and prevention
of overcrowded lunchroom conditions merit this disruption.

When staggered dismissals are not used, one or more shifts may
accommodate the number to be served according to the seating ca-
pacity of the dining area. Three shifts are the maximum possible
within desirable time limits.

APPLYING PRINCIPLES OF SANITATION

Careful application of food sanitation principles is essential for
health protection and for education. Adequate space is required for
preparing and serving food as well as for eating. Kitchens need
appropriate equipment, including suitable provision for dishwash-
ing. In all procedures involving the handling of food, care must be
taken to avoid its contamination.

Maintenance of hygienic conditions requires close cooperation
among health officers, school authorities, and school lunch man-
agers. In most states, the department of health promulgates stand-
ards for food sanitation. The school medical adviser, medical direc-
tor of the local health department, and other persons responsible
for sanitary conditions in schools apply the standards adopted by
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the legal authority. Periodic inspections should be made of facilities
and procedures, with written reports submitted to the superin-
tendent of schools. Where quaIfied personnel are available, these
inspections may be made by sanitarians of the local health depart-
ment.

Space Requirements

Adequate school lunch space includes an eating area sufficient in
size to assure comfortable, uncrowded conditions; kitchen space for
the preparation of food; storage facilities; a serving area; and a
dishwashing area .3

The kitchen, dining, and storage areas should be located on the
first floor, conveniently accessible to school corridors, exits, the
service driveway, and parking areas. The entire unit should be
adaptable to independent use by an arrangement for closing it off
from the rest of the school. Complete separation of the kitchen and
eating areas is desirable. This may be accomplished in small schools
by a panel opening from the kitchen to the service area, or a sep-
arate service room may be provided.

Lunchroom Equipment and Construction

The lunchroom should be large enough to accommodate the total
enrollment in not more than three seatings and to provide a mini-
mum of 1.0 to 1.2 square feet per person seated at one time. Small
tables are preferable to large ones. The 40-inch square table in
combination with a few round tables is considered best for develop-
ment of table conversation and for flexibility of table arrangement.
The 6-foot rectangular table is next best. Tables of a longer length
give the lunchroom an institutional appearance and are apt to in-
crease noise from cross conversation. Tables 29 inches high appear
to be most satisfactory for all-round use. Chairs are preferred to
benches, and in the secondary school it is desirable to provide chairs
which have book shelves beneath them. Otherwise book shelves
should be provided in access corridors.

Construction materials used for walls and floors should be se-
lected with consideration to ease of cleaning, good color combina-
tions, and pleasing effect. Table tops, draperies, and other room
decor should be related. Acoustical treatment of ceilings, adequate

s U.S. Department of Agriculture. Layout, Equipment, and Work 3fcthods
for School Lunch Kitchens and Serving Lincs. Marketing Research Report No.
'753. Washington, D.C.: the department, December 1966.
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lighting, and proper ventilation are important factors in developing
pleasant and healthful surroundings.

Classroom Lunches

Eating in classrooms is not recommended but sometimes is neces-
sary because no dining room is available. This procedure creates
major problems in sanitation. The chief disadvantages are the
housekeeping problem of cleaning up crumbs and spillage, the
poss.:b;e need of additional service when the kitchen is remotely
located, the difficulty of transporting food from one floor to another
in multistoried buildings, and the necessity of greater teacher
supervision.

Serving Facilities

The plan and arrangement of lunchroom service facilities should
be designed to route traffic from the school corridor to the service
counter, to tables, to soiled dish return, and back to the corridor.
Space is needed to accommodate pupils lined up at the service
counter.

The number of counters required depends on the total meal load
and the way that load is distributed. In general, a single service
counter is needed for serving each 100-150 pupils at one time.
Where more than two counters are installed, one is sometimes used
exclusively for cold food, such as milk, sandwiches, and ice cream.
However, it is thought to be good practice to have all students pass
by the hot food counter in order that they may see the kind of food
that is available and possibly be induced to buy a complete lunch
rather than just a bottle of milk or some ice cream. Mobile service
counters are frequently used where additional stations are needed.

The Kitchen and Its Equipment

In specifying space and facilities needed for the school lunch
program, it is important first to ascertain the ultimate enrollment
of the school. Using this figure, estimate that 50 percent will be
potential lunch customers, unless existing history of participation
indicates otherwise. The 50 percent participation might be altered
in the following ways :

1. A large percentage of students commuting by bus might in-
crease meal load.

2. A neighborhood school might well have fewer pupils staying
at school for lunch.
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3. Selling a la carte items in addition to complete lunches usually
decreases participation in lunches up to 25 percent and lessens
the need for equipment.

An overall allowance of 3 square feet per complete meal served
will provide sufficient area, allocating 2 square feet for kitchen
functions, and one-half square foot each for food storage and service
area.

Arrangement of the various areas of work should allow for the
flow of materials in logical sequence, from the receiving of supplies
to their storage (either dry or refrigerated), to preliminary prepa-
ration, final preparation, serving, dishwashing, and, finally, refuse
disposal.

Particular attention should be given to the construction features
of the kitchen. Important conditions are acoustical treatment of the
kitchen ceiling, 30 footcandles of illumination at all work areas,
and use of hooded equipment (with grease filters and exhaust fan)
over cooking areas. A separate hood should be installed for dish-
washing machines. Sanitary finishes of walls should be provitl.d
through use of glazed structural tile, glazed brick, or waterproof
hard plaster. Quarry tile is preferred for kitchen floors. Good con-
trol of room temperature is essential, particularly for areas that be-
come hot or humid. All doors and windows should be screened.
Construction specifications should eliminate seams in equipment
wherever possible. Wall-hung fixtures require less cleaning time
than floor-mounted fixtures.

A minimum of one-fourth cubic foot of refrigeration is needed
for each complete meal served and an equal amount of 0° F. freezer
storage. This does not include refrigerated storage for half-pints of
milk. A walk-in refrigerator is necessary when the meal load is 350
(sometimes less), supplemented by a reach-in refrigerator. A level
passageway connecting the kitchen and the walk-in refrigerator en-
ables mobile equipment to be rolled in and out.

Dry food storage space preferably should be located at an outside
wall to permit fresh air ventilation by means of a 2- or 3-foot
louvred opening near the ceiling. Adjustable metal shelving is more
sanitary than wood shelving. Uninsulated heating pipes, water
heaters, refrigeration condensing units, or other heat-producing de-
vices should be kept out of the storeroom; the best room tempera-
ture for dry food storage is 40° F. to '70° F.

Garbage disposals, if provided, do not eliminate the need for
waste cans with tightly fitting lids. These waste containers should
be emptied and cleaned daily.
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A planning area is important even in the smallest kitchen, and
also some facility fur storing workers' wraps and handbags, lest
they be kept in the kitchen. The kitchen should have a separate
sink for washing hands so located as to encourage frequent use

Safety needs careful consideration. immediate morping of floors
on which food or water has been spilled avoids slippery areas which
could cause falls. Precautions should be taken to avoid fire hazards
or injuries because of the location, design, or condition of the lunch

area or facilities. Multiple exits are needed. Fire extinguishers of
an approved type and a fire blanket should be provided.

Preparation and Serving of Food

Healthy workers, good work habits, and clean equipment and
utensils are basic to sanitary food handling. What the worker does
or does not do may be the link in the chain of transmission of infec-

tion.
Closely related to personal hygiene is the condition of equipment

used in food processing. Clean hands will not prevent contamina-
tion resulting from unclean equipment such as grinders and slicers
and dirty food containers. However, food handlers cannot be held
responsible if the equipment they are using is literally uncleanable.
Management should take steps to replace poorly designed or impro-
perly installed equipment in both preparation and serving areas."

A clean environment is a matter of good housekeeping and is re-
lated to the sanitation responsibilities of both the custodian and the
food handlers. A schedule of cleaning should define when, how, and
by whom each item is to be cleaned. The cleaning of floors, walls,
and the employees' dressing room and the washing of garbage cans
are frequently part of the custodian's duties. The food service
workers' duties should include such daily jobs as cleaning all power
machinery after use and washing towels; such weekly jobs as thor-
ough cleaning of the range and refrigerator (defrosting if
necessary) ; and such monthly jobs as thorough cleaning of the
storeroom. Good housekeeping helps to control pests. No amount of
insecticides and no extermination program can overcome the effects
of poor daily housekeeping and poor building maintenance.

Wholesome food cannot be prepared if it is contaminated before
delivery to the kitchen. The manager should he concerned with the
condition of all food products purchased. He should see that frozen

National Sanitation Foundation. Standard No. 2, Food Service Equip»zent.
Ann Arbor, Mich.: the Foundation, 1952.
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foods are undamaged, staple food uncontaminated, and produce
fresh.

Prompt and adequate refrigeration is one of the best means of
preventing the increase of infectious organisms and the production
of toxins which might cause illness. For this reason, processed food
should never be allowed to stand at room temperature. Food need-
ing refrigeration should be given prompt attention.

Food offered for sale can be safeguarded from contamination by
use of a glass front above the counter and protection shields on all
display shelves. Food should not be touched with the fingers. A pre-
ferred procedure is the use of disposable polyethylene gloves or the
use of suitable serving tools, such as tongs, spoons, forks, or spatu-
las. Holding time for food in steam or hot food tables should be
kept to an absolute minimum. Food should be placed on clean plates
or napkins and not served on a bare tray. Chipped or cracked
dishes should be thrown away. Silverware should be dispensed by
the handles to prevent contamination. Milk must be served in its
original container or served from bulk dispensers of a design ap-
proved by health authorities. (This frequently is a legal require-
ment.) In any case, milk must be kept refrigerated until served.
Wrapped straws or approved straw dispensers should be used.

Dishwashing Procedures

Lack of adequate dishwashing facilities and unsatisfactory dish-
washing procedures create one of the major health hazards in
school food service. Dishes, silverware, and cooking utensils must
be thoroughly washed and sanitized either by hot water or by a
chemical sanitizing agent. In many schools, hard water makes care-
ful selection of a detergent necessary. Dishwashing procedures
should comply with regulations of the state and local health de-
partments.1°

A three-compartment sink is needed when dishwashing must be
clone by hand. After ,t;ches are scraped and prerinsed to remove
food particles, they are stacked and placed in lightweight metal
baskets. The first compartment is for the detergent wash; the sec-
ond for the rinse. Dfshes are transferred to the third compnrtimmt
for sanitizing. For tie latter process, the water should be heated to
180° F.

20 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Serv-
ice. N.structor's GuidcSanitary Food Scrvicc. Public Health Service Publica-
tion 37. Washington, D.C.: the Service, 1952. pp. 70-71.
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A dishwashing machine is helpful in all situations, and particu-
larly desirable when the meal load is in excess of 150 meals per day.
Two-tank washing machines enable more effective washing and
sanitizing than one-tank machines. All machines must have at-
tached metal tables sufficiently large to permit loading the soiled
dish racks and draining the clean dishes. A prerinse sink or built-in
prerinse section to the machine is highly desirable. Thermometers
should be checked to make sure that the water is 1400 F. during the
washing period and 1800 F. for the rinsing. General practice is to
allow 45 seconds for washing and 15 to 20 seconds for rinsing. The
washing solution should be kept at the proper strength. For satis-
factory air-drying, plastic dishes require a slightly higher wash
temperature and longer rinse period than china, because they are
slow in absorbing heat.

A booster heater, located as close to the dishwasher as possible, is
a means of providing an adequate supply of sanitizing rinse water
at a temperature of 180° F. Automatic devices for controlling the
wash and rinse cycles and the detergent supply are economical in-
vestments that assure efficient sanitary operation.

Regardless of the method of washing, dishes should never be tow-
eled. Chemical agents and special equipment now on the market
permit dishes and silverware to be air-dried without becoming spot-
ted.

All-paper service is coming into extensive use in the schools,
especially where investments have not already been made in dish-
washing machine equipment. Use of paper provides an economical
and sanitary system that eliminates dishwashing problems. Before
a paper service program is instituted, careful consideration should
be given to ways of disp:;ing of increased amounts of waste paper.

CAPITALIZING ON LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Successful realization of the many learning opportunities in-
herent in the school lunch depends on the efforts, attitudes, and
cooperation of all who are concerned with the work of the school.
Teachers, pupils, and lunchroom personnel have particularly im-
portant roles.

A Health Education Laboratory

Pupih' 'education is enhanced when the school lunch is used as a
laboratory for teaching food values, consumer costs, social customs,
and sanitary principles related to food handling and preparation.
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From firsthand experience with a school lunch, pupils learn about
nutritionally adequate meals and the contribution of the noon meal
to their daily food needs. They are then better able to understand
how to complete their daily food needs at breakfast and the evening
meal.

Student involvement in menu planning is a fruitful way to create
interest in the school lunch, while teaching nutrition. A committee
of students furnished with lists of main dishes and accompaniments
that are within the food budget can assist in menu selections. Stu-
dents may suggest favorite family dishes that might not be consid-
ered otherwise. For example, a student committee in one school de-
cided to include barbecued pork chops in the menu; another time
spareribs and sauerkraut. Lasagna and salad plates were requested
by girls.

Schools can ana should serve meals typical of the ethnic groups
in their population and p: oxide for the differing needs of boys and
girls between the ages of 12 and 16. The boys want and need hearty
meals, while the girls tend to be weight-conscious and enjoy salad
plates. Available menu planning guides can group iron-rich food
sources along with the vitamin A-rich and vitamin C-rich foods to
assist in meeting nutrition requirements.

The Castro Valley School District of California developed a pop-
ular "School's Choice" program designed to increase pupils' knowl-
edge of food and nutrition. A different class plans the menu each
month, with guidance from the teacher and the cafeteria manager.
Before starting to choose and plan the meal, the requirements for a
well-balanced meal are discussed.

Pupils may develop good practices, such as handwashing before
eating, if these practices are incorporated into the daily routine.
This is best accomplished when a gang washstand or a battery of
lavatories is conveniently located near the entrance to the lunch-
room, is supplied with ample soap solution and towels, and is
supervised. Desirable attitudes toward food, wise food choices,
mannerly eating, good social behavior, and democratic living may
be gained through participation in various lunchroom activities.

The role of pupils should emphasize various types of learning.
Utilizing pupil help for kitchen duties should be scrutinized for
actual instructional benefit, lest this questionable practice be in-
terpreted as exploitation. Assignments should be rotated among all
for whom such activity is appropriate, and each pupil should be
given instructions to help him perform his duty well and safely.
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Organized classes in food service training are being widely offered

in secondary schools to students who might otherwise become "drop-

outs."
Many teachers understand the educational potentialities of the

school lunch program. They are finding more and better ways to
make pupil experiences in food selection an integral part of class-

room teaching. The possibilities for coordinating classroom
instruction with lunchroom experiences are limited only by imagi-

nation and willingness. The extent and nature of this teaching will

vary with the age levels of pupils. Faculty planning is advised to

avoid overlapping of teaching at different levels and to ensure a

broad coverage.
A pleasant word from the workers at the serving counter can im-

prove the pupil's enjoyment of his lunch. Pupils respond to the
stimulus of tasty foods attractively served by friendly people. A
suggestion to "try just a little and tell me whether you like it" may

encourage pupils to taste foods with which they are unfamiliar.

Community Implications

Through periodic contacts with the program, the community be-

comes increasingly aware of the role of the school lunch as a means

of health education. From newspaper publicity or from firsthand

observation, parents may become deeply interested in the manner
of operation of school food services and their inherent potentialities

for teaching nutrition. Informal meetings of parents offer an op-

portunity for an exchange of information about children's health,

growth, and nutrition. Study groups of a more formal nature may
seek a qualified instructor for discussion of such topics as

Basic principles of good nutrition
Food needs of children and adults
The contribution of the school lunch to daily food needs
Better food buying practices.
The cooperation of the home and school in developing good food

habits and good attitudes toward healthful living may result in im-

proving the quality of living in the community. Specialists from
community health agencies are available as resource persons.

Occasionally, school food services are called upon to provide spe-

cial meals for either school-affiliated groups or outside groups in
the community. This is good public relations as it gives public

groups the opportunity to become better acquainted with schools.

However, such meal functions should not attempt to undersell
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the neighborhood easing establishments. If permission is granted
for air outside group to use the kitchen, it should be allowed only if
one of the regular staff is employed to be in charge.

The school lunch program is more than a m'thod of providing
appetizing, well-balanced meals. If the program is limited to these
objectives, many learning opportunities will be bypassed. For, with
school support and proper management, the program serves as a
laboratory for healthful school living. Furthermore, these daily ex-
periences, wisely directed, are recognized measures for strengthen-
ing personal, family, and community health standards.
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Chapter 8

School Facilities and
Health

School buildings of the past were usually single-room rural
schools or, in larger communities, a series of identical boxlike
rooms. Although codes u ere established to protect the educational
program and the health of pupils, these frequently listed only mini-
mum standards, many of which were based on empirical knowledge.

Room units in the ,:lcItime school were approximately 22 by 30
feet. The width of the room, 22 feet, was about twice the window
height and so natural light penetrated the interior of the classroom.
Seating was flxed and arranged in rows so that natural light was
admitted on the pupils' left. Except in a few isolated instances, lit-
tle attention was given to the needs of pupils as total functioning
organisms.

Things are different today. Now it is recognized that every expe-
rience of children and youth and every aspect of the environment in
which these experiences take place may leave an imprint on their
personalities. Classroom experiences and school environmental con-
ditions affect the physical, mental, emotional, and social lives of
pupils. Their health and ability to learn are adversely influenced by
furniture that is too large or too small, air that is too hot or too
cold, lighting that causes glare, unbalanced color schemes, and a
host of other factors.

No longer is it sufficient that a school building comply with mini-
mum requirements for shelter, heating and ventilation, and space
for teaching; it should provide an environment that encourages
good teaching, protects health, and fosters appreciation of beauty
in form and color.

Certain aspects of school buildings so obviously and so greatly
affect the health of pupils and teachers that entire chapters are 4e-
voted to them. This is true of lighting and acoustics (Chapter 9),
air conditioning, heating, and ventilating (Chapter 10), and water
supply and waste disposal (Chapter 11) . Other matters relating to
school buildings are not so obvious, although their effects on health

145
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may be great. These less obvious factors relate to the selection of a
building site, school planning procedures, the design of the school
building, and the arrangement and location of the school health
unit. This chapter will deal with these topics and also present some
ideas on school facilities for the future.

SITE SELECTION AND UTILIZATION

In planning school facilities, attention needs to be given to both
the school building and the site on which it is located. The first con-
sideration in choosing a school site relates to pupil population,
present and projected. Every means possible should be used to esti-
mate the length of time that the site will be used and the changes in
pupil population that will occur during that period of time. Sites
may lose their usefulness for school purposes over a neriod of time,
particularly in fast-growing communities.

Factors affecting health and safety include surface drainage and
impending industrial or highway developments which might sur-
round the school and create such obnoxious or unsafe conditions as
odors, smoke, noise, and traffic hazards. Zoning authorities, city
and county planning officials, and manors should be consulted be-
fore a decision is made to purchase a site.

After a site has been selected, careful attention should be given
to locating the building on it and to effective utilization of parts of
the site not used for the building.

Walking Distances

Proper walking distances should be established, considering the
presence or absence of sidewalks and road and traffic conditions.
For elementary school children, walking distance usually will not
exceed approximately one-half mile. Children are physically able to
walk farther than this distance, but in so doing young ones may be-
come fatigued or may spend a disproportionate amount of time
going to and from school. Reports of traffic accidents involving
young children reveal that most accidents occur beyond the half-
mile range. In cities, placing schools at one-mile intervals tends to
keep enrollments at a reasonable size.

Secondary school pupils can usually walk to school if the distance
is no more than a mile or a mile and a half. Exceptions need to be
made for certain physically below-par or handicapped children. Bus
transportation may be provided for such children and for those
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who do not live within a reasonable walking distance from the
school. Buses may also be used to carry pupils from one community
or section of a community to another to provide heterogeneous
groupings or to equal school enrollments.

Some communities have found it desirable to mark lanes on
streets and highways to indicate safe areas for pedestrians and bi-
cyclists. This practice protects children and youth and encourages
desirable physical activity.

The Site Size

The size of a site for a proposed school building will be deter-
mined by the board of education in consultation with represen-
tatives of the state department of education. State school codes
often include a minimum standard for building sites and the
National Council on Schoolhouse Construction has developed recom-
mended standards.'

Standards change from time to time and also from state to state.
For this reason it is impossible to list standards that are univer-
sally accepted. The following site sizes, however, are generally con-
sidered desirable.

SIZE OF SITE FOR SCHOOL BUILDINGS

Type of School
Elementary

Junior High School

Senior High School

Recommended Site Sizes
10 acres, plus one additional acre for
each 100 pupils
20 acres, plus one additional acre for
each 100 pupils
30 acres, plus one additional acre for
each 100 pupils

Some states advocate larger school sites, and the trend
throughout the country over the past few decades has been toward
larger sites for all types of schools.

Traffic Factors

Every effort should be made to select a site away from railroads,
airports, water hazards, and heavily traveled roads. Pupils should
not have to cross main highways to reach school. However, traffic

National Council on Schoolhouse Construction. Guide for Planning School
Plants. East Lansing, Mich.: the Council, 1964.
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patterns change frequently and a building usually cannot be aban-
doned because of changes in traffic. if necessity forces the selection
of a site contiguous to a main highway, or rerouting brings traffic
near the school. protective measures must be taken. Many cities
provide civilian traffic aides who, although not police officers, have
responsibility for directing traffic near a school, reporting viola-
tions of safety and traffic regulations, and assisting pupils across
intersections. Women are frequently employed as traffic guards.
Some cities provide traffic lights at intersections near a school
which pupils can operate through the use of push buttons.

Where a school is near a heavily traveled highway, pedestrian en-
trance to the highway may be barred and a suitable subway or
overpass provided.

If traffic noise causes disturbance, a degree of relief may be had
by shrubbery plantings, board fences, or other sound interceptors
or deflectors.

Drainage

A site should be so graded that there is no evidence of standing
water after a rain. Engineers should survey the site and provide
the contractor with proper gradients for the area. If the site has a
cover of trees or other natural endowments, care should be exer-
cised to preserve as much of these as possible. Trees, grass,
shrubbery, and flowers all help to produce an environment that is
pleasant and soothing. In addition, they are valuable teaching aids.

Utilization of the Site

Planning a school building involves development of a master plan
for utilization of the school site. This master plan, formally adopted
and approved, locates the building on the site and ccnsiders the use
to e made of every square foot of surface. Changes in the master
plan should be made only for the most c3gent reasons.

A building should be located that it helps to protect the out-
door play areas from prevailing winds. The location should be de-
signed to minimize dust, odors, and smoke blowing into classrooms
and corridors. If unfortunate circumstances result in the site's
being located near a busy thoroughfare or railroad, the buildings
should be located on the side farthest from them.

Access to the building and grounds should be from the least trav-
eled side. Consideration of pupil safety will result in access roads to
the gymnasium, cafeteria, shops, and maintenance areas being so
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located that service and delivery trucks do not at any time cross
pupil traffic lines. Many serious and sometimes fatal accidents have
occurred because this precaution was not taken.

If bus transportation is provided for pupils, an off -street loading
zone, preferably under shelter, is a necessity. The sheltered loading
zone affords protection against rain or snow for the pupil who has
to wait a considerable time for a parent or bus to pick him up.

Off-street parking should be provided for school employees and
for everyday or casual school visitors.

At the secondary school level, parking space should be provided
for pupils who drive to school. It is customary to require that cars
be parked in a designated area and their removal regulated. Such a
policy may prevent accidents and is alwa-s appreciated by police
authorities.

When master planning a school site, many districts find it desira-
ble to employ a landscape architect to work in conjunction with the
building architect. Some districts require the building architect, as
a part of his contract, to provide such services. A competent land-
scape architect does more than give advice on shrubbery or other
plantings. He often is able to preserve and enhance the natural
beauty of the site and to provide a more harmonious, soothing, re-
freshing atmosphere. This helps to produce happier and healthier
children and youth.

PLANNING THE SCHOOL BUILDING

Building a school is the most important type of construction that
any community can undertake. Whether it be a small or large
school, whether it be a single school constructed in a village or one
of many being built in a metropolis, its importance overshadows
that of all other types of construction. In the school building will
be housed hundreds and sometimes thousands of children and youth.
The same building will house masses of young people for many dec-
ades. How important it is, then, to see that it is carefully and ex-
pertly planned.

With the advent of new school practices and new ideas
concerning building constructiGn, planning has become a team ac-
tivity with many individuals and groups contributing viewpoints
and information.

The School Board
The board of eilucation, the duly appointed or elected body legally

responsible for maintaining and operating schools, has responsi-
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bility for all school construction. The board may delegate certain
responsibilities to the superintendent and other members of the
school staff, and it may solicit advice from individuals with special
competence in one field or another. It cannot, ho-xvever, avoid its ul-
timate responsibility for approval of all plans and contracts.

The Superintendent of Schools

The school superintendent is the educational leader of the com-
munity and the executive officer of the board of education. It is his
task to administer board policies, to acquaint the board with the re-
sults of educational research, and to provide them with information
that will help them to reach decisions on educational matters. The
superintendent and his deputies will discuss with the board various
aspects of building planning, including the type, size, and location
of the building and the specific features of its various parts.

Although the board of education and superintendent of schools
play important roles in planning a school building, they have nei-
ther the time nor the knowledge to design a new building properly.
These officials usually employ a school architect and authorize him
to design a building to house a specified number of pupils.

The School Staff

Teachers and other members of the school staff help to plan mod-
ern school buildings. For them to be of greatest value in the plan-
ning process it is important that they make a projection of their
present programs. They should participate in developing a philoso-
phy for the entire school program and also one for each subject
area.

There must be careful exploration of new procedures in school
organization and new methods of teaching, to determine how these
affect the facilities that will be needed. Multigraded classes may re-
quire different space arrangements than single-graded ones; team
teaching requires different facilities than teaching conducted in
self-contained classes; and the use of kinescopes, television, and lan-
guage laboratories will need to be studied from the standpoint of
the facilities needed, if they are to be used effectively.

Special, attention should be given to matters relating to health,
safety, and comfort. The sanitary facilities and equipment of new
buildings must be approved by the state department of health.
Planning procedures. however, should give attention to many
health and safety factors rot covered by state regulations. One or
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more persons with special knowledge o'; health should be on each
building planning committee.

The Public

It is desirable to invite representatives of the public to work with
the school staff in setting up the educational specifications for a
new building. There are three distinct advantages to this. First, a
better school plan is likely to evolve, one that reflects the view-
points and wishes of both parents and teachers. Second, the citi-
zens' group can give valuable assistance in interpreting innova-
tions, school policies, and school problems 4.. the general public.
Third, these same citizens and their friends can constructively in-
fluence referendums that may be necessary for the approval of
bond issues.

The Architect

The architect is the person who takes the suggestions of the
school staff and others and translates them into specific drawings
that reflect educational specifications. During the whole planning
process it is helpful for the architect or a representative of the ar-
chitect to participate in staff and committee meetings in which
building plans are discussed. He can then communicate with them
concerning requirements and limitations, whether these relate to
materials, structure, or money.

The architect's job is, at best, time-consuming and exacting, espe-
cially in coordinating the work of many designers, engineers, and
specialists in such areas as health, sanitation, and acoustics. He
must make certain that children and youth will be housed in a
building that will not collapse under extreme conditions caused by
wind, water, snow, or earthquake and one that has appropriate bar-
ricades to the spread of fire. Every possible precaution must be
taken to protect health and guard life.

The Advisory Committee

To coordinate the suggestions of many individuals and groups,
an advisory committee or building committee to work with the su-
perintendent and architect may be appointed. The committee should
include representation from various fields of knowledge and
interest, including teachers, principals, and parents; consultants
from the state department of education and the local and state
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health departments; and representatives from the local medical so-
ciety and from labor, business, and industry. Teachers and princi-
pals will tell what they hope to accomplish in the new building; par-
ents will discuss what they want their children to learn and the
skills and attitudes they hope their children will acquire; labor,
business, and industry representatives will speak of their interests
and concern in education; and representatives of the medical pro-
fession and health department will describe the effects of environ-
mental factors on pupil health and present information concerning
modern sanitation standards.

The committee will critically study, examine, tear apart, add to
and subtract from a preliminary layout. The architect will then
prepare a new layout, and the process will be repeated. This proce-
dure may continue for many weeks.

Eventually, the building committee will agree on the educational
specifications for the building and present its recommendatiens to
the superintendent. After due consultation with other members of
his staff, the superintendent will submit the proposed plan to the
board of education.

In a large or rapidly growing community that is constantly build-
ing schools, the advisory building committee may be a continuing
group that gives attention to all school construction. No building
plan should be accepted as the best and final work on school facili-
ties; no community can relax on the problem of planning and bLild-
ing its schools. No school building should be reproduced exactly, for
each year new knowledge is gained that should be embodied in the
next new school. Last year's plans are not good enough!

State Department of Education

Plans for new buildings usually must be approved by the state
department of education, and the sanitary facilities and equipment
by the state department of health. In some states, a number of state
departments share responsibility for reviewing the plans, specifica-
tions, and financial proposals for new buildings. In only a few
states is there authority for any stake agency or department to pro-
vide inspections during construction or to make a final inspection of
the building before final payment is :made to the contractor.

Regardless of the state agency or agencies involved, the state
usually establishes requirements for the size of the site, the size of
rooms, the type of construction, the type and number of sanitary
facilities, and other health and safety features. In some instances,
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agencies participate in an advisory capacity; in other instances,
specific, rigid codes are enforced.

DEVELOPING SCHOOL PATTERNS

Over the years there have been marked changes in the character-

istics of urban and rural schoolssome brought about by changes

in educational goals and practices, others by shifting population
patterns, and still others by social forces affecting the entire com-

munity. The concept of educational parks, developed with the hope

that they will improve the environment in which education takes

place, has unique characteristics.

Urban Schools

Older elementary schools in urban areas were built upon rather

small sites, usually in the inner part of the city. The small sites

were a result of two factors. One was the high cost of land, and the

other was that the type of program conceived at the time did not
require a large site. Sections of the site not occupied by the building

were usually dirt-surfaced or grassed, and occasionally a portion

was hard-surfaced. School grounds often were fenced to prevent

pupils from darting into the street and to keep pets off the school

grounds.
There was little landscaping of the oldtime school site, so it pre-

sented a rather drab appearance. Psychologically, such schools were

not very stimulating or attractive. Even so, in many cities rather

austere elementary schools were in sharp contrast to the dilapidated

areas which they served.
Too frequently, the gates to the school grounds were closed

shortly after classes were dismissed and pupils had to play in the

streets or in parks with a large number of "Keep Off the Grass"

signs. It is no wonder that these schools contributed little to the
development of aesthetic values.

High schools were constructed in cities on sites larger than those

used for elementary schools, usually in newer sections of the city or

close to its periphery. These new high schools were more attractive,

better planned, and better landscaped than earlier schools. Psycho-

logically, they were a great contrast to many of the rundown
elementary schools from which they drew their students.

In many instances, students developed no pride in their new high

school building and did not accept responsibility for maintaining it

in good condition. As a result, the new school soon took on a shabby
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appearance. This was not true of all schools, however, because alert
leadership on the part of some principals and teachers helped to de-
velop a community pride and spirit which led to better care of the
school by its occupants.

Lack of respect and responsibility for school property results in
the expenditure of millions of dollars for school repairs each year.
The cost of vandalism has caused New York City to plan schools
with windows orly on the sides facing an inner court.

In some cities, high-rise schools have been constructed because of
the cost of land. Some of these buildings have play areas on the
roofs, with fences surrounding them to eliminate the danger of
falls.

With today's greater understanding of societal needs, it is possi-
ble to conduct community planning which develops desirable rela-
tionships between business, education, housing, and cultural
institutions. Residents in redeveloped areas share responsibility for
maintaining school and community facilities.

Rural Schools

The little white schoolhouse or little red schoolhouse, depending
on the section of the country in which it was situated, was formerly
the basic elementary school unit in rural America. The school build-
ing was frequently built on a corner lot ranging in size anywhere
from a quarter of an acre to one acre. In the more populous states
these little schools were seldom more than two miles apart; they
frequently became the center of community activities.

High schools in rural areas were usually built on a small site
somewhere near the center of a village. The building frequently oc-
cupied all of the useful area of the site.

For the most part, these rural high schools were copies of the
high schools being constructed in urban areas. Little thought was
given to the location of the building in terms of safety. Most stu-
dents walked to school and parking needs were negligible. Many of
these buildings borrowed the plain and austere appearance of their
city cousins.

Very often high school buildings were really community schools
and accommodated all grades from one through twelve. As the high
school became overcrowded, the board of education often relegated
the old plant to the use of elementary school children. Th Pv then
constructed new high schools more remote from the center of the
city with large gymnasiums and football fields. As c, village grew,
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new elementary schools had to be constructed; but until then, many
children had to suffer through the first six years of school in build-
ings which were not planned for their age level or for the type of
educational program they needed. It would take a great stretch of
the imagination to consider such buildings psychologically health-
ful.

As rural school districts consolidated, individual high school en-
rollments increased, creating the need for larger buildings. Even in
the 1930's forward-looking school boards and school administrators
selected sites of from 25 to 40 acres for these new consolidated
schools. Such schools, at the edge of a village, could be connected
with a public water supply and sewage system. Sometimes new
school plants were built out in the country at the crossing of two
main highways. Children were brought to school by bus. These
schools usually provided a more effective type of education, hot
lunches, better health services, and improved recreation. They be-
came, in fact, real community centers. The educational environment
became more attractive and healthful in these schools.

Only educators who have been through these consolidations and
have conducted building programs can adequately realize the tre-
mendous changes they have brought about in rural areas. However,
as the new problems with regard to pupil transportation arose, it
became necessary in all states to formulate rigid laws governing ve-
hicular traffic and the operation of school buses.

The Modem School Building

Present-day school buildings show a marked improvement over
those constructed in years past. Many have been designed by archi-
tects with special training and experience in school planning. These
architects have carefully followed the educational specifications de-
veloped by the school staff in consultation with experts in various
aspects of education. As a result, modern school buildings are more
functional and more attractive than their predecessors.

Rather than a series of identical tin :to, the modern school build-
ing contains areas of different sizes and shapes, each designed for
the conduct of a specific educational activity. In addition to class-
rooms and office areas, there is a library, an auditorium, and a
lunchroom. There are laboratories of various types, a health unit,
and rooms for pupil personnel service::: there may be specially
equipped rooms for such areas of learning as industrial arts, music,
art, business practices, and home economics.
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Space should be reserved for nature study, various types *.J1
camping-, and other recreational activities. If possible, a parklike
atmosphere is desirable, with a wooded area, a lake, or a stream.
The school buildings which are erected can be either high-rise or
ranch type, depenling on available space.

Among the advantages claimed for the educational park, several
deserve special mention. It brings together all pupils in a commu-
nity, thus alleviating de facto segregation in schools. A better and
more varied educa clonal program can be provided in a large unit
than in a large number of small units. Furthermore, administrative
efficiency is facilitated. Only after a period of experimentation will
the effectiveness of educational parks be determined.

FACILITIES FOR HEALTH SERVICES AND HEALTH EDUCATION

Regardless of the size of a schoolhouse or where it is located, at-
tention needs to be given to providing suitable space for conducting
the school health program. School health services require that sev-
eral rooms be available in which to carry on the variety of activi-
ties that comprise that program. Health education at the junior and
senior high school level can be of greatest value and effectiveness if
a special classroom, fitted with appropriate teaching aids, is pro-
vided.

Space for Health Services

The various activities that comprise school health services deter-
mine the facilities that are needed. One room may be used as a re-
ception and waiting room and for first aid supplies, health record
files, and platform scales, but ideally two rooms should be provided
so that the waiting room can be separate from the room used as an
office and for records. A small, quiet room is needed for conferences
between the physician or nurse and a pupil or parent. This room
may also be used for medical examinations. Another small room
should be constructed with acoustical treatment so that it may be
used for individual audiometer tests.

In addition to the preceding, rooms where pupils may rest should
be provided. In elementary schools, a rest room can be used by both
boys and girls, but separate rooms are needed in junior and senior
high schools. The number of cots needed depends on the number of
pupils enrolled. In secondary schools more cots will be needed for
girls than for boys, because of the frequency of menstrual difficul-
ties.
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Decoration and equipment are important factors in producing a
school health unit that is attractive and functional. Pastel-colored
walls with a different col(Ir or shade for each room help to create a
warm, friendly environment. A minimum of 50 footcandles of light
should be provided in all rooms except the rest rooms, where 10
footcandles will be adequate. Sufficient electric outlets should be
available to take care of the special equipment that health person-
nel may require. A single occupancy toilet should be provided, as
well as hot and cold running water. Bulletin boards located in the
waiting room make possible the display of charts, pictures, car-
toons, posters, and other health education material.

Location of the Health Unit

The school health unit should be located close to the administra-
tive offices for purposes of supervision, access to files and a tele-
phone, and nearness tc.., the main entrance of the school. A carefully
planned unit will permit easy access by both pupils and parents.
Outside windows are desirable as a source of natural lighting and
ventilation.

In years past, high school health units were frequently, but unde-
sirably, placed near the gymnasium. Noise from the gymnasium
made it almost impossible to carry on conferences with pupils, to
perform medical examinations, or to conduct screening tests. Fur-
thermore, such units were often accessible to only one sex. Centrally
locating the unit, adjoining the school's administrative offices, has
proved to be a much better arrangement.

Space for Health Classes

Increased emphasis on the need for expanded and improved
health teaching in junior and senior high schools has brouCit to the
fore the need for appropriate space for this activity. The old prac-
tice of teaching health to large groups of pupils gathered in a gym-
nasium or auditorium was ineffective end unsatisfactory to pupils
and teacher. It is now felt that health classes should be no larger
than classes in other subjects in the curriculum and that they
should be taught in well-equipped classrooms.

Wherever possible, one or more classrooms should be designated
as "health classrooms" and so equipped as to facilitate functional
health education. It should be possible to arrange and display
health exhibits made by pupils, to hang posters and charts, and to
show kinescopes. Models of the human body and of the systems and
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organs of the body should be part of the equipment of a health
classroom. Running water and gas and electric connections in a ta-
ble suitable fur scientific demonstrations should be available. A
collection of health text and reference books should be arranged in
one part of the room. Providing an appropriate, attractive, and
well-equipped teaching area is one way to improve health educa-
tion.

SCHOOLS FOR TOMORROW

Tremendous changes are taking place in our social, economic, and
political structures, and also in school programs. Such innovations
as team teaching, modular or flexible scheduling, programed learn-
ing, educational television, and computerized programs are being
tried out in various schools throughout the country. And other in-
novations will undoubtedly be introduced in the years ahead.

The type of building needed for tomorrow's programs of
education cannot be predicted with any degree of accuracy. How-
ever, schools being built now must be expandable to care for antici-
pated increased enrollments and adaptable to adjust to changing
needs. The use of modular c-mstruction units is one way that these
goals are being attained.

Undoubtedly, much time, thought, and skill will be devoted to
planning schools for tomorrow's children and youth, particularly
when greater attention is given to the effect of environmental fac-
tors on pupil growth, health, and learning.
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Chapter

Lighting and Acoustics

Since most learning results from sensations received through
the eyes and ears, it is important that schools give attention to
lighting and acoustics. Proper lighting increases pupils' ability to
see clearly and easily; good acoustics minimize distractions and
promote good hearing.

Although attention to lighting and acoustics is desirable as a
means of facilitating learning, these environmental conditions also
directly and indirectly affect health. Inadequate light can contribute
to falls on stairways, accidents in the gymnasium, and careless use
and inadequate cleaning of toilets and washrooms. Less obvious ef-
fects of inadequate lighting and poor acoustics will be described in
later sections of this chapter.

Schools have been concerned with lighting for many years, but
the way to secure the proper kind and amount of light is still a sub-
ject of much discussion and some misunderstanding. It is a compli-
cated matter, involving attention to many factors. Both natural
lighting and artificial illumination must be considered.

In comparison to lighting, acoustics is a relatively new area of
interest. Only in recent years has concern been shown for the effect
of noise on health and on learning and for preventing undesirable
noise levels in different areas of the school building. The control of
noise through acoustical treatment is a twofold undertaking; it in-
cludes preventing outside noises from entering the school building
and minimizing the transfer of noises generated in one part of the
school to other areas.

SCHOOL LIGHTING

Under conditions of inadequate or improper illumination, a per-
son has to strain to see. There is a tendency to bring objects to be
seen closer to the eyes in order to obtain a larger image on the ret-
ina. This is an act which requires contraction of the muscles which
move the eyeball and also contraction of the tiny muscles inside the
eye that control the size of the pupil and the shape of the lens. Such

161
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action produces eye fatigue and creates difficulties for rapid read-
ing and ease of comprehension. Ocular fatigue also may result from
glare and from the attempt to adjust to marked contrasts in
brightness or color between the objects on which the eyes are fo-
cused and the surroundings.

Although poor illumination may produce eye fatigue, it will not
cause organic damage to the eye or permanent functional impair-
ment of vision.

However, when a pupil or teacher continues to work under im-
proper lighting conditions there may be a functional effect beyond
that of eye fatigue. As a result of continued, increased expenditure
of nervous energy in an effort to concentrate on the visual task,
there may be headaches, dizziness, loss of appetite, nausea, other
stomach symptoms, and nervousness or irritability.

The Visual Environment

The field of vision of a person with two normal eyes extends
about 140° vertically (650 upward and 75° down) and about 210°
horizontally (a little more than 100° to each side). Even though the
eyes focus on a book on the desk or on writing on the chalkboard,
everything within the field of vision acts upon the sensitive cells of
the retira. The aim of school lighting is to create a total visual en-
vironment in which pupils and teachers can see comfortably and ef-
ficiently and without unnecessary distraction. Achievement of such
a goal involves more than providing a given window area for a
classroom of a given size and determining the number of lighting
fixtures required to supply a specified illumination level. It involves
quality, as well as quantity. The finishes of room surfaces and fur-
nishings and the relationships of areas to each other and to the light
sources must be carefully considered in view of the activities to be
carried on in the room.

In addition, from the aesthetic standpoint the lighting should
help to create a cheerful, pleasant environment, and the design of
the installation should be appropriate to the architectural and deco-
rative style of the building. Best results will be achieved when the
resources of architects, engineers, and educational authorities are
coordinated.

Illumination Levels

Adequate illumination for the task is the first requirement of all
lighting for serious eye work. School tasks vary tremendously in
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visual difficulty, depending upon the size of the detail to be seen
(large 12-point type or small 6-point type), the contrast between

the detail and its immediate background (good black ink on white

paper or faint duplicating on grayish paper), and the time avail-
able for seeing (a stationary or moving object or material that must

be assimilated at various rates of speed). Measurements have been

made in laboratory situations simulatiug many typical school situa-

tions, and the quantity of light (illumination) necessary for satis-
factory visibility has been determined. Table 1 shows current mini-

TABLE 1 I RECOMMENDED LIGHTING LEVELS FOR SCHOOLS

Situation

Minimum
Footcandles

Tasks
Reading printed material 30

Reading pencil material
70

Spirit-duplicated material
Good

30

Poor
100

Drafting, benchwork
1001

Lip reading, chalkboards, sewing 1501

Classrooms
Art rooms

70
Auditoriums (used for assembly only) 15

Drafting rooms 1001

Home economics rooms
Sewing

1501

Cooking
50

Ironing
50

Sink activities
70

Note-taking areas 70

Laboratories
100

Lecture rooms
Audience area 70

Demonstration area 1501

Music rooms
Simple scores 30
Advanced scores 701

Shops 1002

Sight-saving rooms 1501

Study halls, libraries, and reading rooms 70

Typing 70

Corridors and stairways 20

Toilets and washrooms 30

Source:
American Institute of Architects, Illuminating Engineering Society, Nation-

al Council on Schoolhouse Construction. American Standard Guide for School

Lighting.. New York: Illuminating Engineering Society, 19(2.

a To be obtained by combination of general sighting and special supplemen-

tary lighting.
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mum recommendations based on these tests; optimum illumination
levels could well be considerably higher. Illumination is measured
in footeandim one foutcandle being the amount of light on a sur-
face at a distance of one foot from a standard candle.

Electric lighting installations should be designed to provide these
levels after a reasonable amount of depreciation due to aging of the
lamps and collection of dirt on fixtures and room surfaces (ceiling
and upper walls). Initial footcandles should exceed the recom-
mended minimum by 20 to 33 percent.

These footcandle levels are to be supplied uniformly on the plane
where the visual task is located, and it must be borne in mind that
this is not necessarily fixed. In ordinary classrooms the desk and
the chalkboard are probably the major areas involved, but charts
are hung on the wall, and work may even be done on the floor. Spe-
cial-purpose rooms, such as laboratories and music, art, and home
economics rooms. require consideration of a large number of task
areas and a wide variety of seeing problems. The same require-
ments exist in a gymnasium which may be used at times for dances,
concerts, lectures, or community meetings. Variations in illumina-
tion may be achieved by using a combination of circuits which can
be used separately or together.

Any lighting system should be planned to allow for flexibility in
room use, the variety of tasks involved, and for pupils moving
about and working individually or in groups. Since educational
methods are constantly changing, thought should also be given to
possible future requirements.

Brightness Relationships

No criterion of quality in lighting design is more important than
the interrelationships of all the brightnesses in the visual field.
When a pupil reads a book at his desk, his eyes become adapted to a
certain brightness level. When he shifts his gaze momentarily or is
directed to turn his attention elsewhere, his eyes encounter the
brightness of the floor, the chalkboard, the wall, the window, per-
haps even the lighting fixture. If there is much difference between
the two levels, visibility is poor for the brief interval that it takes
for the eyes to become adjusted to the new level. Also, the eyes are
required to do more work than is necessary, and for large bright-
ness differences there may even be momentary discomfort. The
brightness of the area immediately surrounding the visual taskin
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this case the desk tophas been found to be another factor having a
sigrificant effect on ease of seeing. The recommendations of the
current American Standard Guide for School Lighting are summa-
rized in the drawing shown in Figure I.

Glare

Glare may be defined as the effect of brightness or brightness dif-
ferences suffieently high to cause distraction, discomfort, or reduc-
tion in visibility. There are two kinds of glare: dirEct and reflected.
Direct glare results from areas of high brightness in the field of

FIGURE I I SURFACE BRIGHTNESS

Less than 10 times

task brightness

.."*
eve" ........ INIAM

asiimme

Not less than 1/3

task brightness

Task brightness

Not less than %
task brightness

Source:
American Institute of Architects, Illuminating Engineering Society, Na-

tional Council on Schoolhouse Construction. American Standard Guide for
School Lighting. New York: Illuminating Engineering Society, 1962. p. 11.
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viewin the schoolroom, usually windows or lighting fixtures. The
smaller the area of such a source, the farther it is above the line of
sight, and the lighter the surroundings against which it is seen, the
less the glaring effect. Reflected glare is the result of a bright
sourcesunlight or a lighting fixturereflected in a shiny surface.
A highly polished desk or floors the glass cover of a picture or ca-
binet door, or any glossy object may be a source of annoying or un-
comfol table reflected glare if its position is such that it can reflect
light from a high-brightness source toward the eye. The use of
matte, or nonglossy paints, varnishes, and finishes on all surfaces
is obviously important in the control of reflected glare.

Perhaps the most common form of reflected glareand the most
insidious because not always recognizedis reflection from glossy
or semiglossy paper. Reflections of windows or lighting fixtures on
the paper surface can veil the print and make it harder to read.
Overhead fixtures directly in front of the pupil are most likely to
contribute to this type of glare, which is difficult to eliminate alto-
gether but may be greatly reduced. The American Standard Guide
for School Lighting gives fixture brightness limitations and other
measures that will help in avoiding both direct and reflected glare.

Reflectances

Dark colors absorb most of the light falling on them, whereas
light colors reflect much of it. Light matte finishes on all room sur-
faces and furnishings, in addition to being more cheerful and pleas-
ant than dark ones, are almost essential in achieving good lighting
for schools. Changing wall, ceiling, and floor colors from dark to
light can easily double the illumination, with no change in the light-
ing equipment. Light walls and ceiling decrease shadows by
reflect:.1g light to the work plane from a large area. The bright-
ness-ratio limitations detailed in Figure I cannot be met without
light-finished desk tops as the immediate surroundings for the vis-
ual task and without reasonably light walls and floor.

Light ceilings reduce direct glare by lowering the brightness dif-
ference between lighting fixtures and the background against which
they are seen. Window walls and casings are often painted an
especially light color to reduce the difference between the wall and
the natural light entering the windows. Figure II shows recom-
mended reflectances (percentage of light reflected) for classroom
surfaces and furnishings. Paint manufacturers usually supply in-
formation on the reflectances of their products.

I
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Electric Illumination
Electric lighting must supply all the illumination necessary for

evening use of schools and on dark days. In most rooms electric
light is needed to supplement daylight for at least part of the aver-
age day, especially for the seats farthest from the windows. Rows
of fixtures are sometimes provided with individual switches for flex-
ibility in this respect. Occasional use of a light meter will enable
school personnel to become familiar with fluctuations in illumina-
tion during the day and in various weather and seasonal conditions.
If the school lacks a light meter for teachers' use, one can usually
be borrowed from the local health department or power company.

Either incandescent or fluorescent equipment, if properly in-
stalled and maintained, can provide illumination of adequate
quantity and good quality. The initial cost of a fluorescent system is

FIGURE II RECOMMENDED REFLECTANCES FOR SURFACES AND
FURNISHINGS IN THE CLASSROOM
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SOZOTC:
American Institute of Architects, Illuminating Engineering Society, Na-

tional Council on Schoolhouse Construction. American Standard Guide for
School Lighting. New York: Illuminating Engineering Society, 1962. p. 12.
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higher, but because the lamps produce much more light and less
heat per watt of electricity consumed, a comparison of two systems
designed fur the same foutcandle level may show that the overall
cost (fixtures, lamps, wiring, installation, maintenance, and power)
over a period of years is lower for the fluorescent than for the in-
candescent.

In remodeling old buildings a change from incandescent to flu-
orescent fixtures may save the expense of rewiring the building,
since much higher footcandle levels can be obtained without requir-
ing more power. Fluorescent systems are selected for the great
majority of new school installations today. Although much lower in
brightness than the incandescent lamp, fluorescent lamps should
never be used unshielded; in other words, a bare lamp should never
be visible from any normal position in the room.

Some lighting fixtures, both incandescent and fluorescent, direct
all their light downward, some direct all their light upward, and
there is every degree of intermediate distribution. The larger the
source contributing light to the visual task, either direct from the
fixture or by reflection from room surfaces, the greater the degree
of diffusion of the illumination--i.e., the light comes from many
directions and casts only soft shadows. For this reason fixtures that
send at least part of their light to the ceilingand white or very
lightly tinted ceilings are required for high reflectanceare usually
preferred in schoolrooms. When the whole ceiling becomes a light
source, as it does with an indirect system or with a luminous or lou-
vered ceiling, and the upper walls are very light, the maximum of
diffusion and the minimum of shadows are attained.

No one type of distribution can be recommended exclusively for
all applications. Each has characteristics that may meet require-
ments for some situations. For reading, writing, and most general
classroom tasks a high degree of diffusion is desirable. However,
there are three-dimensional tasks where some modeling shadows
are essential, and highly diffuse light is not satisfactory. Some
directional component in the light is an advantage in the often very
difficult seeing problems involved in sewing and in other circum-
stances, each of which must be evaluated individually. High foot-
candle levels for special appliceions are usually attained by adding
some kind of supplementary lighting to the general lighting system.

Natural Light:ng

Most schoolrooms utilize both electric and daylight lighting. In
one story buildings daylight can be admitted from overhead, either
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by roof apertures or by clerestay windows, or by means of a large
cavity above a room-size translucent or louvered panel, giving the
effect of a luminous ceiling. More commonly the sources of daylight
are vertical windows in a side wall, a situation which makes it ex-
tremely difficult to distribute the light uniformly over the width of
the room. Since the upper part of the window is more effective in
lighting the inner side of the room, windows should extend to as
near the ceiling as possible. Clerestory windows in conjunction with
side-wall windnws v .11 help to increase illumination on the inner
side of the room.

A window can be regarded as servi "g two functions: admitting
daylight and permitting a view through it; and the two are some-
times separated. There may be a vision strip of clear glass at seated
eye level and direction-controlling glass or plastic material above,
redirecting light toward the ceiling. The brightness and heat-trans-
mitting properties of prismatic glass blocks or other similar
materials in such an application must be studied. It is possible un-
der certain circumstances for them to have a higher brightness
than the exterior as seem through clear glass. Low-transmission
neutral glass used for the lower portion of the windows will reduce
the brightness of the view to comfortable levels.

Direct sunlight on windows requires constant monitoring and ad-
justment of shades or other control devices to prevent uncomforta-
ble conditions, and it is preferable to design the building to avoid
this necessity. This can be accomplished by orientation of the build-
ing, by overhanging roofs or louvers, and sometimes by trees and
neighboring buildings. In Figure II on page 167 an external
shield excludes sunlight; the lower windows are of low-transmit-
tance glass, but the upper part is clear glass for the transmission a
"ground light," light reflected from lawns and walks to the shield,
and from the shield into the room.

Draperies, if used, should be hung at the sides of the windows be-
yond the window frames in order not to shut out daylight. Care
should be taken not to block out light by extensive decorations on
window glass or an overabundance of plants on window sills. If au-
diovisual aids are to be used, provision must of course be made for
excluding all daylight.

Rooms without windows have been built in some schools. The
absence of windows prevents interruption of classroom procedures
by outside influences and eliminates the cost of replacing window
glass broken by vandalism. Also, heat loss is reduced. Windowless
rooms must, of course, be ventilated by mechanical means. The psy-
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dialogical effect of windowless rooms on teachers and pupils needs
careful study.

What the Classroom Teacher Can Do

Schoolwork requires constant use of the eyes, much of the time at
fairly close, exacting tasks, for a number of hours each day. If
seeing is complicated by inadequate illumination, by shadows or an-
noying glare, by constant shifts from one brightness level to a
markedly different one, or by work materials of poor visibility, the
inevitable result is the unnecessary expenditure of nervous energy.
Continuation of such conditions for long periods of time may lead
to fatigue and tension not consciously attributed to the difficulties
of seeing.

There is much that the teacher can do to help maintain a class-
room environment in which pupils can see with minimum effort and
maximum comfort. Some teachers designate an illumination com-
mittee to check various asiects of the visual environment three or
four times a day, rotating the duty each week.

In regard to pupils, the teacher can-
1. Permit pupils to arrange or change seats whenever this will

provide better conditions for seeing.
2. Arrange for pupils with eye difficulties to sit in places con-

sidered best frow the standpoint of their specific defects.
3. Arrange seats and desks so that no pupil will face a window

or work in his own shadow.
4. Try to alternate periods of close eye work with activities that

are visually less demanding.

In regard to materials and equipment, the teachercan-
1. Insist that the minimum type-size of textbooks be 10-point

type. Young children should have books with larger type.
2. Make sure that all duplicated materials are of good quality.

Eliminate books, charts, and maps that have become so soiled
that the contrast between print and paper is poor.

4. Use only matte-finished papers of high reflectance and a good
degree of opacity for both workpaper and printed material.

5. Encourage the use of nonglossy inks.
6. Write on chalkboard in large clear letters, in the line of

pupils' vision.
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7. Keep chalkboard clean; white chalk of good quality is prefer-

able.
8. Stand or sit in positions which direct pupils' view away from

windows.
9. Avoid hanging posters and charts between windows.

10. Make sure that electric lights are turned on whenever the il-

lumination falls below standard in any part of the room.

(Some schools are equipped with photoelectric cells that do

this automatically.)
11. Report failed lamps and see that they are replaced immedi-

ately. See that lighting equipment is cleaned periodically and

thoroughly.
Through these procedures, the classroom teacher helps to provide

a healthful visual environment, one that increases the attractive-

ness of the classroom and enables pupils to see comfortably and

clearly.

ACOUSTICS IN THE SCHOOL

When one thinks of a school, the pictures which usually come to

mind include a teacher talking with his pupils, pupils talking or

working together, or pupils reading, writing, or occupied with a

laboratory experiment. Hearing is an important factor in these

common school activities. They are facilitated by good acoustics.

Schools contain many sources of noise: pupils and teachers, type-

writers, motion picture projectors, mechanical ventilators, shop

machines, activity in gymnasiums, activity in music rooms, and

perhaps dishwashing machines. Additional sources of noise origi-

nate in the immediate vicinity of the school from automobiles and

trucks on the road or planes roaring overhead. Activities in facto-

ries and nearby construction work may add their particular types

of disturbing and distressing noise. The problem of the school is to

provide insulation against outside noises and to confine noises in-

side the building to particular areas.
The wide variation of activities within a school makes it impossi-

ble to present one acoustical standard. Rather, each activity creates

a certain amount of sound, has certain requirements for
distribution of that sound, and certain requirements for limitation

of interference from outside noise. Thus, there is need for separate
determination of the acoustical needs of different parts of the build-

ing.
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Often the importance of acoustic- is realized only when problems
concerning it arise. In acoustics, however, as in many other areas,
correction is more difficult and it effective than prevention. Al-
though it is not always possible to prevent the creation of sound, it
is often both possible and practical to prevent it from becoming a
disturbing noise.

Effect of Noise on Pupils and Teachers
Noise is unwanted sound. Sound in this definition indicates a phe-

nomenon affecting the sense organ of hearing while unwanted
refers to psychological interference with a person's ability to func-
tion effectively. These effects have been studied in many situations,
from which has come an appreciation of the complexity of the re-
sults of noise and the interrelationships which exist between noise
and other stimuli.

Sound consists of vibrations which behave like waves in a solid,
liquid, or gaseous medium. The number of waves per second deter-
mines the frequency, or whether the sound has a high or low tone.
The pressure with which the waves move determines the loudness
of a sound and is expressed in decibels. Zero decibels is the lowest
threshold of normal human hearing; the upper limit of loudness is
approximately 130 decibels.

Sound itself, except at abnormally high levels, has been found not
to have any direct, detrimental physical effect on man. Hearing loss
attributed to noise may occur in an uncontrolled industrial setting,
but is entirely outside the scope of school concern.

The effect of noise on mental and emotional health is of impor-
tance in every school situation. Teachers or pupils may have certain
feelings or attitudes toward specific noises, based on their past ex-
periences. Noise may be annoying or distracting; it may cause fear
or anxiety; it may lead to irritation, frustration, or fatigue.

No set characteristics make certain noises more annoying than
others. Instead, fly; degree of annoyance is related to the situation
into which noise intrudes itself and the repetitiveness with which it
occurs. Continuous sweet music may be more distracting than the
occasional clanking of garbage cans. A range of subjective factors
influences the effect of noise on mental health. The length of time a
sound persists and the periods of quietness between noises always
influence the effect it produces. A statement of the average sound
level does not indicate the disturbing effect of fluctuations.

In a school, noise influences communication between pupils and
teacher. Talking loudly, in order to overcome the handicap of noise,
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may prouuce tension and fatigue. It is acoustically advantageous
that the speaker be located between the outside noise source and his
listeners, since in that situation the speaker will adjust the loudness
of his voice to overcome interference and, at the same time, the lis-
teners will be further away from the outside disturbance. For the
same reasons, a pupil with a hearing handicap should be so placed
that, to the greatest degree possible, his better ear is on the side to-
ward the source of speech he wants to hear.

Acoustics and Building Planning

When plans are being made for a new school building, thought
should be given to the need for good acoustics. The acoustical de-
sign of a school building should include attention to the site and the
proper location of buildings on the site. Other considerations in-
clude landscaping, location of playgrounds, arrangement of rooms
within the building, and requirements for sound insulation. Various
parts of the bulding will need particular consideration because of
special needs for a quiet environment and good acoustics.

Architects should be informed of the acoustical requirements of a
school and should become acquainted with the noise factors in areas
being considered for school buildings. Proximity to the homes of
pupils and to transportation facilities is important in selecting
school sites. However, a site which is favorable from these points of
view may be near a traffic intersection which means that a building
erected thereon will either be unsatisfactory because of noise or
that considerable expense will be required to insulate it from noise.
A quiet site, though more costly to acquire, may in the long run be
more economical and more useful. A sound-level survey should be
made before deciding on the site for a proposed school.

The noise level at school sites should be below 70 decibels. To as-
sure this condition, it is necessary to select sites that are away
from trucking routes, railroads, noisy factories, trolley lines, main
traffic arteries, and airplane routes. When there is no sound barrier
between the noise source and the school, it is recommended that lo-
cal ordinances prohibit horn honking within 400 feet of the school
and that main traffic roads be at least 200 feet from the school.
Since there is never a barrier between the school and passing air-
planes, the school should be so located that no plane will ordinarily
fly less than ,000 feet from it.

The highest level of noise within a building- which neither disturbs
occupants nor impairs its acoustics is called the "acceptable noise
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level?' This level depends to a large extent on the character of the
noise and the activity in which a person is engaged.

Several authorities have proposed acceptable noise levels for dif-
ferent parts of a school building in relation to the pitch (vibration
frequency) of a sound.= For classrooms, low-pitched noises should
not exceed 55 decibels, and high-pitched ones not exceed 18 decibels.
The corresponding levels for a gymnasium would be '75 and 44 deci-
bels.

In striving to stay within acceptable noise levels, the selection of
an appropriate site must be coupled with attention to sound bar-
riers and sound isolation, as well as to insulation of walls,
partitions, and ventilation ducts.

Buildings, Playgrounds, and Planting

The subdivision of a building site and the arrangement of build-
ings thereon should be made with due consideration to acoustical
factors. Quietness in certain areas of a building may be achieved by
locating them away from sources of noise, as well as by erecting
barriers between the noise source and the desired quiet area.

Buildings removed a few hundred feet from busy streets or
shielded by other buildings or dense plantings of shrubs or trees
will be reasonably free from traffic noise. Earthen embankments
or masonry garden walls act as barriers for high frequency sound
components and reduce the sound level by about five decibels. If, in
addition, the surface of the barrier is made absorptive through the
use of grassy turf, dense vines, or peat moss, the reduction may be
as much as from 8 to 18 decibels. Hedges and trees act as barriers
and reflectors of sound, the effectiveness depending upon height,
thickness, and density of the growth. A cypress hedge two feet
thick, for example, has a sound obstructing value of about four
decibels.

The interrelationship of various parts of the school building in-
fluences acoustics. When the school is so arranged that its more
noisy activities take place near the sources of outside noise, there is
an economy of insulation for the more quiet areas. Playgrounds be-
tween the building and the street act as distance barriers and cause
noise from the street and playground to merge, forming one source
against which insulation is needed instead of two. For the same

2 Murphy, D. C. "Noise Specifications." Annals of Occupational Hygiene 6:
15-23; 1963.

International Standards Organization. Report of Technical Committee 43.
Washington, D.C.: the Organization, 1961.
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reason, the sides of the building facing streets, playgrounds, and
other sources of noise should be planned to house those activities
which can easily tolerate noise; and the sides that face a quiet envi-
ronment used for those activities which require quietness.

Much disturbing noise enters rooms through open windows. Con-
sequently, it is important that rooms which require quiet not have
windows facing such potential sources of noise as nearby play-
grounds and streets. Courts surrounded by rooms with windows
opening onto them may also become sources of noise. When there
are open windows, planting is effective as a barrier for both incom-
ing and outgoing noise, but it should not be allowed to shut out
needed light. Poorly fitting doors, like open windows, are pathways
for noise to enter a room. Treating adjoining corridors with ab-
sorptive material can reduce disturbing effects from this cause.

Ventilating or air conditioning systems may provide channels for
the transmission of noise from room to room unless this is specifi-
cally guarded against. The steady hum of poor ventilating equip-
ment, though it sometimes escapes attention because it is
continuous, can be as demoralizing as sudden, intermittent noises
from other sources. The design of the ventilating system should be
such that distribution and return ducts do not pass through several
rooms but instead feed into a central duct. The selection of suitable
grilles, motors, and fans ; the streamlining of the air transmission
system to avoid turbulence; and the application of absorptive mate-
rials within the duct system all serve to control the transfer of
noise.

Figure III on page 176 illustrates a practical application
of acoustical principles. The classroom section and the auditorium
are set back at least 50 feet from the street. The arrangement of
the buildings and rooms is such as to separate those that require
quiet from centers of noisy activity. Double-glazed windows are in-
dicated where sound insulation requirements are most stringent.
The arrangement of the windows to provide the longest possible
path for air-borne noise between adjacent rooms illustrates good
practice. So does the staggering of doorways along the corridors
and the planting of dense foliage and shrubbery.

Classroom Acoustics

The size and shape of classrooms influence their acoustical quali-
ties. Long, narrow rooms are less satisfactory than those more
nearly square. Since the acceptable noise level for classrooms is 40
decibels or less, and that for school sites about 70 decibels, wog and
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ceiling construction may have to absorb 30 decibels or more of
sound. Architects are familiar with the absorptive power of various
building materials and should see that these are used to the best ad-
vantage. It must be remembered, however, that sound insulation

FIGURE III ACOUSTICAL ASPECTS OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND
GROUNDS
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through treatment of walls and ceilings will be from 25 to 40 per-
cent less effective when open windows and doors provide unob-
structed sound pathways.

The most important single factor in classroom acoustics is
control of the reverberation of sounds, or echoing. In this process,
sounds are prolonged through successive reflections from walls and
ceilings after the original source has stopped producing the sound.
The higher the reverberation time, the more it interferes with sub-
sequent sounds. The optimum reverberation time in a small room is
between 0.75 and 1.0 seconds. Reverberation is influenced by the
amount and type of absorptive and reflective surfaces in the room,
including all objects and persons, absorptive surfaces decreasing it,
and reflective surfaces increasing it.

If necessary, absorptive material can be applied to walls and ceil-
ings to reduce reverberation time. Part of the room surfaces may
be treated with highly absorbent material or all surfaces with less
highly absorbent material. Floors may be carpeted. The choice of
material requires consideration of cost, fire resistance, and appear-
ance.

The Auditorium

In auditoriums, or in large classrooms, particular care must be
taken to make possible the hearing of speech in all parts of the
area. The ratio of length to width should be about 1.2 to 1, and the
walls and ceilings should be designed to give beneficial reaection of
sound. The volume of the room should be kept as small as feasible.
Large rooms will require facilities for voice amplification.

The audience in an auditorium constitutes a highly absorptive
surface which reflects sounds only slightly. It is important, there-
fore, that there be a maximum direct flow of sound from the speaker
to listeners. A gradual elevation of seats promotes good vision and
also facilitates a good flow of sound.

Music Rooms

The acoustical needs of rooms used for band, orchestra, or choral
activities are similar to those which apply to auditoriums. Absorb-
ent material near the sound source should be avoided in order that
the performers themselves may easily hear each other. Wooden
floors and paneling near the platform are desirable for reflecting
sound and for preventing transmission of vibrations throughout the
building.
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Sound insulation of music rooms is needed to avoid disturbing
other players in the room, as well as to prevent the music from an-
noying pupils and teachers in nearby rooms.

The physical arrangement of a music room influences its useful-
ness as such and its effect on other school activities. A separate
wing housing all musical activities decreases the need for elaborate
insulation. It is desirable to avoid parallel surfaces in walls, ceil-
ings, and floors, in order to benefit the diffusion of sounds. Oper:
bookshelves at one end of the room increase absorption. Acoustical
treatment of the corridors adjoining music rooms produces an effec-
tive sound block.

The Gymnasium

Ideally, the gymnasium and the adjacent locker rooms should be
located in a separate wing at a distance from classrooms. Noise re-
sulting from reverberation needs to be controlled. This can be
accomplished by irregular distribution of sound-absorbing material,
by irregularities in the ceilings and walls (such as protruding
beams and trusses), and by distribution of windows and doors to
avoid smooth, reflective parallel surfaces. Acoustical material must
be sturdy and durable, such as fiberboard applied to a hard backing.
Most or all of the ceiling will require treatment with absorptive
material.

The acoustical needs of swimming pools are similar to those of
gymnasiums.

The Cafeteria

Noise and reverberation control are the acoustical problems of
cafeterias. These can be solved satisfactorily through utilization of
acoustical tile in the eating and serving areas, as well as in rooms
with which they are connected by open doors. The material used
must be of a type that can be cleaned easily without losing its ab-
sorbent quality. If used over a steam table, it must be resistant
to humidity. Noise can be retained within the kitchen and dish-
washing area by providing only small windows between those areas
and the main dining room.

Health Rooms

School health rooms require a quietness below the 45-decibel level
in order to provide an appropriate environment for individual
counseling, health examinations, audiometer tests, and other special
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services. A relatively quiet environment also is desirable in pupils'
rest rooms. For these reasons, health rooms should be located in a
quiet part of the school building, away from gymnasiums, locker
rooms, and bandrooms.

Rooms wheee hearing tests are conducted should have a sound
level below 40 decibels, which means that such a room should be
away from operating machinery, heavy corridor traffic, and similar
sources of noise. The rooms need to have an anteroom where pupils
can wait for their turn to be tested, so that noise will not be gener-
ated it the hearing testing room. Connecting the anteroom and the
testing room should be solid core flush doors with rubber stripping,
good gasketing, and a threshold closer.

Improving Old Buildings

Although attention to acoustics and control of distracting noise
are matters which can best be tended to at the time a building is
constructed, it frequently is necessary to remodel all part of an
old building. This is true when noise interferes with the conduct of
desirable educational activities or produces unpleasant, fatigue-pro-
ducing situations. A sound-level survey by an acoustical engineer
can provide objective data regarding these problems and reveal
areas that should be improved by the use of sound-absorbing mate-
rials.

Essential Parts of the Total Program

Whether in old buildings or in new ones, attention to acoustics
and lighting is a matter of fundamental importance in a program
to promote healthful living. Present-day knowledge in these areas
is much greater than in earlier years, making it possible for mod-
ern schools to be much better in these respects than the schools
which housed earlier generations of pupils. Good lighting and
proper acoustics help to make school buildings pleasant for pupils
and teachers and facilitate the effectiveness of learning activities.
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Chapter 10

Air Conditioning, Heating,
and Ventilating

The condition of air in a classroom significantly influences the
comfort and health of pupils and may affect their rate of learning.
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Condi-
tioning Engineers is presently conducting research to determine the
influence of air quality and thermal characteristics on the produc-
tivity and learning of men and women in college work. To date, all
too often air conditioning, heating, and ventilating of classrooms
have been considered as irrelevant or inconsequential factors in the
classroom environment.

From studies of air quality and the characteristics of enclosed
environments much fundamental information has been derived.
Five basic physical and chemical changes occur in the air of an un-
ventilated occupied room: (a) the temperature is increased by liber-
ated body heat, (b) the humidity becomes greater from the breath
and perspiration of occupants, (c) the air receives a small amount
of partially oxidized organic matter, (d) the oxygen content is re-
duced, and (e) the carbon dioxide content is increased.

A problem of great importance in school ventilation is control of
human heat loss. Each human being is like a heating element giving
off heat continuously. This heat must be removed from the environ-
ment as fast as it is produced in order for the individual to remain
comfortable. Unpleasant air conditions may also be due to bad
odors, and these are usually body odors. Thus, two important pur-
poses of ventilation are (a) removal of heat and (b) the
establishment of an atmosphere pleasing to the sense of smell.

MORE THAN AESTHETICS

An authoritative report states that "when the only source of con-
tamination is the human occupant, and overheating is not a prob-
lem, the minimum quantity of outdoor air needed appears to be that

188
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requiret1 to remove objedionable body odors, . ." In view of this
statemolt. 1,vhy is clussivon ventilatitzin needed at all? Is tht prob-
lem purely an ae4hetic one?

Some Basic Premises

It was not until the turn of the centilry that research brought to
light the factors which differentiate -good air" from -bad air." Un-
til that time, it was erroneously believed that exhaled air contained
a poisonous substance, anthropotoxin, and that if this was present
in large nuantities it was harmful to human beings.

In 1905, Flugge, in Breslau, discovered several facts that still
serve as a basis for understanding the purposes of heating and ven-
tilating school buildings:

1. The chemical changes in the properties of air produced in occupied spaces
by the gaseous excreta of human beings do not exert any harmful influence on
the health of the occupants.

2. When conditions detrimental to health are observable in closed and
crowded rooms, [symptoms] such as headaches, fatigue, dizziness, nausea, etc.
. . are to be attributed solely' to deficient heat loss.

3. The thermal properties of our atmospher;c environmenttemperature,
moisture, air movementare of far greater significance for our well-being
than the chemical properties of the air. The feelings of freshness which we
experience when a closed room is freely ventilated or when we emerge into the
outer air are clearly due to a :more effective cooling of the body.=

Needed Amounts of Air
The amount of air needed to remove odors from a classroom var-

ies with two factors. One is the amount of air in proportion to the
number of persons in a room, expressed as cubic feet of air per per-
son. The other is the amount of odor in the classroom. The latter
factor reflects pupils' practices relating to body cleanliness and den-
tal hygiene and frequently is related to the socioeconomic level of
the community in which the school is located.

Table 1, developed by Yaglou, Riley, and Coggins, shows the min-
imum outdoor air required per person per minute to remove
objectionable body odors under laboratory conditions. The needed
rate of air change ranges from 7 to 38 cubic feet per minute per

3 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engi-
neers. ASERAE Guide and Data Book: Fundamentals and Equipment for 1365

and 1966. New York: the Society, 1965. p. 101.
= Winslow, C. E. A., and Herrington, L. P. Temperature and Human

Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1949. pp. 170-71.
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TABLE 1 1 MINIMUM OUTDOOR AIR REQUIREMENTS TO REMOVE
OBJECTIONABLE BODY ODORS UNDER LABORATORY
CONDITIONS

Type of occupants
Air space
per person

in cubic feet

Outdoor air supply
per person per minute

in cubic feet

Sedentary adults of average
strcirii.ronomic status 100 25

200 16
300 12
500 7

Laborers 200 23

Grade school children of lower
socioeconomic status 200 38

Grade school children of average
socioeconomic status 100 29

200 21
300 17
500 11

Children attending private
grade school 103 22

Source:
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engi-

neers. ASHRAE Guide and Data Book: Fundamentals and Equipment for 1965
and 1966. New York: the Society, 1965. p. 102.

person. With only a few persons in a room, leakage around doors
and windows in cold weather and open windows in warm weather
will provide the necessary air change. A space allotment of 400 cu-
bic feet per person means only one and one-half air changes per
hour are needed to ventilate at the rate of 10 cubic feet per minute.

Another approach to determining the amount of fresh air re-
quired in schoolrooms is based upon the floor area of the various
rooms. Table 2 on page 186 indicates the minimum amount of fresh
air that should be circulated through types of schoolrooms.

Relationships Between Odor and Appetite

S4udies have been made to determine the physiological effect of
odors upon appetite. In one series of experiments
temperature conditions were kept uniformly constant and comfortable, but

on some days fresh air was supplied, while on other days the air of the room

was allowed to accumulate any chemical effluvia contributed by the occupants.

A standard luncheon was served to the subjects in the chamber and the
amount of food consumed was determined by weighing the amounts left on the
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TABLE 2 MINIMUM AMOUNTS OF AIR TO BE CIRCULATED PER
MINUTE THROUGH SCHOOLROOMS, BY TYPE

Type of
schoolroom

Cubic feet of fresh air
per minute per square foot

of floor area

Classrooms: study, reading, relaxation
rooms, and libraries

Gymnasiums, locker rooms, and toilet rooms
Laboratories (no exhaust system on hoods)
Laboratories (exhaust system on hoods)
Lunchrooms
Kitchens

0.5
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.5
equal tr the amount of
air exhausted by me-
chanical exhaust sys-
tems in hoods over
cooking equipment

Source:
American School and University. American School and University 36: 37;

February 1964.

plates. In four series of experiments (each series including 71 to 100 meals)
the excess of calories consumed on fresh days as compared with stale-air days
was respectively 4.4, 6.8, 8.6 and 13.6 percent. Comfort votes indicated no con-
scious preference for fresh-air days (since persons present in a room in which
odors are slowly accumulating do not perceive the fact) ; but it seems apparent
that the presence of body odors did interfere with the appetite for food?

From these studies, the conclusion was drawn that no special
provision is needed for controlling chemical purity in an ordinary
dwelling (excluding the removal of fumes from heating appli-
ances) . In larger occupied spaces, practices should be designed to
facilitate the removal of body heat, rather than to control the chem-
ical properties of the air.

Ventilation and Efficiency

Classrooms need ventilation to provide comfort and efficiency,
not just to remove body odors. In controlled experiments to deter-
mine the relationship of temperature to efficiency, four different
atmospheric conditions were produced: 68'F. with a fresh-air sup-
ply of 45 cubic feet per minute per person; 68 °F. with stagnant air;
75° F. with fresh air; and 75° F. with stagnant air. The relative hu-

3 Winslow and Herrington, op. cit., pp. 171-72.
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midity was kept at between 19 and 54 percent. The experiment was
conducted as follows:

For two work periods of one hour, each of the subjects lifted a
5-pound iron dumbbell thronh a distance of 2U. feet as many
times as he chose., with no urging from the observer, but with a
small incentive bonus ( beyond his regular salary) on the basis of
the amount of work performed, as recorded by an automatic
counter. The results, for our subjects over a period of 20 days,
were as follows:

Condition

Cool Cool Warm Warm
fresh air stagnant air fresh air stagnant air

Foot-pounds
of work 26,711 24,359 22,771 20,481

The results are impressive; the greatest amount of .vork was
accomplished in cool fresh air. In cool stagnant air, productivity
was reduced by 9 percent; by 15 percent in warm fresh air; and by
23 percent in warm stagnant air. Thus, an increase in air tempera-
ture from 68 F. to 75r F. and the elimination of air movement cut
down the work accomplished by nearly one-quarter.4

Effective Temperature

Thermal comfort of classrooms is usually measured and con-
trolled by the dry-bulb temperature reading, i.e., the ambient air
temperature. However, the sensations of comfort or discomfort
from heat and cold are determined largely by physiological re-
sponses to humidity, Pir movement, and radiant heat in addition to
the ambient air temperature. The most widely known scheme for
indicating the thermal significance of environment based upon
physiological responses is the effecitve temperature (ET) scheme
developed by a research team in the American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers (now the American Society of Heating,
Refriprating and Air Conditioning Engineers). Effective tempera-
ture is an index of the comparative sensation of warmth or coolness
of an environment to a condition of still air with the radiant tem-
perature and the dry- and wet-bulb temperatures of the same
values.`

4 Winslow and Herrington, op. cit., p.17?.
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engi-

neers, op. cit, p. 114.
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Studies by the American Society o Heating, Refrigerating and
Air Conditioning Engineers and others indicate a variation in
preference of different populations for effective temperature that
produces a feeling of comfort. The values range from 69 -F. to
73(F. Age, sex, geographical arca, and season of the year influence
the effective temperature that is ccmfortable to the majority.

Temperature and Efficiency

Studies have been made in regard to the relationship between ef-
ficiency and temperature. Herrington quotes studies which indicate
that the proper control of indoor atmosphere results in increased
comfort, improved efficiency in work, and lowered accident and ill-
ness rates. One of the most interesting of these studies relates to
the effects of heat on wireless operators:
In long periods of code reception, errors increased from an average of 12 per
hour to more than 90 per hour as Effective Temperature was increased from
79* to 97*F. Such data are convincing evidence of the deleterious effect of heat
stress on human adjustment.7

Very few studies on thermal comfort have been conducted using
children of school age as test subjects. One study, performed in
Canada, measured the thermal environment in degrees Fahrenheit
of Effective Temperature (FET). The results showed a range of
effective temperatures from 66° FET to 75° FET for summer
conditions with maximum comfort at 70.5° FET. With 50 percent
relative humidity, this figure corresponds to a 75.5°F. dry-bulb air
temperature reading. For winter conditions the range of effective
temperature was 57' FET to 73' FET with maximum comfort at
66.5° FET. This latter condition is attained by a dry-bulb air tem-
perature reading of 71'F. and a relative humidity of 35 percent.

These investigators observed that the results of this study were af-
fected by the variety of clothing worn and that maximum comfort
conditions for girls differed from those for boys .s

No one disputes the fact that there is a close relationship be-
tween thermal environment and human activity. Cold surroundings
increase the need for physical activity just to stay warm; warm

Herrington, L. P. "Effect of Thermal Environment on Human Action."
American School and University. New York: American School Publishing
Corp., 1952. pp. 367-76.

School Environments Research. SER 2: Environmental Evaluations. Ann
Arbor, Mich.: Architectural Research Laboratory, University of Michigan,
1965. p. 97.
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surroundings reverse the process and a person decreases his bodily
movements, engaging in as little activity as possible. One investiga-
tor suggests that in children "reactions to the thermal environ-
ment are more direct and natural than in adultsa cold child is
restless, constantly in motion, enabling a return of the balance be-
tween his heat production and his heat loss; an overheated child
relaxes into daydreaming, abandoning efforts at mental concen-
tration. ""

All data point to the importance of a classroom temperature that
bears a relationship to the kind of activity conducted therein and to
the amount of concentration needed for the learning situation at
hand. Proper control of the thermal atmosphere promotes comfort
and facilitates the learning process.

CONDITIONS TO BE MET IN SCHOOLS

Some air temperatures are considered comfortable; others, un-
comfortable. Some make activity pleasant; others make it a chore.
Early studies indicated an air temperature of 68') F. as desirable
for the classroom. This figure was arrived at because experiments
showed that-
68' P. or 75* F. was definitely preferred to 86° F., and that the perform-
ance of physical work was reduced at 75' F. as compared with 68° F. . . .
Votes of observers and teachers and students . . . seemed to indicate a prefer-
ence for the range between 65' F. and 72' F.10

These findings cannot be presumed to be correct in all situations
since there are six important factors which affect optimum air tem-
perature: the environmental factors of (a) radiative effect, (b) air
movement, and (c) vertical temperature differences, and the indi-
vidual factors of (d) metabolism, (e) clothing, and (-i!)

acclimatization.

Air Temperature and Operative Temperature

From the paint of view of schools, the most important considera-
tions in heating buildings during cold weather are air temperature
and radiant temperature, since it these are properly controlled, air

Wright, Henry. "Classroom Heating and Ventilating." American School
and University. New York: American "hool Publishing Corp., 1951. pp. 197-
216.

in Winslow and Herrington, op. cit., p. 186-87
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movement and humidity do not usually significantly influence
health or comfort. Radiant temperature refers to the temperature
of such surfaces as walls, windows, human bodies, and radiators.
Large glass areas in classrooms tend to lower the radiant tempera-
ture. The combined effect of air temperature and mean radiant
temperature is called the "operative temperature." This has been
defined as "an expression of the combined cooling and/or heating
effect of the physical surroundings and the surrounding air, taking
into account spatial and postural factors of air movement." 11 Oper-
ative temperature in classrooms is frequently one or two degrees
lower than air temperature except for those spaces which are
heated by radiant panels located in either the floors, walls, or ceil-
ings, or in combination. Relatively few schools are heated by radiant
panels as yet.

Air temperature on floor level may vary considerably from that
at knee or ceiling level. Ideally, wide variations should not exist,
but the fact that they do exist justifies the need to locate room ther-
mometers at knee or hip level.

Desirable Classroom Standards

Desirable levels of classroom temperature vary in different sec-
tions of the country and with the seasons. During winter months
when many schools must be heated, a range from 68° F. to 76° F.
dry bulb is suggested. When pupils are moderately active, the lower
temperature is desirable; when comparatively inactive, the higher.
For gymnasiums, a temperature of 65° F. or slightly lower is rec-
ommended

For elementary school children, investigations indicate that tem-
peratures in the lower part of the range would apply because young
children have a higher metabolic rate than adults and are more ac-
tive. Wright suggests that "for the lower grade classroom, in which
considerable physical activity is permitted and encouraged [the
optimum operative temperature] must be in the neighborhood of 70
degrees, and might be lower," 12 but this figure might be increased
to 76° F. in the upper grades. Here physical activity is generally
decreased and mental activity increased.

Since one purpose of heating classrooms is to promote comfort, a
criterion for the attainment of this goal is the feelings of pupils.
However, overheating is to be avoided, for it saps energy and pro-
duces listlessness. Moreover, the temperature in a classroom can in-

11Wright, op. cit.
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crease so gradually that it is unnoticed. A iassroom thermometer
is recommended for each classroom, preferably located at seat level
on an inside wall. Frequent reading of the thermometer provides a
good basis for regulatory efforts. Control of classroom temperatures
by means of individual room thermostats is simple, convenient, and
reliable.

Humidity Control

Humidity, or moisture in the air, affects comfort. Relative hu-
midity is the proportion of water vapor in air at a specified
temperature in relation to the amount that air would contain if
completely saturated. When air is heated, the relative humidity de-
creases. This, in turn, requires that the ambient air temperature be
increased to maintain comfortable conditions. However, "the effect
of the humidity of air on the interactions of a human body and its
thermally related atmosphere has in times past been overesti-
mated."" Relative humidity is of some importance when consider-
ing the survival rates of air-borne organisms. Studies indicate that
the lowest survival rates of air-borne bacteria occur when the rela-
tive humidity is approximately 50 percent."

Low relative humidity may cause excessive drying of the mucous
membranes of the nose and throat and thereby contribute to infec-
tions of the upper respiratory tract.

In cool climates, humidity control during the heating season may
be desirable. Generally, unit humidifiers are not acceptable for use
in classrooms. Humidity is best controlled in a central system. Cau-
tion should be exercised to keep the amount of water vapor in the
heated air below the dew point of such cold surfaces as windows
and exterior walls. Failure to do so will cause condensation of water
vapor on these surfaces, and the collection of water so formed may
create serious problems.

Air Needs

The amount of air needed to circulate in a building varies accord-
ing to the type and use of the building and such other factors as
locality, climate, height of rooms, floor area, window area, extent of
occupancy, and the operation of the system of supply. Also, correct

13 School Environments Research, op. cit., p. 2.
14 Dunk lin, E. W., and Puck, T. T. "The Lethal Effect of Relative Humidity

on Bacteria.' Journd of Experimental Medicine 87: 87 -101; 1948.
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air ilistribution is essential in warm air heating, ventilating, and
air conditioning systems.

There is not complete agreement on ventilation requirements.
The Cemmittee on Atmosphcric Comfort of the American Public
Health Association recommends not less than 15 cubic feet of air
per minute per person for conditions wherein the occupants are
performing light work. This is raised to 20 cubic feet for greater
activity.'S

An elementary school classroom may contain 850 square feet
with a 10-foot ceiling, giving 8,500 cubic feet of space. If used for
an average of 27 pupils, this will provide approximately 3e0 cubic
feet of air per pupil which, according to Table 1 on page 185 would
indicate need for the introduction of about 17 cubic feet of outside
air per minute per person, or .159 cubic feet per minute.

Approximately 10 cubic feet of air per minute per pupil is a
practical minimum under normal conditions. In many situations,
air intake through windows and simple mechanical exhaust suffices
to meet this need.

Rate of movement of air in a room is important in determining
thermal comfort. Effective temperature is influenced by air move-
ment. ASHRAE recommends that, when heating a room, room air
velocities be kept below 20 to 50 feet per minute)"

If cooling is desired, higher rates of air movement may be desira-
ble, since movement of air increases the cooling effect of air and
thus influences comfort. However, whether cooling or warming, air
movement in classrooms should be )arely discernible, normally,
and should not be sufficient to produce drafts.

Cooling of air in schools, particularly those located in predomi-
nately warm climates, is becoming increasingly popular. There is
some controversy concerning the degree to which the air should be
cooled and conditioned. One person reports, "A balance between
ideal thermal limits and economics dictates an inside cooling design
condition of about 76°, with 50% inside :'elative humidity." 17

15 American Public Health Association, Coi 'nittee on Atmospheric Comfort.
"Thermal Standards in Industry." American .Journal of Public Health. Year-
book, Part II, Vol. 40. May 1950. pp. 131-40.

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engi-
neers, op. cit., p. 538.

1: Boyd, R. L. "Performance Criteria for Air Conditioning." American
School and Unircmity. New York: American School Publishing Corp., 1967.
p. 35.
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Air Conditioning
To many people, including school oflicilds, air conditioning is syn-

onymous with air tooling. It is inure than this. By definition, air
conditioning is "a process of treating air so as to control simultane-
ously its temperature, humidity, cleanliness, and distribution to
meet the requirements of the conditioned space." " Ideally, every
school should be air-conditioned. An air conditioning system pro-
vides positive control over ventilation, air temperature, as..d humid-
ity and is a means of removing many pollutants. Air is heated in
cold weather and cooled in hot weather, and in each instance rela-
ti "e humidity may be adjusted to produce comfortable conditions.
The cooling procedure is of particular importance in areas which
experience prolonged periods of excessive heat.

The air conditioning equipment used in schools may be a unit or
room-type conditioner or a central air conditionirt system. The
room-type unit is usually of the console or window style and most
frequently is used for air cooling purposes only. Most units of this
type are not designed to heat the room, although some of the later
designs have this capability.

The room-type air conditioning unit has advantages and disad-
vantages. The primary advantage is elimination of the need for ex-
tensive duct work. Consequently, this type of air conditioning unit
may be desirable for installation in existing schools.

The disadvantages include (a) greater installation costs in new
buildings; (b) higher operating costs; (c) increased maintenance
requirements; and (d) objectionable noise, in some instances.

Central air conditioning is usually preferred for new schools,
particularly if the building is to be heated by a central forced hot
air system. The additional cost to change from a conventional
forced hot air system to an air conditioning system with cooling
and humidity control is not appreciable when all the benefits are
considered.

Air conditioning equipment is complex; design and installation
require specialized knowledge and skill.

Differences Due to Age

Age of pupils is an important consideration in determining the
heating and ventilating needs oZ school buildings. As stated pre-

11 American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engi-
neers, op. cif, p. 951.
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viously, the combined fatturs of higher basal metabolism and
increased activity result in young children's being comfortable at
lower temperatures than adults. Adjustment to these differences
may best be achieved through variations in clothing Whet class-
room conditions are adjusted to the needs and comfort of parils, as
they should be, adults may need to wear more or heavier clothing
than the pupils.

Air Sterilization

The fact that bacteria in air can be killed by ultraviolet irradia-
tion or by spraying with triethylene glycol vapor has led to the
hope that the incidence of colds and other communicable diseases
could be reduced by such measures. However, up to the present
time, evidence of the value of such procedures in schools has not
been presented. Neither method of air sterilization is recommended.

Variations Due to Special Demands

The very nature of a school program demands that special condi-
tions be met by heating and ventilating systems. Almost no other
type of building is put to such a diversity of uses and to such varia-
tion in the times of occupancy. Spaces of relative inactivity, such as
classrooms, libraries, lecture rooms, and assembly rooms, have dif-
ferent temperature and ventilation requirements than those of
spaces of considerable activity, such as shops, laboratories, home-
making areas, swimming pools, and gymnasiums. The latter require
lower temperatures but Peed more ventilation to remove increased
body odors. If the school, or parts of the school, are to be used by
the community, even further special regulation is demanded.

The following conditions illustrate the complexity of situations in
which school heating and ventilating systems must function:

I. Overnight shutdown of the building

2. Quick ra urmal pickup so that the building is comfortable when
pupils arrive

3. Flexibility for evening use by adults, with various spaces iso-
lated so that the whole building does not have to be heated

4. Shutdowns for weekends and vacations, with requirements
that certain areas be controlled at certain temperatures (Spe-
cific requirements for greenhouses or animal cages in biology
laboratories need to be met.)
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5. Variations in group activity from sedentary reading and sit-
ting to great physical movement in gymnasiums

6. Variation from the activities on the floor in the kindergarten
and first grade to shop programs involving the collection of
gases and sawdust, and the like

7. Variations in the climate and the exposure of the room (The
effects of outdoor temperature, wind, and humidity vary in dif-
ferent parts of the country.)

Influence of Construction Factors

Different types of school building construction present special
types of problems for heating and ventilating. In the Deep South,
many schools are built with light wall construction and no insula-
tion, resulting in a low ,capacity for heat retention. Such construc-
tion facilitates fairly rapid heat dissipation. The result is a
comfortable condition on warm, sunny days, although more heating
capacity is needed on cool, cloudy ones. In some states use is made
of one-story schools with outside corridors and concrete slabs on the
ground, all of which create new heating problems. This type of con-
struction often uses natural or window ventilation wherein the
rooms have high windows on one side (the north or northeast) and
low ones on the opposite side. Ventilation of the room can be ad-
justed by opening or closing the windows.

Construction has a further effect upon the heating system of a
school. Heavy construction, for example, means that classrooms will
lose heat slowly when the heating plant is shut down, but will re-
quire more heat to bring them back to the desired temperature. In
turn, light construction means that classrooms will cool off more
quickly during a shutdown period but will require less heat to be
bought back to comfortable conditions.

State Requirements Must Be Met

The requirements for heating and ventilating vary tremendously
from state to state, differing because of climatic conditions and tra-
dition. Although some states have regulations frozen into statutory
measures, such a procedure has drawbacks, since a law is some-
times difficult to change even when new conditions or procedures
make it antiquated and meaningless.

In general, there are two ways for setting heating and ventilat-
ing regulations. One way is to write specific starylards as to sizes,
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ratings, areas, etc. But herein lies a great danger, for in writing
ov2rly specific and detailed standards, little is left to the engineer's
imagination. The regulations will provide the design for the system.
Another way is to have a regulation which states only that the
ventilation must be adequate ft r the needs of pupils." This requires
interpretation of the phi ase "n. eds of pupils."

Somewhere between these two extremes lies what is called the
"Performance Standard." This states the performance that is de-
sired but allows the engineer to decide just how he is going to
achieve it. With such a standard for heating and ventilating sys-
tems, it is hoped that greater progress will be made.

Cost Factors

Heating and ventilating systems are one of the most expensive
items in school construction. Every, effort should be made to estab-
lish standards that will not mean unnecessary expenditures. One of
the strongest factors affecting economy in the design of school heat-
ing and ventilating systems is the wish of school districts to cut
down on any item that might be labeled a "luxury." This is cer-
tainly an important consideration for school officials, but in keeping
costs to a minimum it should not be forgotten that heating and ven-
tilating equipment needs maintenance and that repairs can be
expensive and disrupting.

Heating and ventilating equipment should be so installed that it
will be easily accessible. Its selection should be made only after con-
sideration of the overall cost which will include both maintenance
and service.

HEATING AND VENTILATING TECHNIQUES

Many diverse methods of heating and ventilating have been used
at different times in the history of school buildings. Not every state
accepts all methods, but, in one form or another, each method has
been used in many different school buildings.

Window Gravity and Unit Ventilators
The simplest and probably least expensive form of ventilation is

the intake of fresh air through open windows, with a gravity ex-
haust either through windows or corridors on the opposite side of
the room. The method of heating under these circumstances is
usually direct radiation under the windows.
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One of the most popular methods is the use of the unit ventilator
which draws air through a grill in the wall, blows it over a heat ra-
diating surface, and directs it across the windows toward the ceil-
ing. The unit pormits partial or total recirculation of the air in the
room and also control of the amount of outside air whicL is to be
admitted. The units themselves have the added appeal of being suit-
able for combination with storage cabinets or bookshelves.

Hot Air Arrangements
Another system, central hot air, operates by circulating heated

air through ducts from a central hot air furnace. This system is
used with considerable success. Frequently, a central boiler plant
generates steam which is sent to heat exchangers located in various
parts of the building or buildings. Here air is introduced and heated
by being passed over the steam coils. Hot air then runs out from
the heat exchanger to the classrooms. Experiments are being con-
ducted with the introduction of residential-type boilers for hot air
furnaces 5n. different locations around the school campus or in var-
ious school buildings. These small boilers may be somewhat more
expensive to operate since they generally require a lighter and more
expensive grade of fuel oil. This system may be preferred where
natural gas is used.

Panel Heating
Some schools use panel heating. Basically, this method heats

large areas of the interior room surfaces to between 80° F. and
125° F. The heating may be accomplished with warm water piping,
warm air ducts, or low temperature electrical resistance compo-
Ttents. These are embedded in or located in back of the surfaces of
the ceiling, wall, or floor. Usually this system is used as a supple-
mentary device for warming the doors in locker rooms and in kin-
dergartens and primary grade classrooms where considerable
activity may take place on the floor. Ceiling panel heating has been
used successfully in some of the Southern states, but has not come
into general use in the North. There is considerable promise that
ceiling panel heating will become more economical; rapid develop-
ments in this field may be expected.

A Complex Job

The job that heating and ventilating systems have to do in
schools is highly important In general, heating and ventilating
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should provide classroom temperatures at seat level between 68° F.
and 76' F., with slightly lower temperatures for areas where pupils
are active; air movement that is barely discernible; and a minimum
air exchange of 10 cubic feet per person per minute. Such condi-
tions promote comfort and increase the efficiency of pupils' work.
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Chapter

Water Supply, Plumbing,
and Waste Disposal

A primary requisite for safeguarding the health of pupils is an
ample amount of safe water, delivered under sufficient pressure to
properly designed plumbing fixtures. The plumbing fixtures need
to be served by a drainage system designed for the prompt and
proper removal of wastes to a suitable point of disposal. Any break
in this chain will unnecessarily 'expose the school population to
disease organisms, particularly those of the digestive tract. Con-
taminated water supplies have caused outbreaks oNyphoid fever,
bacillary and amoebic dysentery, ._nd gastnnnieritis.

The old concept that a hand-pumped well and a sanitary privy
constitute proper water supply and waste disposal systems has
been disproved. Conclusive evidence is available to show a lower in-
cidence of enteric disease where modern sanitary facilities are
provided. Fortunately, improved standards for school construction
and a realization of the need for modern plumbing both in urban
and rural areas are factors encouraging the replacement of sub-
standard facilities.

Schools should teach pupils how to live healthfully. Concepts of
proper environmental conditions and of desirable sanitary practice
are satisfactorily taught only in schools equipped with appropriate
sanitary facilities. Failure to observe this principle is inexcusable
and inconsistent with the American standard of living.

Teaching about sanitary facilities and practices should be con-
ducted with full realization that such teaching will in time improve
sanitary conditions in homes and in the tot)! community. The
United States is replete with examples of peace* where this has
occurred.

SECURING ADEQUATE SUPPLIES OF SAFE WATER

Water is necessary for sustaining life, for personal cleanliness,
and for the removal of wastes. Both quality and quantity are im-
portant. it is desirable that school and health personnel understand

201
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how water acquires its characteristics and what is involved in the
proper development of safe water supply. Water is obtained from
either surface or underground sources. When obtained from the
former, water usually requires a high degree of treatment to make
it safe; when obtained from the latter, it is generally safe.

Schools served by municipal or public water supply systems are
fortunate in that the waterworks authority is responsible for the
quality of the water delivered to the school. When a public supply is
not available, the school authorities must assume responsibility for
the construction and maintenance of a water supply.

Ground Water Characteristics
Water in the ground originates from surface water. The filtering

of surface water through the soil and then through underlying sub-
soil formations controls the chemical and bacteriological character-
istics of ground water. In its travels, the water dissolves certain
minerals. At the same time, it undergoes a process of filtration
which removes many bacteria; as surface water percolates through
the soil and underlying sand strata, bacteria and organic material
are filtered out.

Filtration does not effectively purify water in areas where sub-
surface formations include creviced limestone or rock. Under these
circumstances, bacteria may not be filtered from the water since the
openings through which it percolates are too large to remove bac-
teria.

A ground water supply of satisfactory bacteriological quality is
available in all but a few parts of the country by means of a prop-
erly located and constructed well. Its quality should be confirmed,
however, by appropriate bacteriological tests performed by quali-
fied personnel of public health laboratories.

Chemical and Physical Components

Dissolved chemicals have varying effects on water. So-called
"hard" water contains appreciable quantities of the carbonates and
sulfates of calcium and magnesium. These compounds increase the
consumption of soap and cause scale formation in boilers. Hardness
may be removed in various ways. For school installations, a zeolite
softener provides a convenient way to remove substances which
cause "hardness." The softening is accomplished by the exchange of
calcium and magnesium for sodium. When its effectiveness is ex-
hausted, the softener can be recharged by passing a concentrated
brine solution through it.
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Water with high concentrations of sulfates (Epsom and Glau-
ber's salts) may produce diarrhea and cramps in people who drink
it, although in many cases an individual becomes adjusted to the
supply and its effect will not be noticeable. There may be present a
wide variety of other chemicals, some of which may be toxic in ex-
cessive amounts. Arsenic, vanadium, selenium, and lead may be
found in water where ore deposits of these elements occur. High
chlorides occur naturally in some areas, but may indicate pollution
with sewage.

Fluorides also occur naturally in some ground water supplies. If
the fluoride content of water is approximately 1.0 part per million,
the incidence of dental decay will lie materially reduced in children
who consume such water during the period of tooth formation.
Some studies indicate that optimal amounts of fluoride may benefit
the bone structure of adults, particularly older adults. When a w
ter supply is deficient in fluoride, this chemical may be added in or-
der to bring it up to a desirable level. In the case of individual
school systems, however, this practice is recommended only when
close and continuing surveillance over the addition of fluoride can
be assured.

Turbidity, or cloudiness, is objectionable in a water supply both
from an aesthetic viewpoint and because it may indicate inadequate
protection from surface wash and possible bacterial contamination.

A brownish or reddish color may be observed in water containing
iron. This results from the oxidation of iron compounds. While hav-
ing no health significance, a high concentration of these compounds
makes water objectionable. The oxidized iron may be femoved by fil-
!-ration through a gravel or similar filter.

With the increasing use of radioactive materials, the water sup-
ply may need to be checked as to radioactivity. Tests for this pur-
pose are complicated and difficult to perform and need to be made
only when radioactivity is suspected. State health agencies are
prepared to run tests on chemicals in water supplies and should be
requested to do so on occasions when some change in chemical
composition is suspected. Ground water supplies do not normally
vary as to chemical composition.

Bacteriological Quality
From the point of view of health, the bacteriological quality of

water is of utmost importance.1 If the source of water supply is sat-
I. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service.

Public Health Service Drinking Water Standards. Public Health Service Publi-
cation No. 956. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1962.
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isfactory and the methods used in withdrawing it from the ground
are in keeping with sanitary principles, the water should be bacte-
riologically satisfactory. Experience has shown, however, that this
ideal situation does not always exist. Consequently, it is necessary
to arrange for periodic bacteriological examinations. Organisms in-
dicating contamination are the coliform group, normally found in
the intestinal tracts of animals and man. While not normally patho-
genic (disease producing), their presence in a water supply is pre-
sumptive evidence of sewage pollution.

Technical information and advice concerning the bacteriological
quality of water are available from state and local health authori-
ties. They will study the area from which the water comes and the
methods used in distributing it. Such information will be supple-
mented by bacteriologic ,..-xamination of water samples. Samples
must be obtained carefully, and the results of examinations inter-
preted by one with training and experience in water analysis. When
contamination is found, an investigation should be made to
thtermine its source and to prevent continued contamination. It
may be necessary to chlorinate the water supply to disinfect it. The
assistance of the health authorities is essential in the chlorination
of water.

Quantity of Water Required

Each school should have an ample supply of potable water under
pressure to serve the installed plumbing fixtures. The quantity of
water available to a school with water-supplied fixtures should be
at least 20 gallons per person per day. If showers and kitchen facil-
ities are installed, the minimum quantity available should be 25 gal-
lons per person per day. Adjustments to these figures are required
to meet the needs of special water-using facilities such as swimming
pools, air conditioning, and lawn watering systems.

Meeting Water Needs of Rural Schools

Surface water is not recommended as a source for a school water
supply. Surface water supplies must undergo sedimentation, filtra-
tion, and chlorination to Issure a continuing water supply of
satisfactory sanitary quality. Economic considerations, both con-
struction and operational costs, preclude the installation and opera-
tion of a water treatment plant to serve the average rural school;
furthermore, such plants require a trained operator. Of course, in
areas where subsurface water is not available, surface supplies
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must be used. In such instances, a cons;ilting engineer, competent
in the water supply field, should design the plant. In addition, pro-
visions .thouid be made for continuing surveillance of its operation.
Local health agencies can usually provide this type of assistance.

Where municipal or community water supplies are not available,
the most satisfactory source of water is a properly located, con-
structed, and operaie_d well. Locating a well requires knowledge of
the geological, h3,-dro.'ogical, and bacteriological factors that affect
the quality and quantity of water. Data on these points may usually
be obtained from the state health department and the geological
service. Well drillers operating 5n a given area normally haw: ex-
tensive data on the presence cif ground water and can provide valu-
able information as to the availability of the supply.

The primary consideration in the development of a water supply
source is the selection of the site. By utilizing natural protective
features, the possibility of contamination can be reduced to a mini-
mum. The well should be at a higher elevation than possible sources
of contamination, and surface drainage should be away from the
well. The site should not be subject to flooding.

The minimum distance from a ground water supply to such
sources of contamination as sewers, septic tanks, seepage pits, cess-
pools, and surface water is stipulated in health department regula-
tions. The minimum distance required varies from 50 to 200 feet.

The Well an the Pump

The following principles based on a report of a Joint Committee
on Rural Sanitation 2 should be observed in the construction of any
type of well. The water-bearing stratum should be not less than 10
feet below the ground surface, preferably 20 feet below. The well
should be provided with an outside, watertight casing. The annular
opening between the casing and earth should be grouted. The well
should have a cover which overlaps the casing or pipe sleeves.

Pumps should be so constructed and installed as to prevent en-
trance of contaminating substances into the water supply. Slotted
or open pumpheads are not satisfactory. Priming should not be nec-
essary to operate the pump; priming water has frequently caused
contamination of a well. A pump should not be located in a well pit
because flooding may cause contamination of water. The use of sub-

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service,
Joint Committee on Rural Sanitation. Individual Water Supply Systems. Public
Health Service Publication No. 24. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1962.
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mersible-type pumps or the use of approved underground discharge
units has simplified the elimination of well pits and their attendant
hazards.

The well and distribution system should be disinfected after con-
struction or repair to remove contamination which may occur dur-
ing such work. The conventional method of disinfection consists of
treatment K ith calcium h3,-pochlorite. The amounts and time re-
quired will vary with the situation; assistance and advice should be
obtained from appropriate health authorities.

Water Service Lines

The water service pipe from the public main or the well to the
school should be in a trench separate from the sewer line and at the
distance from the latter speciiiqd in state and local regulations.

The service line should be of the right size to maintain proper
pressure and rates of flow at all fixtures and should be capable of
maintaining a minimum pressure of 8 pounds per square inch for
all fixtures except water closets supplied through flushometer valves,
for which the minimum pressure should be 15 pounds per square
inch. Some state health departments recommend a minimum of 20
pounds per square inch on the first floor of all public buildings.

PLUMBING SYSTEMS AND FIXTURES

The plumbing system includes the water supply and distribution
pipes; the plumbing fixtures and traps; the soil, waste, and vent
pipes; and the devices and equipment connected thereto. The basic
purpose of the system is to supply water which is free from con-
tamination to the various fixtures and to remove wastes to some
suitable point for disposal, either a municipal sewage system or
an individual sewage treatment plant.

The design of a plumbing system constitutes a challenge to the
architect or engineer because of the complex nature of the princi-
ples of hydraulics and pneumatics which are involved. Fortunately,
plumbing codes based on research into the various phenomena
which occur within a system, and supplemented by practical experi-
ence, offer aid. Such codes present basic criteria to be observed in
the design and installation of plumbing systems. Code requirements
are directed toward protection of the water supply and assurance
of proper waste removal. All plumbing should be installed in ac-
cordance with provisions of applicable state or local codes. In the
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absence of such codes, the provisions of the National Plumbing
Code should be observed.

While much has been written on the subject of sewer gas as the
cause of specific diseases. there is no substantive evidence to sup-
port this thesis. Nevertheless, proper venting of fixtures to
maintain trap seals is fully justified for other reasons. Trap seals
prevent the entrance of objectionable sewer gas into an occupied
building and also the entrance of rodents and insects.

Back-Siphonage: Its Causes and Prevention

Back-siphonage, an important cause of water contamination, re-
sults from the flow of polluted water from a plumbing fixture back
into a water supply pipe, due to negative pressure (vacuum) in that
pipe.4 Outbreaks of dysentery have been traced to back-siphonage
of sewage into the water distribution systems of buildings.

Vacuums in school distribution water systems are not unusual
and may result from a number of causes, inclucEng-

1. Shutting of a system and draining it for repairs. This tends
to draw water from the upper sections of the system and, if air
is not admitted, creates a vacuum in the piping system. The
same situation exists when a breakz causes the system to drain.
This can readily be demonstrated by shutting off the water
supply, opening a tap at a lower level, and noting the drawing
in of air when a tap at a higher level is opened.

2. Heavy demands which cause water to be drawn from the
higher portions of a piping system. This especially common
in older buildings in which additional fixtures have been in-
stalled. In one hospital survey, it was found that an order had
been issued not to draw water from the system at a certain pe-
riod each morning. Due to the heavy demand for water in the
basement laundry, the piping system could not supply water to
plumbing fixtures on the upper floors. A similar condition was
noted in a new university dormitory, where the water de-
mands on lower floors caused intermittent vacuums in the wa-
ter system on the upper floors of the structure. An outbreak of
brucellosis occurred in a school laboratory building due to

3 American Public Health Association and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. National Plumbing Code. New York: the Society, 1955.

4 U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service.
Water Supply and Plumbing Cross-Connections--Hazards in Household and
Community Systems. Public Health Service Publication No. 957. Washington,
D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1962.
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vacuums which drew living t/rganisms from a laboratory sink
into the u ater supply system.

3. Pumps in the system or the action o; fire engines pumping
from a syste m. Such action may reduce pressures to a point
below normal.

During periods a negative head, or vacuum, contaminated mate-
rial may readily be drawn into a water syst2m. This action can be
illustrated by using a simple siphon to draw water through a pipe
from a higher to a lower elevation. The results are analogous to
those in which water from plumbing fixtures is drawn into the wa-
ter system on lower levels of the same building. The health hazards
of this are self-evident. Where water supply lines terminate below
the rim of a fixture, a potential situation for back-siphonage is es-
tablished.

Water closets and urinals served by flushometer valves are
another serious source of contamination unless properly protected.
The valve is dependent on water pressure for closure. If a vacuum
occurs, the contents of the bowl may be drawn into the system
through the jet opening at the base of the trap. The air which
would be drawn through the rim openings would not be adequate to
protect against this condition.

A number of protective measures can be taken to prevent back-
siphonage. First, the water distribution system should be properly
designed, hydraulically, to assure adequate capacity to supply all
fixtures connected to the system, present and future. This involves
consideration of (a) the pressure in the water main or service line,
(b) the demand for water at the various fixtures, (c) pressure
losses due to friction losses in the system, and (d) differences in
elevation between the building service line and the highest fixture.

Minimum design pressures of 8 to 15 or 20 pounds per square
inch should be maintained at all fixtures for proper operation.
Consideration should be given to potential enlargement of a school,
requiring extensions to the plumbing system, a not-too-infrequent
occurrence. Pipes that will serve the enlarged school should be in-
stalled. Methods are available to calculate water pipe size, based on
determination of rates of flow with allowance for demand involving
the probability of simultaneous rates of flows

Proper hydraulic design protects against a vacuum in the water
distribution system during periods of normal operation, but not

3 American Public Health Association and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, op. cit.
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against cases where water pressure is lost during periods of shut-
down for repair or other emergency. As a result, each fixture must
be protected against back-siphonage, either by supplying water to
the fixture through an air gap (the preferred method) or by the use
of a backflo preventer (vacuum breaker). An air gap is provided
by locating the fixture outlet above the flood le; el rim of the fixture.
This can be accomplished readily for wash basins where water
pressure is not required for functioning of the fixture. Recom-
mended air gaps for plumbing fixtures are shown below

Fixture
Wash basin
Sink, laundry tray
Drinking fountain nozzle
Outlets over 1 inch in diameter

Minimum Air Gap

1 inch
1.5 inche:.
0.75 inch
Twice diameter of outlet

A vacuum breaker must be installed on both water closets and
urinals equipped with fluchometer valves. This device permits the
entrance of air into the l& ater distribution system under conditions
of vacuum to prevent the drawing of water from fixtures into the
system. The backflo v preventer should be located on the discharge
side of the last control valve to the fixture and at least 4 inches
above the fixture rim. Such devices are subject to mechanical fail-
ure. but provide a substantial degree of protection to the water
system when properly maintained.

Number of Fixtures Needed

The condition and adequacy of plumbing fixtures affect the health
practices and eventually the health of pupils. The teaching of gc cad
personal hygiene relating to environmental factors is an essential
component of the health education program in the school curricu-
lum. Without suitable facilities, teachers are handicapped in dis-
charging their responsibilities in this area. Lack of adequate facili-
ties will result in undesirable health behavior, difficulties in
sanitary maintenance, and, possibly, harmful psychological effects
on pupils.

Numerous attempts have been made to standardize the ratio of
students to fixtures. Provision of too many fixtures is uneconomical,
absorbing funds which might be used to better advantage else-
where; too few fixtures result in inconvenience, discomfort, and em-
barrassment. A classic study to secure bases for standardization
by a time study of actual fixture utilization in schools was made a
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number of years ago. The report concluded that standards pre-
viously recommended were somewhat excessive and that the
number of students per fixture could be increased.

Many state and local jurisdictions specify fixture-pupil --atios to
be observed in schools; where such regulations are in force they
should be observed. In the absence of such regulations, the ratios
appearing in Table 1 may serve as guides.

It must be realized that the figures appearing in Table 1 are min-
imum and some increases may be desirable based on school layout
and supervisional problems. When access to toilet rooms is limited
to between-class breaks, some overcrowding may be anticipated.

Location and Characteristics of Fixtures

Where possible there should be a toilet adjacent to each class-
room in elementary schools. In many new elementary schools, a
small toilet root adjoins kindergarten and first-grade classrooms
and is used by both boys and girls, thus simulating home condi-
tions. At the minimum, a toilet zoom should be provided for each
sex on each floor of both elementary and secondary school build-
ings. The location should be determined with respect to the flow of
traffic and particularly with regard to convenient access from li-
braries, study halls, gymnasiums, and cafeterias.

Handwashing facilities, including hot water and soap, should be
available in each toilet room and also adjacent to the cafeteria.
Classroom handwashing facilities for lower-grade pupils are an
added convenience. Many of the tasks performed by these pupils re-

TABLE 1 I MINIMUM FACILITIESRATIO OF FIXTURES TO PUPILS

Drinking

School Level Water Closets Urinals Wash Basins Fountains*

Elementary

Girls 1 fixture to 35 pupils 1 to 40 1 to 100
Boys 1 fixture to 40 pupils 1 to 30 1 to 40 1 to 100

Secondary

Girls 1 fixture to 45 pupils 1 to 40 1 to 100
Boys 1 fixture to 75 pupils 1 to 30 1 to 40 1 to 100

* At least one fountain per floor.

6 American Council on Education, Committee on School Plant Research. The
Utilization of School Sanitary Facilities. Washington, D.C.: the Council, 1942.
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suit in sailed hands, and the teacher is better able to supervise them
when they do not have to make frequent trips from the room for
handwashing purposes.

The placement of fixtures and appurtenances in toilet rooms has
a definite effect on the establishment of proper practices and the
maintenance of sanitary conditions. Wash basins should be located
between the toilets and the exit and waste towel receptacles be-
tween the wash basin and the door. Experience has shown that this
arrangement serves to remind pupils to wash their hands and to de-
posit used paper towels in the receptacle. In girls' toilet rooms, it is
recommended that mirrors not be located above the lavatories in or-
der to prevent interference with their use. A shelf should be
installed under the mirror for purses, books, etc.

Service sinks should be provided on each floor, preferably in a
janitor's closet. A combination faucet (hot and cold water) with
hose bib protected by a vacuum breaker should be installed to serve
each sink.

Every school with a gymnasium or similar facility should have
separate shower facilities for each sex. Shower heads, supplied with
hot and cold water, should be provided on the ratio of one to each
five pupils for the largest physical education or swimming class an-
ticipated. A number of individual showers should be available for
use by pupils desiring privacy. Hot water for showers should be
thermostatically controlled so as to prevent scalding.

Fixture Heights

The height of plumbing fixtures should be adapted to the age of
those who will use them. Ta' :e 2 lists recommended heights.

Plumbing fixtures should be constructed from approved materi-
als, have smooth, impervious surfaces, and be free of concealed
fouling areas. Various commercial standards have been established

TABLE 2 I SUGGESTED FIXTURE HEIGHTS

School Water Wash Drinking Fountains

Level Closets Basins Indoor Outdoor

Kindergarten 13" 20" 23"

Elementary Schools 131/2" 25" 28" 30"

Junior High Schools 131/2" 30" 30" 30"

Senior High Schools 131/2" 33" 36" 36"
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for plumbing fixtures, depending on the material of construction.?
Porcelain, china, enameled cast iron, earthenware, and metal enam-
eled fixtures are the conventional materials used for toilet facilities.
Plumbing fixtures should be so installed as to afford easy access for
cleaning. Pipes should be run directly to the nearest wall to
facilitate cleaning operations. Wall-hung closet bowls have the ad-
vantage of permitting easy cleaning of the floor, Toilet seats should
be of smooth, nonabsorbent material of the open front type for pur-
poses of cleanliness. The elongated type of toilet bowl is preferred
for public use, since it is less likely to become soiled. Wall-mounted
foot controls for flushing toilet bowls are recommended.

All wash basins should be supplied with hot and cold running wa-
ter by means of a combination faucet. The temperature of hot
water should not exceed 1?0° F., to avoid accidental scalding. By
use of a combination faucet, a user can temper the water and also
wash his harhis ender running water. Under these circumstances,
the stopper for the basin can be eliminated. Some schools use fau-
cets which shut automatically after a brief period of time.

Individual wall-hung urinals are preferred. A trough urinal,
whether wall-hung or floor type, is difficult to maintain in a sani-
tary condition. The wall and floor area adjacent to the urinal
should be lined with nonabsorbent material.

Essential Appurtenances
Each toilet stall should be equipped with a fixed holder dispen-

sing either rolled or folded toilet paper. With rolled toilet paper
dispensers, a limit control is desirable to prevent waste. Soap dis-
pensers should be provided at each wash basin. Numerous satisfac-
tory types are on the market, dispensing liquid or powdered soap.

A paper towel dispenser or an electric hand dryer should be lo-
cated on the exit side of the toilet room convenient to the wash
basins. A suitable wastepaper receptacle, with a self-closing lid,
should be located close to the dispenser. Provision of proper facili-
ties simplifies the task of teaching pupils their responsibilities for
maintaining toilet rooms in a sanitary and orderly condition.

In schools enrolling girls approaching puberty, or postpubescent,
sanitary napkin and tampon dispensers should be provided in girls
toilets, as well as should a receptacle for soiled napkins.

Toilet rooms should be so screened that the interior is not visible
from the hall when the entrance door is open ; lack of privacy has

American Public Health Association and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, op. cit.
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been found to deter some students from using toilet facilities. Toilet
stalls should be equipped with doors.

The walls and ceilings of the toilet rooms shrub; be finished in
light-colored material which can be cleaned mill . Ceramic tile, ter-
razzo, or similar material provide excellent floor Clazed tile walls
can readily be cleaned. Care should be taken to avoid cracks or con-
cealed spaces which permit the accumulation of dirt, with resultant
odors. Interior and exterior corners of walls and floors should be
rounded. Both artificial and natural light should be provided; well-
illuminated spaces are less: likely to become insanitary. Artificial
ventilation of toilet rooms, ;n addition to natural ventilation, is es-
sential. Ventilation ducts from washrooms and toilet rooms should
exhaust to the outer air or form an independent system; recircula-
tion of air from such spaces may disseminate odors throughout the
building.

Drinking Fountains Should Meet Sanitary Requirements

Fountains constitute the most practical method of dispensing
drinking water in schools. The drinking fountain should be of a
sanitary design, with an angle-jet stream protected by a guard to
prevent contact with the outlet by users. It is important that the
fountain, especially the fountainhead, be kept clean at all times.
Buildup of scale and organic material around or near the orifice
may permit the growth of disease-producing organisms.

At least one drinking fountain should be available on each floor
of a school building and one or more in each dining room. Some
schools install a drinking fountain in each classroom. Chilled water
is desirable if funds are available for such a refinement. Drinking
fountain installations by attachment to wash basins in toilet rooms
are not approved by public health authorities.

The use of common cups for drinking purposes has long been out-
lawed by public health authorities. Single-service paper cups are
used to good advantage in many rural schools where water under
pressure is not available. When such cups are used, a suitable dis-
penser should protect the cups against contamination from im-
proper handling, and a suitable receptacle should be provided for
used cups.

Precautions Regarding Drainage

Most state and local jurisdictions have code requirements control-
ling the design and installation of the plumbing drainage system.
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Where no such codes are in effect, it is recommended that the provi-
sion of the National Plumbing Code be observed. The basic criteria
for such systems may be summarized as follows:

1. The system should be constructed of durable materials de-
signed to last the life of the structure.

2. The piping should be of proper size to remove the liquid
wastes at a suitable rate, so as not to interfere with proper
use of the fixtures.

3. The system should be so designed as to permit proper mainte-
nance through installation of adequate cleanouts.

4. All fixtures should be properly trapped to prevent entrance
into the building of odors, vermin, and rodents.

Refrigerators and dishwashing machines should not be connected
directly to the drainage system. Stoppages in drainlines can result
in sewage or waste materials backing into the equipment, with re-
sultant contamination of food. In one school kitchen, a stoppage in
the drainline permitted sewage to back into the dishwashing ma-
chine, and thence to be pumped over the dishes. The drains from
this type of equipment should discharge into the drainage system
by means of an air gap. Care should be taken to avoid locating
sewer lines over areas where food is prepared, handled, or stored ;
leakage into these areas from sewers can have serious consequences.

WASTE DISPOSAL

The problem of sewage disposal from schools in many urban
areas is relatively simple. Connection to the municipal sewer sys-
tem provides a convenient and safe method. The responsibility for
treatment is thereby passed to the agency responsible for the sew-
age system.

Pupils in the upper grades and in secondary schools may desira-
bly become acquainted with the way their community disposes of
sewage and the means they take to prevent sewage from polluting
water supplies.

Where no municipal or community system is available, the school
board must assume responsibility for disposal of sewage without
creation of a health hazard.

Basic Factors in Sewage Disposal

The type and size of a disposal facility for an individual school
will vary considerably, depending on the school location, school en-
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rollment, soil conditions, area available, and other factors affecting
methods of disposal"

Opportunities for sewage disposal should be a basic con ideration
in the selection of a school site. Disposal procedures should be de-
signed to prevent any poli.ttion of the environment. Specifically,
this requires measures that will-

1. Prevent pollution of drinking water supplies.
2. Prevent pollution of water used for bathing, recreational pur-

poses, or fish-breeding purposes.
3. Avoid creation of a nuisance, either by odor or by unsightly

appearance.
4. Prevent access of flies to sewage.
The basic elements of sewage treatment are twofold, involving

the removP1 of solids from the sewage, followed by treatment to
stabilize the effluent. Each of these processes, referred to as pri-
mary and secondary treatment, is essential for safe disposal of
sewage.

Primary Treatment

Primary treatment is usually achieved by use of a septic or Im-
hoff tank. The tank retains the sewage for varying periods of
time to permit the settlement of solids which are retained in the
tank while the clarified sewage is discharged. Economic factors
usually dictate a choice between the types of tanks; for the smaller
schools, the septic tank is isually provided. State boards of health
usually establish criteria to be observed in the selection and use of
primary treatment facilities.

The tanks require some degree of supervision. As the solids accu-
mulate, they are subject to anaerobic decomposition, which breaks
down ...he complex organic compounds into simpler substances (am-
monia, hydrogen sulfide, methane, carbon dioxide, inert materials).
After stabilization and the destruction of disease-producing orga-
nisms in the sewage, the remaining solids should be removed in a
sanitary manner so as to produce no health hazard or nuisance.
There is a widespread misconception that decomposition in the
tanks completely removes all solids. This is not true. While there is
a substantial reduction in the volume of sewage as a result of de-
composition, the residue is sufficient to fill a tank in a period of

s U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service.
Manual of Septic Tank Practice. Public Health Servicz Publication No. 526.
Washington, D.C. : Government Printing Office, 1963.
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from one to three years. When the capacity of a tank is exceeded,
the solids pass into the secondary treatment facility, where they
cause serious interference with the treatment process.

Personnel charged with responsibility for operation of a sewage
treatment plant should be given a standard operating procedure to
follow, depending on the type of plant Techniques and procedures
are available which permit one to determine when sludge should be
removed from the tank. In many rural schools, it is common prac-
tice to remove sludge in the late summer or early fall, prior to the
start of each school year, to avoid the withdrawal of undigested
material. Frequently commercial firms having special equipment
for the purpose are employed for sludge removal operations. Dis-
ease-causing organisms may survive in sludge for long periods of
time. For this reason, sludge removed from tanks should be dis-
posed of in accord with state and local regulations.

Secondary Treatment

The conventiona! methods of secondary treatment utilized by
schools are soil absorption and a trickling filter. The soil-absorption
system is most practical for the average rural school where the sub-
soil is composed of loose, sandy sail. This consists of disposal of the
liquid sewage into the soil through a subsurface drainage system.
The drainlines usually roy.Ost of opera-jointed or perforated tile,
concrete, or similar pipe materials laid on a gravel bed. The liquid
sewage passes through the openings into the soil. The length of the
drainlines is governed by the quantity of liquid to be disposed of
and the soil-absorption character of the subsoil. The latter may
vary over a wide range and can best be determined by means of
percolation tests carried on under proper engineering supervision.

Standard procedures have been established for the conduct and
evaluation of such tests. Where the ground water table approaches
the surface, or where the permeability of the soil is limited (as
when a tight clay subsoil is encountered), the possibility of success-
ful operation of a soil-absorption system is reduced. Conversely,
when properly designed and constructed in sandy, loose soil, these
systems constitute a satisfactory method of sewage disposal. The
health hazards of the system arc minimal, and problems of opera-
tion are not great.

The trickling-filter installation is a much more complex type of
treatment. It involves distributing the clarified sewage on a rock fil-
ter bed, 4 to 8 feet in depth; the sewage passes over the rock
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surfaces and is collected in an underdrztin z,istem. The rocks be-
come covered with a bacterial growth which stabilizes the sewage
and permits its disposal without nuisance. Special layouts of this
type of treatment are suitable for larger schools.

A variation of this system for smaller schools is made possible by

the use cer an underground filter system. This consists of two lines

of tile, one below the other, in a trench or series of trenches with

an artificial filtering material between them. Coarse sand or pea
gravel is satisfactory. Extreme care should be taken in selecting the
point of final disposal, since the degree of treatment does not pro-
vide a completely stabilized effluent. At some locations, such as
where a public watershed is involved, it may not be permissible to
discharge even a treated sewage effluent into a water course, and
this should be taken into account in the choice of a site.

It is impossible to generalize on the problem of sewage disposal
for different schools. teach installation will have its own peculiar
and complex facets which must be considered. In any case, the sys-
tem should be designed by a competent engineer experienced in the
field of sewage trcatnzcnt, and the plans should be approtd by the
departments of health and education haring jurisdiction.

Disposal of Refuse

Refuse includes all garbage, rubbish, ashes, and other wastes, ex-
clusive of sewage. Handling of refuse involves provision of tempo-
rary storage facilities, pending collection for final disposal. Care
should be taken to avoid creating a harborage for rodents or ver-
min or causing a fire hazard.

Garbage attracts rodents and insects. Improper handling of gar-
bage results in a tremendous increase flies during the fly breed-
ing season. The relationship between insects and the transmission
of intestinal disease is generally recognized. When garbage is
stored on the premises pending disposal, it should be kept in cov-
ered, watertight, metal cans.

Frequency of collection and the amount of garbage produced will
determine the number of cans to be provided. Where there are
large amounts of garbage, it is suggested that a separate, refriger-
ated garbage storage room be available for can storage.

Garbage cans should be kept clean at all times. When limited
numbers are involved, this may be accomplished manually, as re-
quired. For larger numbers a can washing device is helpful. Such a
device is relatively inexpensive and consists, basically, of a stand
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with water and steam sprays over which a can may be inverted for
flushing and cleaning. The jets in the device should be protected
against backfiow Can washing can be done in a separate room re-
served fur this activity and equipped with adequate floor drainage.

Garbage may be collected by the municipality, incinerated, buried
in a sanitary fill, or run into the sewage system through a gar-
bage grinder.

If garbage is incinerated, the temperature of incineration should
be high enough (1400' F. or over) to prevent odor_ Garbage nor-
mally will require auxiliary fuel for proper combustion: Incinera-
tors should be designed and operated so as to eliminate air pollution
problems. If disposal is by burying, the garbage should be covered
with compacted earth to a depth of 24 inches to prevent access to
rodents.

One of the most convenient methods of disposal is by grinding
and discharge into a sewer. A commercial type of grinder can be in-
stalled in the sink outlet, and the garbage disposed of without
recourse to storage. Certain communities, however, impose limita-
tions on the use of these devices, and local regulations should be
checked prior to their installation. When the school is served by an
individual sewage treatment plant, the additional solids produced
by the garbage may require increased sludge storage capacity.

While the installation of a garbage grinder in the school cafete-
ria may promote better sanitation, there is still need for proper
handling of other refuse in a sanitary manner. Such refuse consists
mostly of paper or other combustible material. It may readily be
disposed of by salvage and sale, by incineration, by burial in a sani-
tary landfill, or, in urban areas, by municipal collection. When an
incinerator is available on the school site, refuse material may be
disposed of on a day-to-day basis.

Proper disposal of refuse and sewage and measures to secure and
protect a safe water supply are essential to producing a healthful
environment and promoting healthful school living.
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Chapter 12

The Environment for
Physical Education and
Athletics

Responsibility for sound health practices and healthful condi-
tions for physical education and athletics is shared by many. The
board of education and school administration are responsible for
seeing that appropriate attention is given to facilities for these ac-
tivities when planning a new building or remodeling an old one.
The school administrator, physical education teacher, coach, cus-
todian, and students should all play a role in the development of
health policies. Also, they should all help to maintain facilities in
good condition.

In all aspects of education, and particularly in physical education
and athletic programs, it is difficult to distinguish between the ef-
fects of program and environment. This chapter, however, is con-
cerned primarily with the provision of safe and sanitary conditions
for activity program:, and e encouragement of desirable health
practices in the use of physical education facilities.

Both indoor and outdoor facilities must be available in order to
provide the varied and vigorous programs of physical education
that are needed by boys and girls of all grade levels. Properly or-
ganized activity programs conducted in safe, well-designed facili-
ties provide important educational experiences. Sound development,
basic health, and a lifelong interest in physical activity are likely
to be encouraged by wholesome environments.

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY FACILITIES

Under moderate climatic conditions, with students properly
clothed, outdoor activities are desirable. Fortunate, indeed, are stu-
dents attending schools in geographic areas that permit the conduct
of winter sports in addition to summer activities. At a minimum,
most schools can provide field and playground facilities as NV ell as

221
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indoor facilities for use during inclement weather and for regular
indoor programs.

Playing Fields and Playgrounds

A wide range of vigorous and exciting games and sports is possi-
ble on well-kept fields. Perhaps the primary health hazards in this
area are lack of proper supervision and safety procedures, overex-
posure to the sun and heat illness (discussed later in this chapter),
and the condition of the field itself.

The playing surface of fields varies with the type of activity for
which it is to be used, but usually it is composed of turf or earth, or
a combination of turf and earth. Turf may be comprised of a vari-
ety of grasses depending upon the soil composition and the climate.
Where there is extensive activity, turf can be difficult to maintain.
Considerable care in watering and fertilizing may be required.

Earth surfaces such as clay, loam, and sand sometimes present
accident hazards. Removal of rocks, filling in holes, and correcting
surface unevenness is helpful in reducing falls which may cause
injuries.

The proper drainage of fields and playing surfaces is important
for maximum utility, to provide safe and consistent footing, and to
prevent breeding grounds for mosquitoes and other insects.

Water-base paint, traffic paint, or crushed stone can be used for
marking lines on playing areas. These substances do not burn the
grass and are preferable to powdered lime which can injure the
eyes if accidentally blown or spread by a slide or fall. The paints
require frequent replacement since they are eventually cut away
with the grass.

Playgrounds usually require durable and easy-to-maintain sur-
faces due to their heavy use. Turf does not resist heavy wear, par-
ticularly under such apparatus as jungle gyms and swings.
Varieties of earth may become too muddy or too dry. In tile latter
case, dust can be a problem from the standpoint of cleanliness and
inhalation. The increasing incidence of respiratory diseases, such as
emphysema and chronic bronchitis, justifies measures to avoid the
exposure of pupils to dust inhalation. The fact that some pupils
may have dust allergies is another reason for controlling dust on
playgrounds.

Surfaces of asphaii, I-44r, tanbark, and synthetics made of rubber,
plastic, mineral fiber, and other substances may be used for play-
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grounds. Although concrete provides a durable surface, it is too ab-
rasive and not resilient enough for many activities.i

For reasons of safety, play fields and playgrounds need to be
fenced. This measure is particularly important when the activity
areas adjoin heavily traveled roads or streets.

Track and Field Areas

Running tracks and corresponding areas are now being covered
by rubber asphalt and synthetic materials that have proved to be
quite durable, weather-resistant, and resilient. Falls and collisions
are not as nasty or disastrous as when cinders, gravel, and brick
dust are used. In addition, they require little maintenance, a factor
which tends to offset a somewhat high initial cost.

Adequate space and roped-off areas should be provided for such
field events as the shot-put and discus-throw. Landing pits for
pole-vaulting and high-jumping now consist of piles of foam rubber
or air cushions contained by canvas and rubberized tarpaulins, in
place of the sand and sawdust of previous years.

Limited Shelters

Increased out-of-door activities are possible with the provision of
limited shelters. Various designs offer protection from rain, wind,
and sun and permit control of air temperature, air motion, and hu-
midity. Shelters can be designed and built in consideration of cli-
mate, the degree of utilization, and the size and scope of the
program.=

For all outdoor areas, provision of properly designed drinking
fountains and adequate toilet facilities is necessary.

INDOOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION FACILITIES

Gymnasiums and rooms for special activities should be provided
for both girls and boys. An adequate professional staff enables the
program to reach all students through a variety of activities. Safe
and ample space, the use of which is well-organized, is required.

National Facilities Conference. Planning Areas and Facilities for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation. Revised edition. Chicago and Washington,
D.C.: Athletic Institute and the American Association for Health, Physical Ed-
ucation, and Recreation, a department of the National Education Association,
1965. p. 272.

2 Wagner, William G.; Evans, Ben H.; and Nowak,Matthew A. Shelter for
Physical Education. College Station, Tex.: Architectural Research Group of
the Texas Engineering Experiment Station, 1961.
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The Gymnasium

A well-designed gymnasium provides space for physical educa-
tion classes, intramural activities, athletics, and community
recreation. Gymnasiums can be equipped with movable partitions
for separating areas so that different programs can be conducted
simultaneously.

Floor space should be provided around basketball courts so that
players are not likely to collide with the walls, supports, glass sur-
faces, benches, or bleachers. Heavy padding or mats should be used
to offer protection against collisions with permanent surrounding
objects. Doors should not open onto the playing floor. Drinking
fountains and expectorant sinks, conveniently located, should nei-
ther project from walls nor expose the user to collisions with pass-
ing players. Unfortunately, facilities are sometimes built without
adequate consideration for the program to be developed. This leads
to inadequate space, crowding, accident hazards, and a limited, un-
satisfactory experience for students. Space requirements for se-
lected indoor activities are recommended elsewhere.3

Multipurpose Rooms

The practice of building multipurpose rooms and combined gym-
nasium and auditorium facilities is considered to be economical.
However, in such instances schedule conflicts occur and activity
programs frequently are curtailed. Also, there is a tendency to use
tile-covered cement floors to resist wear due to the use of street
shoes. This surface makes the multipurpose room less desirable for
vigorous activity. A great deal of dust is brought into the area.
Equipment and protective mats must be moved more frequently
and their useful life is thereby decreased. This encourages the tend-
ency to do without mats, and this, in turn, increases the risk of in-
jury. Multipurpose rooms may find their best use as a supplemental
facility to a gymnasium.

Space for Adapted Physical Education

Schools need to provide activity programs for pupils whose
condition temporarily or permanently prevents their engaging in
the usual program. Rather than being excused from physical educa-
tion, the temporarily handicapped or convalescent pupil should par-

3 'National Facilities Conference, op. cit., p. 85.
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ticipate in a program adapted to his particular needs. As stated by

one group,
Excuses from physical education which deprive a young person of desirable

developmental experiences in this area should not be granted unless there is a
clear and overriding health reason wherein the student cannot participate
except in a prescribed program of restricted physical activity. Currently,

there is general agreement among both physicians and educators that when
good programs exist, "blanket" or overall excuses from physical education are

unnecessary .4

Handicapped pupils need special consideration. These are boys

and girls
who for some reason cannot take full advantage of the general physical edu-

cation curriculum, or who need special attention in addition to the regu;ar

program. . . . In many instances these youngsters need the values inherent in
physical education much more than do children without a physical handi-

cap. . . . Indeed, the number of youngsters who would greatly benefit from an
individualized as well as adaptive physical education program is staggering.5

Some modified physical education activities can utilize regular fa-
cilities; others require a special exercise or remedial activity room

or area. The equipment included in such a room or area might in-

clude stall bars, wall pulleys, weights, mats, chinning bars, stools,
benches, posture grid screens, full-length mirrors, and a variety of

exercise and measurement devices.
Participation in school activities by handicapped students in

wheelchairs and on crutches can be facilitated by minimizing archi-

tectural barriers in school co_istruction. In some states, the law

prohibits the construction of a public building that does not provide

access for the handicapped. Frequently, relatively inexpensive re-
modeling or modification o;. particular parts of an existing building
can make it accessible to all. Ramps on walkways, door widths,
stair designs, desk and table heights, toilet and shower facilities, el-

evators, and water fountains should be designed to make various
school areas accessible to handicapped pupils.6

The advantages of modifying facilities and programs for handi-

capped pupils are obvious. Less obvious is the fact that
nonhandicapped pupils learn to appreciate the value of physical ed-
ucation when they see handicapped persons engaging in activities.

4 Committee on Exercise and Physical Fitness, American Medical Associa-
tion."Classification of Students for Physical Education." Journal of the Amer-
'jean Public. Health Association 199: 265-67; January 23, 1967.

3 Mathews, Donald K.; Kruse, R.; and Shaw, S. The Science of Physical
education for Handicapped Children. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1962. pp.
1-2.

6 National Facilities Conference, op. cit., pp. 241-54.
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Nonhandicapped pupils then develop new respect for the abilities
and potentials of the handicapped.

CARE OF CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT

Healthful school living requires that clothing used by partici-
pants in activity programs and the equipment that they use be kept
clean. Under modern conditions there is no reason for persistent
"athletic aroma" and the frequent spread of skin infections.
Whether students wear clean clothing depends to a great extent on
instructional and supervisory effectiveness. Gymnasium mats need
special attention with respect to cleanliness.

Suits and Uniforms

It is generally accepted that changing clothing, i.e., removing
street clothing and substituting clothing suitable for the activity to
be engaged in, is good procedure. Of course, if students are partici-
pating in a coeducational class in social dancing, they will prefer to
wear street clothing. It probably will not be necessary even to sug-
gest that they wear appropriate clothing and be well-groomed.

If the activity is an out-of-doors sport, such as soccer, the partic-
ipant should wear a suitable outdoor outfit, including warm-up
clothing if desired ; if the activity is to be in the gymnasium, like
tumbling or basketball, the pupil will need quite different clothing.
The individual who is to be active can do so easily and freely if he
wears an appropriate costume.

Emphasis should be placed on the importance of clean clothing
and on how athletic costumes can be maintained at acceptable levels
of cleanliness. One technique is to speak individually and in private
to those pupils whose clothing does not meet accepted standards of
cleanliness. The specific suggestion may be made, where necessary,
to "take your outfit home tonight and bring it back washed."

As a last resort, a pupil may be refused admittance to class on
the grounds that he is not properly equipped by virtue of wearing a
dirty uniform or street clothes. Of course, parents should be in-
formed of regulations and the reasons for them. A regularly sched-
uled time for each pupil to have his costume laundered is an aid to
parents.

Footwear requires special attention. Excessive sweating of the
feet and the use of synthetic fiber socks and rubber footwear tend
to irritate the skin and predispose it to infection. Changing into
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clean socks (cotton or wool) at least once a day, wearing gymna-
sium shoes only during physical education classes, and wearing
footwear that promotes air circulation are recommended procedures.

Some schools, particularly secondary sC.lools, operate laundries
which care for gymnasium outfits as well as towels. Pupils may be
charged a small amount for this service, or the cost may be included
in the general school budget.

All uniforms should be marked with a name or initials, using
indelible ink, to minimize the exchange of clothing. Lost and stolen
clothing can be kept to minor proportions with such identification.

Sanitary Care of Gymnasium Mats

Mats are used for tumbling and wrestling and for protection
when using apparatus. While various grades of mats may be pur-
chased at a considerable range in price, it is economical to buy
high-quality mats from reputable companies.

From the standpoint of safety, it is important that mats be prop-
erly cared for, so that expected protection is available when needed.
If padding shifts because the mat has been improperly used by
being folded, crushed, or rolled, a participant may be unnecessarily
injured.

Most mats today are mapufactured of synthetics and foam rub-
ber. These offer greater resilience than conventional mats. They are
often lighter and require no extra cover. Lines can be painted on
them, and the surface can be easily washed or wiped clean. They
are particularly suitable for wall-to-wall and wainscoting applica-
tions, as in wrestling facilities.

While canton flannel, which can be removed and washed, has
been the recommended covering for conventional mats, thick plastic
covers are now commonly used and are, in the long run, quite inex-
pensive. These may be cleaned easily and quickly by being
wet-mopped as needed. "Floor burns" seem to be greatly reduced by
the smoothness of the plastic.

A few specific suggestions regarding the care and maintenance of
mats follow:

I. Buy mats which may be easily carried. (Exceptions may be
made for certain activities in special rooms, such as wres-
tling.)

2. Keep mats clean by frequent sweeping and vacuuming.
3. Use mat covers which may be clean,,,.d at regular intervals.
4. Carry mats; never drag them.
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5. Pile mats in a suitable area.
G. Put the clean, or top, sides together.
t. Prohibit the use of street shoes on mats.
8. Use mats only when they are actually needed fur the activity

at hand. Mats left lying around on the gymnasium floor may
create a real hazard.

9. Have mats repaired whenever cords break or coverings show
wear. It is especially important that hand grips be kept in
good condition so the mats may be moved easily.

Arrangements should be made to have regulations relating to the
use of mats apply to nonschool groups as well as to pupils.

If mats are kept clean by proper use and by being cleaned at reg-
ular intervals, it is likely that the spread of certain infectious con-
ditions, such as impetigo and fungous infections, will be reduced.

The instructor of physical education must realize his
responsibility in educating pupils to use all equipment properly and
safely. If his efforts result in use of the preceding suggestions, it is
apparent that a contribution will have been made to safeguarding
the health of pupils.

SCHOOL SHOWER FACILITIES

A shower bath with soap and warm water is recommended at the
conclusion of vigorous activity. Adequate time should be scheduled
for pupils to enjoy a shower, and facilities should provide for con-
venience and safety. If showers are to contribute to the health of
pupils, attention must be given to such factors as location, types of
installation, supervision of pupils, and maintenance of sanitary con-
ditions.

Location of Shower Rooms

Showers should adjoin the gymnasium and swimming pool.
Shower rooms are best separated from locker rooms and dressing
areas by a drying area. This arrangement decreases wet floors in
locker rooms and also the amount of moisture in them. Sunlight
helps make the area cheerful, and good artificial lighting helps make
the room attractive.

Proper heating and ventilation are necessary to keep the area
comfortable and to maintain proper humidity levels. Frequently
auxiliary exhaust fans are required during peak load hours.
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The shower room should have a ntitslip floor slrface such as ce-
ramic tile tor terrazzo. Tile or other materials impervious to mois-
ture should cover walls and ceilings or, at the least, a wainscot of
tile should line the walls to a height of 7 or 8 feet. Ceilings should
be insulated to prevent condensation: Flours should be sloped to
drains located near the base of the wall under the shover heads.

Soap receptacles or dispensers should be provided for each
shower head 'r every twil shower heads. Cake soap may create acci-
dent hazards and clog drains. Centrally stored liquid soap dispensed
through metal tubing requires careful maintenance to prevent clog-
ging. However, some sort of liquid soap system is desirable.

Showers can be made usable for the disabled or handicapped stu-
dent. Folding "L" seats, handrails, hand-testing outlets, soap trays,
and operating valves can be provided at proper heights in separate
shower stalls.:

Varying op icons are held concerning the comparative value of
group-type showers and individual showers. Each type of shower
has its advocates and, in the final analysis, the type installed will
depend on the number of pupils using the facility at any one time
and the available space. When properly used, the group-shower,
either a stand' -entral core or on the walls around the room, can
be more economical. It also permits more effective supervision. A
minimum of 12 to 14 square feet of space is recommended for each
shower head. Vandal-proof fixtures should be used.

A few individual booth showers should be provided in both girls'
and boys' shower rooms. Frequently, self-conscious youngsters re-
ject showers and physical education programs because they are
forced to shower in groups.

Use of Showers

Direct instruction is often necessary to teach young pupils the
best techniques for soaping, showering, and drying. This can be a
policemanlike task or an educational one, depending on the point of
view of the instructor. If there is concern for Vie individual and
what he does for himself now and later, interest will be centered on
developing desirable habits and correct attivries toward the many,
activities relating to health. The correct way of showering is surely,
one of these.

Showers should have, in addition to manual temperature con-
trols, a central thermostat to prevent scalding. hot water tempera-

7 National Facilities Conferences r.p. vii., pp. 164.
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ture should not exceed 120 F. There should also be a control valve
that will permit all water to be shut off from one place. This allows
the instructor to control all showers at once and to discourage loi-
tering and horseplay.

Care of Showers

It is desirable to have the custodian scrub the shower room floor
daily with hot water and soap. The floor should, of course, be
equipped with sufficient drains with removable, noncorroding metal
covers. The covers should be removed at regular intervals for clean-
ing. Plenty of hot water, soap, and "elbow grease" applied with a
brush broom or mechanical scrubber, are important elements in the
care of a shower room.

The shower room and adjacent drying area should be hosed down
under high pressure once a day, at a m;nimum. This practice sig-
nificantly reduces the number of colonies and types of
dermatophytes (organisms associated with "athlete's foot" and
other fungous diseases) found in communal bathhouses.* Adequate
heating and ventilation should keep the shower room dry when not
in use.

Arrangements for Drying

There should be an area between the showers and the locker room
where pupils may dry themselves. In a common type of installation,
bathers enter one end of the shower room and leave from the other.
This keeps a dry passageway for travel from the locker room to
showers and provides a different path for travel from the showers
back to the locker rooms. Just outside the showers, at the start of
the return pathway, is where the drying or toweling area should be
located. Adequate warm air should be provided for the comfort of
bathers.

Towel Service

Concern for the health of pupils in classes and participants on
teams requires that arrangements be made for them to have clean,

Floor and in the Air of Indoor Environments." ActaDersaato-Votercologira
46: 1-54; 1966.

8 Gip, Lennart. "Investigations of the Occurrence Nlf Derrnatophytes on the

individual towels for use after bathing. The achievement of this
goal requires education of pupils.
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Consideration must be given to economic factors, including the
cost of towels and of laundering. The traditional practice is to have
each pupil bring a towel from home and to take it home at frequent
intervals for laundering. Unless carefully supervised, however, this
plan may result in certain pupils' using a single towel for an entire
semester or even a year without having it washed.

Laundering may be accomplished in one of several ways. Pupils
may take their towels home and have them included in the family
wash. The school may arrange for a commercial firm to launder
towels, the cost being paid by parents on a fee basis. Or, if taxpay-
ers approve, the school may pay for laundry service with school
funds.

When locker facilities are inadequate, damp towels may be stored
in lockers, thus encouraging mildew on gymnasium clothing and
producing the bad odors which characterize some locker rooms.
Such practices can largely be avoided, however, through effective
education, administration, and supervision.

Locker Rooms

Most schools prGvide hall lockers for storage of outer clothing,
books, and incidentals. Since physical education programs for chil-
dren in primary grades do not usually require a change of clothing,
the hall lockers take care of pupil needs at this grade level. Chang-
ing from street shoes to rubber-sole shoes may be accomplished
with the use of hall lockers.

Schools should provide the time and facilities for showering and
dressing for upper-grade elementary school pupils and secondary
school students. In addition, the faculty and other groups using the
school should have these facilities available. Their use is to be en-
couraged if only to provide an opportunity to teach by example.
The chief functions of gymnasium lockers are to provide storage
space for gymnasium clothes and temporary storage of regular
clothing during periods of activity in physical education programs.

Locker Arrangements

Individual full-length lockers are ideal and should be provided if
possible. Space should be of prime consideration in planning locker
facilities. An area of not less than 600 square feet for lockers,
showers, and dressing is recommended for elementary schools' In

National Facilities Conference, op. cit., p. 159.
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secondary schools the area needed is larger. The number of lockers
is determined by the enrollment, plus a small percentage to har.die
expansion needs.

The traditional plan, although not the best in all circumstances,
provides each student with a half-sized locker (about 12" x 12" x
36"), preferably with a combination lock. If necessary, the lock
may also be opened by a master key in the teacher's possession. The
number of pupils using the locker room is limited to the number of
lockers, and this, in turn, is determined by the area available. If
there are enough lockers and they are so assigned that during a
particular period the class is not concentrated in any one section,
this plan works well.

From the viewpoint of economical use of space, tvk o arrange-
ments have won wide acceptance: the box locker and the basket
system. In the former, there are enough full-length or half-length
dressing lockers to care for the largest class, with many small box
lockers, approximately 12 inches square, spaced at intervals between
them. The pupil comes to class, removes his combination lock from
the box locker in which he has stored his gymnasium uniform and
shoes, places his street clothes in the adjacent dressing locker, puts
his combination lock on that, and goes to class. After his shower
and toweling, he replaces his uniform in the box locker, locks it,
puts on his regular clothes, and moves on to his next class.

Forced ventilation is needed to dry clothing in lockers; otherwise
it remains damp and soon produces odors. Clothing may become
soiled as the result of being placed next to shoes since the size of
the box locker does not permit hanging clothing. If a laundry plan
has been worked out, the soiled uniforms, socks, and towel may be
removed and clean equipment substituted. In larger schools, a locker
room attendant helps to make such a plan function effectively. In
smaller places, the custodian may assist pupils and the instructor in
accomplishing necessary interchanges.

When a basket system is used, baskets take the place of box lock-
ers. The basket system may function in either of two ways. Groups
of heavy wire baskets may be interspersed between dressing lock-
ers, in a manner similar to box lockers, or they may be stored in a
separate room. Baskets are more open than box lockers, permitting
material stored in them to dry more quickly.

It is desirable to have occasional "locker inspection" which re-
sults in the removal of soiled towels and clothing. It is also desira-
ble to have the interiors of lockers cleaned frequently. "Locker
room smell" is caused by dried human perspiration on soiled gar-
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ments; therefore, it is prevented by eliminating the storage of soiled

uniforms and towels.
Attention to environmental factors in locker and shower rooms

includes consideration of heating as well as the provision of certain

facilities and equipment. To promote comfort, the air in these
rooms should be between 76 F. and 80 F. Sufficient benches
should be provided, anchored to the flour, to take care of the largest

class.
Toilet facilities should adjoin locker rooms, but should never be

located between a shower room and a swimming pool.
Drinking fountains are essential and should be installed in a

well-lighted location at a height suitable for those who will use
them. Hairdryers and adequate provisions for sanitary napkins are

needed in girls' locker rooms.

SWIMMING POOLS

Recreation in and on the water has grown phenomenally. Swim-

ming is a healthful activity, but it can be hazardous. Programs are

designed to develop skills, to provide exercise, and to create interest

in a form of recreation from which an individual can derive pleas-

ure throughout his entire life. Swimming pools should be available

to both elementary and secondary school pupils. Careful planning is

required to obtain the best construction and intelligent programing
to make the best use of available facilities.

Swimming pools may be indoors or outdoors; sometimes, in cer-
tain regions, an indoor pool may be opened up and converted into

an outdoor pool during the summertime.
Many school swimming pools are made available for community

use, a practice which is economical and fosters good school-com-

munity relations. Similarly, community swimming pools may be

made available at times to school pupils. These cooperative arrange-
ments desirably extend the use of facilities.

Regardless of the type of swimming pool that is available, or the

place where it is located, attention needs to be given to sanitation

and safety.

Swimming Pool Sanitation

If a pool has tile sides and bottom, if it slopes to a drain in the

deep end, if adequate filtration and circulation are provided, and if

a functioning chlorinator and pnnl vacuum are part of the pool
equipment and are properly used, the bacterial count can be kept
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down and the clarity and safety of the water maintained. A mini-
mum of eye irritation will occur.

The custodian and building engineer usually are responsible for
cleaning the pool and operating the equipment that controls the
quality of the water. Daily records should be kept of water and air
temperature, residual chlorine, and hydrogen ion concentration.
Satisfactory conditions are indicated by water temperature be-
tween 78' F. and 80'z' F. (with the air temperature 3 or 4 degrees
higher); residual chlorine of 0.4 to 0.8 parts per million; and a
hydrogen ion concentration of from 7.6 to 8.0; and total alkalinity
at 50 ppm or slightly higher. Samples of water should be examined
periodically, in accordance with health department regulations, to
determine the bacterial count. Additional bacteriological examina-
tionc are recommended whenever there is any doubt about the
mamitenance of a desirable free-chlorine level.

Although chlorine is most commonly used to disinfect swimming
pool water, bromine and iodine have sometimes been used in recent
years for this purpose. Advantages for each of these agents have
been claimed, but comparative studies to determine which is the
most desirable disinfectant have not been conclusive. Accordingly,
school officials are advised to consult with their community or state
health department to determine locally recommended policies and
practices.

Flooding the pool, that is, adding water to make the surface rise
just above the overflow trough, will remove much of the hair, hair
oil, and other floating debris. This should be done before the pool is
first used each day.

Supervision and Education
A continuiLg problem centers around the supervision and educa-

tion of pupils using the pool." The following suggested regulations
should be discussed with pupils and their cooperation secured in
seeing that they are routinely followed. Similar regulations should
be developed in each school having a pool, with the help of those
who are to use it. Pupils should be informed of the reason for each
regulation.

1. Everyone using the pool should have an overall bath, in the
nude, with soap and water, washing carefully the armpits,
the genital and rectal areas, and the feet.

In American Public Health Association. Recommended Practice for Design,
Equipment and Operation of Swimming Pools and Oilier Bathing Places. New
York: the Association, 1957.
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2. Before taking a shower, the bladder should be emptied. Pe-

pHs needing to urinate during the swimming period should be

excused to go to the toilet
3. Anyone leaving the pool to go to the toilet must take another

cleansing bath with soap and water before returning.

4. Pupils should expectorate only in the overflow trough.

5. Boys and men should swim in the nude or wear sanitized
trunks. Girls and women should wear sanitized tank suits.

6. Girls and boys with long hair should wear rubber bathing
caps. Caps keep hair, dandruff, and hair oil from contaminat-
ing the water. They also keep hair out of the eyes.

7. Each pupil should be inspected by the instructor or the pool
guard before he enters the pool. Pupils with evidence of skin

infection, eye infection, respiratory disease, open cuts or
sores, or bandages should be excluded.

8. There must be no rough or boisterous play and no running or
playing tag in or around the pool area.

9. Pupils should wear ear plugs or nose clips if these have been
recommended by their physicians. Some pupils, or medical
recommendation, may need to be excused, at least temporar-
ily, from participation in the aquatic program.

10. A qualified person, either the instructor or other person qual-

ified as a lifeguard, should be on duty whenever the pool is in

use. No pupil should enter the pool unless a guard is present.
All doors leading to the pool should be locked when the pool

is not in use and a guard not on duty.

11. Since dirt from shoes may be tracked into the pool and con-

taminate the water, spectators should be prohibited from
entering the pool deck.

Pool regulations should be conspicuously displayed in the locker

room, near the showers, and at several other places in the pool
area.

Safety in swimming aeivities involves education, supervision,
and equipment. A buoy or two, a life preserver, and one or two long

poles or "shepherd's crooks" should be available in the pool at all

times. These are heeded to help a swimmer in distress before a seri-

ous accident occurs. Also, first aid equipment should be conveniently

at hand.
With proper attention to sanitation and safety, a swimming pool

provides opportunities for healthful, relaxing, and enjoyable activ-
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ity. It develops interest in water sports and increases understand-
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ing of water safety. It can prevent accidents and save lives.

PREVENTION OF INFECTION

The spread of communicable disease occurs inure readily among
groups of young children than among adults. Schools should there-
fore be alert to their responsibility for preventing disease as well as
promoting health. Close contact in physical education and athletic
programs makes mandatory particular attention to environmental
conditions related to such programs.

Tinea Pedis and Other Fungous Diseases

Commonly associated with swimming pools and locker rooms is
the foot infection called "athlete's foot." This skin infection, caused
by particular types of fungi, is known technically as epidermophy-
tosis, dermatopl-* ..osis, or tinea pedis. The fungi are known as der-
matophytes. Fungous infections cause cracking, blistering,
weeping, and itching of the skinsymptoms that are annoying and
painful. Since the condition may lead to serious secondary infec-
tions by bacteria, tinea pedis cannot be ignored. The disease can
spread to other parts of the body and is sometimes found on the
hands.

In an early study, it was found that exposing volunteers to foot
baths contaminated with dermatophytes did not produce clinical
infection. More recently, research workers have attempted to pro-
duce tinea pedis in more than 150 volunteers." They found derma-
tophytes were often present on the skin for weeks, even months
after exposure. However, those with foot trauma, such as blisters,
were more likely to develop clinical infection than other persons.

Complete eradication of dermatophytes from locker, shower
MOMS, and swimming pool areas is impossible. Spores are long-
lived and remain dormant for extended periods. Nevertheless, thor-
ough daily washing of floors is recommended,12

Footbaths, in either shower rooms or swimming pools, are not
recommended for preventive purposes. Though not necessarily re-
sponsible for spreading fungous infections, they quickly become
dirty, insanitary, and unsightly. Because they promote a false sense

11 Baer, Rudolph L., and Rosenthal, Stanley A. "The Biology of Fungous
Infections of the Feet." Jourr al of the American 31cclical Association 197:
1017-20; September 19, 1966.

22 Gip, op. cit., p. 35.
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of security and tend to lessen emphasis on proper personal care of
the feet, they are considered detrimental rather than helpful.

Most important is preventive personal foot care. Students should
be taught to-

1. Wash feet carefully with soap and water, particularly between
the toes, after physical education and athletic activities.

2. Dry the skin thoroughly with special attention to the toes and
areas between the toes. Remove dead or macerated skin.

3. Dust the feet with talcum powder or medicated powder.
4. Wear clean, dry socks and properly fitted, well-ventilated

shoes.
Other fungous diseases associated with schools and physical edu-

cation activities are tmea cruris, or "jockey itch," which appears in
the groin tinea dermis, ringworm of the skin; and tinea capitis,
ringworm of the scalp.

Teachers should assist in the identification of students who have
fungous skin disease. They may do this through observation and by
being alert to students' complaints of itching and discomfort. Those
with suspected fungous disease should be referred to their physi-
cian for treatment. Self-treatment is inadvisable and sometimes
hazardous. Treatment of tinea pedis or other disease is not a func-
tion of school personnel.

Impetigo

This highly contagious skin infection is commonly found on the
face and hands and is easily spread by scratching. It may be trans-
mitted by direct contact or indirectly through towels, mats, and
other recently soiled articles. Caused principally by staphylococci,
prompt medical treatment is required. Sanitary supervision of
school facilities, early recognition, and personal cleanliness are nec-
essary to prevent its transmission. Infected persons should be ex-
cused from physical education and athletics while lesions are
present.

Viral Skin Infections

Two other viral conditions that sometimes cause problems are
plantar warts and herpes simplex: Plantar warts are usually found
on the pressure-bearing parts of the foot. They may also appear on
the hands. This viral infection apparently has a long and variable
incubation period. It is associated with wet or damp environments
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and, as with tinea pedis, poor foot hygiene. Though considered a
minor infection, plantar warts can be painful and require medical
treatment.

Herpes simplex infection of the skin may occur in any pupil, but
is particularly significant to wrestlers. It is estimated that well over
60 percent of the population carry herpes simplex virus. Initial in-
oculation and primary infection occurs through breaks in the skin
and can be transmitted during body contact activities, such as oc-
curs in wrestling.

Fever blisters or cold sores on the skin surrounding the lips are
common signs of herpes infection. Lesions also appear on the eye,
face, genital area, and elsewhere. Fever, chills, headache, and ma-
laise may also be present, particularly with primary infections.
Fatal complications are possible, but rare."

Hygienic personal practices, clean physical education facilities,
and referral of infected individuals to a physician are recommended
for the prevention and control of herpes simplex.

Ear infections

Otitis externa is a common infection among those who swim fre-
quently during the hot summer months. Bacteria and fungi are
found in the ear canal and are the probable cause of this painful
condition. A physician can treat the disease and recommend pre-
ventive procedures to use routinely immediately after swimming."

Communicable diseases are associated epidemiologically with a
host, an environment, and agent factors. The school can do much to
prevent disease and its spread by maintaining a clean environment.
It must also supervise and educate all students in regard to health-
ful living and the prevention of disease.

Immunization

Many schools, according to law, require immunizations of new or
beginning students. By active immunization, smallpox, diphtheria,
pertussis (whooping cough), and tetanus (lockjaw) have for years
been kept under control. In recent years, poliomyelitis immuniza-

13 Wheeler, Clayton E., Jr., and Cabaniss, W. Harvey, Jr. "Sports Contribu-
tions: Herpes Simplex in Wrestlers." Journal of the American Medical Asso-ciation. 194: 993-1002; November 29, 1965.

14 Struhl, Theodore R. "Medical Supervision of an Aquatic Program." Pro-
ceedings of the Sixth National Conference on the Medical Aspects of Sports.
Chicago: American Medical Association, November 29, 1964. p. 49.
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tion has been required, and more recently immunization against
measles, German measles, and mumps has been made available.

A proper revaccination schedule should be maintained by every-
one. Though such diseases as smallpox and diphtheria are now
rare, they are a constant threat.

Tetanus immunization, or the lack of it, is a particular concern in
physical education and athletics. The organism which causes teta-
nus is found everywhere but most often in dirt, where it survives
for long periods of time. Animal excreta are largely responsible for
the transmission of the tetanus organism to the dirt and fields. In-
dividuals at play may become infected through accidental skin
wounds.

Although only about 400 cases of tetanus occur each year, ap-
proximately 50 percent are fatal. Protection by immunization and
periodic revaccination or booster shots is virtually 100 percent
effective. Administrators, teachers, and coaches should actively en-
courage all students and school personnel to maintain their immu-
nization schedules against all diseases for which such precaution is
medically warranted.

A discussion of various types of immunization and suggested
schedules for original and later reinforcing immunizations is con-
tained in a statement developed under the auspices of the
Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports.15

HEALTH PRACTICES IN THE ATHLETIC ENVIRONMENT

As in physical education and intramural programs, the interscho-
lastic athletic program should exemplify the highest possible stand-
ards for health, sanitation, and safety. Athletic activities are ex-
posed to public view, and young people tend to emulate outstanding
athletes. Consequently, athletic programs play an important role in
health education by the examples they set.

Much of what is said of a healthful environment for physical ed-
ucation applies to athletics and vice versa. Interscholastic athletic
programs are an extension of physical education and intramural
programs. The interscholastic program provides the athletically tal-
ented or physically superior student an opportunity to exercise and
develop his ability further with similar students from neighboring
institutions.

15 Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports. Tips on Athletic Training
IX. Chicago: American Medical Association, 1967. pp. 5-7.
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Some Basic Principles

Interschohistic athletic programs have been studied carefully by
professional leaders, resulting in the formulation of a series of
principles. These state that the programs should be (a) regarded as
integral parts of the total educational program and should be so
conducted that they are worthy of such regard; (b) a supplement
to, rather than a substitute for, basic physical education programs,
physical recreation programs, and intramural athletic programs;
(c) subject to the same administrative control as the total educa-
tion program; (d) conducted by individuals with professional
preparation in physical education; (e) so conducted that the physi-
cal welfare and safety of participants are protected and fostered;
and (f) conducted in accordance with the letter and the spirit of
the rules and regulations of appropriate conference, state, and na-
tional athletic associations.'G

Medical Supervision in Athletics

A primary objective of athletic programs is to promote the
health and well-being of the athlete-student. Adequate medical and
dental examinations should be provided for all athletes at the be-
ginning and as needed during each year of participation.'

The aims of the medical examination are to
Determine the health status of candidates prior to exposure to participation

and competition;
Provide appropriate medical advice to promote optimum health and fitness;
Arrange for further evaluation and prompt treatment of remediable condi-

tions;
Counsel the atypical candidate as to the sports or modification of sports

which for him would provide suitable activity;
Restrict from participation those whose physical limitations present undue

Medical examinations are best administered by the athlete's
personal physician. He is familiar with the student's background
and medical history. The physician will interpret laboratory tests,

14 American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Rqcreation.
Platform Statement of the Diridon of lien's .4 Weirs. Washington, D.C.: the
Association, a department of the Natioral Education Association, 1963.

17 National Committee o., School Health Policies of the National Education
Association and the American Medical Association. Suggcstcd School Health
Policies. Fourth edition. Chicago: American Medical Association, 1966. p. 36.

Committee on ;Ale Medical Aspects of Sports. Guide for 3fedical Evalua-
tion of Candidates for School Sports. Chicago: American Medical Association,
1965. p. 1.
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arrange for immunizations, and recommend restrictions or disqual-
ification, if necessary. Schools should provide a health examination
form such as suggested by the National Federation of State High

School Athletic Associations and the AMA committee on Medical
Aspects of Sports."'

There is need for increased communication between physician
and school. "Physicians need to be fully informed about all aspects
of the local physical educ program."=" This applies equally to
athletic programs.

Planning for continuous medical supervision is best accomplished
local:y through cooperative consideration of available medical per-
sonnel and established school policies. If necessary, arrangements
should provide for the school physician, team physician, or other
medical service to administer the examination.

A physician should be present at all sports events in which con-
tact or collision is inevitable and readily available during practice
sessions. If possible, the physician should be one who has the oppor-
tunity to become familiar with the health history of each member
of the team.

The physician's authority on medical matters and the health fac-
tors in athletic programs should be unquestioned. Decisions involv-
ing potentially serious injury, such as whether to move an injured
athlete or to return him to play and whether to cancel a game due
to excessive heat, are medical decisions. The coach and the school
administrator should be pleased to have these decisions made by a
propeiiy qualified person. By their example, they discourage self-
diagnosis of medical problems and self-medication.

The Coach and His Responsibilities

Various aspects of the athletic program are related to the health
of the athlete. Responsibility for the administration of the program
and conduct of supervisory personnel, athletes, and spectators be-
longs to the school administrator. However, the coach of the team is
always directly involved. In addition, there are procedures which
safeguard the health of athletes for which he has primary responsi-
bility.

In addition to his skill in coaching a particular sport and
cooperating with the team physician, the coach should be well-quaii-

" ibid., pp. 2-3.
::" Committee on Exercise and Physical Fitness, op. cif, p. 267.
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Pied in understanding the principles of growth and develtyment,
ercise, physiology, the basic concepts of physical education, and
first aid.

The coach should work to allow and encourage (a) only cane sport
in one season for an athlete; (h) appropriate preseason conditioning
and training in fundamentals before any competition; (c) playing
schedules of reasonable frequency and seasons of reasonable length;
(d) matching teams and individuals of comparable ability, size,
age, and maturity; ( e) continuing education and advancement of
programs in the prevention of sports injuries; and (f) sportsman-
like behavior by athletes and spectators.

The last item is a mental health dimension which includes more
than good sportsmanship. The behavior of participants and specta-
tors at athletic competitions is frequently most affected by the
attitude and behavior of the coach.21 In turn, the school administra-
tor must accept responsibility for the behavior of his coach as well
as the student body.

To do his job well the coach must see that a myriad of details
concerning health and safety, some easily overlooked, are taken
care of. Mouth protectors and equipment for contact sports must be
properly fitted and used. Clean towels and hygienically dispensed
drinking water must be provided. Equipment and athletic clothing
must be cleaned and in good repair. Injuries must be cared for
properly, and only healthful practices developed and followed.

The coach needs to be aware of health education implications in
the health practices of athletes under his supervision, for these
practices may be accepted as models by the entire student body.

Some specific learning experiences are described in the following
statement:
What could be better health education than for the rest of the students to
witness members of the team using their own marked towels during time-outs,
or wearing only scrupulously clean socks and other personal equipment, or
using individual paper drinking cups during rent periods when a drinking
fountain is not available? Think, too, of the influence athletes might have
through example by remaining out of school when ill, by receiving proper
first aid for injuries, and by seeking medical attention promptly, when it is
needed:22

21 Kleinman, Seymour. "A Study To Isetermine the Factors That Influence
the Behavior of Sports Crowds." tnpublished dissertation. Columbus: Ohio
State Univers:t3,-, igro. see also Hixson. Chalmer G. The Administration of In-
terscholastic Athletics. New York: J. Lowell Pratt and Co., 1907. pp. 13344.
140-41.

22 Committee on Medical Aspects of Sports. Tips on ittliktic
Chicago: American Medical Association, 1901. p. 11.
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Full realization of the abundant potentialities in athletics for
effective health education helps to vitalize the entire health teach-
ing program.

The athlete has a responsibility for setting the right example in
sportsmanship, citizenship, and health. Exposed to an athletic envi-
ronment conducive to healthful practices, he should enjoy his good
fortune and respond by following the recommendations of the coach
and team physician. He should avoid dargerous, unhealthful prac-
tices and unsportsmanlike means for attaining success.

Some Specific Health Problems

From the myriad health problems which may occur among boys
and girls a few specific ones have been selected for discussion here
because of the coach's responsibilities in relation to them.

Cigarette smoking is a health hazard. It is significantly associ-
ated with increased morbiditywith lung career, heart disease,
chronic bronchitis: and emphysema. Also, there is evidence that
smoking has a temporarily adverse effect on pulmonary function
and thus impairs athletic performance:23 The coach should, by ex-
ample and by authority, discourage youngsters and others from
smoking, not only in and around schools but away from school.

The use of drugs and stimulants in an attempt to improve per-
formance is frequently hazardous, usually unsuccessful, and always
poor sportsmanship. The coach should never promote or condone
the use of drugs and stimulants except for medical purposes as pre-
scribed by a physician.

Heat exhaustion and heat stroke are hazards of sports during the
hot summer months. Preseason conditioning for football during
August deserves particular attention. Fatalities began to occur in
the late 1950's, probably as a result of the increased use of air con-
ditioning in buildings, homes, and automobiles. When the uncondi-
tioned, unacclimatized athlete attempts vigorous activity in hot hu-
mid weather while wearing a heavy uniform, his body develops an
unusually high temperature. Unable to evaporate sweat and radiate
heat, he is apt to develop heat stroke. This is characterized by the
cessation of sweating.

Heat cramps or, mGre serious, heat exhaustion occur with pro-
longed vigorous activity ,end loss of water and salt during heat ex-

23Committee on the Nleodeal, Aspects of Sports. Tips on Athletic Training- -
IX. Chicago: American :Medical Association, 1967.
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posure. These sometimes precede heat stroke. Unconsciousness may
occur in both heat exhaustion and heat stroke.

To prevent environmental heat illness, the coach should-
1. Require a careful medical history and checkup prior to the be-

ginning of practice.
2. Schedule workouts during cooler morning and early evening

hours in hot weather.
3. Acclimate athletes to hot weather activity by carefully gradu-

ated practice schedules.
4. Provide rest periods of 15 to 30 minutes during workout of an

hour or more in hot weather.
5. Supply clothing that is white to reflect heat; brief, loose, and

comfortable to permit heat escape; and permeable to moisture
to allow heat loss via sweat.

6. Furnish extra salt and water in recommended amounts during
hot weather.-;

7. Watch athletes carefully for signs of trouble, particularly the
determined athlete who may not report discomfort.

8. Remember that temperature and humidity, not the sun, are
the crucial factors. Measuring the relative humidity by use of
a sling psychrometer on the field is advantageous in this re-
gard. Heat exhaustion and heat stroke can occur in the shade.

9. i<now what to do in case of such an emergency; this entails
immediate first aid and prearranged procedures for obtaining
medical care.25

Weight reduction by crash diets or by the use of the "sweat box"
or rubber suits should be forbidden by the coach. There are serious
health hazards for some individuals who undergo crash diets and
high levels of exertion, such as do wrestlers. The loss of weight by
sweating is largely a loss of water and salt. As a result of the dehy-
dration, and in some cases starvation, there is likely to be a
decrease in endurance, speed, and hand-eye coordination. Serious
complications are possible. Neither a rubber suit nor a "sweat box"
has any place in the athletic environment.

24 There is no basis in scientific fact for 'the theory that athletes should not
have water during workouts. If additional salt in the diet does not suffice, and
since salt tablets are poorly absorbed and tend to be nauseating, adding a ta-
blespoon of salt to six quarts of flavored water is a suitable mixture.

tt:' Committee on the Medical Aspects of Sports. Tips on Athletic
TrainingVIM Chicago: American Medical Association, 1966. p. 7.
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Nutrition for the athlete follows the same general principles of
good nutrition for everyone. There are no "special foods" to endow
the athlete with improved performance. Though athletes need a high
caloric intake due to high activity levels, the old adage "a varied
diet tends to be a balanced diet" still applies. Perhaps the only in-
novation in recent years is in regard to pregame nutrition. The be-
lief that a high-protein diet a few hours before competition is bene-
ficial to performance is an erroneous one. The value of such meals
is primarily psychological. High-carbohydrate meals prior to a con-
test are more likely to provide readily available fuel for energy.2°

Since what the coach recommends as a diet for young athletes is
frequently interpreted as desirable for all students, he must follow
sound nutrition principles.

Junior High School Athletics

Interscholastic athletic programs for junior high school students
are numerous, despite controversy over their values and hazards.
Physicians, educators, and parents are concerned about possible in-
jury to developing bodies, emotional stress, and undue physical and
social pressures. However, convincing evidence of effects is not yet
available, and practices must be based on the opinions of profes-
sional leaders in physical education, athletics, and medicine.

Perhaps the greatest hazards are poorly organized, improperly
supervised, unmatched (by age, size, and strength) , overscheduled,
and overemphasized athletic programs. The American Association
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, in consultation
with medical and school health groups, has developed standards as
safeguards for the athletically talented young. A recent report of
the Association states that the interscholastic athletic program for
boys in the junior high school

Should make definite contributions toward the accomplishment of the educa-
tional objectives of the school;

Should supplement, rather than serve as a substitute for an adequate pro-
gram of required physical education, intramurals and physical recreation for
all students;

Should, under the administration and the supervision of the appropriate
school officials, be conducted by men with adequate professional preparation in
physical education;

26 Mayer, Jean; Bullen, Beverly; and Pollack, Herbert. "Nutrition for the
Athlete." AMA Proceedings of the Second National Conference on Medical As-
pects of Sports. Chicago: American Medical Association, 1961. pi,. 51-52.
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Should be so conducted that the physical welfare of participants is protected
and fostered =T

Safeguarding the Health of the Athlete
The schoolits environment, programs, personnel, and students

can protect and promote health. To help evaluate major areas of
healthful athletics for boys and girls, the following checklist is of-
fered:

Proper conditioning helps to prevent injuries and to increase re-
sistance to fatigue.

1. Are prospective players given directions and activities for
preseason conditioning?

2. Is there a minimum of three weeks of practice before the first
game or contest?

3. Are precautions taken to prevent heat exhaustion and heat
stroke?

4. Is each player required to warm up thoroughly prior to partic-
ipation?

5. Are substitutions made without hesitation when players
evidence disability?

Careful coaching leads to skillful performance, which lowers the
incidence of injuries.

1. Is emphasis given to safety in teaching techniques and ele-
ments of play?

2. Are injuries analyzed to determine causes and to suggest pre-
ventive programs?

3. Are tactics discouraged that may increase the hazards and
thus the incidence of injuries?

4. Are practice periods carefully planned and of reasonable dura-
tion?

Good officiating promotes enjoyment of the game and the
protection of players.

1. Are players as well as coaches thoroughly schooled in the rules
of the game?

2. Are rules and regulations strictly enforced in practice periods
as well as in games?

27 Junior High School Athletics Sub-Committee of the Joint Committee on
Standards for Intercilolastic Athletics. Standards for Junior High School
Athletics. Washington, D.C.: American Association for Health, Physical Edu-
cation, and Recreation, a department of the National Education Association,
1963. p. 20.
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3. Are officials qualified both emotionally and technically for
their responsibilities?

4. Do players and coaches respect the decisions of officials?
Right t quipmcnt and facilities serve a unique purpose in protec-

tion of players.
1. Is the best protective equipment provided for contact sports?
2. Is careful attention given to proper fitting and adjustment of

equipment?
3. Is equipment properly maintained, and are worn and outmoded

items discarded?
4. Are proper areas of play provided and carefully maintained?
5. Are pupils instructed in proper use of equipment?
Adequate medical care is a necessity in the prevention and con-

trol of injuries.
1. Is there a thorough preseason health history and medical

examination?
2. Is a physician present at contests and readily available during

practice sessions?
3. Does the physician make the decision as to whether an athlete

should return to play following injury during games?
4. Is authority from a physician required before an athlete can

return to practice after being out of play because of a disa-
bling injury?

5. Is the care given athletes by coach or trainer limited to first
aid and medically prescribed services?

FOR FURTHER READING
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Chapter 13

The School Administrator
and the Environment

The school administrator, whether principal of a small rural
school or superintendent of a large metropolitan system, is a cen-
tral figure in helping to achieve a successful school health program.
In addition to his role in health educat.Qn and health services, the
administrator's responsibilities include the supervision of those
procedures that assure a healthful environment for pupils and
school employees. The administrator's knowledge, interest, coopera-
tion, inspiration, and active participation do much to bring about
conditions that favor pupil health, growth, and learning. His con-
cern for environmental factors, stated so clearly that it becomes
manifest to all staff members, is an important factor in determin-
ing the completeness and effectiveness of measures designed to ob-
tain or maintain healthful environmental conditions.

The material in this chapter suggests ways in which superinten-
dents and principals can help develop and strengthen procedures
and practices related to the environment. Attention is focused on
such administrative matters as policies, budgetary needs, personnel
requirements, and health of the school staff. Emphasis is placed on
the role of the administrator in developing teamwork among
staff members and between them and those community groups
which have an interest in the effect of environment on the health of
pupils. Wise administration improves the school environment, thus
protecting the health of pupils and teachers and facilitating pupils'
attainment of educational goals.

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP

A:; a leader in education the school administrator sets the stage
for an effective program through procedures that provide the
school system with policies and personnel that make healthful
school living possible. He influences the lives of pupils and school
personnel by the methods he uses. He recognizes the many aspects

251
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of the environment that affect the well-being of pupils and makes
every effox t to assure that these factors are favorable.

The Physical Environment

The administrator has the responsibility for seeing that physical
conditions are provided which protect the health of pupils and
which, in a real sense, help to determine educational outcomes. This
responsibility extends all the way from the selectiT.n of a school site
and the construction of a school building to appropriate attention to
safety, lighting, heating, ventilation, acoustics, housekeeping prac-
tices, water supply, waste disposal, and food services. Pupils cannot
achieve their full educational potential unless every aspect of the
physical erwironment is so controlled that it contributes to their
comfort and total health. The close relationship between the school
physical plant and the health and !earning ability of its occupants
is now more widely recognized than ever before.

Emotional and Social Factors

To bring children and y ouch up to the highest level of their learn-
ing potential, attention must be given to numerous factors in school
organization that affect the health of pupils. Among these are the
length of the school day and the school year, size of classes, pupil
groupings, schedules, recess and lunch periods, homework assign-
ments, pressures and tensions, and other considerations.

The very presence of a pupil at school may produce problems
which have a bearing on Hs health. First of all he has the task of
learning to live in physical surroundings which are often quite dif-
ferent from those to which he is accustomed at home. He must
learn to live under the supervision of someone other than his par-
ents. His contacts with other pupils sometimes have undesirable
aspects. There may be subtle or obvious problems of relationships
with classmates and teachers. School programs which rate academic
achievement alone above well-rounded development may affect
health. These are illustrative of the many and diverse factors which
comprise a school environment. The alert administrator will be
aware of these and utilize every possible opportunity to avoid un-
healthful influences.

The superintendent can promote psychologically healthful school
conditions by providing an environment conducive to the emotional
well-being of teachers. Rapport between an administrator and his
staff is as essential for a smooth-working school program as is rap-
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port between teachers and pupils. The superintendent by his own
actions and by his counseling can influence the attitudes and meth-
ods of principals and other members of the administrative staff
and thus help to develop friendly, satisfying relationships. He can
be helpful and constructive in his direct contacts with teachers and
other school employees and establish policies which give teachers a
sense of self-confidence and security. The successful school superirk-
tendent selects his staff with care and then -gives them enough
rope to hang themselves, but holds on to the end of it to see that
they don't do it." Qualified, well-adjusted, healthy staff members,
secure in their responsibilities, form the foundation for an emotion-
ally healthful environment.

Characteristics of Good Leadership
Administrative pro.f..fiePq that assure a healthful school environ-

ment are consonant with those that promote effective and efficient
instructional programs. The administrator most likely to be suc-
cessful in providing leadership is one who, with respect to health-

1. Combines in his own life good physical health with wholesome
mental, social, emotional, and spiritaal qualities.

2. Delegates responsibility to staff members, creates a feeling of
security among school employees, and cooperates with staff
personnel in determining policies governing all phases of the
health program.

3. Shows appropriate respect for all people with whom he asso-
ciates. There are many thorny problems in school administra-
tion, and the health program provides its share. The good
administrator uses tact and skill in helping members of his
staff see that there is more than one side to most problems.

4. Is considerate of his colleagues. He is conscious of health to
the extent that he will not formulate or approve policies or
directives which injure or work a hardship on members of his
staff.

The administrator is controlled by the objectives of his office
and by the interests and desires of the community he serves. The
closer he relates himself to these interests and desires, the more se-
cure will be the school health program.

BAS!C POLICIES ARE ESSENTIAL

The school superintendent promotes the maintenance or develop-
ment of a healthful school environment through proposing to his
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tiu)is. Propiksals acconminieil inftmation that helps
board niemlit-is to understand their importance to the health of
pupils and their ability to learn. A declaration by the board of edu-

cation that a prime objective of the scht:Iol is to provide a pleasant,
safe, sanitary, anti cheerful environment for all pupils can
strengthen awareness of this need and is essential to the attain-
ment of such a goal.

in a similar manner, the principal of a school can, and should,

make clear to all who work with him that he considers the creation

of a healthful environment an important task shared by everyone.
He should point out various aspects of the school environment and
emphasize the attentit on that each requires. Leadership of this kind
is essential if the school staff is to contribute wholeheartedly to the
development of a favorable environment.

Inspection of the Physical Environment

Systematic inspections of the physical environment shovld sup-
plement day-by-day observations by principals, teachers, and

custodians. 'These inspections should include every part of the
school building and grounds and should be concerned with the ade-

quacy of sanitary facilities, the effectiveness of housekeeping proce-
dures, and the presence or absence of accident hazards. Reports of

all inspections should be submitted to the superintendent and princi-

pal, and the board of education should be informed of needed action
to correct unsafe and unhealthful conditions.

Sometimes inspections are made for limited purposes: to identify

fire hazards, to evaluate lighting conditions, or to check lunchroom

sanitation. Such inspections aid h-1 directing attention to a particu-

lar phase of the environment and facilitate the use of individuals

with training and competence in a special field. For example, a san-
itarian from the health department can check the adequacy and
condition of toilets, washing facilities, and other sanitary features;
while a fire inspector can inspect for fire hazards, a safety engi-
neer for accident hazards.

The role of the administrator is to see that inspections are
scheduled to cover all aspects of safety and sanitation and to make
stile that action is taken in accord with needs revealed by the
inspections.

Sometimes inspections of sanitary and safety conditions are
made by a group. The principal, the custodian, and a person with
special competence in safety and sanitation are always members of
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the inspectiag rruup. Milers may Le members the school health
staff, a parent or two, a clasroom teacher, and several pupils. All
these persons can benefit from tirst-hand i.liservation of school con.
ditions.

Evaluating the Emotional and Social Environment
Administrative leadership is important in improving a school's

emotional and social environment, but for this purpose the adminis-
trator will use different techniques and have different allies. The
administrator may utilize various methods for increasing staff
members' awareness of the effect of school and classroom proce-
dues on the emotional health of pupils. He may encourage teachers
to enroll in university courses relating to emotional health and the
growth and developmental characteristics of children or provide for
such courses to be given locally. Special courses in the care of the
handicapped, problems of delinquency, education of retarded chil-
dren, and the school health program may be included. Fees for such
courses, in whole or in part, may be paid by tine board of education,
or credits toward salary advancements may re given.

His allies, in addition to members of the school health staff, will
depend on the types of persons available. Ideally, the curriculum
director, a psychologist, a social worker or guidance teacher, and
other persons with particular interest in mental health will assist
the superintendent, principal, and teachers in analyzing the emo-
tional and social climate of the school and in identifying areas that
need improvement.

The approach to the evaluation of pupils' emotional and social en-
vironment can be along several paths. Teachers may be encouraged
to become acquainted with the home and community lives of their
pupils, including attention to educational, economic, religious, and
ethnic factors. Teachers may also study the communities that their
school serves and become acquainted with projects that have been
undertaken, or are planned, to improve the community. Such study
will undoubtedly uncover ways in which the school may help to fur-
ther community projects.

Staff meetings of the school system or of a single school may de-
sirably be devoted, at times, to discussions of the effect on pupils'
mental health of such matters as marking and grading procedures,
promotional policies, grouping arrangements, and attitudes toward
misbehavior and delinquency.

Parents and pupils should be encouraged to participate in discus-
sions of the influence of school procedures on pupil health. Their
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views, whether in agreement or at variance with those of staff
Tnelthers. ma.. be revealing and stimulating. :11eetings of this nature
afford opoortunities for consideration of parents' roles in the care
and supervision of children and youth and the need for parents and
teachers to work cooperatively.

Evaluation of the emotional and social environment of the school
requires careful assessment of the effect on pupils of a multitude of
school situations and procedures. It is a difficult task, complex in
nature and broad in scope. However, such efforts briag great satis-faction to administrators and teachers and often lead to major im-
provements in school policies.

Budget Requirements

All school programs require money, and that for providing a
healthful school environment is no exception. The board of educa-
tion has responsibility for adopting budgets and for seeing that
necessary funds for providing healthful schools and grounds are
made available. The school administrator, however, is responsible
for interpreting to the board the needs that must be met and the
amount of money required to meet them.

Only by appropriating adequate amounts of money can a board
of education meet its obligations to provide safe, wholesome, sani-
tary school buildings. Money may be needed for construction or
equipment. It may be needed for personnel to deal with the emo-
tional and social aspects of the school environment or to improve
school housekeeping. Adequate supplies of such items as soap, tow-
els, toilet tissue, cleaning materials, and light bulbs can be made
available only if funds are in the budget for their purchase. The
best of policies is of no value unless it is implemented.

PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

The success of administrative measures in obtaining qualified
personnel and in providing leadership and coordination for their ef-
forts is a prime factor in determining the type of school environ-
ment to which children and youth will be exposed.

Physicians, nurses, and health educators serving the school con-sider the development and maintenance of a healthful school
environment an important area of their responsibilities. At the
same time, they recognize that the provision of a total environment
favorable to pupil growth and health requires the active participa-
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tion of many other persons, It involves the organizational pattern
of the school and daily classroom procedures. It includes the work
of psychologists, social workers, and guidance personnel, all of
whom may be engaged in helping pupils with emotional and social
problems or in working to prevent such problems. It is the concern
of the food service and the custodial and maintenance staffs. Truly,
everyone cornected -with the schools needs to participate in the cre-
ation of a desirable environment for children and youth.

Among the most important functions of a school administrator
are assignment of responsibility for providing leadership for the
total school health program and ensuring that each member of
the school staff understands his own role in relation to environmen-
tal conditions and appreciates the roles of other staff members.

Leadership for the School Health Program
The school administrator is a busy man. For example, he must

deal with problems of buildings, budgets, public relations, hard-
ware and software, technology, urbanization, local-state-federal re-
lationships, teacher and labor organizations, integration, church-
state relationships, and evaluation, as well as the instructional
program. Obviously, he cannot be expert in all subjects and in all

areas. He, therefore, selects competent people to assist him.
In all but the smallest school systems, one of the most important

administrative tasks of the superintendent related to the school
health program is to recommend to his board the appointment of a
person to give leadership to that program. Someone professionally
prepared in school health can provide expert guidance in the devel-
opment and evaluation of the school health program. This person
may be an assistant superintendent of schools, a director of school
health, or a school health coordinator. His exact title is uniiapor-
tant, but his functions are essential to the successful conduct of a
school health program.

The coordinator of school health, regardless of his title, is con-
cerned with all divisions of the school health program: health edu-
cation, health services, and the provision of a healthful environ-
ment. Consequently, he should be a person with a primary interest
in health and a background of professional preparation and experi-
ence in both health and education. He will deal with matters of pol-

icy, budget, staff qualifications, staff in-service education, and pro-
gram evaluation. He will be active in coordinating school health
efforts with those of the local health department, local medical and
dental organizations, and voluntary health agencies.
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The school health coordinator has another important responsibil-
ity. He surveys and evaluates the health needs of the school system
and keeps the superintendent of schools informed regarding trends,
the need for facilities and equipment, and the need for fumis.

As the superintendent delegates to one person responsibility for
providing leadership for the school health program of a system or
district, so should the principal appoint one person to give leader-
ship to health activities in his school. Even though this may be a
part-time responsibility in a small school, it can increase the effec-
tiveness of all parts of the school health program.

In selecting and appointing a leader for this program, the
administrator should be conscious of the distinction between school
health and school physical education programs. Each of these areas
makes a unique contribution to education, but they have different
purposes, use different procedures, require different facilities, and
often involve different personnel. These differences need to be kept
in mind, even when both programs are administered in a single de-
partment. To submerge one field in the other is to reduce seriously
the effectiveness of both.

Role of Various Staff Members
As leader of a team representing various professional disciplines,

the school health coordinator or the superintendent in a small
school system has the important task of helping each person under-
stand the way his particular work affects the school environment
and the way it relates to the work of others. Careful delineation of
responsibility is essential to the development of effective teamwork.

Determination of the responsibilities of various staff members
can best be achieved through joint meetings of those concerned
with a particul r task. Such meetings may be held on a systemwide
or individual-school basis. In the latter instance, the principal acts
to unite his co-workers into a team. In one school, for example, the
principal chaired a staff meeting attended by teachers, the school
medical adviser, the nurse serving the school, the health educator,
the custodian, and the food service director. The purpose of the
meeting was to determine what could be done to improve classroom
lighting. During the discussion, the physician and nurse presented
information concerning lighting standards. Teachers agreed to in-
volve students in a study of variations in illumination in, different
parts of classrooms on clear and on cloudy days. The custodian de-
scribed the schedule for window washing, offered suggestions about
using shades, and urged teachers to inform him of burned-out
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bulbs. He agreed to trim shrubbery that was keeping light out of
several nu ans. The food service director asked the principal to have
the lunch room painted a lighter color to increase reflected light.
fiti errine became conscious of light needs and worked to sc-cure the
best possible conditions. Each person knew his specific responsibil-
ity.

HEALTH OF THE SCHOOL STAFF

Part of the school environment of pupil, consists of the human
beings who make up the school staff, and, from the point of view of
health, these persons exert an infldence that is at least as important
as that produced by the physical environment. Consequently, meas-
ures to protect, maintain, or improve the Mahn of school employees
help to produce a favorable school environment. These measures,
developed cooperatively by the school administrator, representa-
tives of school employees, and representatives of the health profes-
sions, include periodic medical examinations, provision of appropri-
ate sick leave, and arrangements for group health and
hospitalization insurance.'

The health of school personnel is protected and maintained partly
by troviding healthful working conditions. Administrators are
right13, concerned with the teaching or working load of staff mem-
bers. Tehchers should gain satisfaction from their work, feel that
they have a significant job to do, and receive commendation for un-
usual or exceptional achievements and contributions. In a similar
manner, other employees must be so treated that they maintain
their self-respect, gain pleasure from doing a necessary job, and
feel at ease while working with their colleagues.

Periodic Medical Examinations

A first step in promoting staff health is to require pre-employ-
ment examinations for all prospective school employees. The
examination should include a chest x-ray.

Periodic medical examinations during the years of employment
are a means of safeguarding health and of facilitating the identifi-
cation of disease or other handicapping conditions. Many schools
require such examinations at intervals of from one to five years.
The employee may go to his own physician or may be examined by

National Education Association and the American Medical Association,
Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education. Health of School Personnel.
Washington, D.C., and Chicago: the Associations, 1964.
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a physician employed by the board of education. in the former in-
stance the employee personally pays for his examination, whereas
in the latter procedure the cost is ordinarily borne by the board of
education. Regardless of whether periodic examinations are re-
quired, employees should be encouraged to consult their own physi-
cians regularly and whenever they are in need of counsel or advice
regarding their health.

The procedures outlined in the school code cf the St. Paul,
Minnesota, public schools illustrate a good practice. All employees
are required to have a pre-employment health examination. After
employment, health examinations are required every three years
for teachers and other school personnel who come into direct con-
tact with pupils on a daily basis. School employees who handle food
are required to have yearly health examinations. A teacher who has
been absent from duty because of illness for a period of four weeks
or more or who has suffered a serious accident must submit a
health report from an examining physician before reporting for
service. The superintendent of schools may require any employee of
the St. Paul schools to submit a health report should it appear to be
in the best interest of the schools. The report of the examining phy-
sician of the teacher's own choosing is made on a form provided by
the board of education. A reply to all items listed therein is re-
quired. The physician's fee for such a required report is paid by the
board of education.

Sick Leave and Other Leaves of Absence

One of the ways in which the school administrator can promote
the health of his staff is to work out with them and the board of ed-
ucation a liberal sack leave policy. Such a policy, in addition to
being humanitarian for the individuals involved, has as its primary
justification the protection and benefits that accrue to pupils. With-
out sick leave provisions classroom teachers and other employees
who cannot afford to lose a day's pay may remain in school in di-
rect contact with pupils when they are suffering from illness.
Furthermore, a teacher who is ill cannot do a good job of teaching,
and, if the illness is contagious, it is a direct hazard to the health of
pupils. Sick leave plans are almost universal in public school sys-
tems today.

Medical examinations before school employees return to work af-
ter being ill for a substantial period of time or having sustained a
serious accident are a safeguard to both pupils and teachers. They
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provide assurance that the individual is fit to teach and ready to re-
turn to work.

To permit a teacher to take a leave-of-absence for a semester or a
year frequently will enable him to improve his health and thereby
his efficiency as a staff member. Sometimes no pay is allowed for
such a leave-of-absence. However, some school systems establish
policies which provide for extended leave in certain cases with par-
tial payment of salary.

Insurance for Staff Members
Another responsibility of the administrator and his school board

is the establishment of a group health and hospitalization insurance
plan which is available to teachers and other school employees. Cur-
rent practice is that payment for such health protection is shared
by the hoard of education and the teacher. In some instances, how-
ever, boards of education pay the entire cost of group health and
hospitalization insurance. Many boards of education have arrange-
ments that make it Possible for an employee to buy life insurance
for the members of his family at low cost.

COORDINATION WITH COMMUNITY HEALTH RESOURCES

No school system is in a position to implement a sound health
program alone. In the broad field of health, the need constantly
arises for assistance, up-to-date information, and guidance from ex-
perts. Considering the magnitude and diversity of health needs, it
is indeed fortunate that many people and groups in addition to
schools work to protect and promote health. Public health officers,
private physicians and dentists, nurses, social and welfare workers
and their respective professional and official organizations, as well

as voluntary health agencies, are all concerned with health activi-
ties in the community. The school administrator who successfully
coordinates the health activities of his staff with community health
efforts has fulfilled one of his most important responsibilities and
set the stage for rewarding accomplishments.=

Advisory School Health Councils
One effective medium for coordinating community health re-

sources with the school health program is the advisory school health

= American Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
Teamwork in School Health. Report of the National Conference on Coordina-
tion of the School Health Program. Washington, D.C.: the Association, a de-
partment of the National Education Association, 1962.
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council, which can serve the schor' administrator and the health
staff as a planning, problem-solving, and coordinating body. Advis-
ory school health councils fall into two general categories:

1. The communitywide health council, which usually includes rep-
resentation from schools, from parents, and from various
community agencies and organizations. Such a council consid-
ers community problems and methods for solving them, in-
cluding school health programs and problems.

2. The individual school council or committee, which may be
composed of persons connected with the health program in a
particular schoolthe principal, one or more teachers, a medi-
cal adviser, the school nurse, the health educator, parents, and
others, such as a dentist, the cafeteria manager, the custodian.
Pupils may be represented on the school health committee, or
there may be a separate pupil health committee.

In some school systems, a coordinating council of representatives
of individual school councils may be helpful. Health problems com-
mon to all schools can be analyzed and frequently solved by sharing
ideas, time, and effort. Ar example of such a council is the Tulare
County (California) School Health Advisory Board. This council
has worked since 1957 to coordinate the health programs in 116
public schools and to improve the effectiveness of each.

The commnitywide health council provides an opportunity to
bring together representatives of parents, teachers, school adminis-
trators, the health department, the medical and dental professions,
and the voluntary health and social agencies. It provides a suitable
means for developing community understanding of school health
procedures and for devising effective measures for improving the
health of children and youth. Tht-t council serves in an advisory ca-
pacity to the school staff and school administrators; its function is
to suggest policies rather than to make them.

The composition and function of a community health advisory
council as suggested by the National Committee on School Health
Policies is worthy of consideration:

1. The purposes, objectives, and policies of the council should be
stated clearly and reviewed periodically.

2. The council should include representation from the school ad-
ministration; parents; the school staff; the health depart -

ment; medical, dental, and nursing societies; and community
agencies with programs related to personal and community
health. The organization should remain flexible.
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3. Each group should be given an opportunity to select its own
representatives. Officers should be elected by the council for a
specified term.

4. The council should meet regularly with a prepared agenda.
5. Each group should be permitted to present any health prob-

lem of schoolchildren for council consideration. Particular
attention should be given to problems requiring joint action
by the schools and other community agencies and those that
involve participation by two or more professional groups.

6. Use should be made of subcommittees, but these should relate
in function to the council as a whole.

7. Although long-term projects are necessary and appropriate,
projects which can be completed successfully in a short pe-
riod of time should not be neglected.

8. Publicity should be given throughout the community to the
council's progress and accomplishments.

9. Emphasis should be placed on solving pertinent problems,
such as developing written emergency procedures, rather
than on organization or on routine procedures.

10. All members of the council should be involved in planning,
recommending, and evaluating programs.'

Governmental Agencies and Professional Associations

The school administrator can get considerable help from local
governmental agencies. The health department can suggest desir-
able standards for sanitary facilities and provide up-to-date infor-
mation on such matters as proper safeguards in food handling and
proper measures for controlling the safety of swimming pool water.
Both fire departments and police departments are ivalified to offer
suggestions regarding safety measures. Welfare .agencies can give
schools information about the home backgrounds of particular pu-
pils and also let schools know how their clients feel about the effects
of school procedures on pupils.

Such professional organizations as the local medical and dental
societies can be counted on to support efforts to improve the envi-
ronment of schools. These organizations are concerned with all
matters affecting the health of children and youth, and many have

3 National Education Association and American Medical Association, Joint
Committee on Health Problems in Education. Suggested School Health Policies.
Fourth edition. Washington, D.C., and Chicago: the Associations, 1966. p. xi.
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school health committees. They ustiPlly have representatives on the
school health could'. At national, state, and local levels, physicians
have organized school health conferences, some of which have been
devoted to school environmental conditions. Ti:e wise administrator
will make full use of the resources afforded by medical and dental
a,stociations.

Working with Voluntary Health Agencies

The contributions of voluntary health apmcies to school health
programs are commendable. The school aiiininistrator 'who works
cooperatively with the voluntary health ac-,:n1cies will find that they
are a source of strong support and may p:ovide resources that aid
in tint extension and improvement of the school health program. A
committee of educators and represenZatives of voluntary health
agencies prepared a report on intenelationships between the
schools and the agencies and set up the following guidelines:

1. Recognition of common goals is essential.
2. Mutual understanding of purposes and procedures is neces-

sary.
3. Mutual projects are best when planned and undertaken jointly.
4. New health activities should be an integral part of the school

health education program.4

Both schools and health agencies are concerned with community
life, community health, and community standards of living. Work-
ing together they can accomplish much which is good for the
children and youth of the community. Such agencies, when kept in-
formed by the school administrator with regard to the nature of his
program, can be excellent interpreters of the school health program
and can cooperate in developing a foundation for coordinated at-
tacks on health problems.
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Chapter 14

Utilizing the Environment
for Health Education

Health education involves the provision of experiences that
contribute to pupils' practices, attitudes, and knowledge relative to
health. The goals of health education are achieved only through the
application of health principles to daily living; to know is impor-
tant, but to take positive action is essential. A unique opportunity
exists to influence pupils' health practices through their experiences
in living at school. These experiences may be used to motivate the
development of healthful practices in home and comm.inity life.

Classroom and school environments influence heath attitudes
and behavior, either favorably or otherwise. Sometimes these influ-
ences are subtle in their effect on attitudes and behavior; at other
times they are more direct. The effective use of the health education
opportunities provided by the school environment is a real and con-
tinuing challenge to + .lachers.

This chapter highlights some of the opportunities for health edu-
cation which are related to environmental conditions and to the
experiences of living at school. Little attempt is made to organize
these suggestions on appropriate grade levels. It is the individual
teacher's responsibility to utilize the suggested teaching opportuni-
ties as they are appropriate to the maturity of his pupils and as
they meet pupils' health needs and interests.

LEARNING TO LIVE HEALTHFULLY AT SCHOOL

Situatiors frequently arise within the school or within the class-
room that have significant potential for health education. Oppor-
tunities for such situational or incidental instruction extend
throughout the school day and the school year.

Getting Acquainted with the School

When children enter kindergarten or first grade, the school build-
ing and grounds are an unfamiliar and complex new world. New

267
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behavior patterns have to be learned, and puaing adjustments
made. Learning how to use toilets, handwashing facilities, and
drinking fountains properly requires instruction and supeivision.
Lunchroom and playground behavior which is healthful, safe, and
socially acceptable needs to be established. Attention to safety fac-
tors involved in bus transportation and pedestrian behavior is im-
perative. The teacher of newcomers to school will, of necessity, help
pupils understand and practice health and safety skills in the use of
the school environment. Helping children to live healthfully
constitutes a major goal of health education in the primary grades.

Tours of the building and grounds may be early steps in this ori-
entation process. Children will feel more secure and sure of them-
selves if the teacher takes them around the school and introduces
them not only to ?ne physical facilities of buildings and grounds,
but also to the people who are new to them, such as the principal,
nurse, lunchroom manager, and custodian. During a tour the
teacher and pupils can discuss how to use the thinking fountains,
toilets, urinals, and washing facilities. Playground apparatus can be
observed and demonstrations conducted concerning the proper use
of slides, jungle gyms, "tricky" bars, and other equipment.

Observation of and acquaintance with the environment is a first
step in the development of the skills, attitudes, and understandings
necessary for safe and healthful living at school. Supervision of
pupils and the provision of help in the development of acceptable
behavior patterns should be continued for us long as needed.

The Classroom Environment

Management of the classroom environment is a joint responsibil-
ity of the maintenance staff, teachers, and pupils. Movable school
furniture has replaced the old stationary row of seats and desks.
The arrangement of seating can now be varied in accord with the
variety of activities which occur in the classroom. There may be a
tendency to move seats around with little regard for advantageous
lighting or good hearing, unless the teacher is sensitive to these
factors. Even though seats are movable, they should be assigned to
individual boys and girls on the basis of size, to ensure comfort
and good body position. Pupils can discuss good seating and become
conscious of its relationships To comfort and to the prevention of
fatigue.

Management of classroom lighting, temperature, ventilation, and
noise can become a shared responsibility of teachers and pupils.
The age of pupils and the types of mechanical controls of heating,
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ventilating, and lighting are factors which determine the kind and
degree of responsibility that pupils may be expected to aszume. An
awareness of the effects of lighting, ventilation, and other factors
on comfort and health can be developed through discussion, as well
as through practice in classroom management.

The care of plants and animals, such as fish, birds, and hamsters,
which are often part of a classroom environment, involves health
practices and understandings. Sometimes hazards to health may be
involved. Furthermore, the needs of living things for food, water,
air, sunlight, and temperature regulation can be learned by pupils
as they assume responsibility for the care of ferns or guppies. Even
though they may be incidental, health learnings are inherent in
such experiences. At times, the teacher may wish to utilize the in-
terests of pupils in a classroom aquarium or conservatory to
develop a health education unit which helps pupils to learn that fish
and plants have life needs similar to those ,)f human beings.

Housekeeping practices in the classroom which promote safety
and reasonable order can be learned early in the school life of the
child. Proper storage of lunches brought from home and of coats,
caps, boots, and equipment of any sort is an aspect of classroom
housekeeping. Provision of storage space which is adequate and
properly ventilated is important in teaching pupils to store their
belongings in orderly fashion. Name tags on the outdoor clothing of
young children facilitate order and care.

The emotional climate of the classroom is of tremendous import-
ance in its influence on the health of all pupils and permeates the
entire teaching process. This aspect of the school environment was
discussed in previous chapters. In considering the classroom envi-
ronment as a basis for health education, it is necessary to remem-
ber that the health and personality of the teacher, his teaching
methods, his success in involving pupils in their own education, and
his methods of classroom control are of paramount importance in
the development of sound emotional health among pupils.

USING THF. ENVIRONMENT FOR PLANNED
HEALTH EDUCATION

Health education involves a variety of approaches to the develop-
ment of practices, attitudes, and understandings which are impor-
tant for healthful living. In addition to the more or less incidental
opportunities for health teaching, discussed in the preceding para-
graphs, teachers can develop a series of related learning
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experiences which utilize the school environment as a basis for
study. Interest can be increased and health outcomes more readily
achieved in the setting of reality provided by the school facilities
where pupils live and work together.

Studying About Lighting

A sixth-grade class, as part of a unit on care of the eyes, consid-
ered desirable conditions for reading and studying. The project in-
cluded. learning how to use a light meter and measuring the amount
of light in different parts of the room. As a result, the classroom
seating 'Arrangement was reorganized so that pupils were able to
utilize the best light for reading and other work requiring good il-
lumination. Less desirable areas of the classroom, from the stand-
point of light, were used for discussion groups. Each pupil had a vi-
sion screening test, followed, if further attention was needed, by a
conference with the school nurse. Pupils were advised about the
best seating arrangement for them in the classroom if they had a
particular visual problem. One goal of this counseling was to stimu-
late each pupil to seek adequate illumination for himself within the
classroom. The teacher encouraged pupils to select suitable places
at home for reading, writing, and other activities requiring good il-
lumination.

In another instance, the study of lighting by a combined seventh-
and eighth-grade class resulted in renovation of the entire school
building. The pupils borrowed a light meter from the public health
nurse and measured the illumination in their classroom. The
amount of light proved to be inadequate in all parts of the room.
They studied standards for good lighting and decided that their
room needed to be painted a light color and that new blinds and
light fixtures were needed.

A committee was organized to consult with members of the
school board and to present and discuss the recommendations for
improvement. The school board authorized the purchase of paint,
and parents agreed to help with the painting job. A school social
was arranged to raise money for new blinds. The local farm bureau
agreed to finance new lighting fixtures, and an electrician from a
neighboring town agreed to install them. The project extended over
several months.

When the room was renovated, parents of the pupils were invited
to inspect it as a feature of a parent-teacher meeting. The reaction
of the parents was not only one of approval and appreciation, but
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one of "Why can't the (Alia. three classrooms be similarly im-

proved?" During the summer, renovation of the rest of the school

was authorized and financed by the school board.

Learning About Sanitation
Various aspects of sanitation can be taught through observation

and study of school facilities and prti;:edures. Pupils can learn
about heating and ventilation by becoming familiar with the way

these items are handled in their own school. What type of fuel is

used? How is classroom temperature regulated? Who regulates it?

If there is a mechanical ventilating system, how does it operate?
Discussion of these questions and numerous other questions that

come to the minds of pupils are means of health education.

Similar opportunities for realistic health education are provided

by study of the school water supply. If the school has its own water

supply, as is the case in many rural schools, pupils can be encour-

aged to learn what preinutions are taken to assure its safety. Study

of school water supplie, in cities will lead to consideration of public

water supplies, including their adequacy, methods of treating water

to make it safe, procedures for adding fluoride, and ways to finance

water supply systems. School drinking fountains can come under

observation, and their sanitary characteristics may be discussed.
Demonstration of the proper use of drinking fountains may be ap-

pi opriate and desirable. The same is true of washing facilities, in-
cluding instruction in the correct way to wash hands and the cor-

rect use of soap and towels.
Pupils may learn how the school disposes of sewage, garbage,

and rubbish and gain understanding of these important sanitary
measures. The niolt teacher will help pupils to understand the sig-

nificant characteristics of adequate disposal measures and, if appro-

priate, to recognize deficiencies that exist and how they can be cor-

rected.
A visit to the school kitchen, planned in advance with the school

lunch manager, affords opportunities for high school pupils, or even

younger pupils, to gain firsthand information about sanitary proce-

dures for food handling and storage. Analysis ,)f iegulations which

relate to the health of k od handlers will assure pupils that the
school administration is concerned with protecting them from food

infection and food poisoning. They will becori interested in the

standards used for dishwashing and in methods used to keep flies,

rats, and roaches out of the kitchen, dining room, and storage

areas.
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Real-life projects are to be encouraged. This wan done in one
school where high school seniors became concerned ab,fut a dump
which was located within a block of their school. At first, some con-
sidered it a convenient place tc find spare parts for their cars and
construction projects of various sorts. Others felt that it was repul-
sive, ugly, and smelly. Gradually, they all recognized __tat it repre-
sented a definite health hazard for the school and the community,
and they decided to do something constructive about it. Their sur-
vey of the dump, their development of plans for its conversion into
an extension of the school campus, and their efforts to obtain com-
munity action for utilization of the plans provided avenues to learn-
ing in many fields, including health and citizenship.

With encouragement and cooperation from their teachers, the
project involved work in health (life cycles of flies and mosquitoes,
rats as carriers of germs and parasites, and microorganisms which
live in garbage) mathematics (land surveying, graphs cf statistics,
estimates of materials and labor costs) ; language arts (newspaper
articles, talks for civic organizations, radio and television broad-
casts) ; art (models, diagrams, and photographs) ; distributive
education (displays in local store windows) ; physical education
(plans for various sports and recreational areas); industrial arts
(drainage, trucking, landscaping) ; and sociology (community gov-
ernment., financing of community improvements, public opinion,
and decision making). hi addition to the worthwhile instructbn
and learning which grew out of these pursuits, the dump eventually
was transformed into a recreational area. The whole effort was a
dynamic experience in the translation of health knowledge into
effective personal and community action.

SAFETY AT SCHOOL

A school accident prevention program has many facets which can
be related to classroom instruction. From kindergarten through
high school, there must be concern that pupils be protected and that
they learn to protect themselves and others from accidental inju-
ries.

Safety in Physical Activities

School accident statistics reveal that playground and gymnasium
activities constitute the greatest source of accidents occurring at
school. There are many administrative and supervisory controls
which can be applied to reduce playground accidents, but these need
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to be supplemented by instruction if pupils are to learn and prac-
tice safety skills. The playground, gymnasium, athletic field, and

other sports areas are the laboratories in which such skills and
their concomitant attitudes may be developed.

The teacher of young children will concentrate his efforts on
helping them learn how to use playground apparatus, to follow
rules and directions in play activities, and to develop skills and co-

ordinations which enable them to use their bodies easily and well.

Awkwardness and poor coordination can of themselves be causes of

accidents. Some classroom activicies may develop out of the needs

evidenced on the playground. Children can be guided to discuss why

they should not push or shove or carelessly throw stones, snowballs,

or other dangerous objects; they can learn to take turns and other-
wise conduct themselves in an orderly manner.

Older elementary school pupils and high school boys and girls

may use physical education and athletic programs as bases for
classroom study related to safety. Many projects can be initiated
which will enhance understandings and attitudes relating to safe

behavior in vigorous activity. Suggested activities include-

1. Investigating accidents that occur in the school physical edu-

cation and play programs and discussing how they may be

reduced in number and severity.
2. Studying first aid for accidental injuries that may occur dur-

ing activity.
3. Making a survey of equipment and facilities for physical edu-

cation to determine their adequacy for safe use.

4. Organizing a playground safety patrol, if this seems advisa-

ble.

5. Studying safe behavior in a variety of recreational activities
such as skating, skiing, swimming, camping, boating, bicy-

cling, and cross-country hiking.
6. Surveying the use of bicycles for transportation to and from

school and setting up rules relating to their use and storage on
the school grounds.

7. Investigating the hazards in athletics, the importance of ade-

quate conditioning before competition, and the reasons for re-
quiting certain equipment and enforcing definite rules.

8. Comparing the hazards of different spores and discussing the

reasons for varying the rules in girls' and boys' sports.

The utilization of actual accidents for teaching purposes requires
skill and tact on the part of the teacher. Frequently, an accident is
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due to an error on the part of .,ne or more persons. To avoid humil-
iation, the teaching needs b.. be constructive, with emphasis on
ways to prevent similar accid ants.

Some accidents are emotioqally traumatic for all concerned, mak-
ing the teacher's task that of restoring emotional equilibrium as
soon as possible. Whether tais can be done best through verbal ex-
pression of feeling's, thrzxgh discharging emotional tensions with
vigorous activity, cr through some other means is best left to the
professional judgmcq of the teacher.

Safety in Lthoratories

Teaching the safe use of laboratory equipment, tools, and ma-
chinery is an integral part of teaching in subject areas which re-
quirl their use. There Pre several places in the secondary school in
thigh teachers and pupils need to be particularly alert to problems
invo.ivei in working with equipment and supplies that may be dan-
gerous . These include the various metal and wood shops, home
ecc...nci.iics classes, chemistry and biology laboratories, ceramics and
leather classes, stage scenery construction in drama classes, and
similar activities. Each teacher in charge of such a program is re-
sponti3-,ie for supervising and teaching the proper use of the equip-
ment which is used in his class or group. The use of safety glasses
of a type approved by the U.S. Standards Institute 1 should be ze-
quired in laboratories and shops where there is a possibility ..)1
flying particles. Appropriate first aid measures for injuries due to
accidents that may occur in the particular shop or laboratory
should be studied, demonstrated, and practiced when necessary.

Fire Prevention

Although the primary responsibility for fire prevention is admin-
istrative, involving building construction, maintenance, and inspec-
tion, the reasons for fire regulations can be explored with pupils
and their responsibilities discussed.

The fire drill is a protective measure practiced routinely in
schools. Pupils need instruction and practice in orderly evacuation
of the building and, in addition, a discussion of the reasons for
holding such drills. It is important to build proper attitudes toward
fire drills, particularly among high school pupils. Older pupils are
likely to consider such drills a joke, unless there is positive instruc-
tion regardiii-g them. It might be noted that some teachers may

U.S. Standards Institute, 10 E. 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016.
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reveal personal attitudes toward such routine procedures which
have an undesirable influence on pupil attitudes.

The visit of a fire marshal to the school can be *zed as a learning
experience for pupils. He may be invited to talk with a group of
pupils about the work of fire protection personnel and to answer
questions about fire prevention in schools. Often the interest in fire
prevention at school can be extended to include fire protection in
the home and iii the community. National losses in life and prop-
erty and the importance of fire prevention in woods and forests can
he dramatized. A unit on fire safety can be developed from an ini-
tial interest in school' fire protection.

A similar approach can be made in the area of disaster protec-
tion. Older pupils, particularly, need to understand the disaster
control program of their communities and to be motivated to par-
ticipate in appropriate procedures. Younger pupils need sufficient
instruction to ensure appropriate immediate reaction, without un-
due alarm, should a disaster occur. School alerts and drills for dis-
aster control need to be apnroached in the same matter-of-fact way
as fire drills.

There are other phases of safety in the school that can be used
for teaching. Safety in the classroom, use of stairs and ramps,
movement through the halls, and proper behavior around drinking
fountains are additional topics that can be utilized in classroom
teaching. Pupils may want to study the school accident report form
developed by the National Safety Council 2 to help them focus on
the particular problems of their own school environment.

THE SCHOOL LUNCH AND NUTRITION EDUCATION

Reference is made in Chapter 7 to some of the health education
opportunities inherent in the school lunch program. Perhaps no
phase of the school day offers greater possibility for establishing
important health practices than that provided by the school lunch.
Whether this opportunity becomes significant depends on the inter-
est and skill of teachers in utilizing school lunch experiences for nu-
trition education.

Mere provision of a well-balar.ced meal at school is no assurance
that all pupils will benefit fully. Food habits vary; food dislikes are
common; cultural preferences may iimit consumption of nutrition-

2 A copy may be obtained from the National Safety Council, 425 North Michi-
gan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
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ally desirable foods. By observing pupils and studying their eating
behavior, txac.her4 can discover arczz in which nutriticn education
is needed.

Teaching about nutrition in the classroom can center around the
lunch experience as part of good nutritional practices throughout
the day. The wise teacher recognizes that not all children need to
conform to the same eating pattern to be adequately nourished and
that it is nutritionally desirable for people to consume a wide varie-
ty of foods and to learn to accept and include new foods in the diet.
Based on the nutritional needs and interests of pupils, activities can
be developed around-

1. Trying to like a variety of foods.
2. Analyzing the nutritional value of the noon meal and deter-

mining the foods which need to be included in other meals to
balance the daily dietary intake.

3. Planning meals for the school lunch and working with the
lunchroom manager in having student-planned meals served
periodically.

4. Studying sanitary food handling practices.
5. Observing and evaluating eating practices in the lunchroom

to determine the kind and amount of food wastage.
6. Surveying the lunchroom environment and making sugges-

tions for more pleasing and comfortable eating arrangements.
7. Learning to select foods wisely, being careful to include es-

sential nutrients in appropriate amounts.
8. Cooperating in maintaining a clean, pleasant, attractive noon

lunch environment.
9. Evaluating the effect of the availability or r: onavailability of

carbonated beverages, candies, and confections.
10. Developing proper eating behavior, including leisurely eat-

ing, correct use of eating utensils, and practice of table cour-
tesies.

11. Discussing and evaluating the nutritional needs of athletes
and the food fads and fallacies to which some of them sub-
scribe.

These and many other activities can be initiated around the school
lunch experience for the purpose of improving nutritional knowl-
edge and practice. Eating together at school can be a significant
and effective experience in health education.
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TEACHING FOR MENTAL HEALTH

A school environment includes people fis well as buildings,

grounds, and equipment. The interaction of perstautlities in a vari-

ety of situations at school is a constant yet ever varying process.

Incidents occur which cause anger, frustration, and rear; other sit-

uations engender courage, cooperation, and confidence. Pupils inter-

act with each other and with teachers and other adults at school.

Problems arise; discussion and interpretation are needed; decisions

must be made. Around the many situations, incidents, and proce-

dures originating in the school, valuable mental health attitudes

and understandings can be built.

Individual Guidance

Since the experiences and needs of pupils vary, much teaching

for mental health will be accomplished on an individual basis. As

the teacher helps a child or an adolescent to understand himself, to

face reality, to gain a basis for stlf-respect, or to improve his group

relationships, he is contributing t? the goals of mental health. This

type of teaching goes on more or less continuously and often unob-

trusively day by day. On occasion there is need for individual

conferences with certain pupils tx., discuss and evaluate particular

problems, and sometimes teachers need assistance from specialized

guidance personnel in reaching a solution. However, the individual

guidance which the teacher provides as a part of his daily work is

an important aspect cf mental health education.

Group Experiences

School situations and occurrences which provide opportunity for

classroom discussion and decision bearing on pupils' emotional

health are legion. An incident on the playground may lead to dis-

cussion of appropriate playground behavior and the importance of

learning to control one's temper or to respect the rights of others.

Littered lunchrooms or schoolgrounds may stimulate discussion of

the need for each person to share responsibility for maintaining

a healthful environment for all. An impending game with a rival

high school may furnish the setting for consideration of the nature

and importance of sportsmanlike behavior by a group of high

school pupils. Planning for school field days may involve discussion

of ways of working together and the importance of each person's

doing his share in a group project to help make it succeed. Other
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lustrations of mental health teaching inherent in the ongoing
activities of the school are too numerous to list; there are personal-
ity interactions in every sitwitivn. The teacher with insight and un-
derstanding will readily recognize the many opportunities for pro-
moting emotional health which occur as each liay goes by.

Planned Units of Instruction

Individual and group experiences at school can often be utilized
for more extensive and related instruction than that which occurs
in one discussion or is limited to one experience. The experience or
situation at school may be the point of departure, but the projects
and learning experiences which teachers and pupils plan together
may lead them into many and diverse facets of mental health edu-
cation. Teacher and pupils can set about-

1. Considering the ways in which school experiences can be most
satisfying.

2. Analyzing the club and activity programs of the high school to
determine their relationships to social adjustment and to the
provision of opportunity for participation by all.

3. Formulating a code of behavior for school dances, parties, and
athletic events_

4. Studying the ways in which different persons contribute to the
achievement of a common goal.

5. Evaluating the social life of the high school in terms of demo-
cratic ideals.

6. Setting up a schedule for the individual which provides a bal-
anced day in terms of study, work, recreation, and rest.

7. Evaluating the reasons why balanced living is important.
There is little doubt that the school experiences of children and

young people are fertile opportunities for mental health education
individual or group, incidental or planned. Good teachers are con-
stantly utilizing them.

HEALTH SERVICES AND HEALTHFUL SCHOOL LIVING

During his school years, a pupil receives certain health services
which are designed to protect and improve his health.3 These serv-

a National Education Association and American Medical Association, Joint
Committee on Health Problems in Education. School Health Services. Second
edition. Washington, D.C., and Chicago: the Associations, 1964.
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ices help pupils understand the factors that affect health and make
it possible for them to lit e healthfully. A broad interpretation of a
pupil's envin,nment permits inclusion of experiences with school
health services as environmental factors related to healthful school
living. School health services include (a) measures to appraise each
pupil's health so that the pupil, his parents, and his teachers may
become familiar with his health assets and liabilities; (b) follow-up
to encourage correction of remediable defects and alleviation of
those that cannot be corrected; (c) emergency care in case of sud-
den sickness or injury; and (d) measures to prevent or control
communicable diseases. Activities in each of these four areas ein be
utilized to help pupils learn how to live healthfully.

Health Appraisal and Follow-Up Activities

Health education may preeede or follow various procedures used
to appraise pupil health; in many instances it will both precede and
follow. Prior to vision and hearing tests, for example, the teacher
may interpret the purposes, methods, and limitations of testing
procedures. As a result of experiences with such tests, pupil's inter-
est may be -.roused in studying about eyes and ears and sight and
hearing. The alert teacher will recognize this interest and satisfy it
by devoting appropriate time to these subjects. He will help pupils
apply what they learn to situations in the school and home.

Similarly, health education is related to periodic health examina-
tions. Greatest value will result when the examining physician, ei-
ther the pupil's private physician or the school physician, takes full
advantage of the educational implications of the health
examination. The examination does not serve educational purposes
if it is so hurried that the pupil and the physician do not develop
rapport. Under such circumstances, the pupil may develop a feeling
of indifference and resent the fact that he had no opportunity to ex-
press himself or to learn what the examination revealed. On the
other hand, the establishment of good rapport and the provision of
opportunities to ask questions during the examination create a sat-
isfying experience for the pupil that he will be willing to repeat as
needed. He will learn that periodic checks on his health status are
part of health maintenance and improvement. Also, he will learn
that he needs to consult a physician whenever there are serious or
prolonged symptoms of sickness, regardless of the results of pre-
vious health examinations.

Follow-up of problems discovered by health appraisal procedures
can be an educational process, based on personal conferences be-
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tween the physician, nurse, or teacher and the pupil or his parents.
A satisfying conference results in the formulation of a plan for the
v.:Aaiun of the problem and helps the pupil develop a sense of re-
sponsibility for his own health. He learns the significance of his
health problem, the value of seeking needed treatment or other at-
tention, and the available reliable resources for obtaining help. He
learns that his personal physician and dentist are the ones to con-
sult when medical or dental treatment is needed.

Health Education Related to Emergencies

Every instance of sudden sickness or injury presents a "teach-
able moment," for at such times pupils are interested in what hap-
pened, what was done, and how similar events can be prevented. A
high school pupil becomes suddenly ill with acute abdominal pain.
He is taken to the "health room," and someone immediately gets in
touch with one of his parents. The nurse, or someone prepared in
first aid, advises that no food, water, or medication be given and
that the youth be seen as soon as possible by his physician. After an
examination by his physician, the pupil is taken to a hospital and
immediately operated on for appendicitis.

The classmates of this pupil will undoubtedly ply the teacher
with numerous questions, some of which he will be able to answer;
others will have to be referred to a physician or nurse. What
prompted the suggestion that the pupil should have no water, food,
or medication? Is surgery the only treatment for appendicitis? Did
the teacher know it was appendicitis? Can appendicitis be prevent-
ed? Is it related to constipation? Is all pain in the abdomen caused
by appendicitis? Discussion of these and other questions presents
opportunities for pupils to learn that appendicitis is a serious emer-
gency which requires prompt medical attention, that sudden severe
pain may be a sign of appendicitis but only a physician can make a
diagnosis, and that food, water, or medication may aggravate the
condition of one who has appendicitis.

Appendicitis is used here only as an illustration, ior irterest may
be aroused by any case of sudden sickness or injury. Utilization of
such interest leads to a consideration of the particular sickness or
injury and permits interpretation of school policies related to the
care of pupils who experience such problems. Healthful school liv-
ing requires that pupils learn how to make use of health protective
services provided in the school and the relationship of such services
to the diagnostic and treatment functions of their own physicians.
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Prevention and Control of Communicable Disease

Community efforts to prevent and control communicable diseases
depend partly on education of the public about preventive and con-
trol measures. Schools can aid in such efforts by familiarizing pu-
pils with present-day knowledge concerning diseases. Such informa-
tion needs to be adapted to the age, understanding, and interests of
pupils, with rather limited information being presented in the ele-
mentary grades and more comprehensive and extensive material
presented in the secondary school. It is best restricted to matters of
concern to nonmedical persons, leaving details of pathology, diagno-
sis, and treatment to the physician.

Many communicable diseases may be prevented by immunization
or vaccination, including diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus,
smallpox, measles (rubeola), poliomyelitis, and mumps. In the
offing are immunizations for other diseases, such as German mea-
sles (rubella). Pupils can learn the value of such preventive treat-
ments and the desirability of receiving them during infancy, ac-
cording to the family physician's recommendation. They also can
learn that reinforcing immunizations at later times are essential
for continued protection. Most children and adolescents will receive
their immunizations from their family physician; others, for a
number of reasons, may receive them through a community pro-
gram established for that purpose.

Effective education about communicable disease includes more
than information concerning preventive treatment. It acquaints
pupils with school and eJmmunity procedures designed to prevent
the spread of disease, and it includes emphasis on the importance of
staying home when ill, the need for isolation, and the need for pro-
fessional medical diagnosis and treatment. Consideration is given to
water and food sanitation as measures designed to prevent disease.
At the high school level, particular attention is given to measures
for the control of syphilis, gonorrhea, tuberculosis, and influenza,
including methods used to identify those who contract these dis-
eases and the importance of their obtaining prompt professional
treatment.

Discussing with pupils the measures used to corOat communica-
ble disease helps them to understand how their health is being pro-
tected, what they can do to protect their health, and how they can
assist in community efforts to control communicable disease. This is
a big undertaking, but one which pays rich dividends.
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RELATIONSHIP WITH TOTAL SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

The suggestions offered in this chapter are indicative of the op-
portunities for health teaching which are found in varying degrees
in every school situation. Cord teaching involves a study of the
needs in a particular situation and gears instruction to these needs.
The interests of pupils vary with their experiences; the rural pupil
has a different school environment from that of his urban cousin.
The teacher will utilize pupils' environments for teaching rather
than trying to project pupils into unfamiliar situations.

The total program in health education involves a great deal more
than is delineated here. The pupil's life at home, in his neighbor-
hood, and in his community must be seen and understood, as well as
his life in the school. The need for development of sound under-
standings in Vh a. health sciences cannot be overlooked. The goals of
health educatio--. that contribute to the broader goals of education
and life adjustment are of paramount concern. The ideas discussed
here will become more meaningful when they are considered within
the framework of the total school health program.
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Athletes
Coach and, 241-42
Fungous diseases in, 236-37
Safeguarding health of, 246-47
Setting good examples, 243

Back-siphonage
Its cause, 207
Prevention, 207
Protection against, 209

Bathing facilities. See Showers.
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Athlete's example, 243
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Care of, 226, 227
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Community health, 73
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63

Representative of all groups, 262
Serves in advisory capacity, 262

Community implications, 141-42
Community recreation, 224
Community safety council, 114, 261
Comprehensive testing program, 14 6 ,

87
Concessions, 125-26
Consolidated schools, bus services for,

24
Contributors and Consultants, vii-ix
Cooperative teaching, 20
Coordinators, 98, 258
Cots, 156
Council on Foods and Nutrition, 126
Council, School advisory health, 262
Counseling, 79, 89
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Custodial service, 5, 50, 56, 59, 137
Custodian, 69, 80, 100, 137, 234
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Prevention, 112, 151
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Communicable, 5, 238, 279, 281
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Fungous, 236-37
Herpes simplex, 237
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Impetigo, 237
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Prevention of, 237-39, 279, 281
Readmission after, 5
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Virus, 237
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Disinfectants, 58
Disinfecting, 57, 58
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Drinking alcohol, 92
Drinking fountains

Care of, 51
Installation of, 213
Learning use of, 52
Location of, 213, 233
Sanitary requirements for, 213

Driver education, 112, 114
Driver Improvement Program, 114
Drivers, 24, 111
Drugs

Harmful, 92
Use by athletes, 243

Drying areas, 228, 230
Dust, 47, 48
Dusting, 46-48
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School Environment, v
Education

Basic philosophy of, 2
Compulsory, 1, 2
Consumer, 92
Effect of noise on, 173
Environment in, 3
Health, 93
Healthful classroom encourages, 31
Major aims of, 31
Present thoughts on, 2
Psychological pressures in, 1
Pupils' interest in, 1
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Special personnel in, 99, 101, 255
Teacher in, 2, 99, 255

Educational philosophy, 2
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Emergencies, 280
Emergency care, 279
Emergency reports, 107
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Responses of young child, 32-33
School personnel in, 34
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Teachers' function, 32
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Accidents and, W9
Health rules for, 129

Engineer; 102, 103, 196, 217
En% ironment

Administrator and, 251-64
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Health and, 18
Health education, 267-82
Physical, 4-5
Physical education and, 22147
school, 3, 3
School housekeeping and, 45-69

Epidermophytosis. See Fungous dis-
ease.

Equipment
Gymnasium, eaic of, 226
Inspection of, 105
Lighting, 167
Lunchroom, 134-35
Maintenance of, 167, 228

Equipment and supplies
Checklist for, 103
Purchase of, 101
Safety of, 102
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Effect on
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Emotional health, 85

Family attitudes toward, 85
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Problems of, 78
Teacher's provision for, 78
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Exits, 54, 61, 137
Extracurricular activities, 14, 79
Eye fatigue, 162
Eyes, 161
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Family physician. 237
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Federal aid, 123
Feet

Care of, 237
Fungous diseases of, 237
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Fire hazards, 137
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Fire prevention, 59
Fire regulations, 59
Fire safety, :4, 100
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Kinds of, 11,
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167-68
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Fluorides, 203
Food
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Storage, 5
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Conditions of,
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Food personnel, 128-30
List of rules for, 129

Vovd selection, 131
Food service

Aims, 121
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font baths, 236-37
Forms

Accident, 1(18-109
Sel f- inspection, 58
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Attracts rodents and insects, 217
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Garleigi. tuns, 217
Garbage disposal

Burying. 218
Collection, 21:!
Grinding, 218
Incinerating, 218

Gifted children, 12, 20
Glare

Causes, 165
Direct, 165
Discomfort of, 165
Reduced by, 166
Reflected, 165

Goals, 68, 69, 89
Gonorrhea. 281
Grade school. Sre Elementary school.
Grades

Comparisons to be avoided, 85
Discussion of progress with pupils

themselves, 86
Interpretation of, 86

Growth, 38, 39
Guidance

Administrator's place in, 25, 252
Provided daily, 279

Guidance teacher, 4, 2;5, 257
Gymnasium clothing, 226
Gymnasium hazards

Obstructions, 62
Slippery floors, 62

Gymnasiums
Acoustical materials for, 178
Acoustics in, 178
.thirties, 224
Community recreation, 224
Floor

Plan, 224
Space, 224
Use 221

Intramural activities, 224
Padding in, 62, 224
Partitions, movable, 224
Physical education classes, 224

Hairdryers, 2.13
Handicapped students
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rla..s.sroom teacher's provision

for. 77
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Modified equipment for, 225, 229,
Special exercise or remedial

activity areas for, 225
Handwashirg facilities, 268.
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Drugs, 92
Electrical, 63-64
Fire, 58-60
Maintenance, 64-65
Mechanical, 60-63

Health
Appraisal, 279-80
Effect of

Harmful drugs on, 92
Lighting on, 162, 270
Noise on, 172
Visual environment, 162

Health activities, 91
Health appraisal, 279-80
Health classrooms, 157-58
Health committee, 6
Health coordinators, 258
Health councils

Composition of, 262-63
Representatives from all groups,

262
Serve in advisory capacity, 262

Health counseling
Nurse and, 93
Physician in, 93
Teacher in, 79, 89

Health department, 92, 133, 152
Health education

Adapted to pupils' needs, 91
Communicable diseases and, 238
Emergencies and, 280
Nurse and, 93
Physician in, 92
Teachers- place in, 92
Utilizing environment in, 267(-72
Utilizing "follow-up" activities

in, 279
Health educators

Administrators, 92
Physician, 92
Psychiatrist, 92
Psychologist, 93
School nurse, 93
.ozotial workers, 93
Teachers, 91

Health examinations
Important for food handlers, 260
Values of, to student, 279

ire Ith histories, 244
Ht-aIth inspections, 105
Health laws, 21
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HruIth practices
Athletic environment in, 239-47
Safeguarding atbleteg, 246-47
Some basic principles of, 24U

Health problems
Cigarette smoking. 43.
Special personnel for, 92
Use of drugs or stimulants

Hazardous, 243
Poor sportsmanship, 243
Unsucessful, 243

Weight reduction
Crash diets in, 244
Nutrition principles appli-
cable, 245

Health programs, 2
Community and interested groups

in, 5
Health records, 89
Health rooms, soundproofing in, 179
Health of school staff

Justification of, 260
Medical examinations

Pre-employment, with chest
x-ray. 128, 259

Periodic, 260
For food handlers, 128, 260

Si .k leave for employees, 128
Sick leave for teachers, 260-61

Health services, 279
Health supervision, 128
Healthful school living

Administrators in, 8
Curriculum experience, 7
Emotional development for, 36-40
Social relationships. 7

Hearing defects, 92, 173
Hearing problems, acoustics and, 17
Hearing tests, 156, 179
Heat

Exhaustion, 214
Human loss of, 183
Need of, 194
Stroke, 244

Heating
Hit air, 11)7
Panel, 197
Standards for, 194-95
Variations in, 194-95

Heredity, 1
High schools, 88, 147
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%el:ground, ,.?2,
lorne-packed lunch, 124
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Honk work
Agreement o' tez...-,-1..ers fur,
Assignment. l*7-1..K
Community resources substitute for,
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Hoods. 61, 136
Hut air, 197
Housekeeping

Cl-aning and sanitation, 16-58
Eliminating accident hazards, 58-65
Equipmnnt, 45
Promoting comfort and well-being,

65
"School personnel, 45

Humidity, 193
Hygiene, 137

Illness, 91, 279
Illuminating Engineers Society, 165
Illumination. Svc. Lighting.
Imhoff tank, 215
Immunization, 238
Impetigo, 237
Incandescent light fixtures, 167
Incinerators, 218
Injuries, 161
insects, 67, 68
In-service education, 129
Inspections, 52, 134, 254
Insulation

Against noise, 175, 176
Materials for, 175

Intelligence test, 86
Iron, 203
Isolation, 5

Joint Committee on Health Problems
in Education of the National
Education Association and
the American Medical Asso-
ciation, v, 92 (ftn)

Joint Committee on Rural Sanitation,
905

Junior high schools, 147, 245

Kindergartens, 2, 11
Kitchens, 133

Acoustical treatment of, 136
Cleaning of, 1:7:7
Equipment of, 135, 136

Laboratories
Exhaust fans in, 61
Food service as, 139
Safe use of equipment, 274
t'se of goggles in, 105

Landscaping, 174-75
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Laundries. 227
Lavatories, :2,3
Learning

Affected by
Comfort, 183
Environment, 183
Health, 183
Tensions, 90

Through
Associates, 4
Ears, 161
Environment, 2, 183
Peers, 34

Learning capacity
Heredity and, 1

Letters. Svc Forms.
Light fixtures

Cleaning of, 50
Flourescent, 168
Incandescent, 167
in old building, 168

Lighting
Artificial, 167
Brightness relationships, 164-65
Effect of improper, 161
Installations planned for, 164
Levels of, 162-64
Natural, 168-69
Psychological effect of, 170
Seating arrangements for, 170
Source of, 168-69
What teacher can do abeut it,

170-71
Windows, 169, 170

Lighting system, planning for, 164
Light meter, 167
Linoleum floors, 50
Locker rooms

Cleaning of, 56
)rinking fountain in, 233

Lockers in, 232
Storage in, 231

Lockers, 232
Lunches

A la. carte, 123-24
Complete, 122-23
Free, 131
Home-packed, 124
Hot, 124

Lunchroom
Construction, 133, 134
Equipment, 133, 1:15-36
Supervision, 131-33
Workers. 12P-29, 137

91

Machinery, 83
Maintenance, goals of, t;8, 69
Manager of school lunch program, 127
Marking procedures to

Avoid comparing students, 85-86
Permit individual progress report

with student, 86
Permit recognition of individual

differenceq, 8t
Mats. Set Gymnasium mats.
Medical and dental societies, 126
Medical examinations, 128, 240-41
Medical supervision in athletics

Physical examinations for, 240-41
School supply form for, 241

Physician at sports events, 241
Physician's decisions on health mat-

ters unquestioned, 241
Mental development, 1, 2
Mental health

Effect of
Attitudes on, 89-90
Noise on, 172
Play in, 7

Goals of, 89
Teacher and, 4

Mental health education
Individual guidance by classroom

teacher each day, 277
Group experiences important in,

')77
Pupil-teacher projects, 278

Mental health problems, 172
Mentally gifted, 18, 20
Mentally handicapped, 18, 78, 91
Mentally retarded. See Mentally

handicapped.
Milk, 124
Mopping of school floors, 49
Motor clubs, 115
Music rooms, 177-78

Naps, 78
National Board of Fire Underwriters,

102
National Commission on Safety Edu-

cation, 102, 115
National Committee on School Health

Policies, 240
National Congress of Parents and

Teachers, 127
National Council on Schoolhouse Con-

struction, 147, 163
National Education Association, 98,

105, 110, 115
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National Fire Prot :etiun Asseciatiun,
102, 105, 106

National Plumbing Code, 207
National Safety Council, 97, 99, 100,

106, 108, 110, 112
National Student Traffic Safety Pro-

gram, 11.5
Noise. Sec also Acoustics.

Acceptable levels, 173-74
Control of, 161
Effect of, 172-73
In classrooms, 177
In gymnasium, 178
In health rooms, 178-79
In music rooms, 177-78
Measuring unit for, 179
Planned soundproofing, 179
Plantings reduce, 66
Pupil activity source of, 171
Site selection and, 175
Sources in schools, 171, 175
Undesirable effect on

Learning, 161
Mental and emotional health, 172

Nurses, 92
Nurse-teacher conference, 89
Nutrition, 121, 122, 123
Nutrition education, 124

Ocular fatigue, indequate lighting in,
162

Odors
Appetite and, 185-86
Created by (Ia.:1p towels, 230

Office of Civil Defense, 116
Old school 'ouilding

Acoe..tics in, 179
I :ghting in, 168

'operative temperature, 191
Organization

Challenges and respqnses to, 12
Determines

Length of school day, 12
Length of year, 12
Patterns and health, 12, 13
Preschool and kindergarten

added, 11
Organization changes

Use of allied personnel, 25
Use of volunteers, 25

Organizing instruction for pupil
health

Importance of problem solving,
83-84

Method, 35

Parents
Conferences with, $}
Effects of

Promotion on, 90
Retention un, 90

Influence of, 33
Records and samples of work fur,

89
Report cards and, 88

Parking, 149
Periodic medical examinations,

259-60
Personal hygiene, 137
Personality tests, 87
Pests

insects, 68
Rodents, 67-68

Pets, 269
Physical activity

Appropriate to age, 85
Develops body, 79
Develops skills, 79
Learning and, 6-7
Not limited to young, 6
Psychobiological necessity,

Physical education
Achievement in, 7
Adapted for handicapped, 224-25
Multipurpose room used for, 224
Opportunity for status with peers, 7
Pleasure in, 7

Physical environment
Adequate space, 5
Clean and orderly, 5
Lighting in, 5
Pupil reaction to, 4, 5,
Water ample and safe, 5

Physical examination, 20, 25, 259, 260
Physical facilities, 5
Physically handicapped, 224-2.5
Physicians

Family, 237
School, 238, 241

Planning school building
Advisory committee, 151-52
Architect, 151
School board, 149-50
School staff, 150-51
Superintendent, 150
The public, 151
State department of education,

151-52
Plantings, 174-75
Play, 7
Playgrounds, 222-23, 273

20,
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Plumbing fixtures
Height of, 211-12
Location of, 210-11
Number needed, 209-210
Venting of, 207

Plumbing system
Back-siphonage in, 207-209
Basic purpose of, 206
Installation, 207

Police, 113
Policies, 6, 97, 98

Written, 98
Pools. See Swimming pools.
Population, 11
Preface, iii-v
Prevention

Of accidents, 6, 73, 109, 188
Of diseases

Communicable, 281
Fungous, 236-37

By clean personal practices, 238
By clean physical facilities, 238
By immunization, 238
By referral of infected persons,

238
Of ear infections, 238

Prices, 123, 130
Principals, 100
Professional responsibilities in school

health services, 92
Promotions, 90
Psychiatrists, 92
Psychological examinations, 31
Psychologists

Pupil information from, 93
Pupil problems and, 93

Pumps, 205-206
Pupils

Abilities, 12, 93
Acceptance, 4
Attitudes, 85
Doubts, 90
Emotional problems, 73, 85, 87, 90,

93
Frustration, 4
Health, 84-85
Hearing defects of, 92
Home environment, 90, 93
Need help

To increase their capacities, 73
To understand

Poor housing, 73
Problems of mental health, 73
Social discriminatit)ns, 73
Themselves, 73

Nurse consultant to, 92
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Personal problems, 4, 73, 93
Pressures tin, 31-32
Promotion, 90
Psychological implications for, 34
Refractive errors and, 92
School personnel responsibility for,

84
Self-concepts, 89
Self-esteem, 85
Speech defects, 92
Social needs, 87
Success, 84

Purification. See water purification.

Radiant temperature, 190
Readmission, S
Recreational safety, 112
Reflectances

Light ceiling in, 166
Paper in, 170

Refrigeration, 138
Refrigerators, 136, 137, 138, 214
Refuse, 136, 217-18
Relaxation, 78, 233
Report cards, 88
Reports, 58, 59
Research, 15
Respiratory infections, 129, 281
Responsibility, 151, 221
Rest, 78
Retarded. Sec Slow learners.
Reverberation, 177
Reverberation time, 177
Rodents

Control of, 68
Dangers from, 67
Garbage and, 217

Rooms, 17?
Rules and regulations, 129, 234-35
Rural pupils, 154-55
Rural schools, 154-56

Water needs, 204-205

Safety
Checklist, 103, 106
Defensive driving course, 114
Factors, 150
Fire extinguishers and, 137
Multiple exits, 137
Needs, 137
Special studies on, 110
The three "F's" of, 106-107
Traffic factors and, 146-48

Safety classes, 105
Safety coordinator, 98, 104

Employee in-sin ice training, 111
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Fire drills in, 100
For pupils, 111
Professional training for, 911
School program for, 8, 106
Teacher and, 273
Teaching aids for, 101

Safety engineer, 104, 107,
Safety equipment, 223
Safety patrol, 148, 273
Safety policies, 97
Safety supervisor, 104
Sanitation, 113, 211, 271
School

Architect, 150
Boards, 149, 254
Building, 149
Buses, 24, 102, 146-47, 155
Construction standards, 150
Day, 13
Environment, 3, 268-69

Emotional and social, 255-56, 267
Physical, 252

Health committees, 8
Health councils, 261, 262
Health program, 2, 257
Health services, 279
Life, tone of, 22-24
Lunch, 122-24, 275
Lunch program, 121
Nurse, 93
Personnel, 259
Programs, 2, 257
Rules and regulations, 129, 234-35
Safety inspections, 98
Safety inspector, 98
Site

Drainage of, 148
Selection of, 146
Size of, 148
Traffic pattern, 147
Utilization of, 148

Staff
Building rthming and, 150
He'llth of, 260-61
Leaves of absence for, 260-61

Science Laboratories, 61, 274
Screening tests, teacher's role in, 91
Scrubbing

Hand, 49
Machine, 49

Secondary schools. Sr!' High schools.
Selenium, 203

elf- contained classroom. 17
Self-discipline, 277
Senior high schools. &' High schools.

Session; double, 11-15
Sewage disposal

Basic factors in, 214-15
Primary treatment of, 215
Secondary treatment of, 216

Sewer gas, 207
Sewer lines, 207
Shades. Scc also Window shades.

Care of, 51
Use of, 51

Shop safety, 105
Shower facilities

Adapted for handicapped, 229
Adequate warm air for, 230
Drying areas of, 230
Lockers, 230
Towel service, 230

Shower rooms
Floors, nonslip, 229
Location or, 228
Maintenance of, 229-30

Showers
Care of, 230
Central thermostat control, 229
Central water control, 229
Group, 229
Individual, 229
Instruction in use of, 229

Sick children, 279
Sick leave, 260-61
Sickness. Sec Disease.
Sinks, 137, 139
Site for school

Selection of, 146
Size of, 147
Utilization of, 148

Skin conditions, 236-37
Skin disease, 237
Sleep, 78
Slow learners, 17-18
Sludge, 216
Slums, 113
Smoking, 243
soap dispensers, 53
Social implications of school health,

145
Social workers, 93
Softening, 202
Soil, 216
Soil absorption system, 216
Sound

Barriers, 174
In old buildings, 179
Insulation for, 174
Isolation from, 174

Sports, 2.10-42
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Standardized tests
Evaluation necessary, 86
Provide information, 86
Unsuited for all purposes, 86

Standards
For contracts, 101
For purchases, 101
For swimming pools, 23.5

State department of education, 151-52
State department of health, 150
State governmental agencies, 116
State health authorities, 152
State health department, 152
State laws, 155
Sterilization, 138-39
Stimulants, 243
Storage space, 136, 137
Superintendent

As community educational leader,
150

Safety policies of, 98
Supervision, 131, 229
Supervisor, 98
Surface water, 146
Sweeping, 48
Swimming, 233, 235
Swimming pools

Building engineer, 234
Custodian, 234
Regulations for, 234-35
Safety education in, 235
Safety equipment for, 235
Sanitation of, 233
Supervision of, 234, 235

Syphilis, 281
Tables, 134
Teacher-nurse conferences, 89
Teacher-parent conferences, 89
Teacher-student conferences, 89
Teachers, 3, 90, 121
Teachers' health, 259-60
Teaching

Cooperative, 22
Team teaching, 150

Teen-agers, 31, 32, 34, 39
Temperature

Air, 189-90
Chart, 187
Control, 191
Effective, 187-88
Efficiency and, 188-89
Factors affecting, 189-90
Heat loss, 183
Operative, 189-90
Radiant, 190
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Tension
Effect of noise un, 173
Minimizing 90

rreZt ievement, 87
Hearing, 150, 179
Intelligence, 86
Personality, 87
Screening, 91

Thermal atmosphere
Comfort in, 190
Properties of, 184

Thermostat
Control of, 229
Room, 191

Tile floors, 52, 136
Time allotment, 13-16

Alternation of sedentary and active
form of learning, 14

Boredom considered in, 14
Causes of extended day, 14
Double sessions, 14-16
Extended year, 15
Flexible schedule, 14
Length of day, 13, 14
Research needed, 15
Summer school

Enrichment program, 15
Remedial programs in, 15, 16

Teachers day, 13
Utilization

Of buildings, 15
Of programs, 15

Tobacco, 92
Toilet facilities

Dispensers
Cleaned, 53, 212
Filled, 53
Position of, 212

Seats, cleaning of, 53
Urinals, 53

Toilet room, cleaning of
Floors, 52
Partitions, 52
Walls, 52
Windows, 52

Tone of school life, 22-24
Tornadoes, 116
Towels, 230
Traffic, 147-48
Traffic aides, 148
Traffic guards, 148
Traffic lights, 148
Transportation of pupils

Emergency care, 4
Health hazards

Length of trip, 24
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Time involved, 24
Missing bus, 25
Standards of conduct in, 24

Trickling filter system, 217
Triethylene glycol vapor, 195
Turbidity, 203

Ultraviolet irradiation, 195
Undernourishment. See Nutrition.
Uniform, 226
Unit ventilators, 198
U.S. Department of Agriculture, 125

(ftn)
U.S. Standards Institute, 102
Urban schools, 153
Urinals, 53

Vacations, 15
Vaccinations. See Immunization.
Vacuum system, 48
Vacuums, 207
Vanadium, 203
Vending machines, 125
Venereal diseases, 281
Venetian blinds, 51
Ventilating equipment, acoustical at-

tention to, 174
Ventilation

Comfort and, 186
Design of system, 175
Efficiency of, 186-87
Removal of body heat and, 186

Vision
Effect of glare on, 165-66
Effect of lighting on, 170-71

Vision tests, volunteers in, 25
Visual environment, 162
Voluntary health agencies, adminis-

trator and, 264
Walki.ig distances, 146
Walking to school, 146
Walls, 51
Wash basins

Cleaned, 53
Foot controls for, 55
Water supply for, 212

Washroom mirrors, 53
Waste paper receptacle, 212
Water, 201-203, 242
Water heater, 139
Water purification, 202-204
Water service lines, 206
Water supply, 202
Wax, 50
Wells, 205-206
Wet mopping, 49
Windows

Function of, 169
Psychological effect, 170
Rooms without, 169
Screened, 54
Shades, 51, 169
Washing of, 52

X-rays of chest, 259, 260


